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Preface 

Surface engineering has become an indispensible technology for 
improving virtually all the properties of solid surfaces. Almost 
all types of materials, including metals, ceramics, polymers, and 
composites can be coated with thin films or surface structures of 
similar or dissimilar materials. It is also possible to form coatings 
of newer materials (e.g., met glass. beta-C3N4), graded deposits, 
nanocomposites, and multi-component deposits etc. Functional 
surface engineering has provided advancements such as extend-
ing the life of optoelectronic devices, cutting tools, engine parts, 
medical implants, hardware and plumbing fixtures; improved cor-
rosion resistance of ferrous materials; wear resistant decorative 
coatings for jewelry and architectural glass; improved reflectivity 
and hardening of laser and telescope mirrors, improved efficiency 
and manufacturing of photovoltaic cells; new energy efficiency 
glazings (low-e windows); thin film batteries; self cleaning surfaces 
and much more. 

Surface engineering can be traced back as far as the mid-1900's 
to first efforts to modify the properties of solid surfaces to reduce 
wear, reduce friction and improve appearance. In the second half of 
the last century, however, surface engineering involved primarily 
application of thin film materials and plasma treatment to modify 
and enhance surface properties such as wear resistance, lubric-
ity and corrosion resistance. It has evolved to cover the full range 
of surface properties, such as optical, electrical, magnetic, electro-
optical properties, permeation barriers, and functionally engi-
neered materials. Each of these properties can be subdivided into 
dozens of subtopics. It has further evolved to encompass artificial 
structures and surfaces such as low dimensional structures (super-
lattices, quantum wires and quantum dots), nanotubes, sculpted 
thin films, nanocomposites, energy band engineering, and even bio-
logical structures. A number of technical conferences are solely or 
partially dedicated to surface engineering and functional materials 
engineering. Excellent resources are the Society of Vacuum Coaters 
(SVC), AVS and Materials Research Society (MRS) and their associ-
ated publications. 

xm 



xiv PREFACE 

The scope of this book is an introduction to a wide variety of 
aspects of surface engineering and functional materials engineer-
ing. There are a number of excellent books on the market that cover 
the topics such as hard coatings, deposition technologies for thin 
films, physical vapor deposition, nanocomposites, and low dimen-
sional materials. No one book, however, incorporates all aspects 
of surface engineering and engineered materials. To this end, this 
book is intended to present a wide variety of surface engineering 
and functional materials engineering aspects in less detail than spe-
cialized handbooks, but as a standalone resource. 

This book is intended to serve as an introduction to a multitude 
of surface engineering and functional materials engineering top-
ics and should viewed as such. In most cases, only the basics are 
addressed. Because of this, thin films with more than three compo-
nents have generally been omitted. Advanced engineered materials 
such as carbon and titania nanotubes, nanocomposites, metama-
terials, sculpted thin film, photonic crystals and low dimensional 
structures show promise of enhanced structural, optical and electri-
cal properties. Only basic mechanical, optical and electrical prop-
erties are presented. As much math as logically possible has been 
omitted without damaging basic concepts. It was unavoidable, 
however, to go into more detail with regard to thin film nucleation, 
energy band engineering and nanoelectronics. 

Engineered materials are now being developed for and used in 
advanced photovoltaic devices, dye sensitized solar cells, quan-
tum cascade lasers, advanced electronics, drug delivery, medical 
devices, metamaterials, optical photonic bandgap devices, negative 
refractive index devices, superlenses, artificial magnetism, cloak-
ing devices, thermoelectric power generation and much more. 
Structures and properties not possible in naturally occurring mate-
rials are synthesized by a number of lithographic, etching, plasma 
and deposition processes. 

The structure and properties of thin films are almost entirely 
dependent on deposition process. Many properties are directly 
related to the energy of atoms and molecules incident on the 
substrate surface. It is essential to understand how each deposi-
tion process synthesizes thin film structure and composition and 
the adatom energetic of each process. To this end, a significant 
amount of text, namely chapters 2 and 3, is dedicated to deposi-
tion processes and structure of thin films. In the ensuing chapters, 
it will become evident how the properties of each type of thin film 
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(tribological, optical, electrical, etc.) depend on deposition condi-
tions, structure and bonding. Tables are presented in each chapter 
that summarize these relationships. It was impossible to survey all 
literature on each deposition process and thin film material, and 
as a result, many tables are incomplete due to lack of available 
information. 

The surveys of low dimensional structures, metamaterials and 
nanotubes may seem out of place but these technologies are being 
increasingly used to improve the tribological, optical, electrical 
and optoelectronic performance of thin film structures and surface 
devices. Sculpted thin films synthesized by glancing angle deposi-
tion (GLAD) are now used to achieve properties not possible with 
conventional thin film materials. Metamaterials are one of the most 
significant technical developments of this decade and are being 
developed with optical properties (e.g., negative refractive index) 
not possible with solid thin films. Applications include cloaking 
devices and superlenses than can resolve below the diffraction 
limit. 

It is hoped that this book will give the readers enough background 
information to begin to solve critical surface engineering and mate-
rials problems, or provide enough information and resources to 
spring board them to generate new solutions and materials. 

Peter M. Martin 
June, 2011 

Kennewick, WA 



1 
Properties of Solid Surfaces 

1.1 Introduction 

Wear and corrosion of structural materials are ubiquitous reliabil-
ity and lifetime problems that have existed since the inception of 
mechanical devices and structures. Additionally, the optical, elec-
trical, and electro-optical properties of solid surfaces were deter-
mined by crystalline, compositional, and electrical properties of the 
bulk solid. Until the advent of surface engineering, these proper-
ties belonged to the surface of the bulk materials being used and 
could be modified to only a limited degree by various metallurgical 
and plasma surface treatments. Surfaces of bulk materials could be 
hardened and wear corrosion resistance increased by a number of 
external treatments, including plasma bombardment, ion implan-
tation, anodization, heat treatment, plasma nitriding, carburizing 
and boronizing, pack cementation, and ion implantation. They 
could also be polished or etched to modify optical properties and 
electrical properties to a limited degree. 

Surface Engineering provides additional functionality to solid 
surfaces, involves structures and compositions not found naturally 
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2 SURFACE ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERED MATERIALS 

in solids, is used to modify the surface properties of solids, and 
involves application of thin film coatings, surface functionalization 
and activation, and plasma treatment. It can also be defined as the 
design and modification of the surface and substrate of an engi-
neering material together as a system, to give cost effective perfor-
mance of which neither is capable alone. 

Surface engineering techniques are being used in the auto-
motive, aerospace, missile, power, electronic, biomédical, tex-
tile, petroleum, petrochemical, chemical, steel, power, cement, 
machine tools, and construction industries. Surface engineering 
techniques can be used to develop a wide range of functional 
properties, including physical, chemical, electrical, electronic, 
magnetic, mechanical, wear-resistant and corrosion-resistant 
properties at the required substrate surfaces. Almost all types of 
materials, including metals, ceramics, polymers, and composites 
can be coated on similar or dissimilar materials. It is also pos-
sible to form coatings of newer materials (e.g., met glass. b-C3N4), 
graded deposits, multi-component deposits, etc. 

In 1995, surface engineering was a £10 billion market in the 
United Kingdom. Coatings, to make surface life resistant to wear 
and corrosion, was approximately half the market. 

In recent years, there has been a paradigm shift in surface engi-
neering from age-old electroplating to processes such as vapor 
phase deposition, diffusion, thermal spray and welding using 
advanced heat sources like plasma, laser, ion, electron, microwave, 
solar beams, pulsed arc, pulsed combustion, spark, friction and 
induction. Biological materials for self-healing, self-cleaning and 
artificial photosynthesis are now becoming involved. 

It is estimated that loss due to wear and corrosion in the U.S. is 
approximately $500 billion. In the U.S., there are around 9524 estab-
lishments (including automotive, aircraft, power, and construction 
industries) who depend on engineered surfaces with support from 
23,466 industries. 

There are around 65 academic institutions world-wide engaged 
in surface engineering research and education. 

Surface engineering can be traced as far back as Thomas Edison 
in 1900 with the plating of gold films [1]. In 1938, Berghaus was 
among the first to develop plasma and ion modification of surfaces 
to improve surface properties and properties of vacuum deposited 
coatings [2]. The ion plating process, developed in the early 1960's, 
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was a significant step forward in plasma-assisted coating deposi-
tion [3, 4, 5]. Ion plating was the first true industrial surface engi-
neering process. Because conventional dc-diode sputtering used 
for ion plating did not provide sufficient levels of ionization to per-
mit deposition of dense ceramic coatings with adequate mechanical 
properties, post deposition processes such as peening were often 
required to density the coating. After the early 1970's, the history of 
surface engineering is intimately connected to the development of 
thin film deposition and plasma processes and closely parallels the 
history of physical vapor deposition (PVD) coatings and processes 
(magnetron sputtering, ion assisted deposition), plasma process-
ing, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes in particular. 

The majority of surface engineering technology has focused on 
enhancement of tribological properties (hardness, wear resistance, 
friction, elastic moduli) and corrosion resistance. The purist might 
think that surface engineering encompasses only tribological and 
wear resistant treatments, as initiated by Ron Bunshah as far back 
as 1961 [6]. Many engineering components need wear or corro-
sion resistant surfaces as well as tough, impact-resistant substrates. 
These requirements can be best met by using treatments that alter 
surface properties without significantly modifying those of the 
core, or bulk, material. If these principles are applied correctly, sur-
face engineering brings many benefits, including: 

• Lower manufacturing costs 
• Reduced life cycle costs 
• Extended maintenance intervals 
• Enhanced recyclability of materials 
• Reduced environmental impact 

There are, however, many more properties of a solid surface that 
can be enhanced by application of thin films, plasma treatment, pat-
terning and nanoscale structures. This is reflected in the programs 
of a number of technical conferences dedicated solely to surface 
engineering (International Conference on Metallurgical Coatings 
and Thin Films, for example), starting as early as 1974 [6]. The first 
conferences focused on modification of the surface of a component 
to enhance its the overall performance. This area, however, has 
grown much broader than just this technology, as demonstrated 
by the symposia presented at the 2010 International Conference 
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on Metallurgical Coatings and Thin Films (ICMCTF), sponsored 
by the Advanced Surface Engineering Division of AVS. Conference 
symposia include: 

A. Coatings for Use at High Temperature 
B. Hard Coatings and Vapor Deposition Technology 
C. Fundamentals and Technology of Multifunctional 

Thin Films: 
D. Carbon and Nitride Materials: Synthesis Structure-

Property Relationships: Towards Optoelectronic 
Device Applications 

E. Tribology and Mechanical Behavior of Coatings 
and Thin Films 

F. Characterization: Linking Synthesis Properties 
and Microstructure 

G. Applications, Manufacturing, and Equipment 
H. New Horizons in Coatings and Thin Films 

TS1. Experimental and Computational Studies of 
Molecular Materials and Thin Films 

TS2. Coatings for Fuel Cells and Batteries 
TS3. BioactiveCoatingsandSurfaceBiofunctionalization 
TS4. Surface Engineering for Thermal Transport, 

Storage, and Harvesting 

Thus the optical, electrical, magnetic, thermal and even biological 
properties of a solid surface can also be modified using surface engineer-
ing techniques. Glass surfaces can be transformed into highly reflective 
or high selective reflector, transmitters or emitters. Thin film coatings are 
applied to glass to reflect heat, transmit heat and create heat. Decorative 
coatings can change color with viewing angle. The color of a thin film, 
whether in reflection or transmission, is critical in many applications, 
including low-e windows, antireflection coatings, hardware, plumbing 
fixtures, high reflector coatings, jewelry, automotive parts (including 
paints) and architectural glass. The "color" of a thin film results from 
its optical properties: transmittance, reflectance and absorption. Thin 
film coatings can be both wear resistant and colorful, and often must 
function in extreme environments (such as salt spray, missile domes, 
underground, windshields). Hard and durable gold, silver, and bronze 
colored coatings are applied to hardware, jewelry, plumbing fixtures 
and even auto bodies. 
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The options for surface engineering are limitless. For example, in 
addition to wear resistant coatings the following types of coatings 
are being developed: 

• Decorative coatings 
• Photocatalytic thin films, such as Ti02, can transform a 

glass surface into a self cleaning surface 
• Piezoelectric thin films can transform a glass or insu-

lating surface into a high frequency transducer 
• Polymer/dielectric multilayer films can decrease the 

water and gas permeation of a plastic surface by six 
orders of magnitude 

• Transparent conductive oxides can make a glass or 
insulating surface almost as conductive as a metal 
while still preserving high optical transmission 

• Semiconductor thin films can transform a glass, plastic 
or metal surface into a photovoltaic device 

• Oxygen and water permeation barriers for sensitive 
electronics, plastics, and food packaging 

• Organic thin films can transform a glass or plastic 
surface into a light emitting device 

Often an application requires a thin film coating to be multifunc-
tional. Common examples of this are 

• Transition metal nitrides (TiN, ZrN, TaN, HfN) applied 
to hardware, jewelry, and plumbing fixtures for wear 
resistance and color 

• Antireflection, heater coatings 
• Wear resistant optical coatings 
• Deicing optical filters 
• Conductive, wear resistant coatings 
• Decorative coatings 

This book addresses the fundamentals of modifying and enhanc-
ing the tribological, optical, electrical, photo-electric, mechanical, 
and corrosion resistance of solid surfaces and adding functional-
ity to solids by engineering their surface, structure, and electronic, 
magnetic, and optical structure. Note that thin film, film, and coating 
are used interchangeably in this book and all describe structures 
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with thicknesses ranging from the nanometer (nm) scale to several 
microns (urn). While thin film applications will be emphasized, the 
increasing use of low dimensional structures and nanocomposites 
will integral to this discussion. Adhesion of thin films and elastic 
properties will not be directly addressed, although they cannot be 
omitted in some discussions. These topics have been addressed in 
detail in other books and the reader should refer to these books for 
in depth discussions [7, 8, 9,10,11]. It should be emphasized that, 
while this book will cover a broad range of surface engineering and 
engineered materials topics, it is strictly an introduction. Advanced 
topics and detailed analysis are beyond the scope of this book. 
Advanced topics, for example, are covered in the Third Edition 
of the Handbook of Deposition Technologies for Films and Coatings 
(P M Martin, Ed.) and Handbook of Nanostructured Thin Films and 
Coatings (Sam Zang, Ed.). 

Virtually every advance in surface engineering and engineered 
materials has resulted from thin film and related technologies. 
Engineered materials are the future of thin film technology. 
Properties can now be engineered into thin films that achieve 
performance not possible a decade ago. Engineered structures 
such as superlattices, nanolaminates, nanotubes, nanocompos-
ites, smart materials, photonic bandgap materials, metamaterials, 
molecularly doped polymers, and structured materials all have 
the capacity to expand and increase the functionality of thin films 
and coatings used in a variety of applications and provide new 
applications. New advanced deposition processes and hybrid 
processes are now being used and developed to deposit advanced 
thin film materials and structures not possible with conventional 
techniques a decade ago. 

Engineered materials are now being developed for and used in 
advanced photovoltaic devices, dye sensitized solar cells, quan-
tum cascade lasers, advanced electronics, drug delivery, medical 
devices, metamaterials, optical photonic bandgap devices, nega-
tive refractive index devices, superlenses, artificial magnetism, 
cloaking devices, thermoelectric power generation, functional 
biological materials, and much more. Structures and properties 
not possible in naturally occurring materials are synthesized by a 
number of lithographic, etching, plasma, and thin film deposition 
processes. 

In order to fully understand how surface engineering technologies 
improve performance of solid surfaces, it will be useful to review the 
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properties of solid surfaces that can be enhanced. We will address 
the following surface properties: 

• Wear resistance 
• Hardness 
• Lubricity 
• Corrosion and chemical resistance 
• Optical (transmittance, reflectance, emittance) 
• Electrical (conductivity) 
• Electro-optical (photoconductivity, stimulated 

emission) 
• Photocatalysis 
• Surface energy (hygroscopicity and hydrofobicity) 
• Temperature stability 

1.2 Tribological Properties of Solid Surfaces 

Wear and corrosion are ubiquitous problems that affect virtu-
ally every type of surface, especially those that come in contact 
with other surfaces. Tribological coatings are used to mitigate 
these problems. The word tribology is derived from the Greek 
word tribos, meaning "rubbing". Tribology is defined as the sci-
ence and engineering of interacting surfaces in relative motion, 
including the study and application of the principles of fric-
tion, lubrication, and wear. These materials are concerned with 
friction, wear, corrosion, hardness, adhesion, lubrication, and 
related phenomena. They essentially combine the best of hard, 
wear resistant, and low surface energy coatings. Degradation of 
a material, tool, or components involves interactions occurring 
at their surfaces. Loss of material from a surface and subsequent 
damage may result from tribological interactions of the exposed 
face of the solid with interfacing materials and environment. 
Mass loss results from chemical driving forces and wear results 
from interfacial mechanical forces. Tribological coatings are 
applied to bearings, engine components, valves, computer disc 
heads and discs, biological joints, motor bushings, cutting tools, 
shaving heads, surgical tools, pump components, gears, molds, 
and the list goes on. Tribological thin film coatings are discussed 
in detail in chapter 4. 
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Tribological coatings are applied to surfaces to 

• Increase wear resistance and hardness, 
• Increase chemical and corrosion resistance 
• Improve environmental stability 
• Reduce coefficient of friction 
• Change color of the surface 
• Simulate metals such as gold, brass, copper, bronze 

surfaces 
Three categories of tribological wear behavior can be defined: 

• Both friction and wear are low (usually in bearings, 
gears, cams and slideways) 

• Friction is high but wear is low (usually in power 
transmission devices such as clutches, belt drives, and 
tires) 

• Friction is low and wear of one component is high 
(machine cutting, drilling, and grinding). 

1.2.1 W e a r 

Before we can address surface engineering techniques used to improve 
tribological properties, it will be instructive to define and understand 
each property and associated test procedures in depth. Only then can 
we understand the significance of improvements in performance. 

Wear is defined as the erosion of material from a solid surface 
by the action of another surface. It is related to surface interactions 
and, more specifically, the removal of material from a surface as a 
result of mechanical action. It is important to note that mechanical 
wear requires some form of contact resulting from relative motion, 
opposed to other processes that can produce similar results. This 
definition does not include dimensional changes due to mechani-
cal deformation (no removal of material). Impact wear, where there 
is no sliding motion, cavitation, where the opposing material is a 
fluid, and corrosion, where the damage is due to chemical rather 
than mechanical action are also not included [12,13]. 

Wear can also be defined as a process in which interaction of the 
surfaces or bounding faces of a solid with its working environment 
results in dimensional loss of the solid, with or without loss of mate-
rial. Working environment here includes loads (such as unidirec-
tional sliding, reciprocating, rolling, and impact loads - pressure), 
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speed, temperature, type of opposing material (solid, liquid, or gas), 
and type of contact (single phase or multiphase, in which the phases 
involved can be liquid plus solid particles plus gas bubbles). 

Seven mechanical wear mechanisms are listed in Table 1.1 [14]. 
These results, however, from only three types of surface to surface 
interactions: sliding (one surface sliding relative to another over long 
distances), fretting (one surface oscillates over minute distances rel-
ative to the other) and erosion (solid particles impinging on a single 
surface from an external source). The actual wear mechanism for 
dry sliding wear depends on a number of variables including, sur-
face finish, surface geometry, orientation, sliding speed, relative 
hardness (of one surface relative to the other or relative to the abra-
sive particles between the surfaces), material microstructure, and 

Table 1.1 Wear classification and mechanisms [3]. 

Classification 

Wear dominated by 
mechanical behav-
ior of materials 

Wear dominated by 
chemical behavior 
of materials 

Wear Mechanism 

Asperity deformation 
and removal 

Wear caused by 
plowing 

Delamination wear 

Adhesive wear 

Abrasive wear 

Fretting wear 

Wear by solid par-
ticle impingement 

Solution wear 

Oxidation wear 

Diffusion wear 

Wear by melting of 
surface layer 

Adhesive wear at 
high temperatures 

Wear Coefficient K 
(range) 

10"4 

io-4 

lO"4 

10"4 

10-M0"1 

lO-MO"4 
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more. From these variables, it can be seen that wear rate is not a 
pure material property and does not always occur uniformly. 

The tribological material or coating must address the issues con-
nected with each mechanism. Adhesive friction encompasses cohesive 
adhesive forces and adhesive wear. Cohesive adhesive forces hold two 
surfaces together. The atoms and molecules of surfaces in contact 
actually never touch each other but are separated by atom-atom 
forces or cluster interactions, i.e., cohesive adhesive forces (thus, 
adhesion of two contacting surfaces arises from the attractive forces 
that exist between the surface atoms of the two materials). Adhesive 
wear occurs when surface features, such as microscopic roughness, 
are brought into contact under a load. It can be described as plastic 
deformation of very small fragments within the surface layer when 
two surfaces slide against each other: asperities (i.e., microscopic 
high points) found on the interacting surfaces will penetrate the 
opposing surface and develop a plastic zone around the penetrat-
ing asperity. Obviously, adhesive wear increases with increased 
surface roughness. During initial contact, fragments of one surface 
are pulled off and adhere to the other, due to the strong adhesive 
forces between atoms [12]. However, energy absorbed in plastic 
deformation and movement is the main cause for material transfer 
and wear. Stress builds up at the microscopic peaks on the surfaces 
and they deform and tend to weld together. These microscopic 
welds will eventually shear the crystallites from one surface and 
transfer them to the other surface, usually from the softer material 
to the harder material. If further rubbing occurs, particles of the 
softer material will form and smearing, galling, or seizure of the 
surfaces will occur. In the case of adhesive wear, the volume of the 
wear material is proportional to the distance over which the sliding 
occurs and to the applied load, and is inversely proportional to the 
hardness or yield stress of the softer material. This can be summa-
rized by the Archard equation [15,16]: 

V = — , (1.1) 
3H 

where V is the volume of wear material, K is the dimensionless 
wear coefficient, F is the applied force (-pressure), L is the length 
of slide, and H is the yield stress of the soft material. Table 1.1 lists 
several wear mechanisms and associated coefficient K [14]. Note 
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that K can be decreased by many orders of magnitude by lubricat-
ing the surfaces or applying a tribological coating. 

It is generally not possible to deform a solid material using direct 
contact without applying a high pressure (or force), and at some 
time during this interaction, the process must accelerate and decel-
erate. It is necessary that high pressure be applied to all sides of the 
deformed material. Also, flowing material will immediately exhibit 
energy loss and reduced ability to flow if ejected from high pres-
sure into low pressure zones. Thus, once the wear process is initi-
ated, it has the capacity to continue because energy stored when the 
system is under high pressure will facilitate lower pressure needed 
to continue sliding. 

Abrasive wear occurs when a hard rough surface slides across a 
softer surface [12]. The American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) defines it as the loss of material due to hard particles or 
hard protuberances that are forced against and move along a solid 
surface [17]. 

It is also classified according to the type of contact and the contact 
environment [18]. The type of contact determines the mode of abra-
sive wear. The two modes are defined as two-body and three-body 
abrasive wear. Two-body wear occurs when the grits, or hard par-
ticles, are rigidly mounted or adhere to a surface, when they remove 
the material from the surface. Sandpaper is the typical example 
of two-body wear. Obviously, the smoother the surfaces, the less 
abrasive wear will occur. In three-body wear, particles are not con-
strained, and are free to roll and slide down a surface. The contact 
environment determines whether the wear is classified as open or 
closed. An open contact environment occurs when the surfaces are 
sufficiently displaced to be independent of one another. 

Three factors that influence abrasive wear and hence the manner 
of material removal are: 

• Plowing 
• Cutting 
• Fragmentation 

Plowing, shown in Figure 1.1, involves the formation of grooves 
that form when material is displaced to the side, away from the 
wear particles, and does not involve direct material removal. 
The displaced material forms ridges adjacent to grooves, which 
may be removed by subsequent passage of abrasive particles, 
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i.e., smoothing. Cutting involves separation of material from a 
surface in the form of primary debris, or microchips, with little 
or no material displaced to the sides of the grooves, and closely 
resembles conventional machining. Fragmentation, shown in 
Figure 1.2, occurs when material is separated from a surface by 
a cutting process and the indenting abrasive causes localized 
fracture of the wear material. These cracks then freely propagate 
locally around the wear groove, resulting in additional material 
removal by spalling [18]. 

Figure 1.1 Plowing wear [19, 20]. 

Figure 1.2 Fragmentation wear. 
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Wind and water erosion are familiar examples erosive wear. Sand 
and bead blasting are common industrial processes that involve this 
type of wear. Filtration and sealing are the two main methods used 
to minimize this type of wear. Erosive wear is shown in Figure 1.3. 
Also, as demonstrated by wind and sand erosion, gases can be a very 
powerful method of mass removal [21]. The rate of erosion is very 
dependent on incidence angle. Particles impinging on the surface of 
a brittle material remove material faster at higher angles of incidence, 
as shown in Figure 1.4. The inverse occurs for ductile materials. 
Components that are strongly affected by erosion are mining equip-
ment, gas turbines, and electrical contacts in motors and generators. 

Note that a Taber Abrasion Test is commonly used to assess 
abrasive wear. Fretting is the cyclical rubbing of two surfaces and 
fretting wear, shown in Figure 1.5, is the removal of material from 
one or both surfaces as a result of fretting. This type of wear can 
occur during the contact of round, cylindrical, or spherical sur-
faces, such as roller bearings. Fretting fatigue results from fretting 
wear. Cracks in one or both of the surfaces in contact form as a 
result of fretting fatigue. This process is accelerated if particulates 
are ejected by the contact. These particulates can oxidize and fur-
ther abrade the surfaces. Fretting corrosion will occur if there are 
vibrations in the system. Pits or grooves and oxide debris can are 
typical of this type of damage, which is typically found in machin-
ery, bolted assemblies, and ball or roller bearings. Contact surfaces 

Figure 1.3 Erosive wear. 
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Figure 1.4 Relative erosion rates in brittle and ductile materials as a function of 
particle impact angle [22]. 

Figure 1.5 Fretting wear. 

exposed to vibration during transportation are exposed to the risk 
of fretting corrosion. 

1.2.2 Coefficient of Friction: Lubricity 

The coefficient of friction (COF) between two surfaces is a major 
factor that affects wear rate. We are interested here in kinetic fric-
tion (as opposed to static friction), which generates a force directed 
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opposite to the velocity (v) of one surface over the other. This force 
is defined as 

F k = - H k N v 

where uk is the coefficient of kinetic friction. Note that uk is inde-
pendent of v (for small v) and that Fk is independent of contact 
area. COF is characteristic of the physical and chemical states of 
the two surfaces and is also affected by temperature, humidity, and 
environment. Kinetic friction involves dissipation of mechanical 
energy into heat and eventually wearing away of the softer surface. 
Frictional wear involves breaking of interfacial bonds on one part 
of the surface and creation of new bonds on another part of the 
surface. Obviously, if a bond cannot be broken, friction will be less. 
The work needed for bond destruction is supplied by the relative 
motion of the two surfaces. Creation of new bonds releases energy 
in the form of solid excitations (phonons = heat). The energy cre-
ated into heat can be expressed as 

E* = JVk F k d x 

1.2.3 Hardness 

Hardness is vaguely defined as "Resistance of metal to plastic 
deformation, usually by indentation" [23], that is, as the measure 
of how resistant a solid surface is to various kinds of permanent 
shape change when a force is applied. Hardness is related to the 
minimum stress needed to produce irreversible plastic deforma-
tion to the surface of a solid [24]. Hardness and wear resistance are 
intimately connected, although there is some evidence that elastic 
modulus also plays a role. Hardness, however, is not a basic prop-
erty of a material, but rather a composite with contributions from 
the yield strength, work hardening, true tensile strength, elastic 
modulus, and others factors. In many cases, hardness is defined by 
the type of test used to measure it. 

The greater the hardness of the surface, the greater resistance it 
has to deformation. We are interested primarily in micro and nano-
hardness of surfaces, which is generally characterized by strong 
intermolecular bonds. Hardness is characterized in various forms, 
including scratch hardness, indentation hardness, and rebound 
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hardness. The values of these types of hardness are reflected in spe-
cific types of tests. Hardness is dependent on ductility, elasticity, 
plasticity, strain, strength, toughness, viscoelasticity, and viscosity. 

A number of tests have been developed to quantify hardness of a 
solid and compare the hardness of various solids: 

• Mohs 
• Brinell 
• Rockwell hardness 
• Rockwell superficial hardness 
• Vickers 
• Knoop 
• Scleroscope and rebound hardness 
• Durometer 
• Barcol 
• Microindenter 
• Nanoindenter 

Note that in most cases there is no one-to-one correspondence 
between the above tests, and hardness measurements must be com-
pared using the same test methodology. Also note that virtually 
every hardness measurement made on thin films uses a micro or 
nanoindenter technique. 

Scratch hardness defines the resistance of a surface to fracture 
or plastic (permanent) deformation due to friction from a sharp 
object. The scratching material is obviously harder than the surface 
under test. The most common scratch hardness test is Mohs scale. 

Indentation hardness measures the resistance of a surface to per-
manent plastic deformation due to a constant compression load 
from a sharp object, usually a stylus or indenter tip. Hardness is 
deduced from critical dimensions of an indentation left by a spe-
cifically dimensioned and loaded indenter. Common indentation 
hardness scales are Rockwell, Vickers, and Brinnel. Most modern 
techniques give hardness in gigapascals (GPa). 

Rebound hardness, or dynamic hardness, is related to elasticity 
and measures the height of the "bounce" of a diamond-tipped ham-
mer dropped from a fixed height onto a material. Two scales that 
measure rebound hardness are the Leeb rebound hardness test and 
Bennett hardness scale. 

Hardness and tensile strength (oTS) are proportional to each other, 
but ultimately hardness is related to bonding and microstructure of 
the solid [25]. 
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The Mohs hardness test is typically used only to identify a min-
eral and is arguably one of the oldest tests [26]. This test involves 
observing whether a material's surface is scratched by a sub-
stance of known or defined hardness. The Mohs scale involves 10 
minerals, shown in Figure 1.6, and is used to provide a numeri-
cal "hardness" value. The hardness of each of the 10 minerals is 
given an arbitrary value. Minerals are ranked along the Mohs 
scale, which is composed of 10 minerals that have been given 
arbitrary hardness values. This test, therefore, is not suitable for 
accurately gauging the hardness of industrial materials such as 
steel or ceramics. 

The Brinell hardness test, developed in 1900, uses a desktop 
machine to apply a specified load to a hardened sphere of a speci-
fied diameter. The Brinell hardness number (Brinell), is obtained 
by calculating the ratio of the load used (in kg) and measured sur-
face area of the surface indentation (mm2), in square millimeters. 
Figure 1.7 shows the test geometry. This test is often used to deter-
mine the hardness metal forgings and castings that have a large 
grain structures, and provides a measurement over a fairly large 
area that is less affected by the coarse grain structure of these mate-
rials than micro and nanoindentation tests. A typical test uses a 
10 mm diameter steel ball as an indenter with a 3,000 kfg (29 kN) 
force. For softer materials, a smaller force is used; for harder mate-
rials, a TiC ball is substituted for the steel ball. The indentation is 
measured and hardness calculated as: 

2P 
BHN = — 

2TI 
D - ( D 2 - d 2 ) 2 (1.2) 

Where P = applied load (kg), D = diameter of indentor, d - diam-
eter of indention. A number of standards have been developed for 
this test [27, 28]. 

All subsequent tests described here are variations of the inden-
tation test. The Rockwell Hardness Test employs an instrument to 
apply a specific load and then measure the depth of the resulting 
indentation. The indenter is either a steel ball of a specified diam-
eter or a spherical diamond-tipped cone of 120° angle and 0.2 mm 
tip radius, called a brale. A minor load of 10 kg is first applied, 
which causes a small initial penetration to seat the indenter and 
remove the effects of any surface irregularities. Next, the load 
measurement is zeroed and a major load is applied. Upon removal 
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Figure 1.6 Minerals used in Mohs hardness test. 

Figure 1.7 Brinell hardness test geometry. 

of the major load, the depth reading is taken while the minor load 
is still on. The hardness number may then be read directly from 
the scale. The indenter and the test load used determine the hard-
ness scale that is used (A, B, C, etc). In order to get a reliable 
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reading the thickness of the test-piece should be at least 10 times 
the depth of the indentation and standards [29, 30, 31]. 

This test has the following scales: 

A -Cemented carbides, thin steel and shallow case hard-
ened steel 

B -Copper alloys, soft steels, aluminum alloys, malleable 
iron, etc. 

C -Steel, hard cast irons, pearlitic malleable iron, tita-
nium, deep case hardened steel and other materials 
harder than B 100 

D -Thin steel and medium case hardened steel and pearl-
itic malleable iron 

E -Cast iron, aluminum and magnesium alloys, bearing 
metals 

F -Annealed copper alloys, thin soft sheet metals 
G -Phosphor bronze, beryllium copper, malleable irons 
H -Aluminum, zinc, lead 
K, L, M, P, R, S, V -Bearing metals and other very soft or 

thin materials,including plastics. 

For example, 50 HRB indicates that the material has a hardness 
reading of 50 on the B scale. 

The Rockwell Superficial Hardness Tester is used to test thin 
materials, lightly carburized steel surfaces, or parts that might 
bend or crush under the conditions of the regular test. All indent-
ers and test geometry are the same except that loads are reduced. 
A lighter minor 3 kg load is used and the major load is either 
15 or 45 kg, depending on the indenter used. Additionally, a 
0.0625" diameter steel ball indenter is used. "T" is added ( = thin 
sheet testing) to identify the superficial hardness designation. 
For example, a superficial Rockwell hardness of 23 HR15T, indi-
cates the superficial hardness as 23, with a load of 15 kg using a 
steel ball. 

Vickers and Knoop hardness are macrohardness and microhard-
ness tests developed specifically to measure the hardness of thin 
films and surfaces [32,33]. The indenter used in these tests is a small 
diamond pyramid, shown in Figure 1.8, which is pressed into the 
sample under loads significantly less than those used in the Brinell 
test. A typical indentation is also shown in the figure. Figures 1.9 
and 1.10 show the geometry of these two tests. Basically, the only 
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Figure 1.8 Indenter used in Vickers hardness tests and typical indentation. 

Vickers hardness test 

Figure 1.9 Geometry of Vickers hardness test. 

difference between these tests is the shape of the diamond pyra-
mid indenter. The Vickers test uses a square pyramidal indenter 
which is prone to crack brittle materials while the Knoop test uses 
a rhombic-based (diagonal ratio 7.114:1) pyramidal indenter. For 
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Knoop hardness test 

Figure 1.10 Geometry of Knoop hardness test. 

equal loads, Knoop indentations are about 2.8 times longer than 
Vickers indentations. The yield strength of a material can be 
approximated by 

H 
G y 

v (1.3) 

c is constant ranging between 2 and 4. 
Vickers hardness can be calculated using [34] 

H V = L 8 5 5 4 F ( k g / m m 2 ) ( 1 4 ) 

Here F is the indenter load and d is the width of the pyramidal 
indentation. 
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Knoop hardness can be found using the following [35]: 

HK = — = - ^ T (1.5) 
A CpL2 

With A = area of indentation, L = length of indentation and 
Cp = correction factor for shape of indenter (~0.070729). 

The Scleroscope test involves dropping a diamond tipped hammer, 
which free falls inside a glass tube from a fixed height onto the test 
surface [36]. The height of the rebound travel of the hammer is mea-
sured on an arbitrarily chosen 100-unit graduated scale, called Shore 
units. One hundred Shore units represents the average rebound from 
pure hardened high-carbon steel. Because there are harder materials 
than the calibration material, the scale is continued higher than 100. 
The Shore Scleroscope measures hardness in terms of the elasticity of 
the material; the hardness number is related to the hammer's rebound 
height. The harder the material, the higher the rebound. 

The Rebound Hardness Test Method employs the Shore 
Scleroscope for testing relatively large samples [37]. Typically, a 
spring is used to accelerate a spherical, tungsten carbide tipped 
mass towards the surface of the test surface, producing an inden-
tation on the surface which takes some of this energy from the 
impact body. The harder the surface, the smaller the indentation: 
the indenter will lose more energy and its rebound velocity will 
be less when testing a softer material. The velocities of the impact 
body before and after impact are measured and the loss of velocity 
is related to Brinell, Rockwell, or other common hardness value. 

Hardness testing of plastics, polymers, elastomers, and resins 
can be tricky. The Durometer and Barcol tests are used specifically 
for these elastic materials. A durometer uses a calibrated spring to 
apply a specific pressure to an indenter, which can be either cone 
or sphere shaped. Depth of indentation is measured. A durometer 
employs several scales, depending on the type of material: 

• ASTM D2240 type A and type D scales (A - softer plas-
tics, D - harder plastics) 

• ASTM D2240-00 consists of 12 scales, depending on 
the intended use; types A, B, C, D, DO, E, M, O, OO, 
OOO, OOO-S, and R. Higher values correspond to a 
harder material. 
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The Barcol hardness test obtains a hardness value by measur-
ing the penetration of a sharp steel point under a spring load. The 
sample is placed under the indenter of the Barcol hardness tester 
and a uniform pressure is applied until the dial indication reaches 
a maximum. The governing standard for the Barcol hardness test is 
ASTM D 2583. 

Nanoindentation testing is used to measure hardness and elastic 
constants of a small area and volumes and thin films [24, 38]. This 
measurement generally employs an atomic force microscope (AFM) 
or a scanning electron microscope (SEM) to image the indentation. 
This test improves on macro and micro indentation tests discussed 
above by indenting on the nanoscale with a very precise tip shape, 
high spatial resolutions to place the indents, and by providing real-
time load-displacement (into the surface) data while the indenta-
tion is in progress. 

Small loads and tip sizes are used in this test, and as a result, 
the indentation area may only be a few urn2 or nm2. The problem 
here is that the indentation is not easy to find. A typical indenta-
tion is shown in Figure 1.11. Instead of trying to image the indenta-
tion, an indenter with a geometry known to high precision (usually 

Figure 1.11 Typical nanoindentation. 
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a Berkovich tip, which has a three-sided pyramid geometry) is 
employed. Instead, the depth of penetration is recorded, and then 
the area of the indent is determined using the known geometry of 
the indentation tip. The response of the film to indentation, shown 
in Figure 1.12, is obtained for loading and unloading of the tip; load 
and depth of penetration are measured. Figure 1.12 shows a load-
displacement curve, which is used to extract mechanical properties 
of the material [38]. 

This test can determine two types of hardness: 

• Single hardness value 
• Hardness as a function of depth in the material 

Again, the above relation for hardness (H = P / A ) is also valid 
o ' v max' r 

for micro and nanoindenters. As mentioned above, some nanoin-
denters use an area function based on the geometry of the tip, com-
pensating for elastic load during the test. Use of this area function 
provides a method of gaining real-time nanohardness values from 
a load-displacement graph. Figure 1.13 demonstrates this type of 
measurement, plotting hardness of a nanolaminate against load 
[39]. Software has been specifically designed to incorporate all test 
parameters and analyze the displacement vs. load curve [40, 41]. 
Nanoindenters are often incorporated into AFMs. 

Displacement, h 

Figure 1.12 Load displacement curve for nanoindentor [38]. 
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Figure 1.13 Nanohardness of a nanolaminate plotted against load for ZnS and 
Si02 substrates [39]. 

A number of tests have been developed to measure hardness of 
solid surfaces and thin films. Indentation tests work best for thin 
films. Most modern methods use nanoindentation coupled with 
some form of computer and AFM analysis. Because of the types 
of indenter used, it is difficult to cross-compare hardness values 
obtained by the various indentation techniques (Vickers, Knoop, 
nanoindentation). Most modern tests give hardness values in GPa, 
while a few decades ago, this unit was not used. It is, therefore, 
judicious to compare hardness values obtained by the same test 
method. 

1.3 Optical Properties of Solid Surfaces 

Unlike many other properties, modification of the optical proper-
ties of a surface can totally change the optical properties of the 
substrate. However, in addition to modifying the optical proper-
ties, in many cases they serve two or more surface engineering 
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functions, such as improving abrasion and wear resistance, elec-
tromagnetic shielding, and as gas, chemical and water permeation 
barriers. Surface engineering of optical properties is presented in 
more detail in Chapter 5. Optical properties of a surface can be 
modified using: 

• Polishing 
• Thin films 
• Patterned structures 
• Etching 
• Low dimensional structures 
• Photonic crystals 
• GLAD coatings 

Electromagnetic radiation (which includes light) when incident 
on a solid surface can be transmitted, reflected, absorbed, or scat-
tered. Light can also be diffracted and refracted. The film/substrate 
interface is important for many optical coatings since it contributes 
to the overall optical properties of the entire optical system and 
will be addressed in Chapter 5. The optical properties of a surface 
depend on a number of factors: 

• Surface quality (roughness, pits, digs, scratches) 
• Optical constants (refractive index and extinction 

coefficient) 
• Absorptance and emittance 

Transmittance (T), reflectance (R), and absorptance (A) are directly 
related to the optical constants of the material's real and imaginary 
parts of the refractive index (n & K) . Transmittance, reflectance, and 
absorptance (see Figure 1.14) at an air interface (nair = 1) are related 
to optical constants by 

n = n + ÍK (complex refractive index) (1.6) 

T = l - R - A (1.7) 

R = ; T- (normal incidence) (1-8) 
[(n + 1)2 +K2] 
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Figure 1.14 Relationship between T, R, and A. 

A = - l o g 1 0 T (1.9) 

ATTIC 

a = (absorption coefficient) (1.10) 
A 

Here A is the wavelength of light. 
All surfaces scatter incident electromagnetic radiation at some 

level. Scattering causes attenuation of a light beam similar to 
absorption. The intensity of light due to scattering cross section 
o s i s 

I(z) = I 0 e x p ( - a s N z ) (1.11) 

where N is the number of scattering centers and z is the propa-
gation direction through the solid. Note that scattering only gets 
worse at shorter wavelengths 

G S ~ ^ - (1.12) 
S A4 

Except for reducing scattering (by polishing), there is very 
little that can be done to modify the optical properties of a bulk 
surface without some external process (such as application of 
thin films, smoothing layers, etching, and patterning). Because 
the optical constants are ultimately properties of the lattice 
and bonding in materials, stress and strain can also affect their 
behavior. 
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Methods to modify and enhance the optical properties of solid 
surfaces will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. Treatments 
listed above can 

• Change a simple transparent ceramic window into a 
reflector, EMI shield, heat mirror, cold mirror, emissive 
display, laser shield, or switchable optical device 

• Increase transmission of ceramic, semiconductor and 
semi-opaque substrates 

• Modify the optical band structure of a surface 
• Increase or decrease optical scattering of a surface 
• Enable read-write capability on a substrate 

Color is another important optical property of the solid surface 
and can be modified over wide ranges by surface engineering 
techniques. Color is critical in decorative coating applications. 
One of the primary applications of thin films is to change the 
color or reduce the color of a surface, window, optic, or object. 
Color is an intrinsic property related to transmission, reflec-
tance, and emissivity of a surface. Color is defined as the visual 
perceptual property corresponding in humans to the categories 
called red, green, blue, and others. We all "see" the color of an 
object differently. Color results from the visible light spectrum 
interacting in the eye with the spectral sensitivities of the light 
receptors located in the retina. Color categories and physical 
specifications of color associated with objects, materials, light 
sources, etc., are based on optical properties such as visible 
light absorption, transmission, reflection, or emission spectra. 
Several attempts have been made to quantify color by identify-
ing numerically their coordinates in a color space model [40, 41, 
42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. 

A number of models have been presented to quantify color per-
ception, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. These models relate 
color coordinates to the actual color experience by the human eye. 
Figure 1.15 summarizes color vision characteristics and associ-
ated models [46, 50]. The figure diagrams color perception factors 
and how they are mapped into a chromaticity model, discussed in 
Chapter 5. The entire picture ends up in the bottom chromaticity 
diagram and includes: 

• Vision characteristics 
• Color perception 
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Figure 1.15 Mapping of human color perception [46]. 

• Color mixing 
• Color measurement 
• Spectral power distribution 
• Chromaticity model 

Chapter 5 summarizes several chromaticity models and relates 
these models to colors and change in color of reflective and trans-
missive surfaces. 

1.4 Electric and Opto-electronic Properties of 
Solid Surfaces 

The electrical and opto-electronic properties of a solid are deter-
mined by the transport and excitation of electrons and holes in the 
solid and can be attributed to 

• Energy band structure 
• Lattice structure: 

o Short range order or lack of short range order 
o Crystalline phase composition 
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• Wide variations in density 
• Grain boundary effects 
• Surface and interface effects 
• Quantum effects 

Many of these factors are interdependent, e.g., energy band struc-
ture is derived from composition, lattice structure, and defects. In 
this introduction, we will address classical and quantum mechani-
cal models for electrical conduction in solids and relate these to 
electrical conduction in thin films and low dimensional structures 
(superlattices, nano wires, quantum dots, nanotubes). We briefly 
review the classical theory of electrical conduction. The basic 
relationship between current density J(r) and electric field E(r)is 
given by [25] 

J(r) = oE(r) (1.13) 

Here J, E and r are vectors and O" is the electrical conductivity 
tensor. If the medium is isotropic, a is a scalar quantity and J and E 
are parallel. Drude theory defines conductivity in terms of an elec-
tron's charge (e), free electron density (n), mass (m) and relaxation 
time between collisions (T): 

o = ne2 — o r in terms of the mobility (¡j,) (1.14) 
m 

a = ne|i (1.15) 

Table 1.2 displays conductivity for some common metals. It will 
be useful to refer back to this table when addressing conductivity 
of thin films. We will also see that all the quantities shown above become 
dependent on energy band structure in the quantum world and are functions 
of the shrinking dimensions of thin films and low dimensional structures 
and defect density; i.e., properties of smaller structures are more severely 
affected by factors that would not significantly affect bulk materials. 

Without electron (or other charge carrier) collisions a and T 
would be infinite and the material would be a perfect conductor. 
We will see in Chapter 6 that collisions also have dramatic effects 
on the conductivity of thin films and low dimensional structures. 
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Table 1.2 Conductivity parameters for some common metals [25]. 

Metal 

Ag 

Al 

Au 

Cu 

Ni 

Fe 

Ti 

C 

In 

K 

Li 

Mg 

Conductivity (105S/cm) 

6.28 

3.65 

4.92 

5.96 

1.43 

1.0 

2.38 

1.43 

1.14 

1.39 

1.07 

2.23 

Optoelectronic properties result from the interaction of photons 
with electrons in solid surfaces, as is the basis for photovoltaics, 
lasers, photoconductivity, photon detectors, and photodiodes. 
Solids can absorb and emit photons, both of which involve move-
ment of an electron between atomic or molecular energy levels. 
An electron is excited into a higher energy level when absorbed by 
atom, and relaxes to a lower energy level as a result of photon emis-
sion. The band structure of solids will be discussed in more detail 
in Chapter 7. Figure 1.16 shows energy transitions of an electron 
when a photon is either absorbed or emitted [51]. When a photon 
is absorbed, the electron is excited to a higher energy (Et —> E2), 
essentially absorbing the photon's energy (= Plank's constant X fre-
quency = hv). A photon is emitted when the electron decays from 
E2 —> E r As shown in Figure 1.17, assuming the energy of the pho-
ton is greater than the band gap (E ) of a semiconductor, electrons 
can also be excited from the valence band (Ev) into the conduction 
band (Ec) to create an electric current, i.e., photoconductivity. 
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£2 
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Absorption of a photon 
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Emission of a photon 

Figure 1.16 Electronic transitions due to the absorption or emission of a 
photon [51]. 

hv = Ea 

\T^ 

T 

1 
Figure 1.17 Electron excitation from the valence band into the conduction band 
of a semiconductor [51]. 

Light emitting diodes (LED) and organic light emitting diodes 
(OLED) function on the emission of a photon when electron and 
electron-hole pairs are excited in semiconductors and conductive 
polymers. In this case, charge carriers are excited to higher energy 
levels by application of a voltage (energy) and decay by giving off 
photons [51, 52]. Electrons can be excited to higher energy levels 
thermally. Thermal energy can excite electrons into higher energy 
levels and photons emitted when they decay to lower energy levels. 

The interaction of photons with electrons is also responsible for 
optical properties such as the plasma frequency, surface plasmons, 
evanescent waves and, of course, photosynthesis. The plasma fre-
quency is particularly important in metals and transparent conduc-
tive oxides in that it determines the frequency dependent electrical 
conductivity, and at the wavelength of light that high reflectiv-
ity initiates. The reflectivity of metals is totally dependent on the 
plasma frequency [53]. 
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The frequency dependent conductivity can be expressed as [54] 

a (CO ) = ne — 
V m 

1 + icox 

(1 +coV) 
(1.16) 

where co is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave (light in this 
case), T is the relaxation time between electron collisions, and m is 
the mass of the electron. Thus, as co decreases, Re[o(co)] increases 
and we get essentially the dc conductivity ne2x/m. If the frequency 
dependent permittivity is 

e(co) = £n + 
io(co) 

o(co) 
(1.17) 

The frequency dependent dielectric function is given by 

1-co' 
e(co) = - p r^- with the plasma frequency co 
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Figure 1.18 Dependence of the electrical conductivity of a metal with frequency, 
showing the plasma frequency. 
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The plasma frequency is very significant in that it is the natural 
frequency of the electron gas in the conduction band. The plasma 
frequency in metals generally occurs at ultraviolet and short 
visible wavelengths, and separates the frequency domains that 
are either absorbing (co ~ co ), reflecting (co < co ), or transparent 
(co >> co ). Optical reflectivity of metals is thus derived from this 
relation. Figure 1.18 shows the behavior of the electrical conduc-
tivity with frequency. The imaginary part peaks at the plasma 
frequency. 

We can thus relate electrical conductivity and other physical prop-
erties to energy transitions of electrons in a solid due to a number of 
energy sources (light, heat, electrical). This is complicated in thin films 
by the fact that defects, lack of long range order, and compositional 
variations can affect and degrade their band structure [54]. These fac-
tors can totally smear out band structure in thin films, not to men-
tion size effects. Quantum theory also predicts magnetic properties, 
magnetoresistance, thermal conductivity, thermoelectric effects, and 
optical phenomena. 

Thin films are also applied to non-piezoelectric surfaces to pro-
vide a number of piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties. Materials 
such as A1N, ZnO, Si3N4 BaTi03, PbTi03, LiNb03 and KNbTi03 pos-
sess excellent piezoelectric performance, if the microstructure is cor-
rect [55]. Such materials can be used for high frequency transducers, 
sensors, actuators and motors. 

1.5 Corrosion of Solid Surfaces 

In addition to wear, corrosion causes significant damage and eco-
nomic losses and reliability problems. Corrosion is the degradation 
and removal of an engineered material's surface into its constituent 
atoms due to chemical reactions (oxidation, sulfidation, chlorides/ 
salts) with its environment [10]. It is essentially the electrochemical 
oxidation of metals in reaction with an oxidant such as oxygen or 
sulfur. The severity of corrosion is determined by chemical kinetics, 
which can have a strong dependence on temperature. Formation 
of Fe203, or rust, on an iron surface is due to oxidation of the iron 
atoms in solid solution and is a common example of electrochemical 
corrosion. Corrosion can also occur in other materials than metals, 
such as ceramics and polymers. Corrosion can also be self- limiting 
when a protective scale forms on the surface of the metal. 
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Corrosion can be classified as dry, wet, or stress enhanced cor-
rosion [10]. Dry corrosion is a chemical process that involves inter-
action of a gaseous environment with a solid surface, for example, 
oxidation in air. Gaseous sulfides and halides can also be strongly 
corrosive to metal surfaces. Wet corrosion involves exposing the 
surface to liquids, which may or may not function as electrolytes 
(wet galvanic or nongalvanic). Ionic charge transport in an elec-
trochemical redox process occurs in galvanic corrosion, which 
involves an aqueous medium with dissolved salts. If a deposit 
does not form, corrosion can proceed until the entire object or 
component is consumed. In wet nongalvanic corrosion, the sur-
face is dissolved by the aqueous medium in a non-redox reaction. 
Again, it is possible for the entire solid structure to be dissolved. 

Stress enhanced corrosion is characterized by corrosion con-
centrated locally to form a pit or crack, or it can extend across a 
wide area more or less uniformly corroding the surface. Because 
corrosion is a diffusion controlled process, it occurs on exposed 
surfaces. Passivation and enrómate conversion can increase the 
corrosion resistance of a surface. Applied stress or fatigue can 
enhance localized corrosion, even in otherwise benign condi-
tions. Stress-corrosion cracking occurs when a surface is simulta-
neously exposed to a corrosive environment and applied stress. 
Intergranular regions and intragranular regions are extremely sus-
ceptible to this type of corrosion. Corrosion fatigue occurs when 
loads and stresses are variable. 

A number of surface treatments are possible to mitigate the above 
types of corrosion, including: 

• Corrosion resistant thin film coatings 
• Reactive coatings 
• Galvanization 
• Anodizing 
• Cathodic protection 

Corrosion resistant thin films have the following general 
characteristics: 

• Inert to the environment 
• Wide range of thicknesses 
• High density 
• Continuous over the entire area (prevent permeation) 
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• Low permeability 
• Very low porosity 
• Low stress 

This completes our brief overview of many of the properties that 
a solid surface can display. All these properties can be significantly 
modified by application of thin films, low dimensional structures, 
and other surface engineering techniques. 

Each chapter of this book is dedicated to a specific area of sur-
face engineering or materials engineering. Thin film deposition 
processes are described in chapter 2. Structure and microstruc-
ture of the thin film depend almost entirely on the deposition 
process, and are addressed in chapter 3. chapters 4 - 6 address 
tribological, optical, electric, and opto-electronic aspects of sur-
face engineering. Films and coatings are often multifunctional, 
and to this end, chapter 7 is an introduction to how materials and 
physical properties are engineered onto surfaces and reflect the 
most up-to-date aspects of surface engineering science. Hybrid 
surface engineering applications are described in chapter 8. We 
look ahead to the future in chapter 9 with emphasis on functional 
biological materials. 
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2 
Thin Film Deposition 
Processes 

Surface engineering (SE) requires that thin film and low dimen-
sional structures be deposited on solid surfaces. The electrical, opti-
cal, mechanical, and tribological properties as well as the structure 
and microstructure of thin film materials can vary over wide ranges, 
and are highly dependent on the deposition process used. To fully 
apply and utilize SE technology, one must be familiar with thin film 
deposition technology and materials. There are a number of excel-
lent books that describe the various deposition processes [1, 2, 3, 4] 
and thousands of publications that describe the properties of thin 
films. Each process has its strengths and weaknesses and deposi-
tion conditions, and their effect on film properties, are quite differ-
ent for all processes involved. One distinct advantage of thin film 
processes, because they are nonequilibrium in nature, is that they 
are able to synthesize compositions not possible with bulk pro-
cesses. While electrochemical deposition (plating) processes were 
first used to deposit protective films such as chromium (Cr), and are 
still used to some extent, physical vapor deposition processes (PVD) 
have taken over the lion's share of deposition of surface engineer-
ing materials. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD), plasma enhanced 
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chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), filtered cathodic arc deposi-
tion, hollow cathode deposition (FCAD), and atmospheric pressure 
plasma processes are also used extensively. Anodizing and plasma 
treatments such as nitriding are still used extensively in some appli-
cations. A brief description of these processes will be given here. A 
more detailed treatment of deposition technologies for films and 
coatings can be found in the Handbook of Deposition Technologies for 
Films and Coatings, 3rd Ed, Peter M Martin, Ed., Elsevier (2009). 

The following deposition processes will be briefly described: 

1. Thermal evaporation (TE) - including ion assist 
2. Electron beam evaporation (including ion assist) 
3. Ion plating 
4. Sputtering 

a. Planar magnetron 
b. Cylindrical magnetron 
c. High power impulse magnetron sputtering 

(HIPIMS) 
d. Unbalanced magnetron 
e. Closed field 
f. Ion beam 

5. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
6. Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

(PECVD) 
7. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) 
8. Filtered cathodic arc deposition (FCAD) 
9. Hollow cathode deposition 

10. Vacuum polymer deposition 
11. Plasma processes (anodization, nitriding, etc.) 

For simplicity, we will address three broad categories: physical 
vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and 
plasma processes. Hybrid deposition processes include combina-
tions of these technologies. 

2.1 Physical Vapor Deposition 

Physical vapor deposition processes encompass a wide range of 
vapor phase technologies, and is a general term used to describe 
any of a variety of methods to deposit thin solid films by the 
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condensation of a vaporized form of the solid material onto vari-
ous surfaces. PVD involves physical ejection of material as atoms 
or molecules and condensation and nucleation of these atoms onto 
a substrate. The vapor phase material can consist of ions or plasma 
and is often chemically reacted with gases introduced into the vapor, 
called reactive deposition, to form new compounds. PVD processes 
include 

• Thermal evaporation 
• Electron beam (e-beam) evaporation and reactive elec-

tron beam evaporation 
• Sputtering (planar magnetron, cylindrical magne-

tron, dual magnetron, high power pulsed magnetron, 
unbalanced magnetron, closed field magnetron, 
ion beam sputtering, diode, triode) and reactive 
sputtering 

• Filtered and unfiltered cathodic arc deposition (nonre-
active and reactive) 

• Ion plating 
• Pulsed laser deposition 

Variants on these processes are 

• Bias sputtering 
• Ion assisted deposition 
• Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) 
• Hybrid processes 

Hybrid processes combine the best attributes of each PVD 
and/or CVD process. Among the combinations are 

• Magnetron sputtering and e-beam evaporation 
• Magnetron sputtering and filtered cathodic arc deposition 
• E-beam evaporation and filtered cathodic arc deposition 
• Vacuum polymer deposition, polymer flash evapora-

tion + magnetron sputtering/evaporation 

The basic PVD processes are evaporation, sputtering and 
ion plating. Materials are physically created in the vapor phase 
by energetic bombardment of a source (for example, sputter-
ing target), and subsequent ejection of material. A number of 
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specialized PVD processes have been derived from these pro-
cesses and extensively used, including reactive ion plating, reac-
tive sputtering, unbalanced magnetron sputtering, high power 
pulsed magnetron sputtering, filtered cathodic arc deposition, 
etc. There is also the possibility of confusion since many of these 
processes can be covered by more than one name. For example, 
if the activated reactive evaporation (ARE) process is used with a 
negative bias on the substrate, it is very often called reactive ion 
plating. Simple evaporation using an RF heated crucible is often 
called gasless ion plating. There is even more confusion over the 
ion plating process where the material is converted from a solid 
phase to the vapor phase using a number of processes involving 
thermal energy (evaporation), momentum transfer (sputtering), 
electrical energy (cathodic arc), or supplied as vapor (similar to 
CVD processes). Logically, one could define all PVD processes 
as ion plating, but this ignores the most important aspect of ion 
plating: modification of the microstructure and composition of 
the deposit caused by ion bombardment of the deposit resulting 
from bias applied to the substrate. 

2.1.1 Thermal and Electron Beam Evaporation 

Thermal evaporation (TE) is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) 
technique that employs a resistive element to heat a source to its 
vaporization temperature. For an in depth review of TE, please 
refer to Ron Bunshah's and Don Mattox's handbooks [1,2,3]. Over 
the past century it has been used to deposit metals (aluminum and 
silver in particular) for plating of glass and telescope mirrors, met-
alizing capacitors, gas and water diffusion barrier coatings, met-
alizing plastic wrappings and reflectors, small molecule materials 
and polymers for organic light emitting devices OLEDs, semicon-
ductors, transparent conductive coatings, and even high tempera-
ture superconductors. 

Figure 2.1 shows a simplified diagram of a TE system. Our atten-
tion here will be on chamber process details that directly affect the 
properties and microstructure of the deposited films. Virtually all 
PVD processes, and evaporation is no exception, are line-of-sight 
processes. This means that evaporated atoms/molecules move 
directly from the source to the substrate with very little scat-
tering. Material is deposited over a wide range of angles to the 
substrate with a specific flux distribution, which directly affects 
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Figure 2.1 Basic thermal evaporation chamber geometry. 

microstructure and several film properties (mechanical stress for 
example). There are advantages and disadvantages for line-of-sight 
deposition: 

• Masking and patterning of the substrate is straight-
forward 

• Poor step coverage 
• Off normal incidence can cause shadowing and 

degrade coating properties 
• Off normal incidence can be used to advantage to 

deposit sculpted coatings [5] 

Films are deposited at pressures less than 10"4 Torr and usu-
ally in the range of 10"6 Torr, but sometimes as low as 10~9 Torr, 
which reduces scattering by gas atoms in the chamber and ther-
malization of the evaporated atoms. Table 2.1 shows the relation-
ship between mean free path as a function of chamber pressure 
[6]. As with all deposition processes, mean free path is important 
in determining the energy of species incident on the substrate 
surface. 

A large number of materials can be thermally evaporated, includ-
ing metals and refractory metals, alloys, semiconductors, and insu-
lators [3]. Films can also be co-evaporated using multiple sources. 
The purity of the deposited film is directly related to the purity of 
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Table 2.1 Pressure dependence of gas mean free path. 

Vacuum Range 

Ambient 

Low vacuum 

Medium vacuum 

High vacuum 

Ultra high vacuum 

Extremely high 
vacuum 

Pressure (Pa) 

1013 

300-1 

l-io-3 

10-M0-7 

10-7-1 o-12 

<10"12 

MFP 

68 nm 

0.1-100 nm 

0.1-100 mm 

10 cm-1 km 

lkm-105km 

>105km 

the evaporation source. Since the chamber pressure is low, very 
little gas is incorporated, or trapped, into the film. Thus, very pure 
thin film materials can be deposited. 

There is virtually no energetic or plasma bombardment of the 
growing film during deposition. Atoms arriving at the substrate are 
essentially thermalized. As a result, the film's surface is not dam-
aged by this process and no material is ejected from the surface. This 
is both a blessing and a curse. Many thin film materials, fluorides, 
and some semiconductors, for example, can be easily damaged by 
back reflected neutral atoms and plasma bombardment during the 
sputtering process. However, high energy particle bombardment 
has been shown to increase the density and reduce voids in thin 
films. Also as a result of the heating of the source, the substrate may 
experience high radiant heat loads and possible x-ray heating. 

The energy of the evaporated atoms/molecules and their mobil-
ity on the surface of the substrate is critical in determining physical, 
optical, and mechanical properties and microstructure. The energy 
of an incident evaporated particle is in the range 0.10-0.50 eV. At 
these low incident energies, adhesion to the substrate is gener-
ally poor and the microstructure depends on substrate tempera-
ture, as shown by the Structure Zone Models described in the next 
chapter. The e-beam process employs, as the description states, a 
high energy beam of electrons to heat a crucible or boat that con-
tains the material/s to be deposited. Figure 2.2 shows a diagram 
of e-beam process geometry. Deposition pressures are much the 
same as for thermal evaporation. The material to be evaporated 
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Figure 2.2 Diagram of e-beam evaporation geometry. 

is typically held in crucibles or boats and as many as six electron 
guns, each having a power from a few tens to hundreds of kW are 
used. Materials usage can be poor to high. We often find significant 
amounts of unused material in the crucible. The kinetic energy of 
the electrons is converted into thermal energy as the beam bom-
bards the surface évaporant. A number of materials can be used to 
hold the evaporated material, but must be electrically conductive. 
Tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, and tantalum-zirconium alloys 
are common materials used in crucibles. Electrically conducting 
ceramics, such as graphite, BN-TiB2, and some cermets can also be 
used [2]. As with thermal evaporation, deposition rates can be very 
high and large substrate areas can be covered. E-beam process is 
particularly well suited for refractory materials, such as TiC, TiB2, 
ZrB2, B4C, Ti, W, and Ta. 

Certain refractory oxides and carbides have a problem in that 
they undergo fragmentation during their evaporation by the elec-
tron beam, resulting in a stoichiometry that is different from the 
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initial material. To remedy this situation, reactive and activated 
reactive evaporation are employed [2, 3]. Both e-beam and thermal 
evaporation processes are used for reactive deposition. Because 
the energy of the evaporated material and the resulting heat of 
fusion are relatively low, reactive deposition requires a little help. 
Without adding a little energy to the reaction, most evaporated 
oxides and carbides are substoichiometric, and nitrides are a real 
problem. Without activation, deposition of metal oxides from metal 
and semiconducting sources results in substoichiometric films. For 
example, alumina (A1203), when evaporated by electron beam, dis-
sociates into aluminum, A103 and A120. Active oxygen must be 
introduced into the chamber to obtain stoichiometric A1203. 

Some refractory carbides like silicon carbide and tungsten car-
bide decompose upon heating and the dissociated elements have 
different volatilities. These compounds must be deposited either 
by reactive evaporation or by co-evaporation. In the reactive evapo-
ration process, the reactive gas (oxygen, nitrogen, hydrocarbon) is 
introduced into the chamber while the metal is evaporated. When 
the thermodynamic conditions are met, the metal atoms react with 
the gas in the vicinity of the substrate to form films. Plasmas are 
also used to activate the reactive gas (plasma assisted PVD). 

If we do not consider ion assist or ion plating, substrate tem-
perature is the most important deposition condition that affects 
all properties of the films, if plasma activation is not used. At low 
substrate temperature (see Zone 1 in Chapter 3), the microstruc-
ture is a porous columnar structure with small grain size, but grain 
size increases with increased substrate temperature. Recrystallized 
grain growth occurs at the highest substrate temperatures. Note 
that adatom mobility also increases with increased substrate tem-
perature. For deposition of many metals, the substrate is actually 
cooled to reduce grain size and keep the microstructure as dense 
as possible. 

Table 2.2 shows materials that are typically evaporated. Thermal 
evaporation and subsequently electron beam evaporation is used 
extensively for metallization of flexible plastics, telescope mirrors, 
plastic and glass reflectors. A wide range of metals are deposited, 
including Ag, Al, Cr, Au, Cu, Ni, W, Fe, Zn. The primary advan-
tages of this process are the very high deposition rates, large area 
coverage, and low cost. Metals must be deposited at the highest 
possible rate and at lowest possible temperature to reduce surface 
roughness and impurities. Most evaporated metals need a bonding 
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Table 2.2 Commonly evaporated materials. 

Material Family 

Carbides 

Carbonitrides 

Nitrides 

Oxides 

Sulfides 

Superconductors 

Optical 

Optoelectronic 

Photovoltaic 

Materials 

TiC, HfC, ZrC, VC, W2C, TaC 

Ti(C,N) 

TiN, HfN, ZrN 

Ti02/ Zr02 / SiO, Al203, Si02 

TiS2, MoS2, MoS3 

Nb3Ge, CuMoS8, YBa2CU307_8 

CaF2,MgF2,HfF4,ThF4 

ITO, ZnO 

a-Si:H, CuInS2 

or "glue" layer when deposited on glass or plastics. Cr and Ti are 
commonly used. It has been found that the affinity of the metal for 
oxygen plays an important role in determining the adhesion, and 
the results appear to confirm the theory that the formation of an 
intermediate oxide layer at the metal/glass interface is necessary 
for good adhesion [7]. 

Until magnetron sputtering matured as a deposition process, 
virtually all optical coatings were deposited by thermal and elec-
tron beam evaporation. Even today, it is the preferred process for 
deposition for fluoride thin films (CaF2, MgF2, HfF4, ThF4). Before 
ion assist was used, the main problem with evaporated optical 
thin films was that their reduced density (due to a porous micro-
structure) caused water pick up and poor mechanical properties. 
Many coatings are easily scratched. Physisorbed water causes the 
refractive index to decrease and as a result, the optical properties 
(transmittance, reflectance) are not stable. This is a huge problem 
for precision multilayer optical coatings [8]. The refractive index of 
the film can be expressed as 

nf = p n s + ( l - p ) n v (2.1) 

Packing density is p, ns is the refractive index of the solid part of 
the film, and n is the refractive index of the voids [9]. The refractive 
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index of air is 1 and the index of water is -1.3. Thus we see that for 
virtually all optical materials, water incorporated into voids and 
the porous microstructure decreases the refractive index. Baking 
out water does not help in this case since water is replaced by a 
lower index material, air. The real challenge is to keep p as large as 
possible, which is difficult according to the structure zone model. 

This makes environmental stability a real issue for evaporated 
thin films [10]. Water is initially chemisorbed from residual gas 
in the deposition chamber. This water is bonded in the lattice of 
the film. However, more water is actually physisorbed when the 
film is exposed to air. This shifts the spectrum of the film to longer 
wavelengths. The amount of wavelength shift depends on relative 
humidity and temperature. Figure 2.3 shows the fractional wave-
length shift of an evaporated Ta20. film with increased temperature 
(ignore the IADL curve for now) [10]. Environmental stability tests 
for optical films are documented in Mil-Specs. This post deposi-
tion shift, however, is reversible. Ion assist is needed to stabilize the 
optical and electrical properties of evaporated films. 

Evaporated films have been used extensively in tribolological 
applications [1,2,3,4]. Important properties here are hardness, wear 
resistance, mechanical stress, and elastic constants. We will focus 
here on single layer films. Multilayer, nanolaminate, and superlat-
tice structures are not considered in this comparative review. The 
hardness and ductility of Ni and Ti metals depends to a certain 
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Figure 2.3 Fractional wavelength shift of an evaporated film with increased 
temperature [10]. 
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degree on the structural zone in which they are deposited [2]. Zone 
2 appears to yield films with highest hardness but low ductility. 
Refer to Bunshah for a detailed treatment [2] Figure 2.4 shows 
the variation of microhardness with substrate temperature [4]. As 
expected, carbides and TiC in particular have highest hardness val-
ues (-4000 kg/mm2 ~ 39 GPa) [3]. The yield strength, ductility, and 
hardness of evaporated metals and alloys are essentially the same 
as their counterparts produced by casting, mechanical working, 
and recrystallization. 

The deposition rate for evaporation can be as low as 1 nm per 
minute to as high as a few micrometers per minute. The material 
utilization efficiency can be high compared to other methods, how-
ever, the process offers limited structural and morphological con-
trol compared to other processes. Sputtering processes are catching 
up in materials usage. Due to the very high deposition rate, this 
process has potential industrial application for wear resistant and 
thermal barrier coatings in aerospace industries, hard coatings for 
cutting and tool industries, and electronic and optical films for 
semiconductor industries. Evaporation processes are the most eco-
nomical of all PVD processes and their large area coverage is attrac-
tive. Thin films evaporated without ion assist must often be heat 
treated after deposition to increase their density and adhesion. 

Evaporation processes are still widely used for metallization; 
however, bonding layers must usually be used to achieve good 
adhesion. One of the most important applications of e-beam evapo-
ration is aluminization of PET film packaging in roll-to-roll coat-
ers. Because of the high deposition rates, large areas and lengths of 
flexible plastic, usually PET, can be coated economically [11,12,13]. 
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Evaporated aluminum films also have extensive applications in 
high energy density capacitors [14]. While e-beam evaporation can 
be used for tribological and wear coatings, it is not the process of 
choice (we will discuss this in more detail in future chapters). 

Another advantage of the evaporation processes is that it can be 
precisely controlled and film thickness easily monitored. This is 
extremely important for deposition of multilayer optical coatings 
and semiconductor films. Crystal rate monitors and optical moni-
toring are extremely effective in controlling film thickness. 

2.1.2 Ion Treatments in Thin Film Deposition: 
Ion Assisted Deposition 

Plasma and ion treatments can be used during physical vapor 
and chemical vapor deposition processes to modify the micro-
structure and properties of thin films. They are used to activate 
and clean substrate surfaces, enhance the mobility of atoms 
deposited on the substrate, etch materials on the substrate, and 
enhance chemical reactions occurring in the deposition cham-
ber. Ion assisted deposition (IAD) can be used to controllably 
modify thin film properties such as adhesion, hardness, index 
of refraction, packing density, mechanical stress, stoichiometry, 
and microstructure. The degree of modification depends on the 
energy of the bombarding ions and deposition parameters. Ion 
energies in the 100-200 eV range are usually required to achieve 
property and microstructural modifications. Energies higher than 
300 eV usually damage the film or implant gas atoms. Etching is 
achieved at higher energies. 

Energetic ions react with matter (i.e., the film growing on the sub-
strate) by imparting their energy to the surface atoms through elas-
tic and inelastic collisions. The impinging ion loses energy due to 
collisions with atoms on the substrate and to electronic excitations. 
The ion can also be stopped in the film or substrate and trapped 
interstitially, or it can chemically react with the surface atoms, 
forming a new compound. The energy and mass of the bombarding 
ion, as well as the structure and bonding in the thin film, determine 
what type of reaction will occur at the surface. 

It is sufficient to know that the ion has several barriers to over-
come to have any effect on the atoms in the film and this interaction 
is complicated by interatomic potentials and the energy of the ions. 
To complete the picture of how an ion interacts with the growing 
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film we must consider what happens to the kinetic energy of the 
ion after a collision with an atom in the film, the resultant energy 
imparted to the atom, the range of the ion in the film, and how the 
ion energy is transferred to the atoms in the film. When an ion pen-
etrates the growing film, it collides with several atoms and electrons 
in the film. As a result, the farther it penetrates, the more energy it 
loses. Thus, it loses energy to the atoms in the film and it also is 
implanted in the film. The rate at which an ion loses energy is called 
the stopping power. Two things can happen: collisions with nuclei 
result in atom displacement (and possible ejection) and collisions 
with electrons result in electronic excitations (higher energy states). 
The distance it takes for the ion to do its thing in the solid until it 
comes to a stop is called the ion range. Figure 2.5 shows the path 

Figure 2.5 Path of an ion penetrating a solid [15]. 
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Figure 2.6 Ion range of various types of gas ions and energies [15]. 
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of an ion penetrating a solid and Figure 2.6 shows the ion range for 
various types of ions and their energies [15]. 

Thus, during deposition of a thin film, an energetic ion can 

• Increase the energy of deposited atoms (increased 
surface mobility), 

• Displace atoms (damage), 
• Eject atoms (sputtering, etching), 
• Excite electronic states, and 
• Become implanted. 

There is a specific energy range for these actions to take place. 
Ion assist occurs when the bombarding ion imparts sufficient 
energy to increase the mobility of the deposited atom on the sur-
face and modify a specific property of the film, but not to remove 
or eject the atom from the surface. Ion bombardment causes many 
of the same effects as increased substrate temperature (but without 
excessive substrate heating). For etching or sputtering to occur, the 
kinetic energy of the ion must be great enough to overcome the 
interatomic potential and break the bond between an atom and its 
nearest neighbors (actually other atoms are also involved but we're 
looking at the simplest case here). 

Factors that primarily affect film growth with IAD are [15] 

• Type of ions (single atoms or molecules) 
• Kinetic energy distribution of the ions 
• Ion current density 
• Ion flux 
• Angle of incidence 
• Ion to atom ratio 
• Surface temperature 
• Ion energy and momentum transfer to the atoms 

Figure 2.7 shows the energy range required for property modifi-
cations [16]. Ion energies greater than -10 eV/atom can cause etch-
ing and sputtering of the growing film. 

IAD can be used to modify a number of properties of thin films 
by influencing nucleation and growth, surface roughness, inter-
face mixing, densification, defect generation, and gas trapping. 
Mechanical properties, including stress, can also be controlled. Film 
adhesion to the substrate is usually improved with ion assist and 
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Figure 2.7 Ion energy ranges for property modification [16]. 

an ion cleaning prior to deposition. Kaufman determined that an 
ion energy dose of 1-10 eV/deposited atom is needed for measur-
able property modification [16]. Property modification, however, is 
mainly due to increased mobility of the deposited atoms due to ion 
bombardment. This results in a denser film with few voids (due to 
the increased mobility of the atoms on the surface). 

As expected, densification of the growing film due to IAD also 
changes the elastic and mechanical properties. In particular, the 
hardness of the film is increased with ion assist. There is, however, a 
limit to which we can apply ion assist. Films deposited by IAD usu-
ally have a high compressive stress, which limits the useful thick-
ness of the film. When the thickness gets large enough, the stress in 
the film will cause delamination and loss of adhesion. Compressive 
stress also increases with hardness [17]. So above a certain thick-
ness, the film will lose adhesion and will not be useful, no matter 
how hard it is [17]. 

The three broad beam ion sources used most often for ion assist 
during deposition of a thin film are the Kaufmann, end Hall, and 
gridless types. The Kaufmann design was developed in the late 
1980's and consists of a cathode and anode located in a discharge 
chamber, and a magnet to confine and focus the ion beam. This type 
of ion source produces positively charged ions and usually needs a 
filament to keep the net charge of the beam neutral. The ion beam 
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is usually well collimated and has a very narrow energy spread 
so that the energy of the ions is well defined. A wide range of ion 
energies is possible from this source. The working gas is usually 
Ar or another inert gas. This type of ion source has several grids 
and is complicated to operate. The end-Hall type ion source has a 
much simpler design, consisting of a filament that acts as a cathode, 
an anode at positive potential, and a magnetic field to generate, 
confine, and focus the ions. The alternating current applied to the 
cathode initiates ionization of the working gas atoms. Further ion-
ization occurs in the chamber in the magnetic field and as a result 
of electron-ion interactions in the chamber, ions are discharged past 
the cathode. The ions are not well collimated and the beam has con-
siderable divergence. An external filament is not needed to neutral-
ize the beam. The beam current and voltage (energy) depend on 
the gas pressure, and the ions have a wide energy distribution. This 
type of ion source generates ions with low energy (-100 eV) but 
large beam currents. Note that both these sources work best with an 
inert working gas. Reactive gases added to the mixture will rapidly 
degrade their filaments. The filamentless ion source, just as it name 
implies, employs no filament that can degrade and cause problems 
during a coating run. The hollow cathode ion source is the most 
widely used of this type of instrument. A plasma discharge is sus-
tained within the source's cavity by electrons produced in a cold 
cathode system, and ions are extracted at the anode by applying 
a potential across the cathode and anode. Much like a magnetron 
sputtering cathode, a magnetic field is applied across the plasma to 
focus and confine the ions. This type of ion source can employ grids 
to narrow the energy distribution of the ions emerging at the anode. 
Very precise, and often monoenergtic, energy distributions are pos-
sible. These sources often employ RF or ECR power to the cathode. 
Table 2.3 summarizes the salient properties of these ion sources. 

Use of IAD is as much an art as it is a science. The effects of ion 
treatment are different for each material, system, and process with 
which it is associated. As much as the suppliers would like you 
believe, it is not a turn-key process. To achieve the optimum ben-
efit from IAD, one must understand the mechanisms and physical 
principles involved and be able to apply them to each situation. 

2.1.3 Ion Plating 

One of the most important goals of any deposition process is to 
improve the energetics of atoms or particles being deposited onto 
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Table 2.3 Summary of typical ion source performance. 

Type 

Kaufmann 

End-Hall 

Cold 
cathode 

Ion 
Energy 

(eV) 

0-2000 

0-200 

0-1000 

Ion 
Current 
Density 

(mA/cm2) 

1-5 

~1 

0.5-2 

Ion 
Energy 

distribu-
tion 

Narrow 

Broad 

Narrow-
Broad 

Working 
Gas 

Inert 

Inert 

Inert, 
reactive 

Working 
Pressure 
(mTorr) 

-10^ 

- l o - 4 

- 1 0 " 4 

the substrate. As we have seen in all previous Process Technology 
Tutorials, adatom energetics is responsible for improving the den-
sity, microstructure, adhesion, physical and tribological properties. 
Ion plating was originally developed by Don Mattox as early as 
1968 to increase the energy of the atoms incident on the substrate [18]. 
He best describes this process as 

"Ion plating is an atomistic vacuum coating process in which 
the depositing film is continuously or periodically bombarded by 
energetic atomic-sized inert or reactive particles that can affect the 
growth and properties of the film. The source of depositing atoms 
can be from vacuum evaporation, sputtering, arc vaporization or 
from a chemical vapor precursor" [19]. For a detailed description 
of this process please refer to Don's chapter in the Third Edition 
of Handbook of Deposition Technologies for Films and Coatings [20] or 
the second edition of Handbook of Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) 
Processing [21]. We see here that virtually any PVD or CVD process 
can possibly benefit from the ion plating technology, and processes 
such as cathodic arc deposition are a form of ion plating. Processes 
that are referred to as ion plating are [19] 

• Bias sputtering 
• Bias sputter deposition 
• Ion vapor deposition 
• Ion beam enhanced deposition (IBED) 
• Accelerated ion deposition 
• Plasma enhanced vapor deposition 
• Ion assisted deposition (IAD) 
• Biased activated reactive deposition (BARE) 
• Plasma surface alloying 
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More recently, ion plating is often referred to as "energetic con-
densation" [22]. Numerous applications include tribological coat-
ings, optical coatings, transparent conductive coatings, adherent 
metal coatings, and metal coatings. 

The process was originally developed to enhance the energy of 
thermally evaporated, sputtered and CVD species reaching the 
substrate. In one configuration, a plasma is generated at the sub-
strate which is negatively biased. Bombarding species are generally 
either ions accelerated from a plasma in the deposition chamber 
(plasma-based ion plating) or ions from an 'ion source (vacuum-
based' ion plating). The stages of ion plating can be separated into 
surface preparation, nucleation and interface formation, and film 
growth. Ion plating was first described in the early 1960s and was 
initially used to enhance film adhesion and improve surface cov-
erage. Later it was shown that controlled bombardment could be 
used to modify film properties such as density, morphology, index 
of refraction, and residual film stress. More recently the bombard-
ment has been used to enhance chemical reactions in reactive and 
quasireactive deposition processes. Presently, ionization and accel-
eration of the depositing film atoms (film ions) is being used for 
directed deposition to improve filling of surface features in semi-
conductor processing. 

Figure 2.8 shows the basic ion plating configuration for thermal 
evaporation [22]. Recall from the above discussion that evapora-
tion processes are characterized by very high deposition rates, 
but, without some help, evaporated thin films generally have poor 
adhesion and mechanical properties, a porous columnar structure, 
and reduced density compared to bulk materials. Many of these 
poor properties can also be remedied by ionizing a part of the 
depositing material, i.e., an ionized plasma, just before it impinges 
on the substrate. In the ion plating process ions in partially ionized 
plasma are attracted to the substrate by a negative bias applied to 
the substrate. This ion bombardment affects coating properties in 
much the same way as ion assist, but without the ion source. 

In ion plating the energy flux and mass of the bombarding spe-
cies along with the ratio of bombarding particles to depositing 
particles are important processing variables. There are a number 
of methods used to achieve partial ionization, including therm-
ionic arcs (cathodic arc for example), hollow cathode discharge, 
DC diode and RF discharge, microwave discharge, electron emitter 
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Figure 2.8 Basic ion plating configuration [22]. 

discharge, magnetron discharge, and plasma enhancement [2, 5]. 
Anders [22] defines the degree of ionization as 

a = 
n= 

K+nJ 
•where (2.2) 

n. is the ion density and no is the density of neutral atoms. 
Ion densities differ according to deposition process. Ion densities 

for several processes are [23] 

• Electron beam evaporation: 0.1-0.50 
• Sputtering: <0.10 
• Cathodic arc: 0.50-0.80 

Since the 1960s, ion plating has been used in hundreds of deposi-
tion processes to improve virtually every type of coating property. 
The basic technology developed by Don Mattox has given birth to 
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a wide range of ion plating techniques with hundreds of related 
publications. The main advantages of ion plating are 

• Compatible with virtually any PVD and many CVD 
processes 

• High density films possible 
• Films have excellent adhesion to substrate 
• Process is scalable to industrial needs 

Disadvantages are 

• Added complexity to the deposition process 
• Unwanted substrate heating possible 
• Defects and gas incorporation introduced by plasma 

bombardment 

2.1.4 Planar Diode and Planar Magnetron Sputtering 

Sputter deposition processes have become the most widely used 
method of thin film and surface engineering treatments. While the 
diode sputtering process was the first to be developed (back in 
1852), the many forms of magnetron sputtering are now the most 
widely used deposition methods for high quality thin films. 

Figure 2.9 diagrams the general sputtering process, in which, 
atoms or molecules of a solid material (a target or sputtering 
source) are ejected into a gas form or plasma due to bombardment 
of the material by energetic gas ions and deposited on a substrate 

Figure 2.9 Diagram of the sputtering process. 
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above or to the side of the target. A high vacuum is required to 
initiate a plasma whose ions bombard the target. The sputtering 
process is essentially a momentum exchange [24], between the gas 
ions; the more intense and concentrated the plasma in the region 
of the target, the higher the atom removal rate (or deposition rate). 
There will be negligible sputtering with light atomic weight gases 
such as hydrogen and helium. Reactive gases typically used are 
oxygen (02), nitrogen, fluorine (F2), hydrogen (H2), and hydrocar-
bons (methane, butane, etc.). One of the major advantages of this 
process is that sputter-ejected atoms have kinetic energies signifi-
cantly larger than evaporated materials and sputtered films receive 
many of the benefits described for IAD in section 2.3. The growing 
film is subjected to a number of energetic species from the plasma. 
Figure 2.10 shows a comparison of the energetics of selected PVD 
processes [25]. 

An important advantage and difference between sputtering 
and evaporation processes is that the sputtered atoms can have 
relatively high kinetic energies. For example, the average ejection 
energy of Ge atoms sputtered with 1.2 keV Ar is -15 eV, while the 
average energy of an evaporated Ge atom is -0.1 eV [24]. The aver-
age ejection energy of metal atoms is in the range 15-20 eV, with 
highest energies near 35 eV reported for W, U, Ta and Pt. Note that 
heavier elements generally have higher average energies. 
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Figure 2.10 Comparison of the energies and equivalent temperatures of selected 
PVD processes [25]. 
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The diode, or more specifically the planar diode system, is the 
simplest sputtering configuration. It consists of a cathode and anode 
separated by 5-20 cm spacing, and can be operated in DC and RF 
power modes. In DC sputtering, the cathode is both the sputtering 
target and the electrode for sustaining the glow discharge. Much 
of the original work in development of sputtered semiconductors 
and optical coatings was accomplished using diode sputtering [26,27]. 
The glow, or plasma, is confined between the anode and cathode. 
Pressures needed to sustain a glow discharge are higher than for 
other sputtering processes, typically between 10 and 50 mTorr. The 
dark space at the cathode becomes too large at lower pressures and 
the glow is extinguished. Ground shields are used to obtain a uni-
form erosion rate of the target. This geometry can be used in the 
sputter up or sputter down mode, although substrate heating and 
holding is much easier in the sputter down geometry. This config-
uration also generates more substrate heating than other sputter-
ing techniques because the plasma is in intimate contact with the 
substrate. 

As the name implies, planar magnetron sputtering utilizes a flat 
sputtering target in the cathode enclosure shown in Figure 2.11. 
Magnetron targets can be as small as 1 inch or as large as several 
meters. The anatomy of a basic planar magnetron cathode consists 
of magnets (called magnetics), which are placed under the target in 

Figure 2.11 Planar magnetron cathode mounted in large planetary batch coater. 
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various configurations to confine the plasma or spread the plasma 
above the region of the target. The magnetic lines of force focus the 
charged gas atoms (ions). The stronger the magnetic field, the more 
confined the plasma will be (consequences are discussed below). 
Stronger magnets are required for sputtering ferromagnetic mate-
rials such as Fe, permalloy (FexNi ) and Ni. The magnetics focus 
the plasma at the surface of the target and an erosion pattern, 
commonly called a "racetrack," is formed as sputtering proceeds. 
Magnet configuration is different for planar circular, planar rectan-
gular, external and internal cylindrical magnetrons. 

One of the major advantages of magnetron sputtering over 
diode sputtering is operation at pressures in the range 0.5 mTorr to 
10 mTorr. As a result, there is less scattering and subsequent ther-
malization of the sputtered atoms by gas ions and atoms, which can 
reduce their energy. This is important for large throwing distances 
to the substrate. The mean free path of a sputtered atom is ~5 cm 
at 1 mTorr pressure. It is important to work at low pressures to 
achieve fully dense films by the sputtering process, again compa-
rable to IAD processes. Deposition rates, however, are lower than 
evaporation processes. 

Both direct current (DC) and radio frequency (RF) power sources 
can be used with most magnetron cathodes. Pulsed DC and low and 
mid frequency power supplies are also used in magnetron sputter-
ing. New concepts such as DC with RF overlay are also being devel-
oped for a number of coating applications (transparent conductive 
oxides for example). 

Magnetron sputtering is particularly well suited for reactive 
deposition. It should be noted that there are a number informative 
papers on the physics, chemistry, and kinetics of reactive sputter-
ing [28] and the Society of Vacuum Coaters (SVC) and AVS offer 
several excellent short courses on sputtering. Virtually any oxide, 
nitride, and carbide thin film material can be deposited. Fluorides, 
however, present a problem due to reflected neutrals off the target. 
The operating reactive gas partial pressure depends on deposition 
rate (target power), target material, chamber pressure, and substrate 
target spacing [24,29]. Figure 2.12 shows a typical hysteresis plot for 
an oxide coating, which plots target voltage against oxygen partial 
pressure. Target voltage remains constant or increases slightly with 
increased oxygen, and then plummets at a transition concentration. 
The surface of the target is oxidized for percentages higher than the 
transition voltage and in the "metal" mode below the transition. 
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Figure 2.12 Hysteresis plot of target voltage versus percentage of oxygen. 

Metallic and substoichiometric coatings result on the left side of 
the transition. If the percentage oxygen is too high, the target will 
become "poisoned" and an insulating crust will form on its sur-
face. The deposition rate will decrease significantly and arcing may 
occur. The resulting coating may be less dense and of poor quality. 
The operating point is just on the cusp of the transition. The coating 
is fully stoichiometric and the deposition rate is optimum. Note that 
if the oxygen is decreased, there will be a hysteresis effect due to 
cleaning up of the surface oxide. The other technique actually deter-
mines the partial pressure of reactive gas. As shown in Figure 2.13. 
Reactive gas pressure is plotted against reactive gas flow. The oper-
ating point occurs just before the partial pressure increases with 
flow. The operating point is the flow at which the reactive gas is no 
longer "reacting" with the target material. There is also a hysteresis 
effect for this technique. Whatever method one uses to determine the 
operating reactive gas pressure, it should be monitored as the target 
ages. Generally, less reactive gas will be needed with increased ero-
sion of the target. It should be noted that magnetron power supplies 
are available that incorporate reactive gas flow control. 

Magnetron sputtering is also particularly well suited for deposi-
tion of multilayer thin film structures, including optical designs, 
electrochromic coatings, nanolaminates, superlattices, tribological 
coatings and barrier coatings. High quality thin film optical materi-
als have been deposited since the 1970s, and a wide range of opti-
cal thin film materials has been developed. The list includes most 
oxides, nitrides, carbides, transparent conductive materials, semi-
conductors, and many polymers. Fluorides are best left to evapora-
tion processes and hybrid processes. The main advantage is that 
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Figure 2.13 Plot of reactive gas partial pressure against gas flow. The operating 
point is the flow at which the reactive gas is no longer "reacting" with the target 
material [24]. 

these materials can be deposited using both nonreactive and reac-
tive processes with excellent control of composition, layer thick-
ness, thickness uniformity, and mechanical properties. Additionally, 
deposition of multilayer structures, including combinations of the 
materials listed above, is straightforward using multiple cathodes 
and reactive gases. A small sampling of the optical materials depos-
ited by planar magnetron sputtering is listed in Table 2.4. Deposition 
of alloys, oxinitrides, alloy oxinitrides, and carbon nitrides is 
straightforward. Use of multiple cathodes and reactive gases also 
makes deposition of multilayer structures possible. It is possible 
to deposit virtually any type of optical design, from the simplest 
antireflection coating to complex beam splitters and multiple cav-
ity filters. Also, since sputtering is a nonequilibrium process, alloys 
and compounds not found in binary and ternary phase diagrams 
can be deposited. 

2.1.5 Unbalanced and Closed Field Magnetron 
Sputtering Processes 

The unbalanced magnetron, along with the closed field magnetron, 
is the next step in the evolution of this deposition technology. The 
placement and strength of the magnets in the magnetron cathode 
make it possible to manipulate the magnetic field, and thus the 
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Table 2.4 Examples of optical thin film materials deposited by planar 
magnetron sputtering. 

Material 

Si02 

Si3N4 

A1A 

A1N 

SiAlON 

AlON 

SiON 

TaA 
Nb205 

ITO 

Sn02 

ZnO 

Y203 

HA 
CeOz 

Ti02 

W 0 3 

ZrOz 

ln203 

n @ 550 nm 

1.45-1.48 

1.95-2.05 

1.60-1.67 

2.05 

1.48-2.05 

1.60-2.05 

1.48-2.05 

2.10 

2.19 

-1.80 

-1.80 

-1.90 

1.95 

-1.9 

1.7-2.3 

2.2-2.5 

-2.4 

2.18 

-1.80 

plasma, in the area of the cathode and substrate.The magnet assem-
bly consists of north and south pole configurations. It is important 
to note that the magnetic field acts as an electron trap that directly 
determines the trajectories of secondary electrons ejected from the 
target. The electrons are forced into a cycloidal path that greatly 
increases the probability of ionizing the sputtering gas. The perfor-
mance of the unbalanced and closed field magnetrons relies on the 
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design of the magnets and the placement of the magnet assemblies. 
An unbalanced magnetron is the design where the magnetic field 
strength of one pole is significantly stronger than the other pole, as 
shown simply in Figure 2.14. As a result of the magnetic field lines 
extending further from the target surface, electrons can ionize inert 
sputtering gas atoms near the substrate surface, which increases 
substrate bombardment, and acts effectively like an ion source for 
IAD. The degree of balance (or unbalance) depends on the relative 
strength of the magnet poles. There is, however, a price to pay for 
the added substrate ion bombardment in poorer target utilization 
and easier poisoning during reactive deposition. Target utilization 
can be increased if the poles are only slightly unbalanced, but sub-
strate bombardment is significantly reduced. IAD is also often used 
in this case to augment the magnetron plasma. 

The closed field magnetron, shown in Figures 2.15a and 2.15b, 
employs a magnet geometry that confines the plasma to within the 
space of the sputtering targets and keeps it away from chamber 
walls where it cannot be used [30]. This configuration uses a series 
(usually no more than six) of unbalanced magnetrons to confine the 
plasma [31]. Substrates are placed above the center of the cathode 
arrangement. The closed field geometry can increase the ion cur-
rent density at the substrate by as much as an order of magnitude [31]. 
Using this technique, fully dense coatings with excellent adhesion 
can be deposited. 

Unbalanced and closed field magnetrons have significantly 
advanced tribological coating development during the last 
decade [31, 32]. Table 2.5 summarizes some of the hardness results. 
Improved single layer, multilayer, superlattice, nanolaminate, and 

Figure 2.14 Placement of stronger north magnetic poles than south magnetic 
poles in an unbalanced magnetron. 
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(a) 

Figure 2.15a Closed field magnetron configuration using four cathodes. 

Figure 2.15b Closed field magnetron configuration using six cathodes [30]. 

nanocomposite coatings have been demonstrated [33^3]. Single 
layers of TiN, TiAIN, TiCN, VN, DLC, MoS2 and CrN first demon-
strated hardnesses in the 15-25 GPa range [35, 39,40,41,43,44]. Ion 
current and bias voltage are now added as a variable deposition con-
dition, which also makes substrate placement important. Substrate 
placement in the chamber is always important, but has a stronger 
influence on coating properties in the presence of ion bombardment 
and particularly asymmetric ion bombardment [45]. Hardness of 
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Table 2.5 Summary of hardness data for unbalanced and closed field 
magnetron sputtered films. 

Material/SL 

TiAIN 

TiN 

TiAIN 

A1N 

W-DLC 

Structure 

Single Layer 

TiAlN/VN* 

TiAlNYN-VN* 

TiAlN-CrN* 

Single Layer 

TiCN/TiN* 

CN/TiCN/TiN* 

TiN/TiC N / Si3N4/ 
SiCN* 

Single Layer 

Single Layer 

AlN/Si3N4* 

nc-TiN/aSi3N4/ 
nc-&TiSi * 

z 

nc-TiN/aSi3N4* 

C/Cr /CrN 

NbN/CrN 

CNx/TiN 

CNx/HfN 

nanocomposite 

Hardness (GPa) 

25 [39] 

39 [40] 

78 [40] 

55 [40] 

15 [40], 20 [34] 

25 [39] 

35 [39] 

55 

25 [39] 

18 [33] 

35 [33] 

>100 [48] 

>50 [48] 

[45] 

[45] 

35 [49] 

40 [49] 

-14 [50] 

*Superlatice or nanolaminate. 

TiC films was found to increase from 3 GPa to 20 GPa simply by 
increasing substrate distance from the target, and elastic modulus 
also increased from 8 GPa to near 24 GPa [45]. Coefficient of fric-
tion also decreased, but additionally depended on target power. The 
improvement in tribological and wear properties was attributed 
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to increased coating density resulting from ion bombardment. 
Tribological coatings are addressed in more detail in Chapter 4. 

Unbalanced and closed field magnetron sputtering is very ame-
nable to large area and industrial applications [39, 46]. CrN/NbN 
films are deposited onto stainless steel hydraulic spools to improve 
corrosion resistance [47]. TiN, ZrN, TiZrN and TiCN decorative 
hard coatings are deposited onto various metals to create a range of 
new colors and improve wear resistance [48]. 

Unbalanced and closed field magnetron processes have all the 
advantages presented last month for planar magnetrons. Additional 
advantages and disadvantages are: 

• Additional ion bombardment resulting in dense, 
adherent films 

• Ion assist and substrate cleaning possible 
• Improved tribological, wear and corrosion resistant 

films 
• Amenable to multilayer, superlattice, nanolaminant, 

and nanocomposite films 
• Poorer materials usage 
• More complex cathode configuration/expense 

Unbalanced and closed field magnetron sputtering revolution-
ized the properties achievable by magnetron sputtering processes. 
As successful with improved thin film tribological, corrosion resis-
tance, and optical properties as this technology was, improvements 
in magnetron technology had just begun. 

2.1.6 Cylindrical and Rotating Magnetron Sputtering 

Planar, unbalanced, and closed field magnetron sputtering processes 
work well with planar and mildly nonplanar substrates held above 
the magnetron cathodes. Uniformly coating a wire, cylinder, sphere, 
or three-dimensional surfaces, however, can be challenging for these 
processes. In addition to other applications, the cylindrical and rotat-
ing cylindrical magnetron were developed to meet these challenges. 
There are three basic cylindrical magnetron configurations: 

• Rotatable cylindrical magnetron (interior magnets) 
• Cylindrical post magnetron (exterior magnets) 
• Inverted cylindrical magnetron (exterior magnets) 
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The rotatable cylindrical magnetron (RCM) goes back two 
decades, and was developed to improve target materials usage [51]. 
The RCM can replace planar magnetrons in many applications. A 
cross section shown in Figures 2.16a and 2.16b. The magnetics for 
this type of cylindrical magnetron are located inside a cylindrical 
tube target, and the target is rotated around and over the magnets. 
This exposes all target surfaces to the magnetic field and results 
in uniform erosion of the entire target surface, and as a result, 
improves target usage efficiency. Also there is reduced chance of 
debris and insulator build up on the surface of the target, which 
makes for smoother spark free operation and fewer particulates at 
the substrate. This type of cathode is also used extensively in vac-
uum roll coating processes. 

Figure 2.16a Schematic of rotatable cylindrical magnetron. 

(b) 

Figure 2.16b Cross section of rotatable cylindrical magnetron [51]. 
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As shown in Figure 2.17, the basic post cylindrical magnetron 
cathode consists of a center cylindrical cathode and concentric tube 
anode. The magnets (magnetic coils are often used) are located out-
side the anode and arranged so the magnetic field is aligned along 
the axis of the central post. Variations are 

• Cylindrical post magnetron (target in center) 
• Cylindrical hollow magnetron (cylindrical shell target) 
• Cylindrical post magnetron with reflecting surface 
• Cylindrical hollow magnetron with reflecting surface 

One of the problems with this geometry is that the magnetic field 
and thus the deposition rate falls off at the ends of the tube and 
can actually accumulate material sputtered from the interior section. 
This is rectified by using electrostatic and magnetic end confinement. 

The cylindrical magnetron can deposit virtually any material that 
other magnetrons are capable of. Reactive sputtering, RF sputter-
ing, and mid frequency sputtering are readily accomplished using 
standard techniques and power sources. One disadvantage is that 
the sputtering targets are more challenging to fabricate, and this 
may add cost (but high materials usage should compensate for this 
added cost). Many semiconductor materials are very difficult to form 
in cylindrical and shell-like shapes. Because of the high materials 

Figure 2.17 Basic cylindrical post magnetron configuration and associated 
magnetic field [3]. 
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usage, the capability to coat tubes, wires, three-dimensional and 
very wide substrates, and wide range of materials, the cylindrical 
magnetron is perfectly positioned for industrial applications. 

A wide variety of thin film materials are deposited by reac-
tive sputtering using cylindrical magnetrons [51, 52]. This pro-
cess works particularly well for tribological coatings since many 
parts are three dimensional. High quality TiN and ZrN have 
been reactively deposited. Table 2.6 compares the costs for con-
ventional magnetron and cylindrical magnetron processes [51]. 
We see that for comparable target masses, significantly more 
parts can be coated using the cylindrical magnetron and the cost 
per part is ~ l / 5 that of planar magnetrons. Hardness of the TiN 
and ZrN films was comparable to the best films deposited by 
unbalanced and closed field magnetron sputtering processes. 

Deposition of multilayer coatings or nanocomposites requires at 
least two different target materials in the cathode. The dual inverted 
cylindrical magnetron, shown in Figure 2.18, consists of two coaxial 
targets in a common magnetic field, and has the advantage of pro-
viding a larger target area and the capability of cosputtering and 
deposition of different layer materials. 

Below is a partial list of materials that have been successfully 
deposited by cylindrical magnetrons: 

• Metal oxides 
• Metal nitrides 
• Carbides 
• Metals and metal alloys 
• Semiconductors 
• Multilayers 
• Graded compositions 
• Ceramics 
• Borides 
• Transparent conductive oxides and nitrides 
• Alloys 
• Nanocomposites 
• Coating combinations 
• Nanocomposites: figure of sectioned ICM and mag-

netic field 
• Variations 
• New models 
• Typical substrates and components 
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Table 2.6 Comparison of planar and cylindrical magnetron processes for 
TiN and ZrN coatings [51]. 

Target mass (kg) 

Efficiency 

Utilization 

Parts per target 

Target cost 

Material cost/part 

Planar Magnetron 

4.5 

50% 

30% 

11,700 

$1,500 

$0,128 

Cylindrical 
Magnetron 

4.5 

75% 

70% 

41,100 

$1,000 

$0,024 
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Figure 2.18 Schematic of dual inverted magnetron. 

The dual inverted cylindrical magnetron is also used to deposit 
nanocomposites, such as Mo-Ti-N [53]. Mo and Ti targets were placed 
in the basic dual inverted configuration. The target materials were 
reactively sputtered in N2/Ar mixtures for forming the nanocompos-
ite. Here particles TiN were embedded in a Mo-N matrix. Hardness 
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depended on the particle size as shown in Figure 2.19. Impressive 
hardness values ~ 32 GPa were obtained for particles sized ~ 2.2 nm. 

The rotatable cylindrical magnetron is used in large area vacuum 
web coating applications [54,55]. Glass panels as wide as 3.2 m have 
been coated. The ITO target is fabricated in a single piece; no tiling is 
used. Regions between tiles can cause arcing, nodule formation on 
the substrate, particulates, and leaking of target bonding material. 
Production advantages of the rotatable cylindrical magnetron are: 

• Threefold increase in power density to the target 
• Improved target utilization of 2.5 times better than 

planar magnetrons 
• Reduced process times and costs 
• Deposition on plastic, ceramic, and magnetic substrates 

2.1.7 High Power Pulsed Magnetron Sputtering 
(HPPMS) 

The latest development in magnetron sputtering technology is 
high power pulsed magnetron sputtering (HPPMS), also known as 
high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) [56]. HPPMS 
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Figure 2.19 Dependence of hardness on TiN particle size for Ti-Mo-N 
nanocomposites [53]. 
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also involves advanced power supply development. The require-
ments for the magnetron power supply have increased over the 
last several decades. At a minimum, the power supply must be 
stable during long coating runs (often as long as several days), be 
stable during arcing of the target, and be able to handle voltage 
spikes. The type of power output ranges from radio frequency 
(RF), direct current (DC), bipolar pulsed DC, and mid frequency. 
Power can be controlled by constant voltage, constant current, or 
constant power modes. RF power is generally more complicated 
and is used for nonconducting target materials (insulators, ceram-
ics, some semiconductors). The sputtering target must be electri-
cally conducting for use with DC and mid frequency supplies. 
This, however, does not preclude the use of RF supplies with con-
ducting target materials. Output powers range from 0.5 kW to 
well over 30 kW. 

Table 2.7 lists the various types of magnetron power supplies. 
Arc suppression has always been a necessity for reactive 

sputtering and a challenge for the power supply. Early DC sup-
plies used mercury vapor rectifiers [57]. Arc suppression units 
evolved from silicon controlled rectifiers to switch mode technol-
ogy. While arc suppression is not as critical a problem as with DC 
and low frequency supplies, it is also available for RF supplies 
[58]. There is considerably less arcing with bipolar pulsed DC 
supplies. 

HPPMS uses a large energy impulse supplied to the cathode in 
a very short time period, typically ~100 LLS. This requires a very 

Table 2.7 Magnetron] 

Type 

DC 

RF 

Bipolar pulsed DC 

Mid frequency 

Pulsed 

30wer supplies. 

Power Range 
(kW) 

Up to 200 

Up to 100 W 
RF 

Up to 200 

Up to 60 

3 MW peak/ 
20 kW avg. 

Frequency 
Range 

<60Hz 

13.56 MHz 

0-5 kHz 

40-160 kHz 

500 Hz 

Arc 
Suppression 

Necessary 

Reduced 
arcing 

Yes 
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different type of power supply [59]. The HPPMS process delivers 
a large low energy flux of ions to the substrate. Peak powers up to 
3 MW/pulse with pulse widths between 100 and 150 us must be 
generated by the power supply. Average powers are ~20 kW with 
frequencies up to 500 Hz. In addition to supplying pulsed power, 
arc suppression is also necessary. This process takes advantage of 
enhanced ionization resulting from the high energy pulse. Power 
densities applied to the target are in the neighborhood of 1-3 kW/ 
cm2 (compare this to traditional magnetron sputtering with power 
densities -1-10 W/cm2) [60]. 

The high power pulse is the core of this process. Figure 2.20 
shows a typical waveform of the target voltage, target current, and 
ion current of one of the first HPPMS systems sputtering from a 
Ti05Al05 target [61]. The voltage pulse is between 1.3-1.5 kV and 
total pulse duration is -120 us. Note that the target current increases 
and peaks at -200 A as the voltage pulse decays. The power density 
at this point is -600 W/cm2. Ion current has a broad peak at -60 mA 
at 50 us into the voltage pulse. 

Another manifestation of HPPMS uses another method of gen-
erating a high density plasma based on formation of one long 
modulated pulse that creates weakly and strongly ionized plasmas [62]. 
Pulse durations for the modulated power plasma method are 
1-2 ms. Figure 2.21 shows the breakdown of the waveform from a 

Figure 2.20 Typical waveform of the target voltage, target current, and ion 
current during the HPPMS process [61]. 
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I 

Time 

Figure 2.21 Stages of a high voltage pulse from a modulated power plasma 
generator [63]. 

modulated power plasma generator using Ti and Al targets [63]. 
Stage 1, between times Tt and T2 correspond to plasma ignition 
(ignition voltage V is 1500 V). Different voltage levels are observed 
for the four subsequent stages. Power levels of 10-200 kW per pulse 
are required to sustain a discharge, and pulse repetition can vary 
from 4 to 1000 Hz. 

Even though very high current densities are used, the resultant 
deposition rate for HPPMS can be lower than conventional magne-
tron sputtering; as much s 25-30 % lower [64, 65]. The modulated 
power plasma technique claims to have overcome this disadvan-
tage [62, 63]. Deposition rates comparable to or higher than DC 
sputtering are attributed to the longer pulse length (1-3 ms com-
pared to 150 (is for pulsed supplies). Most of the sputtering occurs 
during the strongly ionized plasma stage (T3-T6 in Figure 2.21). 

As a result of the highly ionized plasma and very high power 
density, films deposited by HPPMS can have very different micro-
structures and properties. One distinct advantage of HPPMS over 
DC magnetron sputtering is that the films are generally denser and 
smoother, and can have lower mechanical stress. Figure 2.22 shows 
SEM images of two Ta films, one deposited by DC sputtering (2.22a) 
and the other deposited by HPPMS (2.22b). The columnar structure 
is much more pronounced in the DC sputtered film [63]. 
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Figure 2.22a and2. 22b SEM images of the microstructure of DC magnetron 
sputtered and HPPMS Ta films [63]. 

As a result, HPPMS films should then have improved tribo-
logical, optical, electrical, and environmental properties. The 
improved microstructure improves the optical properties as well 
[66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. It is well known that the refractive index 
depends on the density of the optical thin film. The refractive index 
of less dense films is generally lower than films with higher den-
sity. Ti02 films are a perfect example of the dependence on density. 
The refractive index of this material can vary from 2.2-2.5 depend-
ing on density. These films also have a density of 3.83 g/cm3 and 
very low surface roughness of 0.5 nm, compared to a density of 
3.71 g/cm3 and surface roughness of 1.3 nm for DC films. Very high 
refractive indices ~2.72 are also reported for Ti02 films, if the opti-
mum duty cycle for the power supply is used [68]. Improved opti-
cal properties for Si02, ZnO, A1203, Ta205, and Zr0 2 films have also 
been reported [67, 70, 71]. These results are impressive, but have 
to be taken with certain caveats. HPPMS films do not always have 
improved performance compared to films deposited using other 
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power supplies [73]. Optical constants always depend to a large 
extent on deposition conditions, and the optimum set of conditions 
must be determined for each material and deposition system. Very 
high refractive indices are also reported for planar magnetron sput-
tered films. In fact, in some cases, mid frequency magnetron sput-
tering resulted in better performance than HPPMS [73]. 

Another advantage of the HPPMS process should be improved 
chemical and environmental stability. Silver thin films are notori-
ous for lack of chemical and environmental stability, particularly 
very thin films. While there is still much testing to be performed, 
Ag films deposited by HPPMS appear to have improved stability 
and optical performance in multilayer structures [72]. 

With improved density and smoothness, this process has the 
potential to improve the performance of tribological coatings 
[74-78]. Films with dense microstructure and smooth surfaces are 
preferred in many applications due to the increased corrosion and 
wear resistance, and reduced friction. Hard materials such as TIN, 
CrNx, C r N and Ti3SiC2 have all been deposited by HPPMS. TiN 
films with a very fine grain structure compared to those deposited 
by DC magnetron sputtering have been reported [1976]. CrN films 
also have a much finer microstructure than even UBM sputtered 
films. Hardness values near 25 GPa were reported, and the sliding 
wear coefficient decreased from 7 to 0.2 [78]. 

While HPPMS is a promising process to deposit dense smooth 
films with reduced mechanical stress, it must still compete with 
other magnetron and deposition processes. In my opinion, the jury 
is still out on whether or not it is a giant step forward or just useful 
in certain applications. The real proof might be how well it adapts 
to industrial applications. 

2.1.8 Dual Magnetron and Mid Frequency Sputtering 

Biomédical applications for sputtered thin films are increasing. An 
interesting example is that cylindrical magnetron sputtering is being 
used to deposit protective TA coatings on batches of medical stents. 
A picture of stents implanted in a patient is shown in Figure 2.23. 

High deposition rate and target utilization are very impor-
tant for industrial processes. While deposition rates of magne-
tron cathodes are relatively high, they are not as high as those of 
evaporation processes. The dual magnetron/pulsed magnetron 
configuration achieves both high deposition rates and improved 
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Figure 2.23 Ta-coated stents implanted in a heart patient (courtesy Isoflux). 

materials utilization [79, 80, 81]. Dual magnetron sputtering uses a 
mid- frequency (~40 kHz - 300 kHz) pulsed power source and two 
magnetron cathodes. The dual magnetron configuration is shown 
in Figure 2.24, and a typical power pulse is shown in Figure 2.25. 
In its simplest form, this power source supplies a positive pulse 
to one magnetron cathode during the first half of the cycle while 
negatively biasing the other cathode and then supplying a positive 
pulse to the other magnetron cathode while negatively biasing the 
other cathode. In this manner, one cathode acts as an anode while 
the other is the sputtering cathode. Sputtering only occurs during 
negative bias. This process is very amenable to reactive sputtering 
[82, 83, 84]. 

Pulsed magnetron sputtering overcomes two disadvantages of 
magnetron sputtering: 

• Loss (or hiding) of anode due to deposition of insulat-
ing layers 

• Charging and arc formation during reactive sputtering 

As a result of the pulsed power supply and pulse polarity rever-
sal, charging of the target during reactive deposition is virtually 
eliminated. 

Dual magnetron technology was initially developed to deposit 
insulating materials such as oxides, nitrides, and transparent 
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Figure 2.24 Dual magnetron cathode configuration [79]. 

Figure 2.25 Typical mid frequency power pulse [82]. 

conducting oxides [82]. The planar magnetrons with identical 
targets are usually located next to each other but can be farther apart 
with different target materials in cosputtering configurations [83]. 
Arcing is reduced by secondary electrons ejected by the negatively 
biased target (cathode) being attracted to the positively charged 
target (anode) and essentially neutralizing positively charged sur-
faces that have built up where insulators have been deposited. 
Table 2.8 compares the deposition rate and optical properties of 
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Table 2.8 Comparison of the optical properties of DC and mid frequency 
sputtered films [79, 80]. 

Material 

Ti02 (DC) 

Ti02(MF) 

Si3N4 (DC) 

Si3N4 (MF) 

SnOz (DC) 

Sn02 (MF) 

ZnO (DC) 

ZnO (MF) 

Deposition Rate 
(nm/min) 

9 

50 

7 

40 

40 

90 

45 

120 

n @ 550 nm 

2.35 

2.65 

2.01 

2.05 

1.95 

2.01 

2 

2.05 

four materials deposited by conventional DC magnetron sputter-
ing and mid frequency sputtering [79, 80]. We see in all cases that 
the deposition rate can increase by as much as a factor of 5. The 
refractive index at 550 nm also increases in all cases, demonstrating 
increased density. 

Other thin film materials that have benefited from mid frequency 
dual magnetron sputtering are Si02, A1203, MgO, CrN, ITO. 

An advantage of cosputtering using dual magnetrons and a mid 
frequency power supply is that the amount of each component can 
be precisely controlled [83]. Obviously two magnetrons are needed 
for this process, but using a mid frequency supply allows reliable 
regulation of the power supplied to each target and independently 
regulating power to each target. This results in more control over 
the relative compositions. 

2.1.9 Ion Beam Sputtering 

Ion beam sputtering combines ion source and sputtering technol-
ogies, and has produced dense, defect-free thin films. As a result 
numerous applications, such as optical coatings, tribological coat-
ings, semiconductors, heads for disk drives, and electronic materials 
can all be deposited by this process. Figure 2.26 shows the basic ion 
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Ion source 
Substrate 

Sputtered 

Target 

Figure 2.26 Ion beam sputtering configuration. 

beam configuration. Ion beam sputtering (IBS) permits control over 
the energy and current density of the bombarding ions. Referring to 
Figure 2.1, energetic ions from an ion source are incident obliquely 
onto a sputtering target. Substrates are suitably placed to receive 
the sputtered material. Ion current and voltage can be indepen-
dently controlled, and because an ion source is used, the deposition 
takes place at very low chamber pressure (0.1 mTorr). As we shall 
observe in several examples, IBS has the following advantages: 

Films have excellent adhesion and high density due to 
the high energy of the ion beam 
Independent control over ion kinetic energy and cur-
rent density 
Directional control of the ion beam 
Low deposition pressures 
High deposition rates 
No sputtering gas trapping in films 
No substrate heating 
All types of materials (conductors, insulators, semi-
conductors, etc.) can be sputtered 

The main disadvantages are 

An independent ion source is needed 
Substrate size is limited by the size of the ion beam 
Possible contamination from the ion source 
Ion source maintenance 
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The ion source is the heart of the IBS process The three major 
types, Kaufman-type, end-Hall, and cold cathode produce ions 
with very different energy distributions and energy ranges (see 
Table 2.3). Many ion sources can operate either with DC or RF 
power supplies. 

The thickness distribution at the substrate is directly related to 
the profile of the ion beam [85, 86]. Masking of the ion beam to 
improve thickness uniformity is often involved [86]. Figure 2.27 
shows the profile of Ti deposited through a mask in the configura-
tion shown in the inset. The thickness distribution is somewhat nar-
rower than a cosine distribution and thickness uniformity is ±5% 
over the region 15° from target normal. 

Contaminants can be a problem in some cases. While inert gas 
trapping is minimal, reactive gases can be incorporated. Metal con-
taminants result from components of the system subjected to ion 
bombardment. Similar to ion assist, material sputtered from the 
filament of a Kaufman-type ion source can be a problem. 

Deposition rate depends on ion current density and substrate-
target configuration. 

Reactive deposition is also possible with ion beam sputtering. 
Three methods that are generally used: 

• Inert gas ion beam + reactive gas at the substrate 
• Inert + reactive gas in the ion beam 
• Dual ion beam using inert gas to sputter the target + 

reactive gas ion beam to bombard substrate 

I 
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Figure 2.27 Thickness distribution of ion beam sputtered Ti film [86]. 
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With IBS, as with reactive evaporation, it is usually necessary to 
add reactive gas to achieve a stoichiometric or desired composition 
at the substrate. This is accomplished by adding the reactive gas in 
the region of the substrate. Because the inert gas is used to sputter 
the target, deposition rates are highest in this case. Deposition rates 
decrease slightly when reactive gas is added to the inert gas, but the 
reactive gas is activated and more energetic than in the first case. In 
the third case, the sputtering beam and reactive gas can be varied 
independently giving more control over the composition of the film 
and deposition rate. As with reactive magnetron sputtering, there 
is hysteresis behavior and it is possible to poison the target and sig-
nificantly reduce deposition rate [87]. 

The likelihood of target poisoning is reduced using the third 
technique. Stoichiometric films are deposited at reactive gas levels 
above a minimum value [88]. Films have similar properties as RF 
sputtered films. 

Related processes include dual ion beam sputtering (DIBS) and 
ion beam enhanced deposition (IBED). The processes are essentially 
the same: DIBS involves two independent ion sources, one used for 
sputtering and one used for ion assist, while IBED combines ion 
bombardment with ion beam sputtering or evaporation. DIBS and 
IBED configurations are shown in Figure 2.28 [84, 89]. The system 
used in Figure 2.28 uses two gridded RF ion sources, a larger 16 cm 
source to sputter the target and a smaller 12 cm source for ion assist. 

Figure 2.28 Dual ion beam sputtering and ion beam enhanced deposition 
configurations [84, 89]. 
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Ion beam parameters are independently adjustable. A rotating sub-
strate holder is used here. High deposition rates are not an advan-
tage of this process; deposition rate is a low 2-4 Â/s . Several process 
improvements are possible in the dual ion source configuration: 

• Elemental targets are used for reactive sputtering, thus 
increasing deposition rate 

• Replacing Ar sputtering gas with Kr significantly 
increases sputtering yield and deposition rate (elastic 
properties can also be modified) 

• Deposition rate increases at larger angles of incidence 
• Deposition rate can be optimized by choice of ion 

source parameters (voltage and current) 

As mentioned earlier, the advantages of IBS, DIBS, and IBED 
are very dense films with excellent adhesion. This is important in 
all aspects of thin film technology, but particularly useful in opti-
cal, tribological, and conductive coating materials [89, 90]. Even 
with the restrictions on substrate size, IBS optical coatings have 
demonstrated low scatter and absorption [84], low laser damage 
thresholds, near-bulk refractive indices, and improved mechani-
cal properties [91]. This process is used to deposit high reflectors, 
partial reflectors, polarizing and nonpolarizing beam splitters, tele-
communication filters, TCOs, metal films, and multilayer coatings. 
Scatter and optical absorption losses as low as 1 ppm and AR reflec-
tance of < 0.01% have been reported [92]. Because of their low scat-
ter and optical absorption, IBS coatings are particularly well suited 
for laser optics applications. 

IBS can improve the mechanical properties of materials, such 
as fluorides, that typically demonstrate poor adhesion and tensile 
stress [13, 93, 94]. Stress in PVD YF3 and LiF coatings tends to be 
unstable and becomes more compressive with aging, while stress 
is always compressive in IBS films (needed for good adhesion 
and stability) and remains ~ constant with aging for YF3 films and 
decreases with aging for LiF films. 

2.1.10 Filtered Cathodic Arc Deposition 

Cathodic arc deposition (CAD) is a subset of the PVD family but 
deserves a full detailed description since it is now being used 
extensively in a number of applications and in hybrid processes. 
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The cathodic arc process has been around since the 1880s, and 
became an industrial process in the 1970s in the then Soviet Union 
and elsewhere in the 1980s. Cathodic arcs take a special place 
among PVD processes because of high ion densities; the "vapor" is 
ionized (up to 80%) at cathode source. Therefore, any bias applied 
to a substrate has a significant effect without the need for further 
ionization or plasma production (although ion assist can still be 
used). Other members of the "arc" family are cold cathode and 
anodic arc deposition. The first rudimentary system was invented 
by Thomas Edison in 1884 [95]. This vacuum process was origi-
nally used to deposit low grade hard coatings. Arc vaporization 
occurs when a high current, at low voltage, is passed through a 
source material placed between two electrodes, the anode and 
cathode. The surface of the electrode (cathode or anode), often 
heated to improve conductivity, is vaporized and forms a plasma 
of the ejected molten material. Cathodic arc processes thus result 
in a very high degree of ionization of the source material and cre-
ate ion acceleration up to supersonic velocities (4700-23100 m/s ) 
[96]. Ion plating is thus readily accomplished even in the absence 
of substrate bias. This process, however, produces particles with 
a wide range of sizes, and resulting coatings have large particu-
lates (known as macroparticles) in them. Macroparticles, ions and 
neutrals can degrade coating performance and overall coating 
integrity. 

In addition to the macroparticle issues, the major problems faced 
by the cathodic arc process are: 

• Variable particle count and deposition rate 
• Large area coverage not possible 
• Poor thickness uniformity 
• Poor film quality 
• Poor arc control 
• Poor repeatability and reliability for production 

processes 
• High maintenance 

The filtered cathodic arc (FCA) process was developed to address 
these problems and eliminate the macroparticles that degrade coat-
ing performance. Figure 2.29 shows a schematic diagram of a typi-
cal FCA deposition system. An ignition device is used to generate 
the arc. The arc source and cathode and anode are basically the 
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Figure 2.29 Schematic diagram of filtered cathodic arc deposition system. 

same as the cathodic arc process, but the ejected particles are fed 
into a curved duct that has a focusing magnetic field and a steer-
ing field that separates the particles by mass, thus "filtering" them 
(much like a mass spectrometer). Unwanted macroparticles and 
neutral atoms are filtered out by mechanical filters, and coating 
species reaching the substrate are pure ions. The thickness distri-
bution is nonuniform over large areas and, as a result, the beam of 
particles must be rastered over the substrate to coat large areas with 
acceptable uniformity. 

Basic physics tells us that a moving charged particle (in this case 
an ion) is deflected by a magnetic field. Only ions are deflected by the 
magnetic field. The force on the ion is F = qvXB, where q is the charge 
on the ion, v is its velocity and B is the magnetic field strength, both 
are vector quantities. The cross product is v X B, which deflects 
the particle with a force perpendicular to the direction of flight, 
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thus forming a curved path. The radius of the path of the deflected 
ion is proportional to the mass of the ion and its velocity [97]. The 
energy and path of the ions can thus be tuned to the mass of the ion 
by adjusting the curvature of the filter field and particle duct. 

Historically, FCAD had the following drawbacks: 

• Variable process control and stability 
• Poor thickness uniformity 
• Deposition of multilayer films difficult 
• Codeposition requires a hybrid process 
• Anode caking and poisoning a major problem 
• Limited substrate rotation options 

An ignition device is used to create the arc, and particles are 
vaporized at the cathode. All particles are passed through a filter-
ing electric field and focusing magnetic field, and the ion-contain-
ing plasma exits from the curved duct and are deposited onto the 
substrate. The energy of the ions can be tuned by the electric field 
strength and can range from 20 to 3000 eV, similar to that of an ion 
source. Compare this to the 10-100 eV energy of sputtered atoms 
and we see that a much wider range of ion energies is possible with 
FCA. Typical chamber pressures during deposition are ~10~6 Torr 
(much the same as evaporation) so incorporated gas impurities 
can be kept to a minimum. While deposition parameters are sys-
tem dependent, the process has been improved over the last decade 
and state-of-the-art production systems now can claim the follow-
ing performance results [98]: 

• Substrate temperature <80 °C 
• Medium substrate areas 
• Solid source material 
• Thickness uniformity -4% 
• Repeatability ~5% 
• Good film quality 
• Low operating costs 

It should be noted that a conductive source is required, but reac-
tive deposition can also be achieved by introducing a reactive gas 
into the plasma. Often the source must be heated to make it conduc-
tive. For example, semiconductors become very conductive when 
heated. Deposition rates can be very high ~ mm/hr. 
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Table 2.9 shows the materials that have been deposited by FCVA 
processes. Nanocomposites and diamond-like carbon (DLC) hard 
wear resistant films have been successfully deposited. High quality 
optical coatings are now being deposited [99]. 

FCAD processes have been very successful for deposition of 
tribological coatings, e.g., Ti-Si-N compositions with superhard-
ness values in excess of 40 GPa. The enhanced properties of these 
coatings are attributed to the refinement of grain size resulting 
from the control of particle sizes and energies. One or more phases 
are present at the nano-scale to form a nanocomposite layer. 
Nanocomposite coatings consisting of TiN nanoparticles embed-
ded in a Si3N4 amorphous matrix have been deposited by a hybrid 
combination of FCA and magnetron sputtering processes [100]. 
In general, the composite can be described by the composition 
nc-MeN/a-Si3N4 (where MeN is a transition metal nitride such as 
VN, TiN, NbN, ZrN, etc. in an amorphous silicon nitride matrix). 

Table 2.9 Thin film materials deposited by FCVA processes. 

Application 

Data storage 

Precision engineering and tools 

Antiscratch 

Microelectronics: metallization 

Metallization 

Transparent electrode 

Wear resistance 

Optical coating 

Material 

ta-C 

MA 

ta-C 

TiN,TiC,AlN,WC 

Al203,ZrN 

Cu, Ta, TaN 

Ti,Cr 

ITO 

DLC 

Ti-C-N 

TiN/Si3N4 nanocomposite 

Ti02, SnOz, W03, AlTiOx, AlSiOx, 
ZnO, A1N, AlSiN , Si3N4, and " 
Nb205 
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Nanocrystals are relatively free of dislocations, and when high 
stress is applied any dislocation movement that may be present is 
trapped at the grain boundaries by the amorphous matrix result-
ing in an increase in strength. 

A number of high quality oxide and nitride films have been 
reported, including SnOz, W03, AlTiOx, AlSiOx, ZnO, A1N, AlSiNx, 
Si3N4, and Nb20_. Sn02 films with low resistivity ~ 8 X 104 Q.cm 
have been reported [101,102]. W 0 3 films have been developed for 
electrochromic windows [103]. 

The drawbacks with FCAD for optical coatings are 

• Control and reliability of the process and properties 
• Uniformity over large areas 
• Deposition of multilayer films 

Multilayers can be deposited using two independent sources, 
but the precise control needed for optical thin films has not been 
fully achieved. Another problematic material is Si02. 

Virtually every deposition process has strengths and weak-
nesses. The major advantages of FCA process are high deposition 
rate, tunable ion energies that can improve coating adhesion and 
density, only ions are deposited, low substrate temperatures, dense 
coatings and combinable into hybrid processes. 

2.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition 

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is parent to a family of processes 
whereby a solid material is deposited from a vapor by a chemical 
reaction occurring on or in the vicinity of a normally heated substrate 
surface. The resulting solid material is in the form of a thin film, pow-
der, or single crystal. By varying experimental conditions, including 
substrate material, substrate temperature, and composition of the 
reaction gas mixture, total pressure gas flows, etc., materials with 
a wide range of physical, tribological, and chemical properties can 
be grown. A characteristic feature of the CVD technique is its excel-
lent throwing power, enabling the production of coatings of uniform 
thickness and properties with a low porosity even on substrates of 
complicated shape. Another important feature is the capability of 
localized, or selective, deposition on patterned substrates. 
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CVD and related processes are employed in many thin film appli-
cations, including dielectrics, conductors, passivation layers, oxida-
tion barriers, conductive oxides, tribological and corrosion resistant 
coatings, heat resistant coatings, and epitaxial layers for microelec-
tronics. Other CVD applications are the preparation of high tem-
perature materials (tungsten, ceramics, etc.) and the production of 
solar cells, of high temperature fiber composites, and of particles 
of well-defined sizes. Recently, highT superconductors, and more 
recently carbon nanotubes, have also been made by this technique [102]. 
Since oxygen activity in the vapor can be precisely controlled dur-
ing the deposition, no annealing in oxygen is needed to achieve 
superconductivity. 

There exist a multitude of CVD processes, listed in Table 2.10. In 
thermally activated CVD (TACVD), the deposition is initiated and 
maintained by heat. However, photons, electrons, and ions, as well 
as a combination of these (plasma activated CVD), may induce and 
maintain CVD reactions. In this chapter, the underlying principles 
of TACVD are introduced. In addition large-area deposition and 
selective CVD on patterned substrates are discussed. 

Table 2.10 Summary of CVD process family. 

Type 

Atmospheric 
pressure CVD 
(APCVD) 

Low pressure CVD 
(LPCVD) 

Ultrahigh vacuum 
CVD (UHVCVD) 

Aerosol assisted 
CVD (AACVD) 

Pressure Range 

High - atmospheric 

Low 

Typically below 10~6 

Pa 
(~10-8Torr) 

Description 

Processes at atmospheric 
pressure 

Processes at subatmo-
spheric pressures 

Processes at a very low 
pressure 

Precursors are trans-
ported to the substrate 
by means of a liquid/ 
gas aerosol, which 
can be generated 
ultrasonicwally 
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Table 2.10 (cont.) Summary of CVD process family. 

Direct liquid 
injection CVD 
(DLICVD) 

Microwave 
plasma-assisted 
CVD (MPCVD) 

Remote plasma-
enhanced CVD 
(RPECVD) 

Atomic layer CVD 
(ALCVD) or 
ALD 

Hot wire CVD 
(HWCVD) 

Metallorganic 
chemical vapor 
deposition 
(MOCVD) 

Precursors are in liquid 
form (liquid or solid 
dissolved in a conve-
nient solvent). Liquid 
solutions are injected 
in a vaporization 
chamber towards 
injectors (typically car 
injectors). Then the 
precursor's vapors 
are transported to the 
substrate as in classi-
cal CVD process. 

Utilizes a plasma to 
enhance chemical 
reaction rates of the 
precursors, and allows 
deposition at lower 
temperatures, 

Deposits successive 
layers of different 
substances to produce 
layered, crystalline 
films. 

Also known as catalytic 
CVD (Cat-CVD) or 
hot filament CVD 
(HFCVD). Uses a hot 
filament to chemically 
decompose the source 
gases 

Based on metalorganic 
precursors 
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Table 2.10 (cont.) Summary of CVD process family. 

Hybrid physi-
cal chemical 
vapor deposition 
(HPCVD) 

Rapid thermal CVD 
(RTCVD) 

Vapor phase epitaxy 
(VPE) 

Vapor deposition 
processes that involve 
both chemical 
decomposition of pre-
cursor gas and vapor-
ization of solid a source. 

Use heating lamps or other 
methods to rapidly heat 
the substrate. 

2.2.1 Basic Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 

CVD processes are generally characterized by the decomposition 
of one or more feed gases (precursors) and reaction of these gases 
on a substrate to form a thin film. They are used extensively in the 
semiconductor industry and excel at coating nonplanar objects. 
Other applications include tribological coatings (wear and corro-
sion resistance), erosion protection, high temperature protection, 
integrated circuits, sensors and optoelectronic devices, structural 
parts (on a mandrel), optical coatings for telecommunications, 
composites (carbon-carbon, carbon-silicon-carbon, silicon carbide), 
powder production, catalysts, and micromachined devices. 

Figure 2.30 outlines the basic CVD process and reactor. Referring 
to the figure, a typical CVD apparatus consists of several basic 
components: 

• Gas delivery system for the supply of precursors to 
the reactor chamber, consisting of process gases, gas 
metering, and manifolds 

• Reactor or deposition chamber with substrate han-
dling, heating 

• Substrate loading system 
• Process control equipment, including gauges, controls, 

etc. to monitor process parameters such as pressure, tem-
perature, and time. Safety devices would also be included 

• Energy source to provide heat, electrical or magnetic 
energy for the reaction/decomposition to take place 
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• Exhaust system for removal of volatile by-products 
from the reaction chamber 

• Exhaust treatment systems - exhaust gases may not be 
suitable for release into the atmosphere and may require 
treatment or conversion to safe/harmless compounds. 

The basic chemical reaction is 

Gaseous reactants —> Solid material + Gaseous products [103] 

Precursors used in CVD processes are usually toxic, corrosive, and 
expensive, and, above all, safe handling and delivery systems must 
be in place. Gas cabinets are used to store the gases safely. Precursor 
gases (often diluted in carrier gases) are delivered into the reaction 
chamber at approximately ambient temperatures. Precursors for 
CVD processes must be volatile, but at the same time stable enough 
to be able to be delivered to the reactor. As they pass over or come into 
contact with a heated substrate, they react or decompose and form a 
solid phase which is deposited onto the substrate as a thin film. The 
substrate temperature is critical and can influence what reactions will 
take place. The actual CVD process is much more complicated than 
this and I will present mainly simple examples of each type of reactor 
and material deposition. Energy is supplied to the reaction by resis-
tive heating (tube furnace), radiant heating (halogen lamps), RF heat-
ing (microwave, induction), lasers, and high energy light sources. 

A list of common precursors is shown in Table 2.11. 
CVD processes involve a detailed understanding of gas chemis-

try, gas flow dynamics, thermodynamics, and physics. CVD reac-
tions can be classified into a few important categories: 

• Thermal decomposition reactions 
• Reduction reactions 
• Exchange reactions 
• Disproportionation reactions 
• Coupled reactions 

The general thermal decomposition reaction is defined by 

A X ( g ) ^ A ( s ) + X(g) 

Where AX is thermally broken up into solid (s) A and gaseous (g) 
reaction product X. Examples of this are [102] 
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SiH4 —» Si(s) + 2H2(g) (silane decomposition: actually the Si has 
residual H bonded in an amorphous network) 

Si(CH3 )C13 (g) -> SiC(s) + 3HCl(g) 

Reduction reactions can be expressed as 

2AX(g) + H2(g) -» 2A(s) + 2HX(g). 

Examples are 

WF6 (g) + 3H2 (g) -> W(s) + 6HF(g) and 

SiCl4 (g) + 2H2 (g) -> Si(s) + 4HCl(g) 

In an exchange reaction, an element replaces another: 

AX(g) + E(g) -» AE(s) + X(g), wi th examples 

Zn(g) + H 2 (g) -> ZnS(s) + H 2 (g) 

Table 2.11 Common CVD precursors. 

Type 

Halides 

Hydrides 

Metal organic compounds 

Metal alkyls 

Metal alkoxides 

Metal dialylamides 

Metal diketonates 

Metal carbonyls 

Examples 

TiCl4,TaCL,WF6 

SiH4, GeH4, AlH3(NMe3)2/ NH3 

Alkoxides such as dimethylami-
noethoxide [OCHaCH2NMe2], or 
methoxyethoxide [OCH2CH2OMe] 

AlMe3, Ti(CH2tBu)4 

Ti(OiPr)4 

Ti(NMe2)4 

Cu(acac)2 

Ni(CO)4 
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SnCl4 (g) + 0 2 (g) -> S n 0 2 (g) + 2C12 (g) 

Disproportionation reactions are seldom used in CVD processes. 
Here the oxidation number of an element both increases and 
decreases through the formation of two new species [102]. There 
are several types: 

2 A X ( g ) ^ A ( s ) + AX2(g) 

3 A X ( g ) ^ 2 A ( s ) + AX3(g) 

4AX(g)->3A(s) + AX4(g) 

Finally, coupled reactions involve two or more individual reac-
tions. An exchange reaction can be coupled with a reduction 
reaction [103]. 

The main types of CVD reactors are 

• Horizontal or vertical tube 
• Showerhead 
• High density plasma 
• Linear injector 
• Atmospheric 

Each design employs different methods for performing the 
fundamental operations common to all CVD reactors: dispensing 
gases, controlling temperature, introducing a plasma if desired, and 
removing byproducts. Much like PVD processes, flow meters and 
mixing manifolds are needed to mix and dispense the correct gas 
mixture to control the reaction. A number of processes take place 
for thin film deposition to occur. First the gas must flow uniformly 
into the chamber. Gas can also diffuse through the chamber across 
streamlines created by concentration gradients. Gas phase chemis-
try is critical to form the required precursors, electrons, and plasma 
species in the reactor. Heat transport is by convection, conduction, 
and radiation and determines the temperature profile in the reactor 
and on the substrate. Finally, surface chemistry determines the final 
composition of the deposited thin film and is also important for 
the removal of volatile byproducts. Plasma bombardment will also 
affect surface chemistry as it does in PVD processes. 
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Figure 2.31 Reaction zones used in CVD [102]. 

As a result of gas flowing over the substrate and the tempera-
tures used for the reaction, there are five reaction zones above 
the substrate, as shown in Figure 2.31 [102]. The properties of the 
deposited coatings depend on the interacting processes in each of 
these zones. Gas flow over the substrate causes a stagnant bound-
ary layer (zone 1) in the vapor just above the substrate surface. 
Reactions in this zone may result in a poor quality nonadher-
ent coating. Heterogeneous reactions occur in the vapor/coating 
boundary (zone 2). Film growth takes place in zones 3-5. Solid state 
reactions such as phase transformations, precipitation, recrystalli-
zation, grain growth occur in these zones. Zone 4 is particularly 
important for film adhesion. 

The most basic type of deposition chamber is the horizontal tube 
reactor, shown in Figure 2.32, also known as a hot wall reactor or cold 
wall reactor. This is an efficient geometry for stacking round wafers, 
as shown in the figure, and is commonly employed for "front-end" 
IC fabrication steps: polysilicon deposition, silicon nitride deposi-
tion, and high-temperature silicon dioxide deposition, as well as 
deposition of doped oxides such as BPSG or PSG. This type of reac-
tor is not normally employed for deposition of metals such as W, Cu, 
or TiN due to problems in cleaning (see next paragraph). 

This basic design for the hot wall reactor is commonly used as 
a furnace for oxidation and annealing. The tube is typically made 
of quartz so it can be heated to temperatures near 1000 °C, with a 
diameter large enough to accommodate substrates or wafers. The 
tube is placed in a resistively heated box. Many of these heaters have 
two or three temperature zones. In this configuration, reactions take 
place in the gas and as a result, substrates and reactor walls are at the 
same temperature so the material is deposited on the walls as well 
as the substrate. One risk here is that material can flake off chamber 
walls and fall down onto the growing film, causing defects. 

Stagnant boundary layer 

Coating : 
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Figure 2.32 Diagram of basic horizontal tube (hot wall) reactor [104]. 

In the cold wall reactor, only the substrate is heated and no depo-
sition occurs on reactor walls. Homogeneous reactions in the gas 
are suppressed as a result of the low temperature, and surface reac-
tion become important. There are now steep temperature gradients 
near the substrate which can cause nonuniform film thicknesses 
and microstructures. This type of reactor is more popular than the 
hot wall type. Substrates can be heated by resistive elements placed 
in the substrate holder (similar to PVD), or by heat lamps, lasers, 
RF induction, and susceptors [104]. Because this system has a large 
thermal mass, transient temperature control is challenging. Tens of 
minutes are usually required to reach stable temperatures, which 
negates rapid temperature changes. Many systems are now com-
puter controlled. 

The reactor can also have vertical orientation, shown in 
Figure 2.33, which facilitates easier loading and unloading. Substrates 
are typically stacked vertically in a slotted boat. The gas inlet is at one 
end of the tube and exhausted at the other end. End caps are used to 
seal the tube. Operation at low pressures (LPCVD) requires that the 
ends have o-ring seals that can withstand high temperatures. 

Hot wall reactors have a "flat zone" in which the temperature 
along the axis is nearly constant, and as a result, the coating should 
be uniform in composition in this zone. 

The performance of a tube furnace can be summarized as follows 
[104]: 

Excellent radial thickness uniformity if pressure is low 
and the surface reaction is slow 
Axial thickness uniformity depends on substrate 
placement, operating temperature, gas flow and gas 
injection geometry 
Large batches are possible 
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Figure 2.33 Vertical hot wall reactor and barrel reactor [102]. 

• Process times can be long, but large batch sizes help to 
compensate for this 

• Films can be very pure with minimal contaminants 
• High temperature operation possible 
• Difficult to implement other processes such as plasma 

generation 

The second type of tube reactor is the showerhead reactor [104], 
shown in Figure 2.34. Showerhead reactors employ a perforated or 
porous planar surface to dispense the reactant gases over a planar 
surface located below. This configuration is a cold wall type since 
substrates can be heated independently of the walls. The showerhead 
can also be cooled to prevent deposition on it and clogging of pores. 
This configuration is amenable to use of plasmas since parallel plates 
needed to generate the plasma can be readily installed. Also note that 
the substrate placement is quite different from the tube reactor. 

The size of the substrate or batch of substrates essentially deter-
mines the diameter of the showerhead. The ceiling height (Hc) is a 
critical design parameter in that chamber volume, surface to volume 
ratio, residence time, gas consumption time, and gas radial velocity 
are all dependent on this dimension. Residence time significantly 
affects gas phase reactions, and gases must be introduced high 
enough above the substrate so that a uniform even flow impinges 
the substrate. H c , in addition to the showerhead hole configuration, 
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Figure 2.34 Diagram of showerhead CVD reactor [104]. 

is also important in determining the film's thickness uniformity. 
It is also possible to use multiple showerheads to avoid mixing 
gases in the dispensing manifold. 

Salient features of this CVD reactor can be summarized as 

• Good heat transfer to the substrate 
• Zone heating required for good thickness uniformity 
• Thickness uniformity depends on temperature and 

showerhead design 
• Amenable to plasma processes 
• Easy cleaning 
• Amenable to batch processes 
• Rignoreapid changes in gases possible (e.g., for multi-

layer films) 
• If used, plasmas must be carefully contained 
• Showerhead pores can easily clog 

While a wide range of compositions and microstructures 
can be deposited by CVD, coatings are generally character-
ized by being fine grained, dense, very pure and hard. Virtually 
any material can be synthesized, including metals, oxides, 
nitrides, carbides, borides, intermetallic compounds, and some 
elements. 
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Si02 and Si3N4 films are used extensively in semiconductor, optical, 
and solar applications. Si02 can be deposited by several processes: 

• Using silane (SiH4) and oxygen (02) precursors with 
the reaction 
o S i H 4 + 0 2 ^ S i 0 2 + 2 H 2 

• Or with dichlorosilane and nitrous oxide with the 
reaction 

o SiCl2H2 + 2 N 2 0 -> S i 0 2 + 2N 2 + 2HC1 
o or with tetraethylorthosilicate 

o Si(OC2H5)4 —» S i 0 2 + b y products 

The choice of source gas depends on the thermal stability of the 
substrate; Al, for example, melts at 600 °C. SiH4 deposits between 
300 and 500 °C, SiCl2H2 ~ 900 °C, and Si(OC2H.)4 between 650 and 
750 °C. SiH4, however, produces a lower quality oxide than the 
other methods, and thickness uniformity if poor. Any of these reac-
tions may also be used in LPCVD, but the SiH4 reaction is also done 
in APCVD. 

The following two reactions deposit nitride from the gas phase: 

3SiH4 + 4 N H 3 -^ Si3N4 +12H 2 

3SiCl2H2 + 4 N H 3 -* Si3N4 + 6HC1 + 6H2 

Si3N4 deposited by LPCVD contains ~ 8% hydrogen. Films also 
have high tensile stress which may cause cracking and delamina-
tion in films thicker than 200 nm. An advantage is that the resistivity 
and dielectric strength are higher than virtually other composition. 

Two other reactions may be used in plasma to deposit SiN:H: 

2SiH4 + N 2 -> 2SiN : H + 3H2 

SiH4 + N H 3 -* SiN : H + 3H2 

2.2.2 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 

In the CVD process family plasma enhanced chemical vapor depo-
sition (PECVD) is now used most extensively to deposit virtually 
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any type of thin film material with improved control of properties 
and improved properties in many cases. It is a valuable method 
used to deposit optical, tribological, semiconductor thin films, and 
even composite thin films. Standard CVD processes rely on reac-
tion kinetics, gas transport, and temperature to synthesize vari-
ous thin film compositions. Similar to PVD processes, introducing 
plasma into the gas and plasma bombardment of the substrate add 
another degree of energetics for the formation of thin films, thus the 
term "plasma enhanced". For example, deposition of Si3N4 requires 
a reactor temperature of 900 °C, which is a major disadvantage and 
not suitable for many substrate materials. The situation can be mit-
igated sometimes by using different reactant gases, but the most 
effective method is to introduce plasma activation. With plasma 
activation, temperature can be reduced to 350 °C [103]. Reaction 
gases can be ionized by a number of methods, including DC, RF, 
microwave and electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) discharges. 
Another advantage of PECVD is that it is used in hybrid processes, 
discussed later. 

Reactors, typical of the ones diagrammed in Figures 35a and 35b, 
now have electrodes to supply the plasma activation and chamber 
pressures need to be lower for the plasma to form [104, 105]. The 
most often used approaches for generating a plasma are 

• A pair of electrodes in a low pressure gas 
• A coil wound around a nonconducting tube/reactor 

that contains the gases 
• A pair of electrodes placed on each side of a noncon-

ducting tube containing the reactant gases 

As with the conventional CVD reactor, PECVD employs cold 
and hot wall reactors, but now parallel plates are installed to 
generate the discharge, as shown in Figure 2.36 for the cold wall 
reactor. The hot wall reactor is shown in Figure 2.36 [103]. This 
configuration employs long parallel electrodes to increase batch 
size. While the DC discharge is the simplest configuration with the 
plasma created between two conductive electrodes at pressures 
~ few Torr, it cannot be used to deposit insulating films. The dis-
charge will quickly extinguish if they are deposited in a DC sys-
tem. Nonconductive materials require RF activated discharges. 
A capacitive discharge is excited applying an alternating current 
(AC) or RF signal between an electrode and the conductive walls 
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Figure 2.35a and 2.35b Two versions of radial flow PECVD reactor [104,105]. 

of a reactor chamber, or between two cylindrical conductive elec-
trodes facing one another. The latter configuration is known as 
a parallel plate reactor. Frequencies range from of tens to a few 
thousand hertz, and will produce time-varying plasmas that are 
repeatedly initiated and extinguished; frequencies of tens of kilo-
hertz to tens of megahertz result in approximately time-indepen-
dent discharges. The electron cyclotron resonance reactor uses a 
frequency of 2.45 GHz in a cold wall configuration [108]. A sole-
noidal magnetic field is used to generate the plasma resonance, 
hence the cyclotron configuration. This system operates at fairly 
low pressures ~1 mTorr (similar to PVD) and create a very high 
degree of ionization. 

Frequencies used in PECVD reactors range from DC (0 Hz) to 
several GHz. Excitation frequencies in the low-frequency (LF) range 
~100 kHz, require several hundred volts to sustain the discharge. 
These large voltages lead to high-energy ion bombardment of sur-
faces. High-frequency plasmas are usually excited at the standard 
13.56 MHz frequency, the same as RF sputtering. At high frequen-
cies, the displacement current from sheath movement and scatter-
ing from the sheath assist in ionization, and thus lower voltages 
are sufficient to achieve higher plasma densities. Thus the chem-
istry and ion bombardment during deposition can be adjusted by 
changing the excitation frequency, or by using a combination of low 
and high frequency signals in a dual-frequency reactor. Excitation 
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Figure 2.36 Hot wall parallel plate PECVD reactor [103]. 

power of 10s to 100s W is typical for an electrode with a diameter 
of 20 cm to 30 cm. 

Capacitive (parallel plate) plasmas are typically very lightly ion-
ized, usually resulting in incomplete dissociation of precursors and 
low deposition rates. Significantly denser plasmas can be created 
using inductive discharges, generated by an inductive coil excited 
with a high-frequency signal that induces an electric field within the 
discharge. Here the electrons are accelerated in the plasma itself rather 
than just at the sheath edge. ECR reactors and helicon wave anten-
nas have also been used to create high-density discharges. Excitation 
powers of 10 kW or more are often used in modern reactors. 

As stated earlier, frequency and pressure can significantly affect 
the characteristics of the plasma and properties of the deposited thin 
film. For example, it has been shown that lower frequency discharges 
produce films with higher compressive stress because ion bombard-
ment is more intense (note the similarity to ion assist in PVD pro-
cesses), as shown in Figure 2.37 [106]. More intense ion bombardment 
has been attributed to a higher sheath potential at lower frequencies. 
Lighter electrons diffuse out of the plasma first and create a nega-
tive bias. There is less time for electrons to diffuse from the plasma 
between cycles at higher frequencies, which results in less need for 
the formation of a strong negative bias. Lower energy ions are the 
result of a weaker negative bias. On the average, the ion experiences 
only - 1 / 3 the maximum sheath potential at high frequencies [103]. 

Based on the above discussion, we see that control of the dis-
charge, electrode geometry, electrode bias, and frequency are the 
critical first steps in deposition of thin films by PECVD. Process 
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Figure 2.37 Dependence of ion energy with power level and frequency [106]. 

variables for Si3N4, will be used as an example. The process gases 
for PECVD Si3N4 usually are SiH4, and combinations of NH3, N2, H2 

and inert gases. The important run parameters are 

• Operating pressure 
• Operating temperature 
• Discharge frequency 
• Reactant gas mixture 

The results are for a RF capacitively coupled reactor, such as 
those shown in Figures 2.35a and 2.35b. The hot wall reactor is 
typically run at a frequency of 400 kHz and the cold wall at 50 
kHz. Dual frequency cold wall reactors are also used. Table 2.12 
compares salient properties of thermal CVD and PECVD Si3N4 

films. The operating temperatures are the first significant differ-
ence, 900 °C for CVD and 300 °C for PECVD. Process conditions 
were as follows: 

Pressure: T = 300 °C, f 
100/300/1100 seem 

310 kHz, SiH4/N2/NH3 = 
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• Frequency: T = 300 °C, P = 13- Pa, SiH4/N2/NH3 = 
100, 700/700 seem 

• Temperature P = 130 Pa, f = 310 kHz, SiH4/N2/NH3 = 
100/200/1200sccm 

It is desirable for films to have low compressive stress, which 
improves adhesion and durability. Stress in the PECVD films depends 
on frequency, pressure, and temperature. For frequencies <4 MHz a 
temperature of 600 °C will provide films with compressive stress. 
Although stress can be reduced by decreasing temperature, one 
must be aware of the temperature sensitivity of the substrate. As a 
result of the reactive gases used, large amounts of hydrogen can be 
incorporated into PECVD films. Excess hydrogen can significantly 
affect many properties of the films. It can also influence stress in the 
films. Hydrogen content decreases with increased temperature and 
increased N2 in the mix [109]. While some of the properties of PECVD 
films shown in Table 2.12 are not quite as good as those of thermal 
CVD films, the major advantage is the lower substrate temperature. 

Adding another frequency (high + low) to the process provides 
another dimension of control [110]. The high frequency is used to 
stabilize the discharge while the lower frequency is used to control 
ion bombardment. Mechanical stress can be controlled by varying 
low/high frequency power. Stress can be varied from tensile (T) to 
compressive (C) by increasing the power to the low frequency sup-
ply. Changing the power ratio also changes the way H is bonded 
into the films, while not significantly affecting the total H content. 
Si-H bonds can be reduced and N-H bond increased by increasing 
low frequency power. Again, this can affect a number of impor-
tant properties, such as stress, refractive index, breakdown voltage, 
electromigration to name a few. 

2.2.3 Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) 

For a more detailed description of ALD please refer to the Third 
Edition of the Handbook of Deposition Technologies for Films and 
Coatings (Elsevier, 2009) [1]. ALD has particular applications to 
integrated circuits and semiconductors where film thicknesses are 
now less than 10 nm and features have high aspect ratios, often 
greater than 60:1. As IC and interconnect structures decrease in 
size and thickness, thin films grown by conventional PVD, CVD 
and PECVD processes generally cannot meet the tight thickness 
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Table 2.12 Comparison of Si3N4 deposited by thermal CVD and cold 
wall PECVD [107]. 

Property 

Composition 

Density 

Refractive index 

Dielectric constant 

Dielectric strength 

Bulk resistivity 

Surface resistivity 

Intrinsic stress 

TCE 

Transmitted color 

Water permeability 

Thermal CVD 

Si3N4:S/N = 0.75 

2.8-3.1 g/cm3 

2.0-2.1 

6-7 

107V/cm 

1015-1017Q.cm 

>1013 Q.cm 

1.2-1.8 GPa (Tensile) 

4X10-6/°C 

None 

0 

PECVD 

SiNx:S/N = 0.8-1.0 

2.5-2.8 g/cm3 

2.5-2.8 

6-9 

6 X 106 V/cm 

1015Q.cm 

1013 Q.cm 

0.1-0.9 GPa 
(compressive) 

-

Yellow 

0 - l o w 

requirements. Film thickness often must be less than 10 nm. ALD 
can meet these challenges, as described below. 

ALD is a self-limiting, sequential CVD surface chemistry that 
deposits conformai thin-films of materials onto a wide variety of 
substrates. Unlike conventional CVD or PECVD, the ALD reaction 
breaks the CVD reaction into two half-reactions, keeping the pre-
cursor materials separate during the reaction. ALD film growth is 
self-limited and based on surface reactions, which facilitates precise 
control of atomic scale deposition. By keeping the precursors sepa-
rate throughout the coating process, atomic layer control of film 
grown can be obtained as fine as ~0.1 À/monolayer [111]. 

ALD has unique advantages over other thin film deposition 
techniques: 

• Films are conformai 
• Pin-hole free 
• Ultra-thin films possible 
• Dense and homogeneous 
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• Stoichiometric 
• Low thermal budget 
• Precise and repeatable 
• Chemically bonded to the substrate 
• Scale up possible 

With ALD it is possible to deposit coatings with excellent 
thickness uniformity, even inside deep trenches, porous media, 
and around particles. Film thicknesses typically range from 
1-500 nm. 

ALD can be used to deposit virtually any type of thin film, 
including metals, ceramics, oxides, nitrides, carbides, insula-
tors, semiconductors, and transparent conductive oxides (TCO). 
It is particularly important in semiconductor manufacturing 
processes. The process consists of pulsing gases to produce one 
atomic layer at a time. For example, metal precursors have the for-
mula MLx, where M = Al, W, Ta, Si, etc., and ligands L = CH3, Cl, 
F, C4Hn, etc. The film is built up by a series of pulses. Consider the 
pulsed reactions A and B. The four basic steps of the ALD process 
are [111, 112]: 

• Expose the surface of the substrate to the first reactant (A) 
that reacts with surface sites. This reaction stops when 
the reaction has occurred at all surface sites. 

• Products and the remaining initial reactants are purged 
from the system, usually with an inert gas. 

• The surface is then exposed to the second reactant (B) 
which reacts with surface sites resulting from the first 
reaction (A). 

• The system is purged again after reaction B is complete. 

If surface reaction B returns the surface back to the initial state, 
then atomic layer controlled growth can be achieved using an alter-
nating pulsed AB AB... reaction sequence. Since gas phase reactants 
are utilized, ALD does not require line-of-sight for deposition. As 
a result, very high aspect ratio geometries or porous structures can 
be easily coated with extremely conformai films. It is critical that the 
surface of the substrate be prepared to react directly with the molecu-
lar precursor. Table 2.13 lists widely used ALD precursors. It is evi-
dent that many of the precursors are common to all CVD or PECVD 
processes. 
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Table 2.13 ALD precursors [113-123]. 

Material 

A1203 

Cu 

Mo 

Ni 

Si02 

Ta 

TaN 

Ti 

TiN 

W 

WNxCy 

Zr0 2 

HfOz 

ZnS 

Precursors 

A1(CH3)3/ Up or 0 3 

CuCl, Cu(thd)2 or Cu(acac)2 

with H2, Cu(hfac)2xHzO 
with CH3OH 

MoF6, M o d . or Mo(CO)6 

with H2 

Ni(acac02,2 step process NiO 
b y 0 3 b y H 2 

SiCl4,H20 

TaCL 
0 

TBTDET, NH3 

TiCl4, H2 

TiCl4 or Til4, NH3 

WF6,B2H6orSi2H6 

WF6, NH3, TEB (triethylboron) 

ZrCl4/ H 2 0 

HfCl4 or TEMAH, H 2 0 

ZnCl2/purge/H2S 

Substrate 
Temperature (°C) 

20-177 

200-410 

200-600 

260 

350-400 

300-350 

300-350 

200-600 

For the following reaction to occur, the surface must include 
hydrogen-containing ligands (-AH) [124]: 

Substrate-AH + MLx -> AML + HL (note that the - before or after 
the element implies a ligand) 

All initial surface ligands AH are consumed and, because the surface 
is saturated with AML metal precursor, the surface is now covered 
with L ligands that have not found a metal precursor. All initial AH 
surface ligands are replaced by ML ligands. The next step is to purge 
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the first reaction products from the chamber and start the second reac-
tion by introducing the second precursor. In this step, surface reactiv-
ity for another metal precursor is restored by eliminating L ligands 
and replacing them with AH ligands so the reaction can continue: 

- M L + AHZ -» - M - A H + HL. 

Now the surface is covered again by AH ligands and the element 
A is deposited. HL ligands are volatile and are removed from the 
surface. It is critical to restore the original surface for the reaction 
to be sustained. 

Let's examine the ALD of Al2Oy shown schematically in 
Figure 2.38 [111, 124]. The reactants in this case are 

• Trimethlyaluminum (TMA, A1(CH3)3 and water (H20) 

A thickness of 0.25 molecular layer is deposited in each cycle. 
The ALD half reactions are [111] 

(A) AlOH + A1(CH3 )3 -» AlO - A1(CH3 )2 + CH 4 

(B) A 1 C H 3 + H 2 0 - > A 1 0 H + CH 4 

The reaction steps shown in the figure are 

a. An -OH terminated surface is exposed to A1(CH3)3 

precursor. 
b. A1(CH3)3 molecules react with surface -OH sites and 

attach to these sites. CH4 is produced, is volatile and 
is purged. The reaction continues until all -OH sites 
are reacted. 

c. The surface is exposed to H20. 
d. H 2 0 molecules react with -CH3 sites, producing volatile 

CH4 and -OH ligands attach to each initial -CH3 site. 
e. Running concurrently with the above reaction, adja-

cent -Al(OH)2 molecules cross link by reacting with 
an -OH ligand, producing volatile H 2 0 molecules 
and a linked -Al-O-Al- network. Thus the A1203 film is 
deposited and the initial - O H sites are also restored. 
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Figure 2.38 ALD of A1203 (courtesy Sundew Technologies). 

In this case the deposition rate is 1.2 À/pulse at 177 °C. The films 
are amorphous and insulating. 

The main types of ALD reactors are [124] 

• Closed system chambers 
• Open system chambers 
• Semi-closed system chambers 
• Semi-open system chambers 

Figure 2.39 shows the cross section of a typical ALD reactor [124], 
and Figure 2.40 shows a plasma enhanced ALD reactor (PEALD) 
[124]. The ALD system has two temperature controlled baths to pro-
vide precursors into the reaction chamber. Reaction rates during 
gas pulses in ALD systems must be rapid, and purge rates must be 
equally fast to achieve high deposition rates. This requires the use of 
high speed valves to pulse the precursors and a vacuum system to 
effectively purge the chamber. The reaction chamber must be heated 
in order to initiate surface reactions. Plasma enhancement (PEALD) 
accelerates reactions and improves overall productivity of the process. 

The following materials have been deposited by ALD [126]: 

• Oxides: A1203, Ti02, Ta20., Nb20., Zr02, Hf02, Sn02, 
ZnO, La2Os, Y203, Ce02, S c p y Er2b3, V205, SiOz, ln203 

• Nitrides: A1N, TaNx, NbN, TiN, MoN, ZrN, HfN, GaN, 
WN 
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• Fluorides: CaF2, SrF2/ ZnF2, MgF2, LaF3, GdF2, 
• Sulfides: ZnS, SrS, CaS, PbS 
• Metals: Pt, Ru, Ir, Pd ,Cu, Fe, Co, Ni 
• Carbides: TiC, NbC, TaC 
• Compounds: AlTiN , AlTiO , AlHfO , AlSiO , HfSiO , 

■A X X X X X 

TiNxOy 

• Nanolaminates: Hf02/Ta20., Ti02/Ta2Oy Ti02/Al203, 
ZnS/Al203, ATO, (AlTiO) 

• Doped materials: ZnO:Al, ZnS:Mn, SrS:Ce, AL.CyEr, 
ZrCX^Y, ... rare earth metals (Ce3+ Tb3+ etc.) also 
co-doping 

Figure 2.39 Typical ALD reactor chamber [114]. 

Figure 2.40 PEALD reactor [114]. 
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2.3 Pulsed Laser Deposition 

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is, in its simplest form, ablation of a 
target surface in vacuum by high power laser radiation and subse-
quent deposition onto a substrate. The target material absorbs the 
energy from the laser beam, heats up, is vaporized and is deposited as 
a thin film onto a suitable substrate. The process can take place in high 
or ultra high vacuum or in a reactive gas environment. PLD is used 
to deposit high quality oxides and nitrides, high temperature super-
conductors (such as YBa2Cu307), diamond-like carbon, metallic nano-
laminants, and superlattices. The development of new high repetition 
rate and short pulse length lasers has made PLD a useful process for 
growth of thin, well defined films with complex stoichiometry [125]. 

PLD has significant benefits over other film deposition methods, 
including: 

• The capability for stoichiometric transfer of material 
from target to substrate, i.e., the exact chemical com-
position of a complex material such as YBCO, can be 
reproduced in the deposited film. 

• Relatively high deposition rates, typically ~100s À/min, 
can be achieved at moderate laser fluences, with film 
thickness controlled in real time by simply turning the 
laser on and off. 

• The fact that a laser is used as an external energy 
source results in an extremely clean process without 
filaments.Thus deposition can occur in both inert and 
reactive background gases. 

• The use of a carousel, housing a number of target 
materials, enables multilayer films to be deposited 
without the need to break vacuum when changing 
between materials. 

A basic PLD chamber set up is shown in Figure 2.41 [127]. The 
chamber has the following components: 

• Vacuum chamber 
• Vacuum pumping system 
• Gas supply system 
• Pulsed laser source 
• Beam guiding optics 
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• Target manipulation 
• Substrate heating and rotation 
• Ion source (optional) 

While one would think that heating a material with a laser and 
ablating atoms and molecules would be straightforward, the physi-
cal mechanisms of PLD, in contrast to the simplicity of the system 
shown in Figure 2.41, are quite complex. It involves the physical 
process of the laser-material interaction on a solid target and the 
formation of a plasma plume with high energetic species and the 
transfer of the ablated material through the plasma plume onto a 
heated substrate surface. The four stages of thin film formation are 

1. Laser radiation interaction with a solid target 
2. Ablation processes 
3. Deposition of ablated material 
4. Nucleation and growth of the thin film on the substrate 

The resultant film is epitaxially grown, stoichiometric uniform 
and smooth. 

In stage 1, a high power pulsed laser beam is focused onto the 
surface of the target. At sufficiently high flux densities and short 
pulse duration, all elements in the target are rapidly heated up to 
their evaporation temperature. Materials are ablated out with the 
same stoichiometry as the target. The instantaneous ablation rate 

Figure 2.41 Basic PLD chamber configuration [127]. 
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depends on laser fluence. Ablation mechanisms are complex and 
include collisions, thermal and electronic excitation, exfoliation, 
and hydrodynamics. 

During the second stage, emitted materials are directed towards 
the substrate in a plume, as shown in Figure 2.42. Much like the 
distribution of sputtered atoms, the angular distribution of ablated 
material can be expressed as [128] 

/(9) = r a c o s m e + r ( l - a ) c o s n e (2.3) 

where r is a normalizing parameter and a is the ratio of cosm6 to the 
entire ablated distribution. 

Figure 2.43 shows a plume distribution for SrZr03 [128]. This 
plume is highly forward directed, and as a result, the thickness 
distribution of deposited material is very non-uniform The area of 
deposited material is also quite small, typically ~1 cm2, in compari-
son to that required for many industrial applications. Composition 
can also vary across the plume (as shown in Figure 2.43) and film. 
The ablated material contains macroscopic globules of molten mate-
rial, up to -10 urn diameter. Much like unfiltered cathodic arc films, 
these particulates can be detrimental to the properties of the film. 

The spot size of the laser and the plasma temperature also have 
significant effects on the deposited film uniformity. Target-substrate 

Figure 2.42 Laser plume in pulsed laser deposition. 
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Figure 2.43 Plume distribution for SrZr03 [128]. 

distance is another parameter that governs the angular spread of 
the ablated materials. Masking has been found to be helpful in 
reducing beam divergence. We will show how thickness uniformity 
is improved later in the column. 

The third stage is important with respect to the quality of the thin 
film. Again, similar to sputtering processes, ejected high-energy spe-
cies bombard the substrate surface and may induce various type 
of damage to the substrate [129]. These energetic species sputter 
away some of the surface atoms and an interaction region is formed 
between the incident flow and the sputtered atoms. The film starts to 
grow after a thermalized region is formed. When the condensation 
rate of particles is higher than the rate of sputtered particles, thermal 
equilibrium can be reached quickly and the film grows on the sub-
strate surface. 

Nucleation and epitaxial growth of crystalline films depends on 
factors such as density, energy, degree of ionization, and type of 
condensing material, as well as temperature and substrate compo-
sition and crystallinity Substrate temperature and supersaturation 
Dm of the depositing species are important and are related by the 
following relation 

D„ = kT In 
v R e y 

(2.4) 
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, R is the actual deposition rate, 
and Re is the equilibrium value at temperature T [125,130] . 

Epitaxial growth using PLD is straightforward. Nucleation of 
the film is not straightforward, and depends on interfacial energies 
between the substrate, the condensing material and the vapor. Of 
course, deposition rate and substrate temperature essentially drive 
the nucleation process. As with all PVD and thin film deposition 
processes, crystalline film growth depends on surface mobility of 
the adatoms. Defect free crystalline growth occurs at higher sub-
strate temperature (addressed later) while disordered and amor-
phous structures tend to grow at low substrate temperatures. 

Deposition rate also depends on duration of the laser pulse. 
Due to the short laser pulsed duration (-10 ns) and the resulting 
small temporal spread (<10 ms) of the ablated materials, deposi-
tion rate can be very large (~10 mm/s) . In addition, rapid deposi-
tion of energetic ablation species helps to raise the substrate surface 
temperature. In this respect PLD tends to require a lower substrate 
temperature for crystalline film growth. 

The nonuniform thickness distribution of the deposited films is 
definitely a problem. Figure 2.44 shows the thickness distribution 
of a single plume film [129]. Note that the distribution can be dif-
ferent for each element in the target/film. In order to achieve more 
uniform thickness distributions necessary for scale up, multi-spot 
PLD and large area PLD have been developed and demonstrate 
films with significantly better thickness distributions [128, 131]. 
Multi-spot PLD is based on the optimized superposition of plumes, 
which are simultaneously ablated from several evaporation spots. 
The uniformity of the thickness achievable by superposition of 
plumes is sufficient for many applications [132]. 

Another large area technique involves rastering the laser beam 
across the target while rotating the substrate, much like the method 
discussed for cathodic arc films [133,134]. 

PLD is used to deposit a wide variety of thin film materials, 
including nonvolatile memories [134], dielectric and ferroelectric 
films [131], low-k and optical coatings [135], photocatalytic films 
[136], triboligical coatings [137], low temperature superconduc-
tors [138, 139], diamond like carbon [140], and semiconductors 
[141]. Historically, PLD's first significant success was deposition of 
YBa2Cu307 high temperature superconductors. 

An advantage of PLD is that stoichiometry of the target material 
is preserved on the substrate, which is important for ferroelectric 
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Figure 2.44 Thickness distribution for multiple elements in the PLD plume [128]. 
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and low temperature superconductors that have complex composi-
tions. Materials such as SrBLJa0 gNbj 2 0 9 (SBTN) have applications 
in nonvolatile memories [134, 142, 143]. A SBTN target was irradi-
ated at a 45° angle by 193 nm wavelength beam with a repetition 
rate of 5 Hz. Pulse duration was 17 ns and pulse energy was 160 mj. 
A DC oxygen plasma was also excited by a ring electrode in the 
region of the plume. All films were crystalline, even without the 
0 2 plasma. The plasma did, however, affect the dominant crystal-
line phases present. Growth of c-axis planes, and perovskite phase, 
was enhanced at low plasma voltages. While films grown with and 
without plasma bombardment were very dense, films with plasma 
were significantly smoother than those deposited without. 

A wide variety of tribological coatings have been deposited by 
PLD and by hybrid PLD/magnetron sputtering [127,137]. ZnO:Al, 
TiNJiCN, Ti02, CrN, CrCN, TiAIN, and DLC all have been dem-
onstrated. PLD coatings generally show high critical loads (>40 N) 
in scratch tests and tunable tribological properties (friction coeffi-
cients between 0.05 and 1.0 and high wear resistance) that depend 
on coating type. 

Thus we see that PLD has many aspects common to all PVD pro-
cesses, including a source material, high vacuum, reactive deposi-
tion, and the capability for ion assist. One of the main advantages, 
however, is the epitaxial nature of this process and deposition of 
highly crystalline films. Another is the deposition of complex com-
positions. PLD does not fit every application. Scale up of PLD is not 
as straightforward as for magnetron sputtering or e-beam evapo-
ration, and large area coverage (architectural structures, window 
glazings, vacuum web coating, wear resistant coatings) is much 
more challenging. High deposition rates also make PLD very 
attractive. Thus, as with all deposition processes, one must weigh 
the advantages and disadvantages for each potential application. 

2.4 Hybrid Deposition Processes 

Multilayer (ML) structures are used extensively in virtually every 
thin film application, because they provide performance not 
achievable by single layer systems. ML structures combine two or 
more materials designed and engineered with a required perfor-
mance. Many times thin film materials deposited by one process 
have better or preferred properties compared to the same material 
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deposited by other processes. Hybrid deposition processes com-
bine two or more different deposition processes to take advantage 
of the optimum performance of each constituent thin film layer. 
Improvements can be in: 

• Deposition rate 
• Economics 
• Film physical, optical, and chemical properties 
• Film elastic and tribological properties 
• Permeation/diffusion 
• Materials usage 
• Safety 

The following hybrid systems will be addressed: 

• Polymer flash evaporation/PVD 
• PECVD/PVD 
• CVD/PVD 
• PVD/PVD 
• Cathodic arc/PVD/CVD 

2.4.1 Vacuum Polymer Deposition 

Vacuum polymer deposition (VPD), also known as polymer multi-
layer deposition (PML), combines flash evaporation of an organic 
monomer and PVD processes to deposit multilayer organic/inor-
ganic thin film structures, often with thousands of layers. This 
technology was originally developed in the late 1970s by General 
Electric's capacitor division. One of the first products, which is still 
being produced by other facilities, was a multilayer aluminum/ 
acrylate capacitor [144]. This capacitor has the advantage of very 
low dentritic growth which significantly improves performance 
and reliability. This process produces ultrasmooth, nonconformal, 
and pinhole-free films at very high deposition rates over large 
areas. Recent applications include ultra-low permeability gas and 
water barrier coatings for organic electronics, thin film solar cells, 
and thin film batteries, multilayer optical coatings, thin film capaci-
tors, nanocomposites and nanolaminates on plastic. 

Because of their unique physical, optical, and mechanical 
properties, thin film polymers have numerous technological and 
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consumer product applications. They offer several advantages over 
inorganic thin film materials, including low cost, high deposition 
rates, low optical absorption, high smoothness, wide variety of 
compositions, formation of composites, high breakdown voltage, 
and high ductility. Disadvantages are low mechanical strength and 
wear resistance, low chemical resistance in some cases, high gas 
permeability, low melting temperature, small range of refractive 
indices, numerous optical absorption bands between near infra-
red and infrared wavelengths. Thus, applications are restricted by 
many of the above properties, but are also expanded in many areas. 

Unlike any other vacuum deposition process, VPD films actually 
smooth the surface of the substrate [144]. All other vacuum deposi-
tion techniques essentially bombard the substrate with species from 
a source that can bond immediately to the surface (low energy), 
bond after moving some distance on the surface, or reflect off the 
surface. These traditional processes "grow" the coating atom-by-
atom or molecule-by-molecule from the substrate surface outward, 
and produce films that tend to reproduce the substrate surface on 
the length scale of the bombarding species. As a result, substrate 
surface roughness, from atomic scale upward is replicated by the 
growing film. Furthermore, this adatom growth can increase sur-
face roughness through mechanisms such as shadowing, dislo-
cations, and grain boundary growth. These growth mechanisms 
usually increase the roughness as the film grows thicker. A VPD 
layer, in contrast, does not grow atom-by-atom upward from the 
substrate; a gas of monomer vapor condenses on the substrate as 
a full- thickness liquid film that covers the entire substrate surface 
and its features. The liquid film is then cross-linked into a solid layer 
by ultraviolet (UV) or electron beam (EB) radiation. The resulting 
surface is glassy with virtually no defects or pin holes. The VPD 
layer can be combined with conventional PVD, CVD, PECVD, etc. 
layers to form low defect, ultra-smooth thin film structures. 

The heart of this process is the monomer flash evaporator. Liquid 
monomer is fed through a capillary tube into an atomizer that dis-
tributes a mist of micro-droplets into a heated enclosure. Once they 
hit the walls of the enclosure, the monomer droplets instantly evap-
orate and are transported through a series of baffles to the exit slit. 
The monomer gas exits the slit uniformly and condenses onto a 
rotating drum, which is held at a temperature lower than the mono-
mer gas. The drum is often cooled. The monomer is now a liquid 
that spreads uniformly over the substrate due to surface tension 
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[145,146] and covers the substrate much like water in a pond cov-
ers rocks and roughness in the bottom. Next, the monomer is cured, 
and crosslinked, either by high intensity ultraviolet radiation or by 
an electron beam. A polymer is thus deposited onto a web or suit-
able substrate. The surface of the polymer is specular with virtually 
no defects or pinholes. A wide variety of monomers can be used, but 
this process works best for relatively low molecular weight mono-
mers. Acrylates are often used. With this technology, polymer films 
can be deposited on moving substrates at speeds up to 1000 feet per 
minute with excellent adhesion to substrates and thickness unifor-
mity of ±2%. The film thickness range known to be obtainable with 
the VPD process extends from a few tens of angstroms up to tens 
of microns, with the upper thickness limit largely imposed by the 
penetration depth of the cross-linking radiation employed. 

Virtually every PVD or CVD-related process replicates the 
surface morphology of the substrate. Polymer films deposited 
by the VPD process actually smooth the substrate, as shown in 
Figure 2.45 [146]. This is demonstrated by the SEM photographs 
that show the surface of virgin polyester, the same surface with 
a 250 Á-thick sputtered Ta coating and a 1 um thick VPD layer. 
Coatings routinely exhibit RMS surface roughness < 0.1 nm. 

The web substrate can be subjected to plasma pretreatment before 
polymer deposition to activate the surface and improve adhesion, 
or to improve adhesion of subsequent layers [147]. Surface treat-
ments of the linear-chain polymer PET have much higher effects 
on its surface topography and composition than treatment of the 
highly crosslinked PML surface. Reactive gases like 0 2 and N2 were 
found to have a substantially higher impact on the surface topog-
raphy and roughness of both PET and PML when compared to 
treatments using inert gases like Ar. 02 , however, also noticeably 
changes the elemental composition of the VPD surface, and is pre-
ferred for adhesion improvement. It was also found that high inten-
sity electron beam corona treatments could interfere with adhesion 
of metals, metal-oxides, and polar polymers. 

Virtually any PVD or vacuum deposition process can be used 
in conjunction with VPD, including magnetron sputtering, and 
electron and thermal evaporation. Figure 2.46 shows placement of 
the polymer evaporator, plasma treatment, sputtering cathodes, 
and electron beam evaporator around the central drum of a web 
coater. Since the VPD process requires a higher chamber pressure, 
differential vacuum enclosures are required for PVD processes that 
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Virgin polyester 

Ta-Coated polyester 

VPD coated polyester 

Figure 2.45 SEM picture of virgin, Ta and VPD coated polyester [146]. 
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Figure 2.46 Placement of polymer evaporator, plasma treatment, sputtering 
cathodes and electron beam evaporator around the central drum of a web coater. 

operate at lower pressures. The enclosures operate at pressures 
required for magnetron sputtering (2-5 mTorr) or evaporation 
(electron beam and thermal). Reactive gases can be introduced into 
the enclosure for reactive sputtering. This process can be used in 
roll-to-roll, in-line or planetary substrate configurations. 

The VPD process has several distinct advantages compared to 
conventional organic/inorganic deposition processes [145]: 

• Polymer thin films are more cost-effective since poly-
mer layers can be deposited 10 to 100 times faster. 

• VPD technology permits polymer, polymer electro-
lyte, metal, and even oxide and nitride films to be 
deposited in a single pass through a vacuum coater, as 
a monolithic structure, in an integrated manufacturing 
process. 

• VPD process eliminates all of the unnecessary han-
dling and laminations involved in conventional pro-
cesses, and it also results in better adhesion between 
layers and defect-free interfaces. 
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• It is amenable to virtually all types of deposition pro-
cesses, including roll-to-roll, in-line, and batch plan-
etary substrate rotation 

• Capital equipment and raw material costs are compa-
rable to or less than those of conventional processes. 

This process is not just limited to conventional single or multi-
layer structures. The polymer can be molecularly doped to increase 
its functionality [148]. Insoluble solids can be suspended in acrylate 
polymers. Active, luminescent QuinAcridone (QA) MDP can be 
produced which allows fabrication of light emitting electrochemi-
cal cells, light emitting polymers, and light emitting organic diodes. 

Applications for the VPD process include: 

• Ultra-barrier materials [144,149] 
• Thin film Li-polymer batteries [150] 
• Thin film photovoltaics [150] 
• Light emitting polymers [148] 
• Multilayer optical coatings on flexible substrates [151] 
• Wear and abrasion resistant coatings 
• Nanolaminate structures 
• Thin film capacitors [144] 
• Electroluminescent devices [148] 
• Radiation detectors 

One of the most successful applications for this hybrid process is 
development and marketing of transparent ultra-barrier coatings 
for protection of atmospheric sensitive devices and materials. In 
addition, this work has spawned an entire new field of thin film 
materials [144, 149, 152, 153]. Transparent ultra-barrier coatings 
are needed to protect molecular electronics (OLEDs for example), 
thin film solar cells, and thin film batteries from degradation due 
to water vapor and oxygen permeation. The basic structure of these 
coatings consists of alternating layers of polymer/oxide, polymer/ 
metal, polymer/nitride, shown in Figure 2.47. The coatings are 
deposited onto PET, other flexible polymers and plastics to reduce 
water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) and oxygen transmission 
rate (OTR) by as much as six orders of magnitude. Polymer layer 
creates an ultra-smooth, defect free surface for deposition of the 
low-permeation oxide layer. A UV cure is generally preferred for 
smoothing since an EB cure can increase surface roughness [145]. 
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Figure 2.47 Layer structure of ultra-barrier coating. 

This hybrid deposition process is also used to deposit polymer/ 
oxide and polymer/metal nanolaminate coatings, which are free 
standing structures consisting of hundreds to thousands of alter-
nating polymer/inorganic layers [153]. The nanolaminate can be 
transparent, used for light weight windows, or opaque, used for 
capacitors. In addition to increased functionality, a major advan-
tage of these coatings is their very low surface roughness and low 
optical scattering. The multilayer plastic substrate can include 
additional layers, including scratch resistant layers, antireflective 
coatings, antifingerprint coatings, antistatic coatings, conductive 
coatings, transparent conductive coatings, and barrier coatings, to 
provide functionality to the substrate. 

Advanced applications for multilayer VPD coatings include 
contaminant-resistant coatings for flat panel displays, fabrics, fibers 
and yarns; corrosion-resistant coatings to replace the toxic heavy 
metals presently used (e.g., chromium); reduction of VOC release; 
and antibacterial coatings [154]. Contaminant resistant coatings are 
based on acrylate formulations containing between 49%-65% fluo-
rine, which significantly decreases surface energies and increases 
hydrophobicity These coatings are being developed for anti-
smudge flat panel displays and windows, increasing chemical resis-
tance for yarns and fabrics. A picture of a coated fiber is shown in 
Figure 2.48 [154]. 
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Figure 2.48 Microscope picture of fiber with corrosion resistant coating 
(Courtesy Sigma Laboratories) [154]. 

To demonstrate the versatility of this process, PECVD can also 
be added to the VPD process with little or no modification in vac-
uum levels [155]. This first example of a hybrid deposition process 
should give an idea of just how versatile and productive these pro-
cesses can be and that new types of thin film coatings with increased 
functionality can be realized. 

2.4.2 Magnetron-Based Hybrid Deposition Processes 

A number of deposition processes can be combined with the mag-
netron sputtering process to form hybrid processes, including 
electron beam and thermal evaporation, cathodic arc deposition, 
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD), and vacuum polymer deposition (VPD). 
These hybrid processes can be configured in a simple bell jar, batch 
coater, vacuum roll coater, or inline coater. To briefly review, the 
advantage of hybrid deposition processes is that they combine 
two or more different deposition processes to take advantage 
of the optimum performance of each constituent thin film layer. 
Improvements can be in: 

• Deposition rate 
• Economics 
• Film physical, optical, and chemical properties 
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• Film elastic and tribological properties 
• Permeation/diffusion 
• Materials usage 
• Safety 

In fact, it may not be possible to deposit one thin film material 
by a particular process or the resulting films are of poor quality 
with poor performance. This is one rationale for combining mag-
netron sputtering with electron beam (e-beam) processes to deposit 
multilayer infrared optical coatings. Multilayer IR optical coatings 
require at least one high refractive index layer material (nH) and 
a low refractive index material (nL) with low absorption often out 
to wavelengths up to 25 p.m. This rules out low index oxides such 
as Si02 and A1203. Fluorides of magnesium (MgF2), calcium (CaF2), 
hafnium (HfF4), and thorium (ThF4) work well at these wavelengths 
(although ThF4 has radioactivity issues). However, due to resput-
tering phenomena, it is difficult to deposit a high quality optical 
fluoride coating by magnetron sputtering [156]. Films are generally 
substoichiometric. Optical transmittance of these films depends, for 
example, on the position of the substrate over the sputtering target, 
as shown in Figure 2.49. As shown in the figure, transmittance of 
HfF4 films located over the target is poor (absorption is high) and 

Figure 2.49 Transmission of HfF4 films placed at various distances from the 
target axis [156]. 
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improves with increased distance from the center. Additionally, 
optical properties depend on deposition rate and chamber pressure. 

To this end, fluoride layers in multilayer coatings cannot be 
deposited by magnetron sputtering over an area of reasonable size. 
Fluorides deposited by the e-beam process, however, display low 
optical absorption and excellent optical properties, often without 
ion assist. They also can have good environmental stability. High 
quality, high index semiconductors, such as silicon (Si) and germa-
nium (Ge), cannot be easily deposited by e-beam evaporation. The 
hybrid process combining magnetron sputtering for the high index 
semiconductor and e-beam evaporation for the low index fluoride 
produces high quality multilayer IR coatings. A schematic of the vac-
uum chamber configuration is shown in Figure 2.50. The substrate is 
rotated above the Si target at a suitable chamber pressure for depo-
sition of the Si layers and similarly rotated over the fluoride (CaF2 

or HfF4) e-beam source at a pressure suitable for evaporation. This 
sequence is repeated until the required number of layers is depos-
ited. Deposition rate for the fluoride is significantly higher than that 
of the sputtered Si. All films are deposited in Ar or vacuum. This 
hybrid process is also well suited for a wide variety of multilayer 
coatings, and one of the advantages is the ease of scale up. 

Magnetrons also work well with filtered cathodic arc (FCAD) 
processes [157-160]. Figure 2.51 shows a diagram of a magnetron/ 
FCA process chamber [158]. The FCAD process is described in 
Section 2.1.10. The magnetron-FCAD process is extremely versatile 
and combines the best of each constituent system. A diagram of the 

Figure 2.50 Schematic of hybrid magnetron sputtering-e-beam evaporation 
chamber. 
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Figure 2.51 Diagram of hybrid FCA/magnetron chamber [157]. 

chamber and source configuration used to deposit Ti-Mo-Si-N and 
CrMoCxNlx coatings is shown in Figure 2.52 [157,158]. C r M o C N ^ 
films have improved tribological properties compared to CrN films 
[157]. To deposit CrMoC^N^ coatings Cr is deposited by FCA and 
Mo is deposited by DC magnetron sputtering. Both metals are 
reacted with combinations of CH4 and N2 to form low friction/ 
wear resistant coatings. Coatings are deposited onto steel and Si 
substrates. Figure 2.52 shows how the composition of these films 
depends on the gas volume ratio CH4/(CH4 + N2). Carbon increases 
and nitrogen content decreases linearly with increased ratio. The 
lowest coefficient of friction -0.30 was measured for CrMoC films 
with the COF of CrMoC063N037 slightly higher. 

Ti-Mo-Si-N films were deposited much the same way as 
C r M o C ^ x films, except that Ti is used in the FCA source and 
Mo and Si were sputtered [158]. Films with thickness ~2 um were 
deposited in Ar + N2 mixtures. Hardness was measured for ternary 
Ti-Mo-N and quaternary Ti-Mo-Si-N compositions, as depicted 
in Figure 2.53. Hardness peaked at -30 GPa for the ternary coat-
ings with 10 at.% Mo. Improved hardness values were obtained 
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Figure 2.52 Relationship between composition and CH4/(CH4 + N2) ratio for 
CrMoCxNlx films [157]. 
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Figure 2.53 Microhardness of ternary Ti-Mo-N and quaternary Ti-Mo-Si-N 
coatings [158]. 

for quaternary coatings. Microhardness peaked at -48 GPa for a Si 
content of 9 at.% and 10.4 at.% Mo. Microhardness was also found 
to depend on substrate bias voltage; peaking at 56 GPa at a bias 
voltage of 100 V. Residual stress was at a minimum — 3 GPa near 
this voltage, so the best of both worlds was achieved. The aver-
age coefficient of friction (COF) decreased from -0.6 to -0.30 with 
addition of Si. It is obvious that the addition of Si to the Ti-Mo-N 
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coating significantly increased hardness. This increased hardness 
was attributed in part to (Ti-Mo)N microcrystallites embedded in 
an amorphous Si3N4 matrix. 

Unbalanced magnetron sputtering (UBM) has also been com-
bined with FCAD to deposit nanolaminants and nanostructured 
TiCrCN/TiCr + TiBC composite coatings [161]. These materials 
were developed to provide wear resistance, and reduce friction 
and corrosion in aircraft propulsion elements (gears, bearings, etc.). 
The system has two dual large area FCAD sources, two UMB cath-
odes, resistive and e-beam sources, and LPCVD source. Cr and Ti 
were deposited by LAFCA and B-C was deposited by UBM, all in 
mixtures of N2 + 40% CH4. Figure 2.54 shows the complex layer 
structure of the nanolaminant coating. Architecture of the coating 
consists of two segments separated in an intermediate gradient 
zone. The bottom segment is for corrosion resistance and the top 
segment is for hardness and low COF. The intermediate gradient 
zone graded composition from nitride based materials to carbide 
based materials. Typical thickness of the TiCrN sublayers is 2.5 nm 
while the total thickness is -100 nm. Interlay er thickness is -10 nm. 
Hardness of the nanostructures is -28 GPa and elastic modulus) 
values are near 350 GPa. 

FCA has also been combined with CVD for coating building 
hardware [160]. One of the goals for this work was to replace Cr 
alloys with more environmentally friendly materials. CVD is used to 

Intermediate zone: 
TiCrCN gradient composition 
Total thickness ~0.5um 
(Adhesive interlayer) 

Inner coating segment: alternating 
TICrCN(300 nm)ATiCr(50nm) 
Multilayer; ~3nm nanolayers; ~5nm 
Total thickness 
(Corrosion-resistant/bond layer) 

Bulk substrte material, e.g. carburized 
pyrowear 675 

Figure 2.54 Layer structure of TiCrCN/TiCr + TiBC hybrid composite coatings 
[161]. 
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deposit the organic primer (organosilicone: Si.OxC Hz) for the metal 
coating, and replaces a Ni /Cr adhesion layer. ZrN is used as the pro-
tective coating and an organosilicone top coat may also be applied. 
This system has the advantages of high hardness, good corrosion, 
and wear resistance, and just the right color for hardware. Materials 
and manufacturing costs are low and no toxic waste is generated. 

Magnetron sputtering has also been combined with PECVD to 
deposit corrosion resistant tribological coatings [162]. Batch depo-
sition systems have been designed for high productivity and low 
operating cost. One of the major goals of this technology is to 
replace electroplating as a surface treatment. DLC is one of the 
materials being developed. 

While not strictly sputtering, another PVD process, thermal 
evaporation, has been combined with CVD to produce films with 
improved properties [163]. This hybrid process, known as hybrid 
physical chemical vapor deposition (HPCVD) employs a system that 
consists of a water-cooled reactor chamber, gas inlet and flow control 
system, pressure maintenance system, temperature control system 
and gas exhaust and cleaning system. The main difference between 
HPCVD and other CVD systems is the heating unit also heats a solid 
metal source. Thus, a conventional HPCVD system usually needs 
only one heater. The substrate and solid metal source sit on the same 
susceptor and are heated up inductively or resistively at the same 
time. Above certain temperatures, the bulk metal source melts and 
generates a high vapor pressure in the vicinity of the substrate. The 
precursor gas is then introduced into the chamber and decomposes 
around the substrate at high temperature. The atoms from the decom-
posed precursor gas react with the metal vapor, forming thin films 
on the substrate. Deposition proceeds until the precursor is switched 
off. The main drawback of single heater setup is the metal source 
temperature and the substrate temperature cannot be controlled 
independently. Whenever the substrate temperature is changed, 
the metal vapor pressure changes as well, limiting the ranges of the 
growth parameters. The two heater configuration consists of a metal 
source and substrate that are heated by two separate heaters, thus 
providing more flexible control of deposition conditions. 

HPCVD is very successful in deposition of high quality supercon-
ducting MgB2 films [164, 165]. Films deposited by other processes 
either have a reduced superconducting transition temperature (Tc) 
and poor crystallinity, or require ex situ annealing in Mg vapor. 
HPCVD system can produce high-quality in situ pure MgB2 films with 
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smooth surfaces, which are required to make reproducible uniform 
superconducting devices. The HPCVD technique is also an efficient 
method to deposit carbon doped or carbon alloyed MgB2 thin films. 
These films are deposited in the same manner as MgB2 films, but 
a metalorganic magnesium precursor (bis(methylcyclopentadienyl) 
is added to the precursor. The carbon-alloyed MgB2 thin films by 
HPCVD exhibit extraordinarily high upper critical field. 

It seems obvious that a number of deposition processes can be 
combined with magnetron sputtering. We are just seeing the begin-
ning of this trend to produce thin films with improved properties. 
Technologies such as thin film solar cells, electrochromic coatings, 
organic electronic devices (OLE's, etc.), optical coatings, tribologi-
cal coatings, and energy efficiency coatings can all benefit from the 
marriage of deposition processes. 

It is not possible to describe all deposition processes used in sur-
face engineering and functional materials engineering application. 
The ones most often used have been described in this chapter. Other 
processes not mentioned here will be briefly described where appli-
cable and necessary to fully address the materials and technologies 
presented in the ensuing chapters. 
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3 
Thin Film Structure and 
Defects 

Structure, microstructure, and nanostructure of surface treatments 
are critical aspects for surface engineering. Structure, including 
microstructure and nanostructure, influences virtually every aspect 
of thin film performance, and can be varied over wide ranges by 
choice of deposition process, deposition conditions, deposition 
geometry, substrate surface and composition, ion bombardment, 
and pre and post deposition treatments. Microstructure of the film 
will also depend on the application. Although the relationship 
between microstructure and coating properties is often difficult to 
precisely define due to other factors, there are some general corre-
lations between microstructure and surface properties that can be 
expressed: 

• It is generally desirable for the film to have high density, 
low porosity, and tightly bound grain structure 

• Columnar structure is a strong function of deposition 
temperature 

• A highly columnar or porous film may not be as hard 
or corrosion resistant as a dense, small grained and 
defect free film 
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• Stable optical properties are observed for dense, small 
grained, or amorphous films 

• Structural defects tend to increase with increased 
thickness 

• Columnar structure is required for a number of 
applications, such as piezoelectric and ferroelectric 
and magnetic thin films 

• Compressive stress generally increases microhardness 
and microfracture toughness 

• Interfacial phases and associated microporosity and 
contaminants all degrade coating adhesion 

3.1 Thin Film Nucleation and Growth 

To fully understand thin film microstructure it will be instructive to 
first elucidate film growth processes: how the film evolves during 
the growth process and the major factors that affect nucleation, 
growth, and microstructure. Defects are also an integral aspect 
that must be understood since they can severely degrade film 
performance. 

The microstructure of a thin film evolves as it nucleates and 
grows on the substrate surface. How a thin film grows is not a 
trivial process, and depends on a number of factors, including 
deposition process, substrate surface quality, temperature, energy 
of incident particles, angle of incidence, etc. We will address a num-
ber of structure zone models (SZM) that predict film microstructure 
shortly These models are important in determining the microstruc-
ture and morphology of the thin film, but tell us very little about 
how growth initiates. Referring to Figure 3.1, the following surface 
kinetic processes are involved [1]: 

• Adsorption 
• Desorption 
• Surface diffusion 
• Cluster formation (nucleation) 
• Cluster dissociation 
• Step edge adsorption/desorption 
• Film/substrate interdiffusion 

We will briefly address each process. Figure 3.2 defines the two 
types of adsorption: physisorption and chemisorption. Surface 
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Figure 3.2 Model of physisorption and chemisorption [1]. 

adsorption occurs when we expose a pristine surface to gas parti-
cles. Here impinging atoms and molecules enter and interact within 
the transition region between the gas phase and substrate surface 
[2]. One of these processes will dominate, depending on the strength 
of atomic interactions at the surface. Physisorption will dominate 
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if the incident particle is stretched or bent but retains its identity. 
Bonding to the surface will be accomplished by van der Waals forces. 
Chemisorption will modify the identity (chemical makeup) of the 
particle through ionic or covalent bonding. These two phenomena 
can be identified by considering adsorption energies (or heats), 
Ep and Ec (see Figure 3.2). Typical values are Ep ~ 0.25 eV and 
Ec ~ 1-10 eV. Potential energies for these two processes are shown in 
Figure 3.2 and are plotted as a function of distance from the surface. 
We see that the chemisorbed particles are bound closer to the surface 
than physisorbed particles. If both processes occur, energy Ea is the 
barrier energy that governs the rate of transition from physisorbed 
to chemisorbed states. Dissociation can occur when the particles dis-
sociation energy Edis is < EC. Energies of desorption and adsorption, 
Ej and E , , can be related to E_ and E„ 

des ads' C I 

We see that pressure plays a major role and that uniform cover-
age is achieved at high pressures (we'll address this below) and/or 
when more atoms are adsorbed than desorbed. Consider a vapor 
deposition process at pressure P, the rate of adatom condensation 
on a substrate is 

^ = k a d s p ( i - e ) - k d e s e (3.1) 

Here 0 < 0 < 1, with 9 = 1 being a monolayer. The first term 
represents atoms adsorbed at unoccupied surface sites, ~ kads, while 
the second term represents desorbed atoms. Both rate constants 
~ exp - (Eadsordes/kBT). Surface coverage as a function of time can 
then be expressed as 

TCP 
9 = 7 T ^ { 1 - e x P [ - k

d e S (1 + K p ) t " (3-2) 
(1 + JvL ) 

K = ^ (3.3) 
kdes 

The equilibrium coverage is simply 6 = KP/(1 + KP) and = 1 for 
KP » 1 [1]. 

These expressions provide a model for the morphology of vapor 
deposition on a surface. 
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Once particles are adsorbed onto the substrate, a number of pro-
cesses can occur. Particles can diffuse on the surface to initiate cluster 
formation. This involves lateral motion of adsorbed atoms. During 
surface diffusion, atoms move between energy minima on the sur-
face of the substrate and diffuse to the lowest intervening potential 
barrier (E ). Thus, surface energies play an important role in how 
atoms nucleate and the film grows. A vapor-solid interface, with 
associated interfacial energies, is formed as the next nucleation step. 

Nucleation results from a supersaturated vapor. The thermo-
dynamics of nucleation are a major factor in film growth. As with all 
physical systems, energy minimization is the ultimate goal. Atoms 
on free surfaces are more energetic than atoms inside the substrate 
bulk, and are obviously less constrained. The surface energy (y) is 
the difference between energy of atoms on free surfaces compared 
to bound states, and can range from 0.2-3 J/m2 and is typically 
~ l j /m 2 [1]. There is also a thermodynamic driving force keep-
ing the number of dangling bonds on the surface to a minimum. 
Metals typically have highest surface energies. The nucleation stage 
involves condensation from a supersaturated gas (or vapor). Gibbs 
(G) free energy = U - TS, where U is the internal energy and S is the 
entropy. In terms of 6, G can be expressed as 

— = 40w(l - 9) - kBT[0 In 0 + (1 - 6) ln(l - 0)] (3.4) 
n„ 

Here ns is the number of surface sites and w is the bond energy. 
Thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved when d(G/ns) /d6 = 0. 

The free energies (AG) involved are 

AG = [ — ]AGv+4jcr2y+AGs (3.5) 

A G V = -
k B T \ 

In 
Q ) 

P v 
Pc 

V s J 

(3.6) 

Here AGV is the volume free energy, AGS (= 1 /2Ye2, where Y is the 
elastic modulus of the growing film and e is the resulting strain) is 
the strain free energy, r is the radius of the island, Pv is the pressure 
of the supersaturated vapor, Ps is the equilibrium vapor pressure, 
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and Q is the atomic volume [4]. AGV decreases upon nucleation due 
to condensation and y increases due to creation of new interfaces. 
Thus we need AGV < 0 for film growth. Figure 3.3 plots these free 
energies as function of radius [5]. Here AGV decreases, y increases 
with and over all formation of a free energy barrier. Ignoring AGS 

for the moment, the critical free energy AG* and critical radius r* 
are defined by dAG/dr = 0: 

-* - 2j (3.7) 
AGV 

lórcy 
AG*= ' , , (3.8) 

3(AGV) 

which is the effective energy barrier for nucleation 
From Figure 3.3, note that DG* is at the radius where we have a 

maximum or minimum in AG. 
If we look at a monolayer thick cluster on the surface 

AG = jAGv + j(yfv + yfs - y s v ) Q % + fiye (3.9) 

Figure 3.3 Dependence of free energy during film growth on radius of the 
cluster [5]. 
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j = # atoms/cluster, fs - film substrate, fv - film vapor, sv - surface 
vapor, and ye is the energy/length at the step edge of the cluster. 

The mechanism for the effective energy barrier for nucleation 
can be expressed in terms of these surface energies. The sign of y 
determines the mechanism [3]: 

• yfv + yfs - ysv < 0 H> a 2-D cluster is stable and layer-by-
layer nucleation occurs 

• yfv + yfs - Ysv > 0 —> 2-D cluster is not stable and 3-D 
islands form to minimize substrate contact 

The nucleation rate N can then be defined as 

N = N * A * c o w i t h (3.10) 

- A G : / A ^ ^ 

N* = ns exp 
. k

BT , v B
 J 

(3.11) 

N* is the number of nuclei at equilibrium, ns is the total nucle-
ation site density, co is the rate at which atoms impinge on the 
critical area A*. 

The three basic models are used to explain thin film growth after 
nucleation: 

• Frank-van der Merwe (FM) 
• Three-dimensional island: Volmer-Weber (VW) 
• Initially layer-by layer, followed by 3D islands: 

Stranski-Krastanov (SK) 

Recall that the surface energy, y, is defined as the difference in 
interatomic energy of atoms at the surface and energy of those in 
the bulk. When discussing these three growth modes, it will be 
helpful to refer to Figures 3.4 and 3.5 [6]. Also recall that the surface 
coverage parameter, 8, is given by 

KP 
9 = { l - e x p [ - k d e s ( l + KP)t]} (0 < 9 < 1 for growth) 

(1 + KP) ö 

(3.12) 
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Growth modes 

FM VW SK 

Figure 3.4 Thin film growth modes [1]. 

Figure 3.5 Stability regions for three film growth modes in coordinates of surface 
energy [6]. 

K = ^ ^ (3.13) 
k-des 

Equilibrium coverage is simply 9 = KP/(1 + KP) and = 1 for 
K P » 1 [1]. 

In the FM growth mode, the deposited atoms wet the substrate, 
and interatomic interactions between substrate and deposited 
materials are stronger and more attractive than those between the 
different atomic species within the film itself. As we shall see in the 
following discussion, just the opposite is true for VW growth. SK 
growth falls somewhere in the middle. 

Layer-by-layer FM growth is two-dimensional and results 
because atoms of the deposited material are more strongly 
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attracted to the substrate than they are to themselves, and can be 
defined by 

AY = Yfv+Yf e-Ysv^Oor (3.14) 

Ysv^Yfv+Yfs (3.15) 

with fs - film substrate, fv - film vapor, sv - surface vapor. This 
expression tells us that the sum of the film surface energy and inter-
face energy must be less than the surface energy of the substrate 
for wetting to occur; it is easier to for layer to layer growth to occur 
with increased substrate surface energy. 

This type of growth is found in the cross hatched region of 
Figure 3.5. For this type of growth, q ~ 0. A special case of this pro-
cess is ideal homo- or auto-epitaxy. Superlattices can be formed. In 
this case yfs = 0 since the interface and film is continuous and ysv > y . 
Strain energy, which is incorporated into yfs, increases linearly with 
additional layers. As a result, yfv + yfs - ysv becomes > 0 and FM 
growth transforms into SK growth. 

As mentioned earlier, epitaxy is a direct consequence of FM 
growth. One of the most interesting examples is the growth of 
superlattices [8]. Superlattices consist of alternating layers of 
two different crystalline materials ( A / B / A / B / A / B ), usually 
semiconductors, with layer thicknesses between 1 and 10 nm [7]. 
To form laminar and atomically flat the totally free energy must 
~ 0. Thus if Ay is < 0 for A/B stacking then Ay > for B/A layers. 
This condition is usually fulfilled for semiconductor SLs but gener-
ally not for metal/semiconductor and metal/metal SLs [1]. In these 
cases, surfactants must be used to lower surface energy. 

A word on the stability of strained layers. Strain energy plays 
a major role in determining the growth mode and results from 
the mismatch of film and substrate lattices and layer-layer lattice 
mismatch. The strain free energy can be defined as 

G s = - Y e 2 (3.16) 

where Y is the elastic modulus and £ is the strain [6]. Here e is 
related to the lattice mismatch strain: 

[a0(s)-a0(s)] 

an(f) 
(3.17) 
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where a0 is the lattice parameter of the film (f) and substrate (s). 
There is a critical thickness at which a growing planar film begins 

to roughen due to island growth. Morphological instability in the 
form of island growth initiates when the free energy change is [4] 

AG: 
( 2 m-3 ^ 

AGv+7ir2y + AGs / (3.18) 
/ 

These parameters are introduced in the above discussion, r is the 
radius of the island. DGS is essentially the difference in epilayer 
strain per unit area after the island nucleates relative to conditions 
prior to nucleation. The critical thickness for island initiation is: 

for example, h*/2 for GaAs is 1.8 X 10 10, the transition from 2D to 
3D growth [4]. 

This leads us to SK growth (layer-plus-island growth), defined by 

Ysv>Yfs+Yfv (3.20) 

Referring to Figure 3.5, here the strain energy per unit area of the 
film is large compared to yfv, permitting nuclei to form above initial 
2D film layers. The adatom cohesive force is stronger than surface 
adhesive force. Beyond a critical layer thickness, which depends on 
strain and the free energy of the deposited film, growth continues 
through the nucleation and coalescence of adsórbate islands [4]. 
Figure 3.6 graphically depicts this growth mode. 

Coherent island formation during SK growth can be used to 
fabricate epitaxial nanoscale structures, particularly quantum dots 
[9,10,11,12,13]. Techniques such as surface dimpling with a pulsed 
laser and growth rate control are used to adjust the onset of the SK 
transition (or even suppress it altogether) [13,14]. Nanopatterning 
is used to create templates for SK growth [15]. Geometry and size 
of the nanostructures can be predictably controlled using the SK 
transition, which in turn, can alter their electronic or optoelec-
tronic properties (such as band gap). Nanolithographically pat-
terned substrates have been used as nucleation templates for SiGe 
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clusters [12,16]. Several studies have also shown that island geom-
etries can be altered during SK growth by controlling substrate 
morphology and growth rate [13,17]. Pyramidal and dome-shaped 
Ge islands on Si, shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, have been demon-
strated on a textured Si wafer. The capability to control the size, 
location, and shape of these structures could provide invaluable 
techniques for "bottom up" fabrication schemes of next-generation 
devices in the microelectronics industry. 

Strained layer to match substrate 

Film 

Substrate 

Figure 3.6 SK growth mode. 

Figure 3.7 Ge nanospheres on Si [15]. 
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Figure 3.8 Self-assembled quantum dots grown on Si in VW mode [14]. 

In VW growth, adatom-adatom interactions are stronger than 
those of the adatom with the surface, leading to the formation of 
three-dimensional adatom clusters or islands [10]. Growth of these 
clusters, along with coarsening, described above, will cause rough 
multi-layer films to grow on the substrate surface. VW growth is 
defined by 

Ysv<Yfs+Yfv (3.21) 

Here the surface tension of the film exceeds that of the substrate. 
The total surface energy of the film interfaces is larger than that 
of the substrate-vapor interface. Material "balls up" to minimize 
interfacial contact with the substrate. Growth is uneven and surface 
diffusion is retarded. In this growth mode, metals for example, tend 
to cluster or ball up on ceramic or semiconductor substrates. 

Quantum dots can also be grown using the VW mode [18]. 
Figure 3.8 shows self assembled ZnO quantum dots grown by vapor 
phase transport on Si. The dots were synthesized by thermally 
evaporating Zn acetate powders at 500 °C in a 20% 0 2 /Ar mixture. 
As shown in the figure, deposition times varied from 2-A min. 
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Dot size was controlled primarily by deposition time. The nano-
crystals had predominantly the wurtzite phase. Height of the dots 
increased linearly with diameter, as shown in Figure 3.9 [18]. The 
optical properties could thus be tuned by controlling dot size. 

Thus far we have seen that a wide variety of thin film types and 
morphologies can be synthesized using the FM, SK and VW growth 
modes. Growth mode depends primarily on the relative magnitude 
of surface energies (film-substrate, film-vapor and vapor-substrate) 
and strain free energy. 

3.2 Structure of Thin Films 

The structure of thin films can range from amorphous (no long range 
order) to highly textured with columnar structure. Density and porosity 
can also vary over wide ranges. Microstructure is also dependent on 
thickness of film. Figure 3.10 shows the range of thin film microstruc-
tures achievable. Figure 3.10a shows an amorphous microstructure 
typical of many glassy materials, Figure 3.10b shows nanocrystalline 
solid, Figure 3.10c shows large grains, Figure 3.10d shows columnar 
structure, and Figure 3.10e shows large columnar structure. 

8 10 
Diameter (nm) 

Figure 3.9 ZnO quantum dot size distribution [18]. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 3.10 Range of thin film microstructures. 

3.2.1 Amorphous Thin Films 

Amorphous thin films have numerous important applications. 
Most of the high performance optical coatings (Ti02, Si02, Si3N4/ 

Nb205, Ta20. for example) used today are amorphous. Amorphous 
metals show promise of superconductivity. Amorphous thin films 
are used extensively in microelectronics; in particular, Si02 films 
are used as the insulator above the conducting channel of a metal-
oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). Also, hydro-
genated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is one of the most important 
thin film photovoltaic materials. 

Virtually every class of thin film material (metal, semiconductor, 
insulator, semi-metal, chalcogenide) can assume the amorphous 
state. An amorphous solid is a solid in which there is no long-range 
order of the positions of the atoms. Amorphous materials have two 
types of short-range order: 

• Topological 
• Compositional 

Topological short-range order is characterized by an average 
number of nearest neighbors, coordination number, and mean 
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separation of neighbors. These quantities can be obtained from the 
radial distribution function (RDF) resulting from x-ray diffraction 
analysis. Figure 3.11 depicts short-range and intermediate-range 
order in amorphous carbon (a-C). 

Compositional short range order refers to nearest neighbor 
composition differing from average bulk values. Because they con-
tain a large number of different atomic configurations, amorphous 
thin films are usually described by a statistical distribution model 
having two categories [19]: 

• Dense random (close) packing (DRP). In this model, 
atoms tend to fall into regular as well as distorted 
tetragonal groupings that are further packed into 
larger units. Atomic clusters have five-fold symmetry 
and density of ~ 0.64 that of bulk. 

• Continuous random network (CRN). In this model, 
the spacing of atoms is the same as for a crystalline 
solid, bond length is nearly constant, but there is a 
significant spread in bond angles about a mean value. 

Structure zone models (SZM) were developed to describe the micro-
structure and morphology of thin films as a function of deposition 
pressure and temperature and will be described later in this chapter. 
According to these models, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition 
for the occurrence of amorphous phases is that T/TM < 0.3. For higher 

Figure 3.11 Short and intermediate range order in a-C [19]. 
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Table 3.1 Grain sizes and types of structural order in solids [19]. 

Grain (Crystallite Size) 

~ 1-100 mm 

~ 1-1000 urn 

~ 1-1000 nm 

~ 0.1-1 nm 

Type of Structural Order 

Polycrystalline (or single crystal) 

Microcrystalline 

Nanocrystalline (nanophase) 

Amorphous (noncrystalline) 

values, surface diffusion of deposited atomic species allows formation 
of crystallites with long range atomic order. Table 3.1 shows the classi-
fication of structural order with respect to grain (or crystallite) size [19]. 

Note that disordered films can also be composites and a 
crystalline alloy can posses long range structural order and still 
be compositionally disordered. Examples of this type of material 
include SiGe and CuZn. Composites are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 4. Figure 3.12 compares atomic arrangements of ordered 
(top) and disordered alloy (AB) thin films [19]. Figure 3.12a shows 
A and B atoms arranged periodically in space on a lattice so the 
alloy is ordered both structurally and compositionally. Figure 3.12b 
shows that A and B atoms can occupy the same crystalline sites but 
are spatially disordered. 

3.2.2 Grain Growth in Thin Films 

The next step in microstructural complexity is polycrystalline solids 
and thin films. Grain (or crystallite) growth is important since it 
affects virtually every property of the thin film, including density, 
mechanical stress, tribological properties, physical and optical 
properties, and corrosion resistance. Grain and texture evolution 
depend on a number of factors: 

• Deposition process 
• Plasma bombardment 
• Energy of incident atom flux 
• Substrate temperature 
• Deposition rate 
• Impurities 
• Lattice mismatch between film and substrate 
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of ordered and disordered crystalline alloy [19]. 

As we shall see, it's all about energy. We are all aware that when 
a solid is heated, grains or crystallites will grow. When heated, the 
grain boundary with radius R will expand with a velocity v, which 
relates expansion to time: v ~ dR/dt. It's all about energy: 

R2 - R0
2 ~ kt1/2 

[21], where R0 is the initial grain radius and k is a thermal con-
stant. Note that, even though the size of the grain increases, the 
shape does not change appreciably in bulk solids, as shown in 
Figure 3.13 [20]. Grain growth models for thin films are complex 
and involve grain boundary, substrate interface, and upper film sur-
face free energies. Figure 3.14 shows how grain boundaries move 
and evolve for randomly and highly oriented grains growth [21,22]. 
The energy density residing in grain boundaries, substrate-film, and 
film-air interfaces all drive grain growth in thin films, with surface 
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Time and temperature ^ — ■ — 1 ^ _ ^ 

Figure 3.13 Grain Growth by successive heating [20]. 

free energy variations as the most important factor. The following 
general observations summarize grain growth patterns in thin films: 

• Abnormal grain growth is the "norm" for thin films. 
Grain size distributions are generally bimodal, and 
some grains can grow abnormally large. 

• As a result of abnormal grain growth, an average 
crystallographic orientation evolves, which is more 
pronounced as films get thinner. 

• Low strain growth occurs at higher deposition temper-
atures. In this case, surface and interfacial energy 
minimization dominates grain growth. 

• Grain growth in thin film often stagnates at grain sizes 
2-3 times the film thickness. Grooves in the surface 
form, which essentially absorb or diffuse much of the 
driving energy. 

Figure 3.15 shows the sources of energy available to control 
microstructure of thin films [23]. Thermal energy, expressed as kgT, 
is probably the most important source for grain growth. At a temp-
erature of 400 °C = 58 meV/atom [7], it is the activation source 
for many grain growth mechanisms. Energy released to form the 
grain is the product of the area of the grain boundaries that are 
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Figure 3.14 Evolution of grain boundaries for random and highly oriented 
growth [21,22]. 

eliminated and grain boundary free energy (yGB). If the initial 
length of a cubic grain is 0.1 \im and yGB = 0.5 J/m2, then the energy 
needed to grow the grain to 1 Jim is ~ 15 MJ/m3 or 1.1 meV/atom. 
Energy minimization at the film's air and substrate interfaces pro-
motes grain growth. Interface energy depends on the thickness of 
the film. For example, the energy density for a 1 ¡j,m thick film is 
~ 0.15 meV/atom while this value is 10 times higher for a 0.10 urn 
thick film. Energy is expended when grain growth is associated 
with solute precipitation. Discontinuous precipitation occurs when 
grain boundaries sweep through grains that are supersatuarated 
with respect to solute. This process is capable of releasing energies 
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Figure 3.15 Sources of energy available to control thin film microstructure [23]. 

~ 7 meV/atom. Referring to Figure 3.15, generally, the higher the 
energy, the higher the capability of driving grain boundary change 
or grain growth. 

One would expect stresses to be generated due to grain growth. 
Stresses result due to the fact that grain boundaries are less dense 
than the grain itself, and when grain boundaries are reduced or 
modified, density modulations occur in the film that create tensile 
stresses. This is depicted in Figure 3.16 [6]. If we assume spherical 
grains with initial diameter L0, grain related stress proceeds as 
shown in the figure. Length change of the grain can be expressed as 

1 l = 3 ( l - v ) y G B ( 3 2 2 ) 

Ln L 2E(A a)2 
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(a) Vertical boundary 

(b) Horizontal boundary 

3. Edge dislocation 

1 . ■ 

Figure 3.16 Stress build up in grain boundaries [24]. 

Here v is Poisson's ratio and E is Young's modulus of the film. 
Stress due to grain growth can be expressed as 

G = 
3y< GB 

2Aa 
(3.23) 

where Aa is excess volume per grain boundary [25]. If yGB ~ 0.3 J/m3 

and Aa ~ 10^ um, then 

o ~ 5 GPa 

In early stages of film growth, the films can consist of small grains. 
These grains coalesce as the film grows [25, 26]. As grains, or crys-
tallites, grow the gap, or grain boundary, between them decreases 
and cohesion initiates between them, as shown in Figure 3.17 [27]. 
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Isolated crystallies 

Before coalescence Substrate 

After coalescence 

Figure 3.17 Diagram of crystalline coalescence during film growth [27]. 

Some elastic deformation of grains also begins to occur. The aver-
age stress due to this phenomenon is 

°ave = 
27ty 

3t7' 
(3.24) 

where tc is film thickness and y is the surface energy (= ys - l/2yGB) 
as explained above. 

Stresses also form when vacancies are annihilated and diffuse 
into the grain boundaries. Contributions to total stress, however, 
are expected to be minimal for this case. 

In order to be stable, all forces acting on grain boundaries must 
be in equilibrium [21]. Forces acting on the grain boundary include: 

• Grain boundary energy (= 2 yGB/L) 
• Surface and interface energy variations 
• Grain grooving 
• Interactions with second phase particles 

After grain growth has stagnated, equilibrium in driving forces 
for grain growth can be expressed as [5] 

2YGB , AYfv , AYfs Y GB . ^YGB* ^YGB^-S (3.25) 
dYfv 2r 

or 
GB energy + variation in surface energy + variation in interface 

energy = groove force + precipitate force + solute force 
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Generally, the limiting grain size is ~ 6 times the film thickness [7]. 
For comparison, for annealed Au and Al films, the largest grains are 
~ 10 and 3 times film thickness. 

Thus we see that grain growth in thin films is no simple matter and 
depends on a number of driving forces and free energies. Grains can 
grow as a result of deposition conditions and post deposition heat 
treatment, as shown again in Figure 3.13. Grain size of Ni-W films 
increases from ~ 3 mm to ~ 20 mm with heat treatment at 700 °C. 
Post deposition heat treatment results can be summarized as 

1. A threshold temperature is usually involved with 
increased grain growth 

2. Chemical ordering transition is observed after grain 
growth at sufficiently high temperatures 

3. Grain boundary segregation remains almost constant 
after heat treatment 

4. Relaxation of grain boundaries is manifested through 
a large heat release in the absence of grain growth 

5. Alloying can improve the thermal stability of grain 
size 

No one factor precisely determines how grains will grow in a thin 
film, but temperature appears to be a dominant player. A number of 
energies and forces work with and against each other as the grain 
grows and eventually reaches equilibrium. Because of this fact, the 
energetics and mechanisms in each material must be considered 
separately, particularly if alloying or impurities are present. 

3.2.3 Columnar Structures 

Columnar microstructures comprise the other end of the micro-
structure spectrum. Columnar structure, shown in Figure 3.18, is 
by far the most common type of thin film microstructure, and con-
sists of a network of low density material that surrounds an array of 
higher density parallel rod-shaped columns [7]. The microstructure 
of a thick sputtered A1N film shown in Figure 3.18 is well behaved 
with very little deviation from straight rod-like columns. Figure 3.19 
shows a highly and densely packed RF sputtered AlON film [20]. 
Columnar structures are formed when the mobility of the adatoms 
on the surface of the substrate is low and clustering occurs. Low 
mobility is caused by low energy resulting from high pressure or 
low substrate temperature. Columnar structure, due to low adatom 
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AIN piezoelectric film 

Figure 3.18 SEM picture of well-behaved columnar thin film microstructure. 

Figure 3.19 Columnar structure in an RF sputtered ALON film [28]. 

mobility and low deposition temperature, is often found in amor-
phous films. Columnar films often have enhanced or anisotropic 
magnetic, electric, piezoelectric, ferroelectric, and optical properties. 

The tangent rule was developed to explain the geometry of 
columnar grains deposited at an angle a to the substrate [29]. 
Figure 3.20 summarizes the geometry and angles, and this relation 
can be expressed as 

t a n a = 2 t a n ß (3.26) 

Here ß is the angle between the column axis and the normal to 
the substrate. The main structural feature can generally be related 
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Evaporation 
flux 

a 

Substrate 

Figure 3.20 Geometry used in the tangent rule [29]. 

to geometric shadowing. An extreme case of this is glancing angle 
deposition (GLAD), discussed later. The tilt of the columns is attrib-
uted to surface diffusion in that adatoms have a momentum com-
ponent parallel to the substrate surface and thus tend to migrate 
along the surface [30]. Oblique incidence even has the potential to 
shift structure zones. Ion bombardment introduces additional ran-
dom motion on the surface, and columnar tilting is reduced or even 
eliminated in this case. Figure 3.21 confirms that ion bombardment 
inhibits columnar growth [31]. SiC film (a) was deposited with no 
ion bombardment while SiC film (b) was exposed to ion bombard-
ment during deposition. 

While the columnar structure shown in Figure 3.18 is fairly typi-
cal of that found in thin films, there are a number of variant, even 
pathological structures. Under certain conditions (low atom mobil-
ity), columnar structure can be further divided into nano-, micro-
and macrocolumns [31]. Figure 3.22 shows an example of all this 
combined structure in a-Ge films [30]. Characteristic sizes of the 
columns ranged from 1-3 nm up to 300 nm. Five levels of structure 
have been identified for a-Si:H films [31] with characteristic sizes 

• 1-3 nm 
• 5-20 nm 
• 20-40 nm 
• 50-200 nm 
• 200-400 nm 

We see from Figure 3.22 that the nanocolumns are bundled inside 
the microcolumns, which are in turn bundled inside macrocolumns. 
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Figure 3.21 SEM micrograph of two SiC films; film (a) had no ion bombardment 
and film (b) was exposed to ion bombardment [31]. 

It should be emphasized that low mobility conditions are a require-
ment for this type of structure. 

Pathological structures, some of which are very useful and 
some of which are detrimental, include nodules, inclusions, GLAD 
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Figure 3.22 Physical structure of nano-, micro and macro columns in a-Ge films [31]. 

structures, and exaggerated columns. These structures tend to be 
more frequent in thicker films where they have a chance to nucleate 
and grow. A nodule, such as that shown in Figure 3.23, is a ubiqui-
tous and annoying manifestation of columnar structure. Nodules 
are particularly troublesome when they distort surface features but 
become a disaster when they pop out of the film and form a pit. 
They need a seed such as substrate pits, scratches, contamination, 
dust and particulates from the deposition source, to nucleate. The 
boundary around the nodule is less dense than the nodule itself, 
which degrades the adhesion of the nodule to the substrate and 
the rest of the film. It should be noted that the material inside the 
nodule is as dense as the rest of the film. The best way to avoid 
nodules is to clean the substrate as thoroughly as possible, make 
the surface as smooth and defect-free as possible, and keep your 
deposition source "quiet". 

Once distortions start growing in columnar structures (or any 
type of structure for that matter), they usually cannot be stopped 
or mitigated. Shadowing enhances all defect formation. Cone 
formation is a related growth morphology that results from 
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Figure 3.23 Nodule in and AlON rugate filter [28]. 

self-shadowing and random competition for cluster growth [31]. 
Cone seeds nucleate with apexes at the substrate surface and grow 
geometrically, known as fractal growth. As the cones widen, they 
die off and others grow at their expense. Obviously surface rough-
ness also increases with cone growth. 

Shadowing is used as a tool to control columnar growth in 
GLAD coatings [32]. Figure 3.24 shows a variety of columnar struc-
tures fabricated using the GLAD process. Tilted columns, zig-zag 
columns, helical (chiral) columns and vertical columns all can be 
deposited. Columnar growth is best described by the Volmer-Weber 
mode [33, 34]. Because films are deposited at glancing angles, the 
tangent rule becomes important. However, it must be modified for 
increasingly oblique deposition [35]: 

0 . i(l-cosa)l 
ß = a-arcsm -) (3.27) 

or [12] by 
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Figure 3.24 Columnar structures fabricated using the GLAD process [32]. 

tanß = t ana 
3) (1 + O tan a sin a) 

(3.28) 

where <D depends on the diffusivity and deposition rate. 
The dependence of ß on a in fact has been described by four 

different models, shown in Figure 3.25 [32]. A word of caution: 
because columnar structure is sensitive to deposition conditions 
and material being deposited, each material will behave differently 
and must be developed independently. 

Column evolution starts with growth about a symmetric axis. As 
columns evolve, they lose their symmetry and tend to fan out in a 
direction perpendicular to that of the incident vapor. Eventually, 
the columns will chain together and at glancing incidence, struc-
tural anisotropy can be very pronounced, thus forming the basis for 
the range of column geometries. 

In this and the last two sections we see that a wide range of 
columnar structures are possible in thin films. Structure zone 
models have been expanded to included non-normal incidence of 
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a (degrees) 

Figure 3.25 Four different curves relating ß to a [32]. 

the incident flux. Structure depends on a number of factors, but 
most important is angle of incidence of the incident flux to the 
substrate and subsequent clustering and shadowing. Columnar 
structure also depends on deposition process, substrate surface 
morphology, material, and adatom mobility. 

3.3 Thin Film Structure Zone Models 

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) processes, including evaporation 
(thermal and electron beam), diode sputtering, magnetron sputter-
ing, and ion plating were first used to modify the surface of metals. 
Ion bombardment during film growth significantly affects micro-
structure and increases the density of the film. Second generation 
processes stress enhanced ionization and ion bombardment of the 
growing film, and included ion assisted deposition, dual magne-
tron sputtering, unbalanced magnetron sputtering, cylindrical 
magnetron sputtering, ion beam sputtering, pulsed laser deposi-
tion, and plasma surface modification. 

Over the past three decades, a number of models have been 
formed to predict and explain the structural morphology of vapor 
deposited thin films. Each successive model further refines and 
expands previous models based on current deposition technology. 
The first structure-zone models (SZM) were developed for evapo-
ration and sputtering processes to related deposition parameters to 
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resulting film microstructure [36, 37, 38]. To first order these SZMs 
are generally valid for most thin film materials. As just described, 
condensation of a film from the vapor involves bonding of inci-
dent atoms into adatoms which then diffuse over the substrate or 
film surface until they either desorb or are trapped at low energy 
lattice sites. The process of adatom nucleation and surface diffusion 
involves a number of processes [7]: 

• Shadowing 
• Surface diffusion 
• Bulk diffusion 
• Desorption 

All these are dependent on chamber pressure, substrate tempera-
ture, deposition rate and substrate placement, and are the basis for 
SZMs used to predict film microstructure. 

The following SZMs and structure zone diagrams (SZD) will be 
described: 

• Evaporated films 
• Sputtered films 
• Revised SZDfor evaporated metal films 
• Revised SZMD for sputtered films 
• Ion bombardment 

All models are based on the nucleation process described above. 
One factor that separates them is the energy of incident atoms, which 
is much lower for evaporated films. Earliest models proposed by 
Movchan and Demchishin [39] were based on very thick evaporated 
metal films and oxides. Deposition rates ranged from 12,000-18,000 
Á/min for Ti, Ni, W, Fe, ZrOz and A1203 films as thick as 2 mm. The 
model consists of three zones (1, 2, 3), shown in Figure 3.26, deter-
mined by the ratio of substrate temperature to melting temperature 
(TS/TM). The model has the following salient features (keep these in 
mind when reviewing later models): 

Zone 1: Ts < 0.3 TM (metals), Ts < 0.26 TM (oxides) - columns and 
voids. 

Zone 2: 0.3TM < Ts < 0.45TM (metals), 0.26 TM < Ts < 0.45 Ts (oxides) 
- dense columnar structure. 

Zone 3: Ts > 0.45 TM (metals and oxides) - polycrystalline 
structure. 
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Figure 3.26 Structure zone model of Movechan and Demchishin [39]. 

The model is based on surface and grain boundary diffusion 
with columnar grain size increasing with TS/TM. Note that no 
other deposition parameters are included. These will become more 
important for sputtering. 

A five zone model has also been suggested for evaporated 
films [40]. Three zones similar to those above apply for Ts < T . 
Major differences are: 

• Zone 1 (TS/TM < 0.1), atomic shadowing dominates film 
growth, resulting in an isolated columnar structure 

• Zone 2 (0.1 < TS/TM < 0.3), columnar grains 
• Zone 3 (0.3 < TS/TM < 1), accelerated recrystallization, 

surface faceting, grain growth, and twinning occur. 

Similar SZMs have been developed for sputtered thin films, but 
now chamber pressure is an important parameter [37]. Figure 3.27 
shows the 4-zone SZD for this model, and can be summarized as 

• Zone 1 (TS/TM < 0.1 @ 0.15 Pa to < 0.5 @ 4Pa), voided 
boundaries, fibrous grains, promoted by substrate 
roughness and oblique deposition 

• Zone T: (0.1< TS/TM < 0.4 @ 0.15 Pa, TS/TM between 
0.4-0.5 @ 4 Pa) - fibrous grains, dense grain boundary 
arrays. 

• Zone 2: (TS/TM between 0.4-0.7) - columnar grains, 
dense grain boundaries. 

• Zone 3: (TS/TM between 0.6-1.0) - large equiaxed 
grains, bright surface. 
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Figure 3.27 Structure zone model for sputtered films [37]. 

We see that similar structures evolve at slightly lower tempera-
tures for evaporated films compared to sputtered films. Amorphous 
and crystalline films can form in Zone 1 as a result of shadowing. 
Surface diffusion is the dominant factor controlling Zone 2 growth. 
Lattice and grain boundary diffusion dominate in the high temper-
ature Zone 3. Zone T is essentially just a transition region between 
Zones 1 and 2. 

We see for sputtering that inert gas pressure influences film struc-
ture through indirect mechanisms such as thermalization of depos-
ited atoms with increased pressure and increased component of 
atom flux due to gas scattering [41]. Reduction of gas pressure results 
in more energetic particle bombardment which densifies the film. 
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These models have been revised and refined over the last two 
decades [38,39,42,43,44,45,46]. Revised SZMs incorporate ion bom-
bardment, grain structure, film thickness effects, substrate roughness, 
angle of incidence, and external substrate bias. Additionally, computer 
simulations and Monte Carlo simulations have enhanced understand-
ing of how film structure evolves. We will address a few of the revised 
models, which build on SZMs discussed above. Ion bombardment 
effects are important both in sputtering and evaporation. However, 
ion bombardment is an integral part of sputtering (DC and RF) pro-
cesses but must be introduced externally into evaporation processes. 
Figure 3.28 shows the revised SZD for RF sputtering, which now 
includes ion bombardment resulting from induced substrate bias [38]. 
Here the floating potential replaces chamber pressure. This makes sense 
since particle energy can be related to both pressure and substrate bias 
(expect more energetic bombardment at low pressures and higher bias: 
Vs ~ 1 /P). Zone T is widened compared to zone 1, which can be inter-
preted as increased ion bombardment enhancing adatom mobility 
similar to higher substrate temperatures. 

Other models address reactive pulsed magnetron sputtering and 
closed field unbalanced magnetron sputtering, which has become 
of interest this last decade [45, 46]. Because we are dealing with 
reactive sputtering, one major variable, particularly for A1203, is 0 2 

Figure 3.28 Revised SZD for RF sputtering, including ion bombardment. 
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content in the discharge. The model finds that only Zones 2 and 3 
are applicable to this process: Zone 2 applies to substroichiometric 
oxides with columnar grains and Zone 3 includes stoichiometric 
films with ceramic properties. The temperature range for Zone 2 
microstructures for UBM sputtered films is shifted from TS/TM = 
0.15-0.45 to TS/TM = 0.5-0.77 and Zone 3 is now TS/TM between 
0.45-0.68. Enhanced ion bombardment in these processes is clearly 
responsible for the shift to lower temperatures. An SZM has also 
been developed for ion plating, as shown in Figure 3.29 [47]. Again 
ion bombardment energy is a major variable. 

Figure 3.30 shows the extreme case of employing deposition 
conditions that would generally be in Zone T for sputtering but 
still gives a highly columnar structure. The difference here is 
that the substrate was tubular and rotating above the sputtering 
target. We see that porosity extends all the way to the substrate. 
These models must also be extended for glancing angle deposi-
tion (GLAD) films. 

These models are very useful but do not cover all possible depo-
sition scenarios, such as geometry and shape of the substrate and 
surface roughness. Among the numerous parameters not addressed 
by these SZMs are geometry (surface topography, rms roughness, 
defect density, etc.), physical (residual or background gas pres-
sure, deposition rate), physio-chemical (free energy and enthalpy 

Figure 3.29 SZD for ion plating [47]. 
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Figure 3.30 Enhanced columnar structure resulting from substrate shape and 
rotation. 

of formation, diffusion), and chemical (concentration gradient) 
in nature [42]. Monte Carlo simulations, such as that shown in 
Figure 3.31, show step-by step growth of a thin film under various 
deposition conditions [48]. For an in depth discussion of film nucle-
ation, please refer to Chapter 12 (J Greene) of the Third Edition of 
the Handbook of Deposition Technologies for Films and Coatings (P M 
Martin, Ed.), Elsevier, 2009. From Figure 3.31 we see that nucleation 
proceeds with island growth and eventual coalescence. 

A word about how residual gas pressure and the resulting 
co-deposition affect microstructure. Residual gas pressure results 
from gas molecules adhering to chamber walls, fixturing, and sub-
strates. These gas molecules then desorb and co-deposit on the 
substrate as the film grows. Resulting effects of co-deposited gas 
molecules are: [42] 

• They occupy surface sites and limit surface diffusion 
of the deposited coating material 
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Figure 3.31 Monte Carlo simulation of film nucleation and growth. 

They can be trapped in the growing film 
They can react with the growing film on the substrate 
surface 

The resulting microstructure, particularly for evaporated films, 
can be nodular, hillocks, or flat topped grains [49]. 

For all SZMs, the normalized substrate temperature (TS/TM) 
appears to be the most important variable when describing film 
growth. We can also relate this parameter to encompass total 
energy (thermal, electronic, kinetic, chemical). Guenther proposed 
the SZD shown in Figure 3.32 [42]. The model consists of four 
structure zones, including a vitreous phase, as a function of total 
particle energy in relation to activation energy for surface diffusion 
and free energy of solidification (TS/TM). The applicable coating 
processes are shown at the bottom of the figure. We see that the 
earliest SZMs are reflected in this model, with the exception of the 
amorphous phase. Guenther describes the next level of detail as 
a three-dimensional scheme incorporating temperature, particle 
energy, and second order deposition parameters (residual gas pres-
sure, surface roughness, angle of incidence, defects, etc.). 
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Figure 3.32 Extended and generalized SDM of thin film growth [42]. 

3.3.1 Zone Structure Model Updates 

SZMs presented in the last section address mainly sputtering and 
evaporation PVD processes. While these models include ion bom-
bardment and substrate bias, an updated model addresses ener-
getic deposition characterized by a large flux of ions for deposition 
by filtered cathodic arc deposition (FCAD) and high power pulsed 
magnetron sputtering (HPPMS) [50]. First, let's briefly review these 
two processes to understand the sources of ion bombardment. 
FACD and HPPMS are reviewed in Sections 2.1.9 and 2.1.10. Both 
processes are characterized by very large ion fluxes. FACD uses an 
electric arc to vaporize material from a cathode target. As a result, a 
plasma is formed around the target region. The vaporized material 
condenses on a substrate, forming a thin film. 

The arc evaporation process begins by initiating a high current, 
low voltage arc on the surface of a cathode (target) that creates a 
small (usually a few ¡xm wide), highly energetic emitting area 
known as a cathode spot. The temperature at the cathode spot is 
extremely high (~ 15000 °C), which results in a high velocity jet of 
vaporized cathodic material, leaving a crater behind on the cathode 
surface. The cathode spot self-extinguishes after a short time period 
and re-ignites in a new area close to the previous crater. The arc 
is rastered over the entire target. For nonconducting and semicon-
ducting targets it is usually necessary to preheat the target mate-
rial to increase electrical conductivity. A plasma is also created by 
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this process. The arc has an extremely high power density result-
ing in a high level of ionization (30-100%), consisting of multiply 
charged ions, neutral particles, clusters and macroparticles (drop-
lets). If a reactive gas is introduced during the evaporation process, 
dissociation, ionization, and excitiation can occur during interac-
tion with the ions and a compound film will be deposited. Thus, 
the first significant difference between FCAD and PVD processes 
is the generation of energetic clusters and macroparticles. Particle 
energies range from 5-25 eV. Among the many designs that filter 
the ejected particles is one that consists of a quarter-torus duct bent 
at 90° from the arc source with the plasma guided out of the duct by 
electromagnetic plasma optics. 

HPPMS utilizes extremely high power densities ~ kWcm-2 in 
short pulses (impulses) of tens of microseconds at low duty cycle 
(on/off time ratio) of <10%. Plasma current density can be as 
high as 6 Acm-2, while discharge voltage is maintained at several 
hundred volts [7]. The discharge is homogeneously distributed 
across the surface of the cathode of the chamber. HPPMS generates 
a high density plasma of the order of 1013 ions cm-3 containing high 
fractions of target metal ions [6], and is typically operated in short 
pulse (impulse) mode with a low duty cycle in order to avoid over-
heating of the target and other system components. In every pulse 
the discharge goes through several stages. 

Figure 3.33 shows the updated SZM for FACD and HPPMS [50], 
which includes contributions from ion bombardment and plasma 
on film growth. Let's compare this with the most recent SZM 
for sputtered films shown in Figure 3.28 [37, 38]. This model 
includes ion bombardment and substrate bias, but no plasma 
contributions. Recall the 4-zone SZD for this model, which can 
be summarized as: 

• Zone 1 (TS/TM < 0.1 @ 0.15 Pa to < 0.5 @ 4Pa), voided 
boundaries, fibrous grains, promoted by substrate 
roughness and oblique deposition 

• Zone T: (0.1< TS/TM < 0.4 @ 0.15 Pa, TS/TM between 
0.4-0.5 @ 4 Pa)-fibrous grains, dense grain boundary 
arrays. 

• Zone 2: (TS/TM between 0.4-0.7) - columnar grains, 
dense grain boundaries. 

• Zone 3: (TS/TM between 0.6-1.0) - large equiaxed 
grains, bright surface. 
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Figure 3.33 Updated SZM for FACD and HPPMS [50]. 

• Ion bombardment and substrate bias are mainly 
applicable to Zones 2 and 3. 
o The model finds that only Zones 2 and 3 are 

applicable to this process: Zone 2 applies to sub-
stoichiometric oxides with columnar grains and 
Zone 3 includes stoichiometric films with ceramic 
properties, 

o The temperature range for Zone 2 microstructures 
for UBM sputtered films is shifted from TS/TM = 
0.15-0.45 to TS/TM = 0.5-0.77. 

o Zone 3 is now TS/TM between 0.45-0.68. 
o Enhanced ion bombardment in these processes 

is clearly responsible for the shift to lower 
temperatures 

Figure 3.33 shows that the updated SZM for FACD and HPPMS 
also maps out stress regions. We see many features described by 
previous SZMs, but the big difference is that the model's axes are 
now directly related to factors that directly affect film growth rather 
than deposition conditions (target current, voltage, pressure, temp-
erature, power pulse length, etc.). The new SZM modifies the axes 
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of the present models to more realistically accommodate actual 
processes affecting film growth and makes the following changes 
to previous models [50]: 

• Replace the linear Th axis with a generalized tempera-
ture T*, which includes the homologous temperature + 
the temperature shift caused by the potential energy of 
particles arriving on the surface (i.e., energetic particle 
and ion bombardment). 

• Replace the linear pressure axis with a logarithmic 
axis for a normalized energy E*, which encompasses 
displacement and heating effects caused by the kinetic 
energy of bombarding particles. 

• Label the z-axis with a net film thickness t* which will 
allow maintenance of film structure while including 
the effects of thickness reduction by densification and 
sputtering. Ion etching is included in this quantity. 

Comparing Figures 3.33 and 3.28, while the axes are different, the 
familiar structure zones (Zones 1, T, 2 3) are preserved in this new 
model, but we see that new sub-zones are added: 

• Ion etching zone (in red) 
• Region of possible low temperature low energy 

ion-assisted epitaxial growth 
• Transition region from tensile to compressive stress 
• Fine-grained nanocrystalline with preferred orientation 
• Dense films due to reduction of deposition by 

sputtering 

We see that ion etching can occur at high particle energies and 
a wide range of T*. Film thickness tapers off when ion etching is 
involved and several regions are not accessible. Film growth under 
low particle energies is not allowed in all zones as is growth with 
high energies in Zone 1. 

Again, it all boils down to energetic: the types of energy involved 
are 

• Kinetic energy of bombarding particles (penetrating 
and non-penetrating) 

• Thermal energy that effects adatom mobility 
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• Substrate bias affects kinetic energy 
• Potential energy includes a number of types: 
• Heat of sublimation Ec 

• Ionization energy E. 

Thus, E ot = Ec + (E. - (|)). Here § is the work function of an elec-
tron needed for neutralization. 

The generalized homologous temperatures can be expressed as 

(3-29) 

with 
T T =-— 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

T ot is the characteristic temperature of the heated region where 
N . atoms are rearranged. 

moved c 

This model includes atomic displacement due to kinetic energy 
and associated momentum, which encompassed surface and bulk 
displacement. Bulk displacement requires energies in the 12-40 eV 
range. There is also a threshold at which non-penetrating ions can 
promote surface diffusion, while penetrating particles promote 
bulk displacement and can have a very short ballistic phase. 

While this model takes a significant step in addressing effects of 
plasma, ion bombardment, and ion etching, i.e., where the ion flux 
is large, and introduces more realistic factors affecting film growth, 
there are still several factors to be addressed: 

• Growth differences between pure elemental and 
compound films 

• Phase separation 
• Nanostructured films 
• Amorphous films at low temperatures 

While pressure and temperature are still important, factors that 
more realistically address film growth are generalized temperature, 
particle energy, and thickness. More has yet to be accomplished but 
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the au thor admits that deposi t ion processes are so complex that a 
single mode l may not be able to entirely predict thin film growth. 

It will become evident in the ensuing chapters, particularly in 
chapter 4, and in virtually every type of surface engineering appli-
cation, that s tructure zone models are used to guide deposi t ion of 
thin films, which directly affects microstructure and properties. 
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4 
Thin Film Tribological 
Materials 

The most often used and simplest type of tribological thin film 
structure is the single layer. More complex multilayer structures 
and composites (discussed in Section 4.2), however, generally offer 
improved performance, but at the cost of increased process com-
plexity and cost. There are literally hundreds of thin materials used 
to improve the tribological properties of solid surfaces. Because 
it would not be possible to address all these materials, we will 
describe the following broad categories: 

1. Binary thin films, including transition metal based 
materials, chromium-based materials, boron-based 
materials, carbon and diamond-based materials, tung-
sten and molybdenum based materials. 

2. Ternary thin film materials 
3. Quaternary and higher component thin film materials 
4. Nanostructured materials 

An attempt has been made to divide these materials into base-
metal categories, but the reader should be advised that there is still 
considerable overlap which could not be avoided. 
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How do thin film coatings improve wear resistance and what 
are the qualities of a good tribological coating? Can one type of 
coating reduce all the types of wear discussed above? When are 
ductile or brittle coatings required? The most important proper-
ties of a wear resistant tribological coating are listed in Section 4.1. 
Wear resistant coatings and thin films are deposited by a number of 
processes, described in Chapter 2 and can possess a wide range of 
microstructures, described in Chapter 3. Damage mechanisms have 
been discussed in Chapter 1. 

4.1 Hard and Ultrahard, Wear Resistant and 
Lubricous Thin Film Materials 

Wear resistant thin films are deposited by a wide variety of pro-
cesses, but most often by PVD and CVD techniques because they 
can be scaled up to industrial sizes and quantities. Figure 4.1 pro-
vides a listing of hard thin film materials and compares the micro-
hardness of PECVD and PVD deposited thin films [1]. Several types 
of films deposited by PECVD have microhardness in the "super-
hard" range while the number is limited for PVD deposited films. 
Superhardness is defined as microhardness greater than 40 GPa. 
Hardness is generally improved by increasing energy of deposited 
atoms using high substrate temperatures, substrate bias, plasma 
bombardment (ion assist) or a combination of all four. It will be 
instructive to have this background when reviewing the thin film 
materials systems described in this chapter. 

4.1.1 Titanium Based Thin Films 

This family includes titanium diboride (TiB2), titanium carbide 
(TiC), titanium boron carbide (TiBC) and nitrides TiCN, TiAIN, 
AlCrN, TiBCN and many more that it are just not possible to 
include. All these materials are exceptionally hard and corrosion 
resistant. Bulk TiB2 has a gray metallic color and has a number of 
applications due to its exceptional hardness (25-35 GPa), high melt-
ing point (3225 °C), high thermal conductivity (60-120 W/mK) and 
high electrical conductivity (~ 105 S/cm). Thin films typically have 
hardness ~ 34 GPa, conductivity ~ 2.87 E104 S/cm, and reported 
friction coefficient (COF) between 0.02-0.15 [2, 3]. Because of their 
high conductivity, films display metal-like reflectivity at NIR and 
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Material 
pc-D 
NCD 

c-BN/NCD 
c-BN 

CN 
nc-T¡CN/S¡CN 

nc-T¡N/S¡N 
TiN 

a-C:H 
SiCN 
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rr 
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Microhardness [GPa] 
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Figure 4.1 Microhardness of PVD and CVD films with commonly used 
substrates [1]. 

IR wavelengths and are being considered for solar control coatings 
on satellite structures [3]. 

TiB2 is deposited mainly by magnetron sputtering [2,3]; however, 
a base coat such as Ti or Cr is used to improve adhesion to a wide 
variety of materials, including aluminum, stainless steel, magne-
sium copper alloys, silicon aluminum alloys, titanium alloys, and 
carbon-carbon alloys [3]. 

In addition to being extremely hard and wear resistant [4, 5, 6], 
TiC is being developed for medical implants [7], decorative coat-
ings [8], and photo voltaics [6]. Much of the work on this material 
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took place between 1970 and 2000 with PVD films being preferen-
tially developed in the last decade. Unlike TiB2, TiC is deposited by 
a number of techniques, summarized in Table 4.1. Hardness of TiC 
appears to be typical of most titanium hard coats and peaks in the 

Table 4.1 Tribological properties and deposition processes for Ti-alloy 
coatings. 

Material 

TiB2 

TiC 

Deposition 
Process 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

Closed field 
unbalanced 
magnetron 
sputtering 

Reactive 
pulsed arc 
evaporation 

Plasma activated 
electron beam 
evaporation 

Ion plating 

Hollow cathode 
evaporation 

CVD 

PACVD 

Pulsed laser 
ablation 

Cathodic arc 
deposition 

Ion assisted ion 
plating 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

34 

12,28 

23-42 

35 

3400 H v 

28,30 

43 

COF 

0.02-0.15 

0.15-0.53 

0.20 

0.53 

0.15-0.53 

Reference 

2,3 

13,14 

4 

6 

5 

8 

9,10,11, 
118,19 

17 

7,12 

17 

7 
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Table 4.1 (cont.) Tribological properties and deposition processes for 
Ti-alloy coatings. 

Material 

TiCN 

TiAIN 

AL CrN 
1-X X 

Ti-B-C-N 

Deposition 
Process 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

Filtered cathodic 
arc deposition 

CVD 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

Filtered cathodic 
arc 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

Unbalanced 
magnetron 
sputtering 

Closed field 
UBMS 

Filtered cathodic 
arc 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

Filtered cathodic 
arc 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

3648 Hv 

45 

26.8 
2100-2900 Hv 

20-36 

32 

4000 Hv 

31 

30.5-40.8 

28,31, 38 

5500 Hv, 
5100 Hv 

COF 

0.28-0.35 

0.1-0.25 

0.5-0.65 

Reference 

22, 23, 
29,30 

24,25, 
31,32 

28,31 

38, 49, 41, 
42,43 

44 

53 

46 

46,50, 51 

46,48, 
49,50 

54,55 

56 

mid 30s GPa. Highest hardness values ~ 42 GPa are reported for 
closed field magnetron sputtering films [4, 15, 17]. As with other 
hard and low friction coatings, composition, hardness, COF, and 
mechanical properties depend to a large degree on energetics of the 
deposition process. Figure 4.2 shows the dependence of hardness 
magnetron sputtered films on substrate bias [13]. Highest hard-
ness values are obtained at highest substrate biases, or strongest 
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Figure 4.2 Dependence of hardness and Young's modulus of magnetron 
sputtered TiC films on substrate bias [14]. 

substrate bombardment. The critical load, however, peaked at a 
bias of -100 V, indicating a deterioration of adhesion at higher bias 
(possibly due to increased compressive stress). Films also had a 
(111) preferred crystal orientation. 

As expected, hardness of magnetron sputtered TiC films also 
depends on deposition rate, substrate target spacing (~ adatom 
energy). Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the dependence of hardness on 
power to the Ti target and target substrate spacing for films cosput-
tered using Ti and C targets [4]. Lowest COF -0 .18 was obtained 
at highest Ti target powers of 475 W and largest substrate target 
distance of 180 mm. 

Note that adatom energy will be a common thread linking 
hardness and wear resistant properties of triological thin films, 
regardless of deposition technology. 

TiC films deposited by CVD and PACVD use the following gas 
reactions [18,19]: 

T i C l 4 + C H 4 -+TÍC + 4HC1 

TiCl4 + CC14 -> TiC + 8HC1 

As a result of using plasma assist, lower substrate tempera-
tures between 350 °C and 600 °C were used with adherent films 
deposited at temperatures above 400 °C. Without plasma assist or 
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Figure 4.3 Dependence of hardness of sputtered TiC films on power to the Ti 
target [4]. 

25 
-40 V, 2.5mtorr, 230 WTi 

♦ H, GPa ■ E, GPa 
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100 120 140 160 
Substrate distance, mm 

180 

Figure 4.4 Dependence of hardness of sputtered TiC films on substrate target 
spacing [4]. 
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enhancement, substrate temperatures are in the range 850 °C to 
1050 °C [4]. 

TiC films are also deposited by arc activated deposition [5, 6], 
ion plating [20], pulsed laser ablation [7, 12], and ion assisted ion 
plating [7]. Reactive evaporation processes use mixtures of Ar + 
CH4 with a Ti source. Wear rates for ion plated TiC films were found 
to be superior to films deposited by CVD and were lowest for accel-
eration voltages near 400 V and C2H2 pressure of 3 mTorr. 

Hard and wear resistant nitride alloys of Ti-B-C include TiCN, 
TiAIN, and TiBCN. Nitrides are generally less brittle and have a 
higher fracture toughness than their corresponding carbide [21]. 
TiCN thus combines the hardness of TiC and the high toughness 
of TiN. TiCN is harder than and used as a low friction replacement 
for TiN in moderate temperature applications. It most commonly 
is copper to bronze colored but, depending on C content, color can 
also range from pink to blue. TiCN has applications for reusable 
wear resistant coatings for cutting tools, jewelry, golf clubs, and 
some scientific instruments. TiCN coatings are deposited by mag-
netron sputtering [22, 23], cathodic vacuum arc [24, 25], laser abla-
tion [26], plasma immersion, ion implantation and deposition [27], 
and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [28]. CVD is used to deposit 
TiCN coatings in the cutting tool industry due to the high adhesion 
of deposited coatings. However, as discussed above, the high depo-
sition temperatures of CVD in the neighborhood of 1000 °C limit 
the selection of substrate materials. 

TiCN films are deposited by magnetron sputtering using a high 
purity Ti target in N2 + CH4 mixtures [29, 30]. Films with highest 
hardness values ~ 3500 kgmm"1 are obtained for compositions of 
70% CH4 + 30% N2. These values were essentially the same as TiC 
films. 

CVD films are deposited using a shower head reactor and decom-
posing the metalorganic presursor tetrakisdimethylamino titanium 
(TDMAT) at temperatures between 350 °C-490 °C [31]. 

Cathodic vacuum arc is a promising physical vapor deposition 
technique for the deposition of well adhered TiCN coatings at low 
temperature due to their high ionization rate and high ion energy 
[27]. Films with hardness of 45 GPa and COF between 0.1 and 0.25 
are deposited using a Ti source in mixtures of 95%N2 and 5%CH4. 
The system consisted of one dual filtered arc source, one rectan-
gular plasma-guide chamber, one deposition chamber, auxiliary 
anodes, heating system, substrate bias system, and vacuum system. 
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The dual filtered arc source consisted of two primary cathodic arc 
sources utilizing round Ti targets, which are placed opposite to each 
other on the sidewalls of the plasma-guide chamber, surrounded by 
rectangular deflecting coils, and separated by an anodic baffle plate 
[32]. Substrate bias was -40V with a substrate temperature of 350 °C. 

TiAIN and AlTiN are arguably currently the most widely used 
nitrides in this family and are also used extensively in multilayer 
and nanolaminate structures. Applications include wear resistant 
coatings for cutting tools, dies, molds, biomédical implants, deco-
rative coatings components, bearings and machinery parts, as well 
as nano-scale materials synthesis technologies required for high-
precision applications in microelectronics, pharmaceuticals, bio-
medical, and chemical process industries [33]. TiAIN and AlTiN are 
especially useful for high temperature cutting operations, and are 
used to machine titanium, aluminum and nickel alloys, stainless 
steels, alloy steels, Co-Cr-Mo, and cast irons. 

Figure 4.5 shows a picture of TiAIN coated drill bits. Four impor-
tant TiAIN compositions are deposited in industrial scale by PVD 
processes: 

• Ti.-A1.JST 
• Al55Ti45N 
* Al60Ti40N 
* Al66Ti34N 

Figure 4.5 Picture of TiAIN coated drill bits. 
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For example, selected properties of the Al66Ti34N are: 

• Hardness = 2600 to 3300 Hv. 
• Phase stability to 850 °C, start of decomposition to 

AIN+TiN. 
• Intense oxidation starts at about 800 °C (ca. 300 °C 

higher than for TiN). 
• Lower electrical and thermal conductivity than TiN. 
• Typical coating thickness 1 urn to 7 |im. 

Coatings are often doped with C, Cr, Si, B, O, or Y in order to 
improve selected properties for specific applications. The coatings 
are also used to create multilayer systems (discussed next later 
in this Chapter), e.g. in combination with TiSiXN, TiN [34, 35]. 
Nanocomposite TiAlSiN and TiAlN/TiN and TiAlN/WC-C nanol-
aminate coatings exhibit superhardness hardness and outstanding 
high temperature workability [36, 37]. Figure 4.6 shows coating 
property trends for PVD coatings and Figure 4.7 compares the 

Figure 4.6 Coating property trends PVD coatings [38]. 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of the hardness of PVD coatings after vacuum 
anneal [38]. 

hardness of PVD AlTiN, TiAIN, TiCN, and AlCrN after annealing 
in vacuum [38]. An excellent review of PVD decorative hard coat-
ings is given by Don Mattox [38]. Nanolaminates and nanocompos-
ites will also be addressed in this Chapter. 

Coatings are generally deposited by the magnetron sputter-
ing (including cylindrical magnetron, dual magnetron, unbal-
anced magnetron [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43], and filtered cathodic arc 
deposition [42]. Magnetron sputtered films are deposited using Ti 
and Al targets in Ar + N2 mixtures and DC or RF power sources. 
Composition depends on relative power to each sputtering target, 
N2 partial pressure, and substrate temperature. Adhesion and sur-
face smoothness improves with increased substrate temperatures 
up to 200 °C [39]. Hardness increased to 3600 Hv with the addition 
of vanadium (V) and the composition Ti6Al4V:N [42]. The maxi-
mum working temperature for these films was ~ 700 °C . 

Films with composition Ti0 23A1Q.67N deposited by filtered cathodic 
arc deposition displayed a hardness of 32 GPa [36, 44,45]. A phase 
separation into c-TiN and h-AIN appeared at a temperature of 
1100 °C. 

Other nitrides that deserve honorable mention are (Ti)AlCrN 
and TiBCN. AlCrN and (Ti)AlCrN have reported hardness greater 
than TiAIN or AlTiN films and improved oxidation and tempera-
ture resistance [38, 46]. Industrial applications have increased for 
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AlCrN and include improved wear resistant coatings for cutting 
tools and operation at temperatures over 800 °C. Alj_xCrxN films 
are deposited by magnetron sputtering (unbalanced, closed field 
unbalanced), reactive cathodic arc deposition, ion plating, and 
plasma PVD processes [46]. Hardness ranges from 21.2 GPa to 
41 GPa and depends on deposition technique and composition, 
as shown in Table 4.1. Highest hardness values of 40.8 GPa are 
achieved for CFUBMS films with composition Al071Cr02gN12 [47]. 
Filtered cathodic arc deposition (FCAD), however, appears to be 
the most widely used deposition technique. Figure 4.8 plots the 
dependence of hardness on Cr content (x) for FCAD films, showing 
hardness peaking at a Cr content of ~ 0.40 [46]. 

Hardness is found to decrease with post deposition annealing 
temperatures greater than 900 °C [52] as shown in Figure 4.9. The 
figure shows that films with Al content ~ 0.71 have the highest hard-
ness but are also most affected by high annealing temperatures. 
Oxidation also increases significantly for temperatures greater than 
900 °C, as shown in Figure 4.10 [52]. However, films with higher Al 
content tend to oxidize at a slower rate. 

We will return AllxCrxN films when discussing multilayer and 
nanolaminate coatings. 

Hardness and oxidation resistance can be enhanced to some 
extent by alloying elements such as Ti, V, Nb, Mo, and W with 
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Figure 4.8 Dependence of hardness of FCAD films on Cr content (x) [46]. 
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Figure 4.9 Microhardness of Al CrxN coatings after annealing in Ar 
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Figure 4.10 Thickness of oxide layer of various coatings after annealing in air [52]. 

AlCrN. Figure 4.11 plots hardness of AlCrTiN, AlCrVN, AlCtYN, 
AlCrNbN, AlCrMo, and AlCrWN alloys [48]. The latter two alloys 
are slightly harder than the first four. 
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AlCrTiN AlCrVN AlCrYN AlCrNbN AlCrMoN AlCrWN 

Figure 4.11 Hardness of AlCrTiN, AlCrVN, AlCtYN, AlCrNbN, AlCrMo, and 
AlCrWN alloys [48]. 

We end with TiCBN films, although there are still a number of 
hard coating compositions that will not be addressed (Ti-Hf-C-N, 
Ti-Al-V, Cr-C-N, MCrAlY, Ti-V-N, and Ti-Zr-N for example). This 
material appears to have been popular generally before 2000 and is 
deposited primarily by magnetron sputtering [54, 55] and filtered 
cathodic arc deposition [56]. Hardness values of 5500 Hv and 5100 
H v have been reported for magnetron sputtered films and depend 
on composition. Films are deposited using TiB2 targets in mixtures 
of Ar + N2 + CH4. Measured wear rate is only slightly higher than 
Ti-B-C films and less than sputtered TiN, TiB2, Ti-B-N films [54]. 

4.1.2 Boron Nitride and Related Materials 
The boron compound family includes boron nitride (BN), boron 
carbide (BxC ), boron carbon nitride (BxC :N), and boron carbon 
silicon nitride (BCSiN). Other borides exist but are more appropri-
ately placed in the titanium alloy family (TiB2, TiBC, TiBN). BN is 
transparent down to the near UV and cubic BN (c-BN) is extremely 
hard, second only to diamond, and wear resistant. This makes it 
an attractive material for protecting optics and, because of its low 
atomic mass, it is virtually transparent to x-rays. This material is 
thus an excellent protective optical coating and has high thermal 
conductivity [11,57,58]. Cubic BN is also extremely resistant to oxi-
dation, and, because of its low affinity to steel, is used to protect 
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cast irons and steels [59, 60]. Hexagonal BN (h-BN) is the other 
common allotrope, but is soft and unstable in oxygen and water 
environments. We thus focus our attention on c-BN. 

Table 4.2 summarizes properties of BN allotropes [11] and Table 
4.3 lists deposition processes for these thin films. 

Table 4.2 Properties of B-N allotropes [57]. 

Property 

Crystal structure 

Lattice constant (Á) 

Density (g/cm3) 

Hardness (GPa) 

Thermal conductivity 
(W/cmK) 

c-BN 

cubic, zinc blend 

a = 3.61 

3.48 

70 

2-9 

h-BN 

hexagonal 

a = 2.50 
c = 6.60 

2.20 

a: 0.36 
c: 0.68 

a-BN 

amorphous 

— 

1.74 

Table 4.3 Deposition processes for B-N, BxC , BxC :N and mechanical 
properties (when reported). 

Material 

BN 

Deposition Process 

CVD 

PECVD 

ECR pulsed plasma 

UBM 

Ion beam assisted 
Deposition 

Pulsed plasma 

RF sputtering 

RF magnetron 

Ion plating 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

2.7-10.5 

COF 
(typical) 

Reference 

63,64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

57 
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Table 4.3 (cont.) Deposition processes for B-N, BxC , BxC :N and 
mechanical properties (when reported). 

Material 

BAC/B C 
4 ' x y 

B C N 
x y z 

(BN/CN)n 

(CN/BN)n 

Deposition Process 

Activated reactive 
evaporation 

Atomic layer 
deposition 

Dual ion beam 
deposition 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

CVD 

Pulsed laser 
deposition 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

IBAD 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

6200 Hv 

50 

37,48 

35 

5000 Hv 

8-16 

31 

65 

100 

COF 
(Typical) 

0.35 

0.1-0.9 

Reference 

71,74 

72,73 

81 

78, 79, 80 

82 

86 

88,89 

90 

90 

Cubic BN films have a low COF between 0.18 and 0.22 and a-BN 
films have an even lower COF between 0.15 and 0.18 [61]. COF of 
c-BN is stable while that of other allotropes can change over time 
[57]. High mechanical stress and poor adhesion to most substrate 
materials (not uncommon for nitrides) are a major limitation of 
c-BN, limiting thickness to ~ 1 (0,m on cutting tools. As mentioned 
earlier, c-BN is an excellent protective coating for many optical 
components, including plastics [62]. 

As we have seen for DLC, ta-C and CNx, formation of sp3 bonds 
is critical for formation of hybridized structures and films with 
optimum hardness. This ultimately requires high substrate tem-
peratures or high ion bombardment during deposition. Cubic BN 
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is deposited using CVD processes [63,64], PECVD [65], ECR micro-
wave plasmas [66], unbalanced magnetron sputtering [67], ion 
assisted deposition [68], pulsed plasma deposition [69], activated 
reactive evaporation (ARE) [57], RF sputtering [70], atomic layer 
deposition [71], dual ion beam deposition [16, 17], and ion plating 
[1], but best results generally have been achieved using CVD and 
PECVD processes. CVD and PECVD processes involve mixtures of 
B,FL + H, + NFL, B,H + N„ or B,FL + BF, + B,N,R at substrate 

2 6 2 3' 2 6 2' 2 6 3 3 3 6 

temperatures up to 1800 °C. ALD processes use mixtures of BC13 

and NH3 [71, 74]. Hybridized bonding has also been achieved by 
post deposition heat treating. 

Hardness of c-BN films depends on a number of factors, deter-
mined primarily by deposition process. These factors include B/N 
ratio [67], density (low porosity), degree of sp3 binding (or mixed 
sp2/sp3 bonding), and lack of growth defects. Every "c-BN" film has 
some percentage of h-BN, again affected primarily by the energy 
and mobility of deposited atoms. For example, Figure 4.12 shows 
the dependence of c-BN fraction with substrate temperature for RF 
magnetron sputtered films sputtered from a h-BN target [75]. c-BN 
fraction saturates at ~ 91% at a substrate temperate ~ 300 °C. Figure 
4.13 shows the dependence on N2 partial pressure and substrate 
temperature. As substrate temperature is increased to 500 °C, less 
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Figure 4.12 Influence of substrate temperature on c-BN fraction for RF 
magnetron sputtered BN films [75]. 
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[N2]/([N2] + [Ar]) (%) 

Figure 4.13 Dependence of c-BN fraction on N2 content in working gas [75]. 

N2 is needed to maximize c-BN composition. Significantly lower 
c=BN fractions are obtained at lower substrate temperatures. Also 
note that a substrate bias voltage = -200 V was used. 

The following conclusions were reported for RF magnetron 
sputtering [76]: 

• Substrate bias plays a decisive role in formation of the 
cubic phase. There exists a threshold bias above which 
the c-BN begins to form. Above a bias ~ 150 V resput-
tering retards film formation. 

• Substrate temperature plays an equally important role 
as substrate bias. 

• There exists an optimum working gas composition 
(N2/(Ar + N2) for the formation of the cubic phase (see 
Figure 4.13). 

Similar to DLC and ta-C, the fraction of c-BN in CVD and 
PECVD films depends primarily on gas mixture, substrate temper-
ature, and substrate bias. The following gas mixtures and substrate 
temperatures have been reported: 

• B2H6 + H2 + NH3 [63, 64] 
• B2H6 + N2 [63, 64] 
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• B2H6 + BF3 + B3N3H6 [63, 64] 
• B3N3H6 @ 300-650 °C [77] 
• BC13 + NH3 + H2 + Ar @ [77] 
• BC13 + NH3 @ 700-1100 °C [77] 
• BF3 + NH3 @ 250-600 °C [57, 71, 74] 
• B10HU + NH3 @ 600-900 °C [77] 

Because of plasma activation, lower process temperatures are 
used in PECVD and ECR deposition. A significant substrate bias is 
needed for predominantly c-BN films. 

Boron carbide (BxC) has stable allotropes ranging from B4C to 
B12C, however, B4C (actually B12C3) is the most common and most 
often used. Figure 4.14 shows the crystal structure of B4C. In addi-
tion to being an extremely hard and wear resistant ceramic, B4C is 
used in thermoelectric devices [78, 79]. Table 4.4 lists the various 
applications for B4C [78]. 

B4C is deposited mainly by CVD [78, 79, 80] and magnetron 
sputtering techniques [81], although it has also been deposited by 
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [25]. In magnetron sputtering films 
are deposited using a B4C target and Ar sputtering gas. Films were 
found to be amorphous with hardness values more dependent 

Figure 4.14 Crystal structure of B4C. 
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Table 4.4 Wear applications for B4C [78]. 

Work Material 

Aluminum alloys 
(314, 319, 356, 30, 

6061, 7075) 

Brass-bronze-
Copper alloys 

Cast iron (gray) 

Titanium alloys 

Nickel base alloys 
(inconel, rené, 
etc.) 

Stainless steel 

Composites 
Graphite-Fiber, 
Glass-Aluminum 
Sheet molding 

compounds 
Wood products 

Tool Types 

Drills, inserts, 
taps, gun 
reamers, 
saws 

Drills, 
punches, 
refacing 
cutters 

End mills, 
inserts, 
taps, drills, 
saws 

Drills, end 
mills 

Taps, drills, 
cutters 

Drills, inserts, 
reamers 

Router 
cutters 

Taps 
Router bits 
Cutting 

routers 

Life 
Improvement 

3-10 X 
(as high as 

20 X) 

2-6 X 

3-6 X 

2-5 X 

2-6 X 

6-20 X 

2-4 X 

5X 
30 X 

3-10 X 

Applications 

Automotive, 
aircraft, saws 

Electronic 
parts, 
spot weld 
electrode 
cutters 

Engine blocks, 
piston rings, 
exhaust 
manifolds, 
water pumps 

Aircraft 
components 

Aircraft 
components 

Aircraft 
components 

Aircraft 
components 

upon the physical rather than chemical nature of the film. Substrate 
bias had a profound effect on the physical microstructure of the 
films. Those deposited at higher substrate bias were harder than 
films deposited at lower substrate bias. With no bias applied to the 
substrate, hardness was - 1 0 GPa. As the bias voltage increased to 
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80 V, the hardness of the films increased to 18 GPa. At 200 V bias, 
the hardness of the coating approached 35 GPa. Associated with the 
change in the hardness, the elastic modulus also increased from 145 
GPa at zero bias to 275 GPa at 200 V bias. 

Zone T and/or zone 2 morphology (see Chapter 3) with good 
mechanical properties was achieved at low bias and low substrate 
temperatures. At low bias, morphology of the coating was colum-
nar. Oxides were found between columns, while the column mainly 
consisted of boron carbide. At higher bias levels (>200 V), a con-
tinuous solid coating was formed. This densification of the coating 
increases hardness. While the bias affects the hardness, it did not 
appear to influence the COF of the coating to any great extent. 

Figure 4.15 shows a phase diagram plotting carbon concentra-
tion of BxC films against CH4 partial pressure for films deposited 
by CVD in a low pressure cold wall reactor at ~ 1100 °C using mix-
tures of BC13 + CH4 + H2 [80]. CVD films are also deposited using 
mixtures of BBr3+ CH4 + H2 at 600 °C [79]. Crystalline phase appears 
to be sensitive to CH4 partial pressure with the metastable phases 
more likely at higher CH4 partial pressures. As expected, hardness 
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Figure 4.15 Phase diagram for BxC films plotting carbon content against CH4 

partial pressure [24]. 
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depends on C content, as shown in Figure 4.16 [79]. We see that at all 
substrate temperatures, highest hardness values near 5000 Hv are 
obtained at ~ 30 at% C. Film morphology also depends on carbon 
content; For the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases, the crystal 
facets decrease in size and become less well defined with increasing 
CH4 partial pressures, while the opposite behavior is observed for 
increasing BC13. A significant change in grain size is observed when 
passing a deposition region boundary (i.e., between phases). For 
example, a fibrous morphology is obtained for the orthorhombic 
phase at vapor compositions close to the deposition region bound-
ary between the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases. 

Boron carbon nitride (BxC N), also known as "heterodiamond" 
is essentially c-BN that contains between 5 at% and 30 at% C and 
is generally deposited by PVD and CVD processes [83]. Table 4.5 
summarizes hardness values for the B-C-N family. From this table 
we see that B-C-N has hardness second only to diamond. Thin film 
deposition processes include magnetron sputtering [86], plasma 
assisted CVD (PACVD) [87], ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) 
[88], and ion assisted evaporation [89]. Magnetron sputtered films 
were deposited cosputtered using high purity graphite and boron 
targets in 50/50 Ar + N2 mixtures with formation of hybridized 
B-C-N bonds. Elemental composition depended on power to the 
carbon target with power to the boron target held constant at 150 W. 
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Figure 4.16 Dependence of hardness of BxC films on carbon content [79]. 
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Table 4.5 Summary of hardness values for B-C-N family [84,85]. 

Material 

Vickers hardness 
(GPa) 

Fracture 
toughness 
(MPam1/2 

Diamond 

115 

5.3 

c-BC2N 

76 

4.5 

c-BC5 

71 

9.5 

c-BN 

62 

6.8 

B*C 

38 

3.5 

ReB2 

22 

Composition of the films varied with power to the carbon target as 
follows: 

• 60W: B = 36at.%, C = 32at.%, N = 32at.% 
• 180W: B = 2331.%, C = 53at.%, N = 23at.% 
• 240W: B = 21at.%, C = 56 at.%, N = 23 at.% 

Hardness increased from 8 GPa @ 60 W to 16 GPa @ 240 W target 
power. 

As with all films discussed in this chapter, energy of incident 
atoms and ion bombardment plays a significant role in bonding and 
film properties. To this end, ion beam and plasma assisted depo-
sition processes would be expected to produce B-C-N films with 
hybridized bonding and high hardness values. Films are grown 
by ion beam assisted processes using B4C in N2 gas using differ-
ent ion accelerating currents (fluencies) and voltages (energies) 
[88, 89]. The hardness of films with compositions of 49 at.% B, 
42at.% C, and 9at.% N peaked at 31 GPa at an ion current density 
of 60 mA/cm2 and a voltage between 1.5 and 2 kW. COF showed 
a mild dependence on ion bombardment and ranged from ~ 0.60-
0.76. Figure 4.17 shows a ternary phase diagram indicating rela-
tive compositions of BCN films for different IBAD conditions and a 
range of N2 + CH4 mixtures [89]. The composition of the samples,for 
ion assistance with N2 and N2 +CH4, is illustrated in Fig. 4.17. Two 
clear trends are apparent from the figure: for N2 bombardment N 
is incorporated in the films to the detriment of the cC content and, 
therefore, BN compositions are preferred. However, with N2 +CH4 

bombardment, films become C rich but the incorporation of nitro-
gen is less effective, resulting in the production of B x C films. This 
is not surprising since BN and B x C compounds are stable as bulk 
compounds, while no CN x bulk material has yet been synthesized. 
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Figure 4.17 Ternary diagram showing relative compositions of B-C-N films for 
different IBAD conditions [89]. 

B-C-N films are deposited by PACVD in a horizontal furnace 
using mixtures of BC13 + CH4 + N2 or tris(dimethylamino) boron 
(TMAB) and N2 source gases [87]. Chamber pressure is 130 Pa with 
RF powers up to 90 W and substrate temperature up 730 °C. High 
temperature was not sufficient to dissociate TMAB, but this gas 
was readily dissociated when RF power was introduced. Apparent 
from the source gas, films contained some H (not quantified). B / N 
ratio increased with increased power while C decreased at powers 
up to 50 W and leveled off at higher powers. 

An interesting example of obtaining superhard films combining 
B-C-N is multilayer BC/BN films deposited by [90]. Nano-period 
(BN/CN)n and (CN/BN)n films are deposited by RF magnetron 
sputtering using graphite and h-BN targets in 5:1 mixtures of Ar:N2. 
Deposition was typical of multilayer processes: 2-, 4-, 8- and 10-nm-
period (CN/ BN)n multilayer films, in which the top layer was CN, 
were initiated by placing the substrate first over the h-BN target, 
and then rotated over the opposite the graphite (C) target. The total 
numbers of layers in the 2-, 4-, 8-, and 10-nm-period multilayer films 
were 200, 100, 50, and 40, respectively, assuring that the top layer 
was CN. Nanometer-period (BN/CN)n multilayer films in which 
the top layer is BN were deposited in a similar fashion. Thickness 
of the layers was controlled by calibration of deposition rate. Figure 
4.18 shows the layout of the deposition chamber. The objective for 
using this multilayer, as with other nanolaminates, was to dissipate 
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the energy of deformation layer-by-layer [91, 92, 93]. Figure 4.19 
compares hardness of CN, BN, and nano-periodic films. (CN/BN) 
films with a 4 nm period displayed impressive hardness values 
~ 100 GPa while (BN/CN)n films with 4 nm periods displayed 
equally impressive hardness ~ 65 GPa. It was determined that 
virtually all energy was dissipated in nano-periodic films. 

Shutter RF power 

Gas flow 
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Figure 4.18 Layer out of deposition chamber for nanometer-period (BN/CN)n 

and (CN/BN) films [90]. 
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films [90]. 
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4.1.3 Chromium Based Thin Film Materials: 
Chromium, Chromium Nitride, Titanium 
Nitride, and Titanium Carbide 

Although Cr and Ni metal electrodoposited coatings were (and 
still are) used extensively to protect softer and more reactive metals 
and as decorative coatings, transition metal-based thin films, and 
diamond-like carbon (DLC) were the first significant breakthroughs 
in hard tribological coatings [94]. As we shall see, chromium has 
environmental problems. Table 4.6 presents the wide range of tri-
bological thin film materials available. Nanocomposites and low 
dimensional materials are now at the forefront of tribological mate-
rials development. We begin with simple two-component Ti and Cr 
based thin films and move to more complex compositions. 

It would not be possible to discuss hard coatings without first 
addressing chromium (Cr). Chromium plating has been used 
extensively to protect and beautify automobile parts, aerospace 
components, plumbing fixtures, lighting fixtures, and hardware. 
Depending on the application, it is deposited in thickness rang-
ing from 0.2-300 p.m, predominantly by electroplating processes. 
Trivalent and hexavalent are the most common forms of plated 
Cr. Until about a decade ago, hexavalent hard Cr (HCr) was used 
extensively to provide lubricity, high hardness (900-1100 VH), 
good corrosion and wear resistance, high heat resistance (stable 
up to ~ 540 °C), and anti-galling properties. It is usually deposited 
on various grades of steel, stainless steel, beryllium copper, brass-
lead alloys, and copper bronze, and is deposited over a Ni under 
layer. Decorative chromium is deposited on steel, zinc-based die 
castings, plastics, stainless steel, aluminum, brass, and bronze for 
its high reflectivity, excellent tarnish resistance, and good scratch, 
wear, and corrosion resistance [95]. Corrosion resistance results pri-
marily from the barrier effect of the thick nickel plate under the Cr. 
It is also used to build up worn or undersized parts. In the thicker 
applications it may be impervious but is subject to microcracks. 

There are, however, a number of serious health concerns associ-
ated with hexavalent Cr. Cr is required in small quantities for nor-
mal human metabolism of fats, carbohydrates, and protein. High 
levels of specific forms of Cr can be deadly. Hexavalent Cr is readily 
absorbed into the lungs, through broken skin, and in the gastro-
intestinal tract through accidental poisoning. It is rapidly distrib-
uted through the body and stored in red blood cells, particularly 
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through industrial exposure. Exposure to hexavalent Cr, particu-
larly in Cr production and pigment industries, is associated with 
lung cancer and has been designated a confirmed human carcino-
gen. Hexavalent Cr is also corrosive and causes chronic ulcération 
and perforation of the nasal membrane and skin. Trivalent and 
divalent forms of chromium have a fairly low toxicity level. These 
materials can cause skin problems (such as dermititis), but not 
fibrosis and scarring. 

As a result, a concerted effort has been made to replace HCr with 
less toxic alternatives. Trivalent Cr (TCr) is one alternative. Plating 
processes are much more environmentally friendly and physical 
properties are comparable. In addition to being nontoxic and of 
comparable cost, TCr offers a number of advantages over HCr [95]: 

• Increased plating rates 
• Better coverage 
• Reduced tendency for burning 

TCr also meets requirements for corrosion, adhesion, hardness, 
wear and appearance. Disadvantages are: 

• Slightly different color 
• Plating process is difficult to control 
• Thick, hard coatings are not possible 

Co-based alloys are a viable alternative to HCr, and are found 
to provide superior corrosion resistance. Ni-W-B is also used to 
replace HCr, and provides barrier-type protection and excellent 
corrosion resistance to acids. Untreated hardness is 600 VH while 
treated alloys have VH between 950-1050, and 950-1050VH after 
heat treatment. 

Titanium nitride (TiN) and titanium carbide (TiC) are two of the 
first PVD-deposited tribological thin film materials developed to 
replace HCr [95,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103]. TiN is also widely 
used as a decorative coating, low friction coating, for medical 
implants, and optical heat mirror applications [104,105,106]. These 
materials were first deposited by ion plating, followed closely by 
planar magnetron, unbalanced magnetron dual magnetron sput-
tering. Other deposition techniques, such as cylindrical magnetron 
sputtering, pulsed magnetron sputtering, ion beam sputtering, 
hollow cathode, metal-organic plasma spray, filtered cathodic arc, 
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atomic layer deposition (ALD), MOCVD, and PECVD are now 
used [99,107-114]. PVD is preferred for steel parts because deposi-
tion temperatures do not affect phase composition steel. It should 
also be noted that TiN can be formed on steel surfaces by the nitrid-
ing process. 

TiN thin films are applied to cutting tools, milling cutters and 
other machine tools to significantly improve edge retention and 
corrosion resistance. Figure 4.20 shows a picture of a TiN coated die 
set (TiN coated die sets and drill bits are readily found at any indus-
trial or commercial tool supplier). In addition to steel parts, TiN 
is also deposited onto a variety of higher melting point materials 
such as stainless steels, titanium, and titanium alloys. The hardness 
of TiN coatings, as well as electrical properties, optical properties, 
and corrosion resistance depend on deposition process and result-
ing microstructure. 

As stated above, TiN is also replacing HCr and TCr as a top-layer 
coating, decorative and protective, usually with Ni or Cr plated sub-
strates, on consumer plumbing fixtures, and door hardware. TiN is 
also used in medical devices such as scalpel blades and orthopedic 
bone saw blades where sharpness and edge retention are important 
and medicalimplants, as well as aerospace and military applica-
tions [115]. Coatings are used in implanted prostheses, such as hip 
replacement implants. Useful layer thicknesses range up to ~ 3 \im. 

Stoichiometric and highly conductive TiN films have a metal-
lic Au color and are used to coat costume jewelry and automo-
tive trim for decorative purposes. Substoichiometric films have a 
grey-black appearance. Because of its relatively high conductivity, 

Figure 4.20 TiN coated die set. 
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~ 30-70 jiQ-cm, TiN is used in semiconductor production as a con-
ductive barrier between a silicon device and the metal contacts 
and barrier coating. Table 4.6 displays highest hardness values, 
lowest values for the coefficient of friction (when available), and 
elastic constant (when available) achieved for various deposition 
techniques. Single layer films typically have a columnar structure 
and display strong (111) preferred orientation [116,117]. Hardness 
values as high as ~ 39 GPa have been reported for single layer 
films deposited by pulsed magnetron sputtering [116]. 

TiN is often deposited over Cr and Ni adhesion layers. Figure 
4.21 shows a typical layer structure for TiN on an Al part [121]. 
TiN thin films are deposited by magnetron sputtering in N2/Ar 

Table 4.6 TiN, CrN, TiC hardness and resistivity values achieved for 
various deposition processes. 

Material 

TiN 

TiN 

TiN 

TiN 

TiN 

TiN 

CrN 

CrN 

Deposition 
Process 

Pulsed magnetron 
[116] 

Dual unbalanced 
magnetron [117] 

Multiarc ion 
plating [120] 

Inductively 
coupled plasma 
assisted DC 
magnetron [118] 

Cylindrical 
magnetron [107] 

Filtered cathodic 
arc [119] 

Reactive 
magnetron [122] 

Reactive 
magnetron [123] 

Hardness 

39 GPa 

14.2-
30.3GPa 

35-45 GPa 

7000 KH 

2780 VH 

3500 VH 

24-31 GPa 

3.4-31.6 

Coefficient 
of Friction 

0.03-0.25 

Young's 
Modulus 

(GPa) 

250-390 

94-299 
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Table 4.6 (cont.) TiN, CrN, TiC hardness and resistivity values achieved 
for various deposition processes. 

Material 

CrN 

CrN 

TiC 

TiC 

TiC 

TiC 

TiC 

Deposition 
Process 

Reactive 
magnetron [126] 

Reactive ion 
plating [124] 

Magnetron 
sputtering [103] 

Cylindrical closed 
field magnetron 
[127] 

Reactive 
magnetron [129] 

Reactive 
magnetron [130] 

Plasma immersion 
ion implantation 
[128] 

Hardness 

18 GPa 

1300-2200 

2900 VH 

3-42 GPa 

34.4 GPa 

15-28 GPa 

Coefficient 
of Friction 

0.15-0.53 

0.15-0.50 

0.10-0.40 

Young's 
Modulus 

(GPa) 

10-200 
GPa 

210-300 
GPa 

TiN (1.5 um) 
Cr plating (0.25 urn) 

Bright Ni (~5 um) 

Electroless Ni 
(-12 um) 

Figure 4.21 Layer structure for TiN protective coating [121]. 
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mixtures and a variety of deposition rates, power formats (DC, 
RF, pulsed, HIPIMS), chamber pressures, N2/Ar ratios, substrate 
geometries, and substrate bias. 

TiC and CrN thin films have not been explored quite as exten-
sively as TiN films. CrN is most often deposited by reactive magne-
tron sputtering and ion plating [122-125]. As with TiN and all other 
hard thin films, hardness and other mechanical properties depend 
on deposition process and deposition conditions. Cr-N has CrN 
and ß-Cr2N chemical structures [124]. Deposition of Cr-N films is 
more difficult than TiN films due to the lower reactivity of Cr with 
N2 compared to Ti. As with TiN, Cr-N films are deposited primar-
ily by reactive magnetron sputtering techniques in N2/Ar mixtures 
[29, 30, 32, 33,125]. Figure 4.22 shows the dependence of hardness 
on N2 partial pressure of magnetron sputtering CrN films [126]. 
Preferred crystal orientation can range from (111), similar to TiN, 
to (200) depending on the energy of ion bombardment [123, 126]. 
Hardness was also found to depend on substrate bias, Cr /N ratio, 
and average crystalline size, as shown in Figures 4.23, 4.24, and 
4.25 [122, 123]. Maximum hardness = 31 GPa and lowest residual 
stress = -4.0 GPa (negative = compressive) was found for C r / N = 1. 

TiC is one of the hardest substances known to man, and is even 
harder than diamond. Similar to the other materials described here, 
TiC is primarily deposited using magnetron sputtering and CVD 
techniques [103,127,128,129]. Hardness values and other tribolog-
ical properties depend on deposition process and process param-
eters. Magnetron sputtered films are deposited by cosputtering Ti 
and graphite (C) targets and reactively using a Ti target + Ar/CH4 

mixtures [127, 129]. Hardness of cylindrical magnetron sputtered 
TiC increases significantly from 21-42 GPa with increased power to 
the Ti target. Reactively sputtered films have hardness ~ 34.4 GPa. 

Figure 4.22 Dependence of hardness of magnetron sputtered CrN films on N2 

partial pressure [126]. 
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Figure 4.23 Hardness and residual stress on magnetron sputtered CrN films for 
various substrate bias voltages [122]. 
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Figure 4.24 Dependence of hardness and residual stress on magnetron sputtered 
CrN films on Cr /N ratio [122]. 

Friction coefficients range from 0.0.15-0.50, again depending on 
deposition conditions. 

TiC typically has a NaCl fee crystal structure, shown in Figure 
4.26. Preferred orientation of sputtered films can range from (111) 
to (200) with columnar microstructure. Microstructure, shown in 
Figure 4.27, can be columnar porous to highly dense, depending on 
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Figure 4.25 Dependence of CrN and CrAlN hardness on average crystallite 
size [124]. 

Figure 4.26 FCC crystal structure of TiC. 
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Columnar Fully dense 

Figure 4.27 Comparison of microstructure of columnar and fully dense TiC 
films [128]. 

substrate bias and deposition geometry [127]. Films deposited by 
dual source metal plasma immersion generally have strong (111) 
and weaker (200) texture [128]. 

4.1.4 Binary Carbon Based Thin Film Materials: 
Diamond, Hard Carbon and Amorphous 
Carbon 

The carbon-based family of thin film materials includes diamond-
like carbon (DLC), tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C), amor-
phous carbon (a-C), and hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H). 
DLC and ta-C are arguably two of the most widely developed and 
applied thin film materials used to increase wear resistance and 
lubricity over the past two decades, and volumes have been pub-
lished on their properties. DLC is also deposited in microcrystalline, 
nanocrystalline, and multilayer microstructures. Nanocomposite 
DLC films are now being developed that have lower wear and fric-
tion and significantly higher load carrying capability [36,131]. High 
quality DLC films have been demonstrated for a number of appli-
cations, including low friction and wear, optical and antireflection 
coatings, and barrier coatings. DLC is also an excellent abrasion-
resistant optical coating, particularly for infrared windows. DLC 
and ta-C have other extensive applications, such as protecting 
mechanical components, recording heads, medical implants, race-
car engines, optical components, cutting tools, electron, emitters 
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and heat sinks for microelectronics and even razor blades. A number 
of books have extensively addressed this family [11, 36,131-135]. 

Bonding configurations are at the heart of DLC's and ta-C's 
tribological and electrical properties. Pure diamond has covalent 
bonding with a cubic crystal structure. Each C atom is covalently 
attached to four other C atoms in tetrahedral bonds 1.54 Á long 
[59]. Diamond has the highest atomic density of all semiconductors 
[133]. DLC, however, exists in seven different forms of amorphous 
carbon (a-C) materials that display some of the unique properties 
of diamond. All seven contain combinations of sp3 and sp2 bond-
ing. sp2 bonding is purely graphitic with little wear resistance. 
Figure 4.28a shows sp2 bonding and Figure 4.28b shows sp3 bond-
ing. Diamond and graphite are the major allotropes of carbon; sp3 

bonding is pure diamond while sp2 bonding is purely graphitic. 
The reason that there are different types is that even diamond can 
be found in two crystalline polytypes. The usual one has its car-
bon atoms arranged in a cubic lattice, while a very rare form (lon-
sdaleite) has a hexagonal lattice (with c-axis). The various forms of 
DCL can be combined to form a variety of nanoscale structures that 
are amorphous, flexible, and yet purely sp3 bonded "diamond". The 
hardest, strongest, and most lubricious is such a mixture, known as 
tetrahedral amorphous carbon, or ta-C. For example, a coating of 
only 2 um thickness of ta-C increases the resistance of common (i.e., 
type 304) stainless steel against abrasive wear, changing its lifetime 
in such service from one week to 85 years [134]. Such ta-C can be 
considered to be the "pure" form of DLC, since it consists only of sp3 

bonded carbon atoms. 

Figure 4.29 shows a DLC coated dome. Table 4.7 summarizes 
salient properties of DLC, ta-C, and hydrogenated a-C (a-C:H). 

Figure 4.28 (a) sp3 bonding and bond angles, (b) sp2 bonding and bond angles. 
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Figure 4.29 Picture of DLC coated dome. 

Fluorine has also been added to amorphous carbon films to improve 
stability, increase dielectric constant, and reduce the COF. 

DLC is generally deposited as nanocrystalline diamond. 
Deposition processes for DLC, ta-C, and a-C:H, described in 
Chapter 2, are shown in Table 4.8. Formation of high quality DLC 
requires some bombardment by energetic species, usually ions. As a 
result, deposition processes such as PECVD, PACVD, MPCVD, ion 
beam sputtering and filtered cathodic arc deposition have the capa-
bility to produce DLC and ta-C. Sputtering, while providing some 
energetic particle bombardment, typically produces lower quality 
films. As a result, some form of ion assist is generally required for 
PVD processes. The Table 4.8, while not entirely complete, gives 
general ranges for deposition parameters and bonding. The table 
reflects the fact that DLC, ta-C, and a-C:H have different applica-
tions; hard films may not have lowest COF and alternately, films 
with low COF may not have highest hardness and wear resistance. 

Again, the properties of DLC and ta-C films depend on the 
amount of sp3 and sp2 bonding present, which can ultimately be 
related to the deposition process [59,135]. Figure 4.30 plots the per-
centage of sp3 bonding for the various forms of carbon [134]. The 
figure shows the two extremes, diamond and graphite, and every 
combination of bonding in between. Note also that bonding config-
uration is related to hydrogen content, and eventually back to the 
deposition process. Microstructures range from purely amorphous 
to nanocrystalline . Hardness definitely increases with increased 
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Figure 4.30 Percentage of sp3 bonding vs H content for the various forms 
of C [134]. 

sp3/sp2 ratio [136]. Table 4.9 shows properties for the various forms 
of carbon [137]. 

We will address the following properties: 

• Hardness 
• Lubricity 
• Wear resistance 
• Thermal conductivity 

Table 4.8 shows that CVD and related processes incorporate some 
amount of hydrogen in the films. Hydrogen can also be bonded 
into sputtered films if a hydrocarbon gas is used along with the 
sputtering gas (usually Ar). Hydrogen replaces some of the carbon 
atoms in the film and also passivates dangling bonds. Referring to 
Figure 4.31, C-H a bonds are thus formed at the expense of 7t bonds 
(sp2 hybridization) [131]. Hydrogen can also be unbounded and 
trapped inside the film. This unbounded H can affect the density of 
states and degrade virtually every property. 

As mentioned above, hardness depends primarily on amount 
of sp3 bonding. In Figure 4.32 we see that hardness increases with 
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Table 4.9 Mechanical properties of the various forms of C [134,137]. 

Type 

a-C 

a-C:H 

ta-C 

ta-C:H 

Diamond 

C60 

C fibers 

Graphite 

Carbon nanotube 

Hardness (GPa) 

12-24 

7-30 

28-80 

28-60 

90-108 

-0.2 

0.2-2 

Young's Modulus (GPa) 

160-190 

60-210 

210-757 

175-300 

1000 

200-600 

10 

1000 

Diamond 

Degree of long 
range order 

120' 

Figure 4.31 Schematic representation of different bonding configurations of C 
resulting from C coordination, degree of long range order and H content [131]. 
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Figure 4.32 Dependence on hardness of a-C films with spVsp2 ratio [136]. 

increased spVsp2 ratio for ion beam assisted magnetron sputtered 
films [136]. Referring to Table 4.8, we see that sp3 bonding can occur 
when H is bonded into the film, and, thus, hydrogen content cannot 
be ignored when discussing hardness values. As a result of precur-
sors used, CVD and related processes incorporate some amount of 
H in to the films. Diamond films contain no H, posses 100% sp3 

bonding and have hardness ~ 100 GPa. ta-C films have next highest 
hardness values ~ 80 GPa with 80-88% sp3bonding. PVD processes 
such as magnetron sputtering, evaporation, and ion beam sputter-
ing do not incorporate H into the films but deposit films with low 
hardness up to 15 GPa [138]. Amorphous carbon films with bonded 
H generally have intermediate hardness values with sp3 bonding 
ranging from 40-70%. Figure 4.33 shows that hardness of mag-
netron sputtered a-C:H films decreases with increased H content 
[138].An extreme example is polyethylene with 100% sp3 bonding, 
but also with 67% H and a hardness of only 0.01 GPa. 

According to Buhshah [11], diamond films deposited by PECVD 
exhibit hardness, elastic modulus COF, and wear properties simi-
lar to those of natural diamond [135]. Figure 4.34 shows a typical 
PECVD deposition system used for DLC optical coatings [131]. 
Thin film coatings were deposited at ambient temperature using 
mixtures of Ar + CH4 (methane) and a RF frequency of 13.56 MHz. 
For comparison, DLC films were also deposited by ion beam CVD. 
Mixtures of Ar + C2H4 were used for IBCVD, and the ion source 
was located - 1 8 cm below the substrate. In this case, ion bombard-
ment was supplied by the ion source instead of RF excitation of the 

— • — 
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Figure 4.34 PECVD reactor used for DLC films [131]. 

plasma. Films were characterized for mechanical and optical prop-
erties. PECVD films displayed slightly higher hardness values than 
IBCVD films: ~ 18 GPa average compared to 16.4 GPa and slightly 
higher elastic modulus; ~ 150 GPa compared to 130 GPa. Typical 
load-displacement curves are shown in Figure 4.35. The somewhat 
lower hardness for IBCVD films was attributed to higher hydrogen 
content. 
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Figure 4.35 Load-displacement curves for PECVD and IBCVD films [134]. 

Another significant advantage of DLC is its very low coefficient 
of friction (COF) [139, 140, 141]. Hydrogen bonding (sp2-sp3), 
hydrogen content, and microstructure required for ultra-low COF 
films can be very different from that found in optical or ultra-hard 
films. Hydrogen-free films function better in humid environments 
while hydrogenated films function better in dry and inert gas envi-
ronments [140]. DLC films with ultra-low COFs between 0.001 and 
0.003 and wear rates between 10~9-10~10 mm 3 /Nm (inert gas) were 
deposited in pure CH4 or mixtures of CH4 + H2 at room temperature 
[140,141]. COF depended strongly on H content and H / C ratio of 
the source gas, as shown in Figure 4.36 [10]. We see that COF is low-
est for highest H / C = 10 (25% CH4 +75% H). COF ranges from 0.7 to 
0.003 with increase in C / H ratio from 0 to 10. Note that the lowest 
values were achieved only in an inert gas or vacuum environments. 
COF increased to ~ 0.028 in at 50% RH. Wear rates for films with no 
H were very high (consequence of high COF) at 9 x 10~9 mm 3 /Nm 
while wear rates for C / H = 10 were the lowest at 4.6 x 10"9. 

COF and wear properties are also influenced by surface mor-
phology, grain size, and amount of non-diamond phases present in 
the film [141-152]. 

DLC nanocomposite is a new engineered form of this mate-
rial [132]. The nanocomposite consists of glass-like (a-Si-O) 
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Figure 4.36 COF of DLC films for various H / C ratios [140]. 

nanoparticles combined with a DLC matrix. There are several Si 
oxides present in the matrix. One of the advantages of this structure 
is very low stress, ~ 1 GPa, and hardness in the range 12-17 GPa. 
DLC films typically have much higher stress. The source gas is 
polyphenylmethylsiloxane with a combined DC/RF excitation. 
The COF of the nanocomposite is ~ 0.04 in 50% RH (compare to 
the above 0.025 for DLC). The wear rate, however, is considerably 
higher than DLC alone, about 2 x 10"6 mm3/Nm. Again we see that 
some properties have to be compromised for the benefit of others. 

A wide range of microstructures for DLC, ta-C, a-C, and a-C:H 
is possible. Microstructure depends primarily on deposition pro-
cess. Morphology and microstructure depend to a large degree 
on ion bombardment during deposition [19]. As deposited ta-C 
and DLC typically have coarse-grained microstructures, but 
fine grained as shown in Figure 4.37 [135]. Figure 4.38 shows an 
AFM micrograph of the surface of a hard disc with and without 
a ta-C film [153]. Figure 4.39 shows the surface morphology of 
sp3 bonded ta-C. Films must be polished for several applications, 
especially optical and biomédical implants [154, 155]. In addi-
tion to hydrogen bonding, friction and wear characteristics are 
directly related to grain size and surface roughness [157]. Friction 
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Figure 4.37 CVD-deposited coarse grained to fine grained ta-C films [135]. 

and wear of polished DLC and ta-C films are comparable to those 
of natural diamond [147]. 

Diamond has thermal conductivity greater than that of the most 
conductive metals, ranging from 900-3500 W/mK [157]. Only 
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Figure 4.38 AFM micrograph of the surface topography of a hard disk with and 
without a ta-C film [23]. 

graphite has higher thermal conductivity [156]. The thermal con-
ductivity of metals is in the range 300-430 W/mK. This high value 
makes DLC and ta-C excellent heat sinks for microelectronics, while 
still being good electrical insulators. 

4.1.5 Binary Carbon and S i l i con Carbide Materia ls 
and Mul t i layers 

In this section, we complete our review of carbon and carbon related 
hard, ultrahard, and wear resistant thin films. Materials addressed 
are carbon nitride (CNx), fluorine doped amorphous carbon (a-C:F), 
silicon carbide (SiC), silicon carbon nitride (SiCN), and titanium 
carbon nitride (TiCN). 

CNx films are very damage tolerant, and elastic, while retaining 
the wear resistance and beneficial tribological properties of pure 
carbon films and have replaced them as overcoats on read and write 
as well as hard drives in magnetic recording. CNx films have a his-
tory going back to early 1979 [158] and can be synthesized by a vari-
ety of methods, including magnetron sputtering, ion beam assisted 
deposition, PECVD, filtered cathodic arc, and ion plating [159,160, 
161]. Films have high hardness, low coefficient of friction, excellent 
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Figure 4.39 Surface morphology of ta-C. 

wear resistance, good resistance to chemical attack and are biocom-
patible. CNx films are typically amorphous. While it has not yet 
been successfully synthesized, ß-C3N4, which has the same struc-
ture as ß-Si3N4, has a theoretical hardness of 427 GPa (diamond = 
440 GPa), low intrinsic stress, and an elastic modulus greater than 
diamond [162]. Nonetheless, CN films display impressive hardness 
values which depend on deposition process. Hardness and COF 
results are summarized in Table 4.10. 

Hardness, elastic modulus, and COF all depend on nitrogen con-
tent and how nitrogen is bonded in the film, all of which depend on 
deposition process and deposition conditions [161]. However, DLC 
and ta-C films still have higher hardness and lower COF than any 
values reported for CNx. Similar to DLC films, CNx films contain 
a mixture of sp2 and sp3 bonding, but in this case the bond type is 
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Table 4.10 Hardness and COF values for CN , a-C:F, SiCN and SiC films. 

Material 

CN 
X 

a-CNx 

a-CN:H 

FLCN 
X 

CN 
X 

CN 
X 

a-C:N 

Si-C-N 

Si-C-N 

SiC 

SiC 

Deposition Process 

IAD 

Pulsed bias arc ion 
plating 

Reactive RF 
magnetron 
sputtering 

Unbalanced 
magnetron 
sputtering 

IAD 

Ion beam assisted 
pulsed laser 
ablation 

Pulsed cathodic arc 
discharge 

Magnetron 
sputtering 

PECVD 

RF magnetron 
sputtering 

Active Reactive 
evaporation 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

64 

32 

12 

7-43 

15-20 

75 

4434 -Hv 

25 

40 

3800 Hv 

COF 
(typical) 

0.4 

0.03 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2-0.3 

Reference 

163 

161 

165 

166 

164 

167 

170 

171 

187 

186 

206 

205 

C-C(N). For films deposited by the pulsed bias ion plating process, 
hardness peaks at 32 GPa for nitrogen content ~ 0.081 (Figure 
4.40), which also corresponded to maximum C-C(N) sp3 bonding. 
Hardness values also peaked for substrate bias voltage near -300 V. 
Note that these films contained no hydrogen. The elastic modu-
lus showed a similar dependence on composition and deposition 
conditions, peaking at 450 GPa. 
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Figure 4.40 Dependence of hardness and elastic constant of CNx films with N 
content [161]. 

CN films have also been deposited by electron cyclotron reso-
nance"PECVD [168], RF-PECVD [169], N2 beam ion assisted laser 
ablation [170], and pulsed cathodic arc discharge [171]. Amorphous 
carbon nitride (a-CNx) films deposited by reactive RF magnetron 
sputtering show less impressive hardness values [165]. Hardness 
values for films deposited by pulsed cathodic arc discharge, how-
ever, show an impressive 75 GPa hardness [171]. 

An interesting allotrope of CNx is fullerene-like carbon nitride 
[164]. Nitrogen is substituted into predominantly sp2 hybridized 
graphite sites, which deforms bond angles in the fullerene and 
inhibits plastic deformation. Fullerene-like materials are com-
pound materials which have the structural incorporation of 
odd-membered rings, and are characterized by heavily bent and 
intersecting hexagonal basal planes. Other fullerene-like materials 
include C [172], BN:C [173], BN [173], MoS2 [174], TiO [175], NbS2 

[176], and WS2 [177]. However, out of these material systems only 
C, CN , and BC:N exhibit cross-linking, which enables the material 
to extend the strength of the covalently bonded two-dimensional 
hexagonal network into three dimensions. 

Figure 4.41 shows that FL-CN^ consists of substitutionally bonded 
N in bent, intersecting, and cross-linked graphite sheets. Thus the 
majority of carbon is incorporated in a three-coordinated planar 
sp2-hybridized state, which is actually stronger than the hybridized 
sp3- bond of diamond [178,179]. The inset in Figure 4.41 shows that 
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Figure 4.41 TEM picture of curved and intersecting fullerene like sheets in a 
FL-CNx film. Inset shows distortion and buckling of two-dimensional graphite 
lattice into three dimensions [164]. 

the two-dimensional structure of graphite, which deforms easily, 
is distorted by the bonding of nitrogen [180, 181, 182]. This lattice 
buckling enables the material to extend the extraordinary strength 
of a planar sp2-coordinated carbon network into three dimensions. 

Fluorinated amorphous carbon (a-C:F:H) films have been syn-
thesized using plasma decomposition of CF4-CH4 mixtures [183]. 
While these films have lower hardness than other carbon films, they 
have applications in wear resistant overcoats for magnetic record-
ing media [184], and corrosion and abrasion resistant coatings for 
infrared optics [185]. In order to incorporate F into the films, they 
are deposited by CVD processes. No nanoindenter hardness num-
bers are available, but Vickers hardness ranges from 14-6 with an 
increased F/C ratio from 0-0.26 [183]. Some H must obviously be 
incorporated into the films and is generally in the neighborhood of 
15 at. %. 

While silicon carbide is known as a hard and wear resistant 
material, Si-C-N films have combined properties of SiC and Si3N4 

and show promise for wear and corrosion resistance, and excellent 
chemical stability, wide band gap, and promising mechanical and 
thermal properties [186, 187]. The Si-C-N system is expected to 
have different superhard phases namely SiC, ß-Si3N4 and ß-C3N4 

(see above regarding CNx) phases, which is a superhard material 
with theoretically predicted hardness near to diamond (but not yet 
synthesized) [5]. ß-C3N4 and ß-Si3N4 have similar crystal structures 
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and are expected to be miscible in each other and form a Si-C-N 
phase with excellent hardness. [188-194]. 

Si-C-N films are deposited by essentially the same methods as 
CNx films, which include microwave plasma CVD [31,32], PECVD 
[190,191], ion beam implantation [192], and magnetron sputtering 
[193, 194]. PECVD films were deposited in mixtures of SiH4, C2H2 

and NH3 [186]. Magnetron sputtered films were deposited using 
a sintered SiC target in Ar + N2 mixtures [187]. Targets could also 
(preferably) consist of pyrolytic SiC. For all deposition processes, 
hardness generally decreased with increased N content but smooth-
ness increased with increased N content. Not unexpectedly, hard-
ness of PECVD films decreased with increased Si content (or SiH4/ 
C2H2 ratio) as shown in Figure 4.42 [186]. 

While hardness increased with increased substrate temperature 
for both magnetron sputtered and PECVD films, hardness peaked 
at a substrate temperature ~ 500 °C and decreased at 700 °C for 
magnetron sputtered films. As shown in Figure 4.43 , maximum 
hardness for PECVD films was obtained at ~ 650 °C. 

While sputtered films were predominantly amorphous, some 
ß-Si3N4 and ß-C3N4 phase formation was detected by AFM in films 
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Figure 4.42 Dependence of hardness and elastic modulus with SiH4/C2H2 ratio 
for PECVD Si-C-N films [186]. 
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Figure 4.43 Dependence of hardness and elastic modulus with substrate 
temperature for PECVD Si-C-N films [186]. 

deposited at 1.0 Pa and 5.0 Pa. The ß-Si3N4 phase was more preva-
lent in films deposited at lower pressures (0.4 Pa), most likely due 
to increased ion bombardment. Films deposited at high pressures 
~ 10 Pa exhibited graphitic phases. 

Si-C-N films have also been deposited by ion beam sputtering 
using a Si target doped with C5N_H5 (adenine) and bombarding 
the target with 750V-l 250V Ar ions [195]. Amorphous films were 
obtained using Si rich targets and low accelerating voltages ~ 750 V. 
Microcrystalline films were deposited when Si content in the sput-
tering target was decreased. 

SiC thin films have a wide variety of useful properties, including 
good mechanical wear resistance [160], high hardness [196], high ther-
mal conductivity, and very high thermal stability [197]. Applications 
range from protective coatings against the corrosion of steel [198] to 
microelectronic devices [199], and from X-ray mask materials [200] to 
the protection of thermonuclear reactor walls [201], infrared optical 
coatings, and photovoltaic cells. Films are deposited by a variety of 
techniques, such as laser-assisted deposition [202], dynamic ion mix-
ing [203], plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition [204], magne-
tron sputtering [205], and reactive evaporation [206]. 

As with CNx and Si-C-N films, magnetron sputtering and other 
PVD processes are most often used [204, 205, 206]. SiC films are 
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deposited by RF magnetron and other sputtering techniques using 
either a SiC target (pyrolytic SiC preferable but sintered acceptable) 
or using a Si target in mixtures of Ar + hydrocarbon (CH4, C2H6, 
etc). While substrate temperature was a factor with hardness of 
Si-C-N films, there appears to be little dependence for magnetron 
sputtered SiC films, as shown in Figure 4.44 [206]. There is a sig-
nificant dependence on RF power (~ deposition rate) and Ar pres-
sure, however [206]. Hardest films were obtained at relative low RF 
powers ~ 100 W - 150 W and hardness peaked at 40 GPa for an Ar 
pressure ~ 0.1 Pa. Here we see that this is another example in which 
adatom mobility is critical and is enhanced by low deposition rate 
and high ion bombardment of the growing film. 

Hardness of SiC films deposited by active reactive evaporation 
(ARE) showed significant dependence on substrate temperature 
and bias [205]. Figures 4.45 and 4.46 show hardness dependence on 
these parameters. Note that films with highest hardness have the 
ß-SiC phase, as discussed above. 

While impressive hardness values have been achieved for 
diamond-related materials, DLC and ta-C thin films still are the 
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Figure 4.44 Dependence of hardness on substrate temperature for magnetron 
sputtered SiC films [205]. 
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Figure 4.45 Dependence of hardness of ARE SiC films on substrate bias [205]. 
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Figure 4.46 Dependence of hardness of ARE SiC films on substrate 
temperature [205]. 

"gold standard" for hardness and lubricity. CNx, Si-C-N and SiC 
offer advantages of smoother morphologies, large area deposi-
tion, and lower synthesis costs which may offset some of the tribo-
logical advantages of DLC and ta-C. These diamond cousins also 
have additional optical, electronic, opto-electronic, and biomédical 
applications and their properties can be adjusted through modifica-
tions in composition. 
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4.1.6 Tungsten Carbide, Molybdenum Sulfide, 
Silicon Nitride, and Aluminum Oxide 

Several tribological coatings do not fit into one family. In this sec-
tion, we address the tribological properties of tungsten carbide 
(WC), molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), silicon nitride (Si3N4 or Si N ), 
and aluminum oxide (A1203 or A10x). Tungsten carbide melts at 
2,870 °C, has a hardness in the range with low electrical resistivity 
(~2xl0-5 Ohm-cm), comparable to some metals. As with most of 
the materials addressed here, WC coatings are used to improve the 
wear resistance of cutting tools, but are also used in jewelry, par-
ticularly wedding rings, and are often used to improve the flow of 
ink on ball point pen tips. WC coated drill bits and a wedding ring 
are shown in Figure 4.47. Although not the hardest or most wear 
resistant of the thin film materials addressed here, it is possible to 
polish WC and improve the overall surface finish of the coated part. 
WC oxidizes at temperatures between 500 °C-600 °C. 

WC thin films are mainly deposited by magnetron sputtering 
[207, 208, 209, 210], filtered cathodic arc deposition (FCAD) [211], 
CVD [212,213], and plasma spray [214]. Magnetron sputtered coat-
ings are deposited form a high purity W target in mixtures of Ar + 
CH4 or Ar + C2H2 [207, 208]. Substrate temperatures range from 
150-350 °C. Hardness of magnetron sputtered WC films peaks at 
40 GPa for C contents ~ 34 at % [207]. Wear rates also appear to be 

Figure 4.47 WC coated drill bits and wedding ring. 
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minimal at this composition (W066C034) [2]. COFs range from ~ 0.10 
to 0.20 under dry conditions and are < 0.1 at C content ~ 10 at.% [1]. 
WC films have considerably lower wear rates than SiC and Si3N4 

films, as shown in Figure 4.48 [207]. 
Films are deposited by FCAD using targets with composition 

W030C070 with substrate bias ranging from 0 to -600V [211]. Surface 
morphology, crystalline structure, internal stress, hardness, and 
elastic (Young's) modulus were found to be strongly dependent 
on substrate bias. Films were smoothest for bias near -300 V. At 
a substrate bias below -200 V, the increase of substrate bias was 
found to result in densification of the film with an accompanying 
change in film structure from single hexagonal a-W2C phase to a 
mixture of hexagonal a-W2C + cubic + W C l x + cubic W. High den-
sity and the strain in films deposited at this bias were attributed 
to a lattice mismatch between the different phases and resulted in 
the highest internal stress = 7.2 GPa, hardness = 26 GPa, and elastic 
modulus = 27 GPa. As shown in Figure 4.49, hardness and elastic 
modulus decreased with further increase in substrate bias, which 
was thought to cause relaxation of strain and return film structure 
to the single a-W2C phase. 

CVD methods that have been investigated include [212, 213 ]: 

• WC16 + H2 + CH4 -* WC + 6 HC1 @ 670 °C 
• WF, + PL + CFPOH -* WC + 6 HF + PLO @ 350 °C 

Figure 4.48 Comparison of wear rates for WC, SiC, and Si3N4 films [207]. 
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Figure 4.49 Hardness and elastic modulus for FCAD WC films [211]. 

Mixtures of WF6 + H2 + C3H8 @ 650 °C-1000 °C are also used. 
Films with a single crystalline phase were deposited at tempera-
tures between 900 °C-1000 °C. A mixture of WC and W2C was 
obtained at lower substrate temperatures. 

Although not common among other hard wear-resistant coat-
ings, WC and combinations of WC-Co are often plasma sprayed 
onto cutting tools to achieve high wear resistance and ductility [212, 
215, 216, 217]. For films deposited by this process, the W2C com-
position is found to be harder than WC films; 3000 Hv compared 
to 2400 H v [216], although hardness as low as 1000 Hv have been 
reported for WC-Co films [215]. Nanostructured WC/Co powders 
with 50 |J.m-500 nm size are plasma sprayed. At high temperatures 
~ 2200 °C, WC decomposes to tungsten and carbon and this can 
occur during high-temperature thermal spray, e.g., high velocity 
oxygen fuel (HVOF) and high energy plasma (HEP) methods [218]. 
Plasma chemistry and decomposition of the constituent powders 
is extremely complex and will not be addressed here. Results for 
plasma spayed nanostructured WC-Co coatings can be summa-
rized as follows [215]: 

1. It is possible to produce nanostructured WC-Co pow-
ders without non-WC Co phases although a high per-
centage of non- W C C o phases is frequently reported 
in conventional WC-Co powder. 
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2. Nanostructured WC-Co powder experiences a higher 
temperature during spraying than that of the corre-
sponding conventional powder. Therefore, if the same 
spraying parameters are used, WC particles in nano-
structured powder will suffer from severe decom-
position, which would subsequently degrade the 
performance of nanostructured WC-Co coatings. 

By controlling agglomerate size of feedstock powder, fuel chem-
istry and fuel-oxygen ratio, near nanostructured WC-Co coat-
ings with a low amount of non WC Co phases can be successfully 
synthesized. 

3. Increased hardness, toughness, and wear-resistance 
can be obtained in near nanostructured WC-Co coat-
ings that are properly synthesized. 

Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is used primarily as a solid lubri-
cant but is also combined with wear resistant layers in multilayer 
thin films to form wear resistant lubricious surfaces [131]. MoS2 is 
the most widely used lamellar compound solid lubricant material 
for space applications, [219] and is used in release mechanisms, 
precision bearing applications, main weather sensor bearings, and 
gimbal bearings. MoS2 coatings by themselves are not suitable for 
most terrestrial applications, because their tribological properties 
degrade in humid atmospheres. However, unlike fluid lubricants, 
MoS2 is suitable for use in a vacuum environment because of its 
low outgassing pressure and lack of migration. Before the advent of 
thin films, MoS2 powder was applied to the surface and burnished 
with a soft tissue onto the low friction surface. MoS2 thin films are 
now mainly deposited using PVD processes; coatings with best per-
formance (low COF, high adhesion, wear resistance) are deposited 
by magnetron sputtering [219-226]. Compared to previous meth-
ods for the deposition of MoS2, RF sputtering produces coatings 
with low COF and enhanced adhesion. Films are deposited using 
a MoS2 target or a Mo target in a reactive gas atmosphere [220, 221, 
222,226,227,228,229,230]. RF sputtered MoS2 coatings show lower 
friction coefficients, better adherence, and lower wear rates than 
coatings produced by other techniques [221]. COF as low as 0.4 are 
routinely reported. MoS2 films are also deposited by pulsed laser 
evaporation [231]. 
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MoS2 has been combined with Ti to further reduce friction and 
improve wear resistance [225]. Graphite and Cr were combined 
in the same study. Films are deposited by closed field magnetron 
sputtering using MoS2 and Ti targets, or three graphite targets and 
a Cr target. MoS2 in this configuration retains its low COF even in 
humid environments but wear resistance is significantly increased. 
Figure 4.50 shows that COFs for MoST (molybdenum-sulfur-
titanium) films as low as 0.025 are achieved with wear rates as low 
as 0.63 m m / h [221]. 

Recently nanolaminate and nanocomposite coatings based 
on MoS2 have been developed [131, 220, 232, 233, 234, 235]. 
Nanocomposite, nanoparticle, and nanolaminate coatings involv-
ing MoS2/Au, MoS2/Ti, MoS2/(Ni,Pb,Ag,C,TiN, Sb203,PbO) and 
MoS2 fullerines and with very low COF and high hardness have 
been achieved. MoS2/Au films are deposited by two different 
methods: MoS2 films coated with a thin Au layer (~ 80 nm) are 
deposited by dc unbalanced magnetron (UBM) sputtering [233] 
and MoS2 nanocomposites are deposited by cosputtering MoS2 

and Au targets in an UBM system [234]. While the film initially 
had a high COF of 0.15, once the Au was integrated into the MoS2, 
COF decreased to 0.035. These films also displayed good COF 
in humid atmospheres. Nanocomposites with an Au content of 
16 at.% had the best combination of low electrical resistance and 
low COF. 
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Figure 4.50 Wear rate and COF for MoST films [221]. 
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Si3N4 and A1203 are well known and widely used optical coating 
materials and are used extensively to provide wear and abrasion 
resistance to optical materials. Deposition processes and optical 
properties for these materials are described in Chapter 5. 

WC is used in numerous nanolaminate and nanocomposite 
structures, which will be discussed in Section 4.2. 

4.1.7 Transparent Oxides and Nitrides 

The tribological properties and wear resistance of transparent 
oxides and non-transition metal nitrides are generally poorer than 
corresponding carbides and borides, but the big advantage of these 
materials is that they are transparent at visible wavelengths. This 
allows them to be used in protecting optical components, plastics, 
and metal structures without changing the original color, reflec-
tivity, or transparency. These materials, however, are also used 
extensively in multilayer optical coatings, thermal barrier coatings, 
microelectronic devices (e.g., insulators), gas and water permeation 
barriers, and a variety of other applications. The most commonly 
used wear resistant oxides are A1203, AlxO . SiOz, SiOx, Zr03, Y203, 
Ta2Os, Nb2Os. The most commonly used transparent nitrides are 
SLNL, Si N , A1N, and BN. Oxinitrides such as AlO N and SiO N 

3 4 ' x y / / x y x Y 

are also used extensively because of intermediate optical and 
dielectric properties. 

This group of materials, however, is too extensive to treat each 
material individually. We will therefore focus on A1203, AlxO , Si02, 
SiOx, Zr03, and Ta2Ó5, oxides and Si3N4, SixN . and AlN nitrides. A 
wide variety of deposition processes are used for oxides; the most 
commonly used processes are magnetron sputtering (all types), 
high power pulsed plasma magnetron sputtering (HIPPMS), 
electron (e-beam) evaporation, CVD, PECVD, ALD, and filtered 
cathodic arc deposition. 

Aluminum oxide (alumina, A1203, AlxO ) and silicon oxide (SiOz 

and SiOx) are arguably two of the most widely used thin film oxide 
materials. Aluminum oxide films are used extensively in optical 
applications, permeation barriers for organic devices and solar 
cells, cutting tools, automotive lighting, biomédical implants, pro-
tection of mirror surfaces, and passivation of reactive surfaces. 
A1203 thin films are transparent from UV (~ 200 nm) to MWIR 
(~ 5 (xm) wavelengths with a refractive index ~ 1.65 at visible wave-
lengths. In addition to being hard and wear resistant, this material, 
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although an insulator, has a relatively high thermal conductivity of 
30 W/mK. The alpha (a), kappa (K), and(zetta) (Q series of crystal-
line phases has the hexagonal closed packed (hep) structure while 
the gamma (y), eta (r|), and delta (S) phases have the face centered 
cubic (fee) structure. Hardness of alumina films depends on the 
crystalline phase and ranges from 12.6-22 GPa [11]. 

The most common crystalline allotrope is the a phase, which is 
hard and most wear resistant of all phases and also the most ther-
modynamically stable [236]. This phase is used as an abrasive and 
to enhance the wear resistance of cutting tools. Amorphous films 
can also be deposited. 

Alumina is deposited by a wide range of deposition conditions. 
Common to all deposition processes, even with some form of ion 
and plasma bombardment, is the need for high substrate tempera-
ture to achieve optimum performance, whether it is for triboligi-
cal, optical, or gas permeation applications. Figure 4.51 shows the 
general trend in properties with the various crystalline phases with 
substrate temperature [236]. Films are deposited by magnetron 
sputtering processes [237, 238, 239], high power pulsed magnetron 
sputtering [240], PECVD [241, 242], CVD [243, 244], hollow cath-
ode discharge (HAD) [236], plasma activated reactive evaporation 
[245], atomic layer deposition (ALD) [246], spray pyrolysis [247], 
and filtered cathodic arc deposition (FCAD) [248]. 

Oxide films deposited by sputtering techniques generally use 

• DC or pulsed power supply with a high purity metal 
target in mixtures of Ar + O r RF power can also be used. 
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Figure 4.51 Influence of substrate temperature on structure and properties of 
aluminum oxide [236]. 
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• RF or pulsed power supply with a ceramic target in 
AR or another inert gas. A small amount of 0 2 may 
have to be added to achieve stoichiometric films. 

Therefore, alumina films are deposited by RF or pulsed mag-
netron sputtering techniques using ceramic A1203 target, or DC or 
pulsed reactively sputtered using a metal Al target in mixtures of 
Ar + 02. Planar magnetron, unbalanced magnetron, closed field 
magnetron, cylindrical magnetron, dual magnetron pulsed, all are 
used to deposit alumina films. Films are deposited in the "metal" 
mode in the reactive sputtering process to achieve stoichiomet-
ric compositions with minimal arcing and high deposition rate. 
Amorphous films are generally deposited without substrate heat-
ing. Crystalline films are deposited at substrate temperatures 
between 290 °C and 770 °C [249]. The relationship between sub-
strate temperature and crystalline phase is given in Table 4.11 [250]. 
Figure 4.52 demonstrates that hardness of alumina films deposited 
by pulsed magnetron sputtering increases with increased substrate 

Table 4.11 Summary of crystalline phase of magnetron sputtered 
alumina films with substrate temperature [249]. 

Substrate 
Temperature 
CO 

290-350 

450^80 

550-560 

670-690 

750-770 

11 kW 

amorphous 

amorphous 
(+50V bias) 

y-AiA 

10-% 
a- A1203 

90% Y-A1203 

(+50V bias) 

a- A1203 

13 kW 

amorphous 
(+50V bias) 

Y-A1203 

a- A1203 

90% Y-A1203 

60% a- A1203 

40% a-Al203 

(+50V bias) 

16 kW 

amorphous 

Y-A1203 

Y-A1203 

(+50V bias) 

oc-Al203 

90% Y-A1203 

(+50V bias) 

a- A1203 

17 kW 

Y-A1203 
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Figure 4.52 Dependence of hardness of magnetron sputtered alumina films on 
substrate temperature [249]. 

temperature and amorphous films have lowest hardness values. 
Substrate bias also has an influence on the fraction of a and y 
phases. Again, related to adatom energetics. We see that increased 
plasma density shifts formation of crystalline phases to lower 
temperatures. 

Hardness of magnetron sputtered films also depends on deposi-
tion conditions such as 0 2 partial pressure and substrate bias [250]. 
Figures 4.53 and 4.54 show the dependence of hardness of amor-
phous films with 0 2 partial pressure and substrate bias. Similar to 
films deposited at higher substrate temperatures, hardness peaked 
at ~ 20 GPa at substrate bias of -50 V. Hardness steadily decreased 
with increased 0 2 partial pressure starting at 0.3 Pa. This was 
explained by higher packing density at lower 0 2 pressures. 

CVD and related processes are the other techniques most often 
used to deposit alumina films. Films are generated by the decom-
position of trimethylaluminum (A12(CH3)6) at pressures ~ 0.5 mTorr 
and temperatures between 300 °C and 600 °C in a shower type reac-
tor [245, 246, 247, 248]. Aluminum acetonate (Al(acac)) is also used 
in a hot wall, low pressure reactor [251]. Substrate temperatures 
range up to 600 °C in this process. Dense, pore free crystalline films 
are obtained at temperatures above 500 °C. 

S Hir f 
i i i ' x 
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Figure 4.54 Dependence of hardness of unbiased amorphous alumina films on 
substrate bias [250]. 

In addition to numerous optical applications as a result of its 
low refractive index (~ 1.48 @ 550 nm), silicon oxide (silica, Si02, 
SiOx) films have applications as insulators in microelectronics, 
transparent barriers, optical coatings, and protecting plastics. Si02 

films are transparent from the UV (~ 200 nm) to MWIR (~ 2.5 um) 
wavelengths. Si02 and SiOx films are primarily deposited by mag-
netron sputtering techniques [252, 253, 254, 1], CVD and PECVD 
processes [255, 256, 257, 258]. Atmospheric high frequency plasma 
[259], atomic layer deposition (ALD) [260], and ion plating [261] 
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are also used to deposit silica thin films. Deposition of high quality 
films is challenging using evaporation processes without adatom 
energy enhancement and reacting with 02 , although high quality 
films have been deposited using ion assist. 

Silica films are deposited by DC and RF reactive magnetron sput-
tering processes (planar, unbalanced, pulsed) using a high purity 
(often doped to improve conductivity) Si target in mixtures of Ar + 
0 2 while RF magnetron sputtering techniques are used to deposit 
from a fused silica target in Ar. Substrates are typically not heated 
but can reach temperatures near 100 °C due to plasma bombard-
ment. Low temperatures are important for deposition onto tem-
perature sensitive substrates (plastics, etc.). Films are generally 
amorphous and very smooth. 

Deposition of silica thin films was problematic for CVD and 
related processes several decades ago, but this technology has 
now become widely used for high quality films. Films are typically 
deposited from mixtures of SiH4 + 02 , SiH4 + N 2 0 , or from hexa-
methyldisiloxane (HMDSO) or tetraethoxsilane (TEOS) [1, 257]. 
Hardness and COF numbers are generally unavailable. Films usu-
ally contain 5-15 at.% H. One problem is that particulates can 
form when SiH4 is used, which can form nodules and large voids 
in films. This problem can be partially mitigated by operating at 
reduced pressures, diluting the SiH4, heating the electrode, and 
using a pulsed discharge [1]. 

In addition to their numerous optical applications, silicon 
nitride (Si3N4 or SiN2 3) thin films have applications in passivation 
and diffusion barriers in microelectronics, surface passivation for 
microcrystalline Si solar cells, gas and water vapor permeation 
barriers, high frequency piezoelectric transducers, and biomédi-
cal applications. Silicon nitride is also used in nanocomposites 
(see Section 4.2). Similar to silica, magnetron sputtering [262, 263, 
264, 265] and CVD techniques (CVD, PECVD, LPCVD) [1, 59, 
266, 267] are most often used to deposit this nitride. Microwave 
plasma, thermal spray, and ion plating processes are also used 
[268, 269, 270]. As with SiOz films, Si3N4 films are generally amor-
phous but have a columnar microstructure (which makes them 
useful in piezoelectric applications [262]. Magnetron sputtering 
involves a high purity Si sputtering target and mixtures of Ar + 
N2. Ceramic targets can also be used but, as with sputter depo-
sition of other ceramic thin films, reactive sputtering in Ar + N2 
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is still required [264]. Substrates are often unheated but are also 
heated to temperatures as high as 1300 °C and are often biased to 
densify the film. Properties depend on N2 partial pressure, total 
pressure, substrate temperature, deposition rate, and substrate 
bias. Density decreases and porosity increases with increased total 
pressure, which is not surprising when structure zone models are 
considered. Refractive index decreases to near bulk levels with 
increased density. Hardness data is hard to find for these films, 
but Figure 4.55 shows the relationship between hardness and N2 

flow rate [263]. Hardness decreased from 14 GPa to 9.5 GPa with 
increased N2 flow, indicating that stoichiometric films are harder 
than substoichiometric films (nitrogen content also decreased with 
increased N2 flow). Hardness values - 19 GPa have been reported 
by Vila et al. for unheated substrates and 23.4 GPa for substrates 
heated to 850 °C [271]. 

CVD processes normally react SiH4 with N2 or NH3 in an Ar 
plasma [1, 59]. PECVD processes can also polymerize 1,1,3,3,55-
hexamethylcyclotrisilazane [266]. As a result, films can have as 
much as 30% incorporated H. Films deposited at temperatures 
near 900 °C are stoichiometric with little incorporated H. Table 4.12 
compares properties of CVD silicon nitride. 

Aluminum oxynitride (AlGvN ) and silicon oxynitride (SiOxN ) 
have intermediate properties between alumina and silica, which 
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Figure 4.55 Hardness and elastic modulus of Si3N4 films deposited with various 
N2 flows [263]. 
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Table 4.12 Physical properties of CVD silicon nitride [59]. 

Property 

Density (g/cm3) 

Refractive index 
(@550 nrn) 

Dielectric 
constant 

Stress @ 23 °C 
(GPa) 

S/N 

Thermal 
stability 

Si4N41 atm 
CVD (900 °C) 

2.8-3.1 

2.0-2.1 

6-7 

0.7-1.2(T) 

0.75 

Excellent 

Si4N4 (H) 
LPCVD (750 °C) 

2.9-3.1 

2.01 

6-7 

0.6(T) 

0.75 

SiN:H PECVD 
(300 °C) 

2.5-2.8 

2.0-2.1 

6-9 

0.3-1.1(C) 

0.8-1.0 

Variable 
(>400 °C) 

is particularly useful in optical applications. Films are generally 
deposited by magnetron sputtering and CVD techniques. The 
refractive index of PECVD SiOxNy films depends on N 2 0 / ( N 2 0 + 
NH3) flow rate in a mixture with SiH4 [1]. Refractive index decreases 
from that of Si3N4 (-1.9) to that of Si02 (~1.46) increased oxygen 
content. Similar behavior is observed for A10xN films [272]. 

Although nanolaminates will be addressed in other chapters, 
because there are very few oxide nanostructures reported in the lit-
erature, it is appropriate to discuss AlN/Si3N4 nanolaminates here 
[254]. Super lattices with 300 alternating layers were deposited by 
reactive layers deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering. Layer 
thickness was ~ 3 nm. This coating is deposited by alternately 
moving the substrate over Al and Si sputtering targets in mixtures 
of Ar + N2. 

Figure 4.56 shows the microhardness of this structure, which 
is significantly harder than either constituent material. Hardness 
measured on fused silica substrate was ~ 30 GPa. Hardness of sin-
gle layer coatings ranges from 10-18 GPa. One of the advantages of 
this nanolaminate is that it is deposited with no substrate heating, 
thus permitting deposition on temperature sensitive materials such 
as plastics and some semiconductors. This structure is also trans-
parent from the UV to NIR wavelengths. 
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Figure 4.56 Microhardness of nanolaminate on fused silica and zinc sulfide 
substrates [254]. 

4.1.8 Zirconium Dioxide and Yttria Stabilized 
Zirconium Dioxide 

Zirconium dioxide (zirconia - ZrOz) thin films are used extensively 
as thermal barrier coatings in gas and jet turbine engines. They also 
have applications as membranes in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), 
optical coatings, security devices, wear resistant coatings for knife 
blades, high-k dielectrics, and oxygen sensors. Pure Zr02 has a 
monoclinic crystal structure at room temperature and transitions 
to tetragonal and cubic structures at increasing temperatures. The 
volume expansion caused by the cubic to tetragonal to monoclinic 
transformation induces very large stresses, and will cause pure 
Zr0 2 to crack upon cooling from high temperatures. Several differ-
ent oxides are thus added to zirconia to mitigate this problem and 
stabilize the tetragonal and/or cubic phases: yttrium oxide (Y203) 
is most often used but MgO, CaO, and Ce203 are also used [273]. 

Cubic Zr0 2 also has a very low thermal conductivity, which has 
led to its use as a thermal barrier coating (TBC) in jet and diesel 
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engines. Ytttria stabilized zirconia (YZO) is used in oxygen sensors 
and fuel cell membranes because of its high ionic conductivity for 
oxygen at high temperatures. ZrOz and YZO films are deposited 
primarily by all forms of magnetron sputtering [274], electron beam 
evaporation [275], CVD [276], PECVD [277], ALD [278], and gas jet 
processes [279]. 

4.2 Multifunctional Nanostructured, 
Nanolaminate, and Nanocomposite 
Triboligical Materials 

During the 1980's materials described in this chapter were used 
extensively for tribological applications. However, as early as the 
1990s and particularly during the last decade, attention has shifted 
to multifunctional nanostructured, nanolaminate, superlattice 
and nanocomposite triboligical materials. Applications include 
optical coatings, nonlinear optics, thermoelectrics, fluorescent 
sensors, magnetoresistance sensors, C-C structures, transparent 
conductive coatings, and improving mechanical and structural 
properties (stiffness, ductility, hardness, wear resistance, strength, 
stress, weight). These materials can have superior wear resistance, 
known as "superhard" properties and enhanced lubricity, which 
has increased and expanded biomédical, transportation, aerospace, 
and manufacturing applications [36, 280,281, 282, 283]. 

Composites can consist of very dissimilar materials, such as poly-
mers and ceramics, polymers and metals and magnetic materials, 
metals and ceramics, semiconductors and ceramics, polymers and 
semiconductors, etc. The particles do not have to be compatible 
with the host, they just have to mix and be distributed uniformly 
in the host. Composites can consist of metal/metal, metal/ceramic, 
ceramic/ceramic, polymer/metal, and polymer/ceramic structures. 
Thin film composite materials can be deposited by physical vapor 
deposition, MBE, CVD, PECVD, and vacuum polymer evaporation. 

Nanocomposites can also have high fracture toughness in addi-
tion to high mechanical hardness and wear resistance. All involve 
heterostructures. It will be instructive to first define these terms: 

1. Nanocomposite: A multiphase solid material where 
one of the phases has one, two, or three dimensions 
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of less than 100 nm or structures having nano-scale 
repeat distances between the different phases that 
make up the material [284]. It is typically the solid 
combination of a bulk matrix and nano-dimensional 
phase(s) differing in properties due to dissimilarities 
in structure and chemistry. The mechanical, electrical, 
thermal, optical, electrochemical, catalytic properties 
of the nanocomposite differ markedly from that of the 
component materials. 

2. Superlattice and nanolaminate: A periodic structure of 
layers of two (or more) materials, typically, thickness of 
one layer is several nanometers and generally < 10 nm. 
For mechanical applications, materials are typically 
carbides, nitrides and oxides. 

3. Nanostructure: This category can include nano-scale 
flakes, fibers, particles, tubes, wires and rods, as well 
as chiral and sculpted structures [285]. 

Composites can have unique structural, optical, electrical and 
magnetic properties not possible with a simple single component 
material. One of the best known composite materials is fiberglass, 
which is composed of glass fibers in a polymer matrix. The poly-
mer matrix gives the glass fibers increased flexibility and form-
ability, while preserving their insulating and structural properties. 
This family of materials (including thin films) is highly disor-
dered and inhomogeneous on a macro- and microstructural scale. 
Inhomogeneities can be fibers, clusters of atoms or molecules, 
grains with different crystalline phases (nanocrystalline clusters), 
inclusions with different electrical and magnetic properties. Note 
that the particles can have the same composition as the host mate-
rial, but will have a different structural geometry. Carbon-carbon 
composites are a good example, where carbon fibers or threads are 
incorporated into a carbonaceous resin. 

Due to the large number of nanostructured coatings, it will not 
be possible to address all materials systems. Table 4.13 lists the 
large number of nanocomposites and nanolaminates and provides 
a extensive that have been studied. This list, although incomplete, 
describes nanostructured materials and triboligical properties 
where available. Data for each property, however, was not avail-
able for all materials. 
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Table 4.13 List of nanostructured tribological materials. 

Nanostructure 
Type 

Nanocomposite 

Materials 

Zr-Cu-N 

Zr-Ni-N 

CrCu-N 

Al-Cu-N 

Zr-Cu-N 

nc-TÏN/ 
a-Si3N4 

nc-TiN/ 
a-Si3N4/a-TiS2 

TiC N /SiCN 
x y' 

Au/MoS2 

MoS2/Ti 

WC/DLC 

WC/TiAIN 

T i C / D L C / W S 2 

W C / C o / Cr/CrN 

TiN/Mo 

DLC/Cu 

DLC/Ti 

TiN/ a-Si3N4 

W2N/ 
a- a-Si3N4 

VN/ a-Si3N4 

TiN/c-BN 

TiN/a(TiB2 + TïB) 

TiN/TiB2 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

55 

57 

35 

47 

23,54 

40-60 

>80 

57 

27,42 

38-50 

30 

31 

38 

30 

51 

54 

COF 
(Dry Air) 

0.11 

0.035 

0.02 

0.05-0.2 

0.01 

0.30 

Reference 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36, 325 

36 

36 

111, 323 

288 

289 

290, 291, 
318 

292 

286 

293 

306 

309 

309 

311 

312, 325 

312 

312 

313 

314 
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Table 4.13 (cont.) List of nanostructured tribological materials. 

Nanostructure 
Type 

Nanolaminate 

Materials 

TiC/TiB2 

TiC/DLC 

TiAlN/AIN 

AlCrTaTiZr(NCy) 

TiZrAIN 

TaN/Ag 

nc-TiC/aC(Al) 

TiAlN/C 

AlCuN 

TiAlVN 

nc-TiN/BN 

TiBC 

W8&7NiMN5 

W68Si14N18 

ncMoC/ 
a-(C + Mo2N) 

TiAlN/VN 

TiAlNYN-VN 

TiAlN/CrN 

TiCN-TiN 

CN/TiCN/TiN 

TiN/TiCN / 
Si3N4/SiCN 

Fe/Ni 

CoCu 

CoNi 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

47,40 

32 

35 

25.2 

20 

18 

50 

42 

69 

71 

55 

45 

49 

39 

78 

55 

25 

35 

55 

COF 
(Dry Air) 

0.25 

Reference 

314 

315 

313, 325 

319 

320 

321 

322 

324 

326 

327 

325 

325 

325 

325 

325 

294, 295, 
296 

294 

294 

297 

297 

297 

297 

297 

297 
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Table 4.13 (cont.) List of nanostructured tribological materials. 

Nanostructure 
Type 

Materials 

Ni/Ti 

Cu/Ti 

Ti/TiN 

Hf/HfN 

MAIN 

Mo/NbN 

TiN/CrN 

TiN/VN 

TiN/NbN 

TiAlN/CrN 

TiN/(VxNB]_x)N 

CrN/NbN 

CrN/CrAIN 

TiAlN/CrAIN 

NiAlN/TiBCN 

TiC/TiN 

DLC/TiC/TiN/Ti 

DLC/TiC/ 
TiCN/Ti 

TiN/Nb 

TiN/CNx 

ZrN/CNx 

TiN /C-N 
x ' 

Cu/Al 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

40 

56 

51 

37.5 

48 

25 

52 

45-55 

40-45 

20-50 

6.5 

COF 
(Dry Air) 

0.32 

0.53 

Reference 

297 

297 

297 

297 

297 

297 

298 

299 

300 

301 

302 

303 

304,305 

306 

307 

308 

310 

310 

325 

325 

325 

325 

328 
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Figure 4.57 shows the anatomy of a nanocomposite coating [285]. 
A superhard coating is defined as having a microhardness > 40 GPa, 
which is based on a combination of nanocrystaUine and amorphous 
phases in composite structures to suppress ductility and increase 
strength, using grain boundary effects [286, 287]. To qualify as a 
nanocomposite, nanocrystaUine grains must be 3-10 nm in size and 
separated by 1-3 nm within an amorphous matrix, which consists 
of other ceramics, metals, carbon, etc. (see Figure 4.57). It has been 
suggested that the nanocrystals should be oriented in a common 
direction (have low angle boundaries) in order to provide inter-
action across the amorphous matrix and maximize the desirable 
super-hardness effect [316]. 

The increased hardness of composites compared to that of single 
phase coatings is based on the suppression of dislocations by using 
small 3-5-nm grains and inducing grain incoherence strains when 
using 1-nm thin matrix for grain separation [282, 283]. The com-
posite strength a can be defined with respect to crack propagation 
as [317]. 

o = | ^ H 2 where (4.1) 
7ta 

Amorphous matrix Nano - crystals 
(ceramic, metal, carbon) (borides, carbides, nitrides, oxides) 

Figure 4.57 Design schematic of an amorphous/crystalline nanocomposite with 
high-strength characteristics [290]. 
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E = elastic modulus, ys= surface energy of the grain/matrix inter-
face and a = initial crack size. Thus we see that composite strength 
can be increased by increasing elastic modulus and surface energy 
of the combined phases, and by decreasing the crystalline grain 
sizes. For superhard composites, in addition to the selection of 
an appropriate material system, the elastic modulus artificially 
increases with decreasing grain sizes due to the lattice incoherence 
strains and high volume of grain boundaries [286]. Below this limit, 
the strengthening does not occur because grain boundaries and 
grains become indistinguishable, and as a result, the stability of the 
nanocrystalline phase is greatly reduced. 

Nanolaminates and superlattices function in much the same 
way as nanocomposites in that energy of crack propagation is 
diffused at each layer interface [295, 296]. Figure 4.58 shows how 
hardness increases with decreasing layer thickness for several 

Figure 4.58 Results of hardness measurements showing the effect of layer 
thickness [295]. 
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bimetal systems [295]. At layer thicknesses on the order of 10 nm, 
where the hardness approaches maximum, the mechanical proper-
ties of nanolaminates and superlattices are strongly influenced by 
the nature of the mismatch of their crystal lattices at the interfaces 
as well as the very high ratio of interface volume to total material 
volume. 

Nanostructured coatings are primarily deposited by magnetron 
sputtering (planar, unbalanced, closed field, HIPPMS, cylindrical, 
pulsed), CVD (PACVD, PECVD, conventional CVD) and filtered 
cathodic arc deposition (FCAD). Electron beam evaporation, dual 
ion beam sputtering, and pulsed laser deposition are also used but 
are harder to scale up to industrial processes. We will examine four 
examples involving magnetron sputtering, PECVD, and FCAD. As 
with all thin film processes, coating properties are primarily deter-
mined by deposition parameters. Virtually all magnetron sputter-
ing processes involve cosputtering or alternative sputtering of two 
different materials, and often reactive sputtering is involved [326, 
328]. Common to all deposition processes, size and crystallographic 
orientation of the grains must be controlled. With respect to sputter-
ing, this involves low energy bombardment and mixing processes 
and using structure zone models (see Chapter 3) to obtain the cor-
rect microstructures [326, 327]. Ion bombardment can restrict grain 
growth. Mixing is determined by relative sputtering rates of the 
constituent materials and reactive processes. Additionally, no sub-
strate bias and heating are required to form nanocrystalline struc-
tures; however, these parameters are used to fine tune the structure 
of the film. 

In order to demonstrate the effects of deposition conditions, 
Figure 4.59 plots microhardness of CrNiN nanocomposites against 
N2 partial pressure, CrNi target composition, substrate bias (ion 
energy) and combined substrate temperature, substrate bias, target 
composition, and N2 partial pressure [326]. Amorphous films (first 
box on left) have lowest hardness while nanocrystalline films (third 
and fourth boxes from left) have highest hardness, peaking at 
45 GPa for a N2 partial pressure of 0.1 Pa, substrate temperature of 
200 °C, substrate bias of -200 V, and ion current of 1 mA/cm2. 

Although structure zone models are sufficient in explaining 
microstructure of single phase films, they fall short in describing 
two- phase nanocomposite films. A model based on two phases 
is shown in Figure 4.60 [329]. The SZM for low Cu (or impurity) 
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content looks much like the single phase SZM. However, as Cu 
content increases, dense fine grained films without columnar 
structure form. 

Effect of Ts Effect of target Effect of ¡on Combined effect of 
composition bombardment is T„ is, Us, pN2 

Us=Un, CrNi (20/80 wt.%) Us=Un,Ts=RT Us= 200 V ,pN2 = 0.25 Pa, Cr target with a Ni ring 
Ts = 300 °C 

SO-
i i . 

1 20 20-

10-

Cr/N¡ ring 

CrNi (60/40 wt%) 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

pN2[Pa] PN2[Pa] ¡s[mA/cm2] PN2[Pa] 

Figure 4.59 Effect of different process parameters on microhardness of Cr-Ni-N 
nanocomposites [326]. 

Figure 4.60 Structure zone model for Zr-Cu-N nanocomposite films [329]. 
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The following observations have been made for magnetron sput-
tered ncMeN/soft metal two- phase films [326]: 

1. Mechanical properties of the nanocomposite coatings 
strongly depend not only on the content of the soft 
metal but also on the element which forms the hard 
nc-MeN phase. 

2. The superhard (>40 GPa) nanocomposite coatings 
which exhibit the same hardness can have a very differ-
ent structure. The same hardness can be achieved not 
only when the films are composed of larger (> 10 nm) 
grains (well developed X-ray reflections ), but also in 
the case when films are composed of smaller (< 10 nm) 
grains (broad, low-intensity X-ray reflections) . In the 
first case, the maximum hardness of the film can be 
achieved only when all grains of the hard phase (nc-
MeN) are oriented in the same direction and the size 
of these grains has an optimum value ranging from 
approximately 10 to 30 nm, see for instance the system 
Zr-Cu-N or Zr-Y-N. 

3. The superhard (> 40 GPa) nanocomposite coatings 
with large grains (d > 10 nm) exhibit a large mac-
rostress o (see above) of several GPa. On the contrary, 
superhard nanocomposite coatings with small grains 
(d < 10 nm) exhibit a low macrostress o < 1 GPa . 

There is a direct relationship between hardness and reduced 
elastic modulus (E* = E/(l-v2) where v = Poisson's ratio), as shown 
in Figure 4.61. Hardness generally increases linearly with E. This 
plot also demonstrates that hardness is a function of the hard phase 
material (A1N, ZrN, TiN). The parameter PP/E2 is a measure of 
resistance to plastic deformation when plotted against hardness H 
[111, 325, 326]. Higher values of H3/E2 indicate a higher resistance 
to plastic deformation (lower E). Thus we would expect ceramic/ 
metal composites to have higher values. Figure 4.62 shows that 
indeed, ceramic/metal nanocomposites have an increased resis-
tance to plastic deformation. 

Observations based on this figure are: 

1. Films with a given hardness can have different values 
of the reduced Young's modulus E* = E/(l-v2). 
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2. The value of E* can be controlled by the chemical 
composition of the nanocomposite coating, i.e., by the 
choice of the elements forming the hard ncMeN phase 
and soft metal phase. 

3. Nanocomposite films composed of two hard phases 
(Ti-Al-N, Ti-Mo-N) and the nanostructured hard 
nitrides of transition metals (TiN, ZrN) exhibit a 
higher E* compared with nanocomposites composed 
of one hard and one soft (metal ) phase. In the last case, 
the value of E* strongly depends also on the element 
which forms the hard nc-MeN phase. 

4. The resistance to plastic deformation increases with 
decreasing value of the reduced Young's modulus E*. 

This study also concluded that three phase films are needed to 
achieve hardness > 70 GPa. 

Nanocomposite TiCxN /SiCN superhard coatings are deposited 
by PECVD [111, 323]. Figure 4.63 shows the structural evolution of 

SiN-,3 matrix SiCN matrix 

TiN TiN TiCxNy 

(column as growth) nanoparticles nanoparticles 

^ w A J 
V V 

nc-TiN/SiN13 nc-TiNxNy/SiCN 

Figure 4.63 Schematic evolution of TiCxN /SiCN superhard nanocomposite 
[111,323]. 
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the nanocomposite. nc-TiCxN /SiCN films with average grain size 
of ~ 10 nm were deposited in a radio frequency (RF, 13.56 MHz) 
PECVD system in which the substrates were placed on the RF pow-
ered substrate holder, which developed a self-induced DC bias volt-
age. Substrate temperature was 500 °C. The working gas mixture 
consisted of TiCl4, SiH4, CH4, N2, H2 and Ar. The fabrication process 
consisted of a short, 15-min surface pretreatment in Ar at a DC bias 
Vb = - 600 V and p = 50 mTorr (6.66 Pa), and was followed by a 3h 
deposition process performed at Vb= - 600 V and p = 200 mTorr 
(26.66 Pa), using a gas mixture of TiCl4/N2/SiH4. 

Figure 4.64 shows that hardness depended on C content and 
peaked at 55 GPa at C = 10 at.%. COF increased from 0.11 to ~ 0.17 
with an increase of C from 0 to 25 at%. Above a C content of 15 
At.% phase separation was suppressed and individual phases were 
found to intermix, thus degrading the nanocomposite. The films 
also displayed a high resistance to plastic deformation, as shown 
in Figure 4.65. Impressive values ~ 1.8 are achieved for the PECVD 
nanocomposites (compare these to Figure 4.61). 

Table 4.14 shows industrial applications for transition metal 
nitride based superhard nanocomposite coatings [295]. 
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Figure 4.65 H3/E2 vs H for nc-TiCNy/SiCN, nc-TiCxNy/SiNj 3 and SiCN 
films [323]. 

The most technologically important multilayer and nanolami-
nate ceramic /ceramic coatings are TiN/VN, TiN/NbN, TiN/CrN, 
TiN/(VxNbl-x)N, TiN/AIN, TiAlN/TiN, TiAlN/CrN, CrN/NbN, 
CrN/CrAIN and TiAlN/CrAIN [297]. Figure 4.66 shows the struc-
ture of a generic nanolaminate coating. Table 4.15 lists coating sys-
tems and applications of transition metal nitrides [297]. Note the 
importance of TiN in these coatings. 

Magnetron sputtering is most often used to deposit multilayer 
and nanolaminate structures. TiAlN/CrN nanolaminate coatings 
are deposited by unbalanced magnetron sputtering [330, 331]. As 
with virtually all multilayer coatings, the substrate was rotated from 
sputtering target to target to deposit individual layers. Substrates 
were rotated between Ti50Al50 and Cr targets in Ar + N2 gas mix-
tures for a total of 800 layers. Hardness peaked at 4000 kg/mm2 

for layer thickness of 6.5 nm. Nanoindentation measurements car-
ried out after heat treatment of the films showed that the multilayer 
films retained hardness as high as 2600 kg/mm2 even at 800 °C, 
while hardness of TiAIN films decreased sharply to 2200 kg/mm 2 

at 700 °C. Hardness of TiN and CrN film decreased to 1000 kg/mm 2 

and 700 kg/mm2- respectively. 
Figure 4.67 shows a TEM micrograph of a magnetron sputtered 

Cu /Au nanolaminate film deposited on PET. With addition of high 

■ nc-TiCxNy/SiCN 

V nc-TiC/SiCN13at300°C 

A nc-TiC/SiCN, 3 at 500°C 
O SiCN 
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Table 4.14 Industrial applications for transition metal nitride based 
superhard nanocomposite coatings [295]. 

Coating System 

TiSiN 

TiAlSiN 

AlSiTiN 

TiAlBN 

TiBN 

(Ti^Alx)N/a-Si3N4+ TiN 

CrSiN 

CrAlSiN 

AlCrSiN 

nc-(All-xCrx)N/ 
Si3N4(nACRo) 

Applications 

Diffusion barrier liners for gigascale Cu 
interconnect applications 

High speed cutting tool machining 

High speed machining of various steel 
alloys 

High speed machining of various steel 
alloys 

Machining of steel 

Machining of Ti based alloys 

Machining of hardened steel 

Green machining of brass 

High speed micro drilling of circuit boards 

High speed micro drilling of circuit boards 
Dry turning of case iron 

High speed machining of M2 die steel 

Hobbing 

Figure 4.66 Layer structure of generic nanolaminate coating [297]. 
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Table 4.15 Applications of transition metal nitride based nanolaminate 
coatings [297]. 

Coating System 

TiN/NbN 

TiAlN/CrN 

CrN/NbN 

TiAlN/VN 

TiN/AlTiN 

TiAlxN/TiAlyN 

TiAIN /TiAIN 
x y 

TiN/CrN 

TiN/TaN 

TiN/SiNx 

TiN/CrN-Ti/ 
Cr-TiN/CrN 

TiAlCrN/ 
TiAlYN 

TiAlCrN/NbN 

CrNx/a-Si3N4 

Application 

Machining stainless steel 
Rolling contact fatigue of M-50 steel 

Protection of titanium aluminides used in aerospace 
industry 

Moulds for high temperature Cu semi-solid 
processing 

Printing industry, leather industry and surgical blades 
Textile industry 
Cutlery industry 

Dry high speed machining of low alloyed and Ni 
based steels 

Dry high speed machining of Al alloys 
Machining of Al alloys for aerospace and automotive 

components 

Machining of inconel superalloys 
High speed machining of stainless steel 

Dry machining of tray and ductile cast iron 

Machining of difficult to cut materials (CrNiMoTi, 
CrMo, etc.) 

Moulds for high temperature Cu semi solid 
processing 

Machining of stainless steel 

Hard disk and tribological applications 

Periodontal instruments 

Dry high speed machining of steels 
Coatings on moulds for glass industry 
Protection of titanium aluminides used in aerospace 

industry 

Dry high speed machining of hardened H 13 steel 

Water hydraulic components 
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Cu layers 

AI layers 

TEM picture of a multi layer Cu/AI nanolaminate coating 

Figure 4.67 TEM picture of magnetron sputtered nanolaminate film deposited 
on PET [328]. 

hardness, this film could also be free standing [328]. Films with 
5000 alternating Cu and Au layers with thicknesses of 2 and 3 nm, 
respectively, were deposited in a vacuum roll coater using Ar gas. 
The web substrate was continually rotated over Cu and Al targets 
to obtain the large number of layers. The nanolaminate had a hard-
ness of 6.5 GPa, impressive for an all "soft" metal system. This type 
of structure is being developed for ultralight déployable mirrors in 
space. The nanolaminte could be mounted on a mandrel to fix its 
final figure and then coated with a highly reflective metal such as 
Au, Al, or Ag. 

We have just scratched the surface on this topic. Hundreds of 
papers have been written on nanocomposites, nanolaminates, and 
superlattices, and mechanical properties depend on a complex 
series of effects. The search for new extrinsic superhard coatings 
continues and is being directed toward oxide/nitride nanostruc-
tures. Transition metal nitride based nanostructures have limita-
tions for high temperatures while superhard coatings consisting 
of oxide materials are highly stable with very high melting tem-
peratures (Zr02, A1203 and Y203 have melting temperatures = 
2700, 2000, and 2400, respectively). Recall that yttria stabilized 
zirconia (YSZ) is used as thermal barrier coatings in jet and gas 
turbine blades. 
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5 
Optical Thin Films and 
Composites 

Modification and enhancement of the optical properties of solid 
surfaces, including transparent, reflective, opaque or absorp-
tive surfaces, is an important application for surface engineering. 
Except for reducing scattering, there is very little that can be done 
to modify the optical properties of a bulk surface without some 
external process (such as application of thin films, smoothing lay-
ers, etching and patterning). Because the optical constants are ulti-
mately properties of the lattice and bonding in materials, stress and 
strain can also affect their behavior. Unlike many other proper-
ties, modification of the optical properties of a surface can totally 
change the optical properties and even the color of the substrate. 
However, in addition to modifying the optical properties, in many 
cases they serve two or more SE functions, such as improving abra-
sion and wear resistance, electromagnetic shielding, and as gas, 
chemical, and water permeation barriers. The optical properties of 
a surface can be modified by a simple single layer thin film coating 
or by complex multilayer coatings with hundreds of layers. Optical 
properties of a surface can thus be modified using: 

• Thin films and multilayer thin films 
• Patterned structures 
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• Etching 
• Low dimensional structures 
• Photonic crystals 
• GLAD coatings 

The major types of multilayer optical coatings are: 

Antireflection coatings used to reduce Bragg reflections 
High reflector coatings used to increase the reflectance 
from narrow to broad spectral ranges 
Filters used to transmit narrow to broad wavelength 
ranges 
Notch filters 
High and low pass filters 
Dichroic coatings 
Rugate filters 
Low-e coatings 
Absorptive/emissive coatings 
Metal mirrors 
Photocatalytic coatings for self-cleaning and surface 
oxidation 
Transparent gas and water vapor barriers 

Although there is considerable overlap, Table 5.1 lists thin film 
optical materials and their approximate usable spectral ranges. Note 
that this table is not all inclusive. Deposition processes described 
in Chapter 2 are used to deposit single and multilayer optical thin 
films. Also note that many of these materials are used in a variety 
of applications, other than optical coatings. 

Table 5.1 Useful spectral ranges of thin film optical materials. 

Material Optical 
Property 

Spectral 
Range 

Examples 

Transition 
metal oxides 

Transmission, 
photocatalyst 

UV - MWIR Ta205,Nb205, 
Zr02,W03, 
Ti02,V203,V02 

Semiconductor 
oxides 

Transmission UV-NIR Si02,SiO, Ge203 
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Table 5.1 (cont.) Useful spectral ranges of thin film optical materials. 

Material 

Other metal 
oxides 

Transparent 
conductive 
oxides 

Transition 
metal nitrides 

Semiconductor 
nitrides 

Other metal 
nitrides 

Oxynitrides 

Metal fluorides 

Carbides 

Semiconductors 

Metal sulfides 

Metals 

Optical 
Property 

Transmission 

Reflection 

Transmission 

Transmission 
and 
reflection 

Transmission 

Transmission 

Transmission 

Transmission 
and 
absorption 

Transmission 
and 
absorption 

Reflection and 
absorption 

Spectral 
Range 

U V - N I R 

UV-VIS 

VIS - LWIR 

UV - MWIR 

UV-MWIR 

UV - MWIR 

UV - LWIR 

VIS - LWIR 

UV - LWIR 

UV - LWIR 

U V - m m 
wave 

Examples 

A1203, BeO, BO 

ITO, ln203, ZnO, 
ZnO:Al, SnOz, 

TiN, HfN, ZrN, 
TaN 

Si3N4,Ge3N4 

A1N, CrN 

S i O N . A 1 0 , N 
x Y x y 

MgF2, CaF2, HfF4 

SiC, B4C, GeC 

Si, Si:H, Ge, Ge:H, 
C, DLC, CdTe 

CdS, PbS, ZnS 

Ag, Au, Al, Cu, 
Ni, Ta, Cr, Pt 

5.1 Optical Properties at an Interface 

The basic optical properties (transmittance, reflectance, absorp-
tance, scattering) of solid surfaces are introduced in Section 1.3. 
However, it is important for thin films that we understand refrac-
tion and polarization of light at an interface in more detail because 
more than one interface is generally involved. The Fresnel equations 
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define the components of the reflected and transmitted waves with 
respect to the angle of incidence (AOI) of light, as shown in Figure 
5.1 for two media with refractive indices n: and n2, and kt = k2 = 0. 
Polarization of light plays an important role in the interaction of 
light with matter, for example [1]: 

• The amount of light reflected at a boundary between 
materials depends on the polarization of the incident 
wave. 

• The amount of light absorbed by certain materials is 
polarization dependent 

• Light scattering from matter (solids in our case) is 
generally polarization sensitive 

• The refractive index of anisotropic materials depends 
on polarization 

• Optically "active" materials (such as liquid crystals) 
have the natural ability to rotate the polarization plane 
of linearly polarized light. 

Light can be considered a plane wave with frequency v 
(wavelength = c/v = X) traveling in a specific direction with veloc-
ity c. Consider light traveling in the z direction. The electric field 
generate by the wave can be described by 

E(z,t) = R e J A e x p i ( t - - U = Exx + Eyy where (5.1) 

Figure 5.1 Reflection and refraction at the boundary of two media. 
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A is the complex amplitude envelope = Axx + A y. As usual, bold 
characters are vector quantities. A can be expressed as functions of 
phase (|>: 

Ax = ax exp(i(|>x) (5.2) 

Ay = ay exp(i<|)y) (5.3) 

Phase difference = (j) = (̂  - §• . (5.4) 

Light is considered linearly polarized in the x or y direction if 
either axor a = 0 (but not both). 

Light is circularly polarized if <() = ±71/2 and ax = ay = a0. Right cir-
cular polarization occurs when (j) = TC/2 and left circular polarization 
occurs when ty = -K/2. 

Thus, light traveling in the z direction has electric field compo-
nents in the x and y directions, as shown in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 
defines circular and elliptical polarizations. 

Polarization plays an important role in reflection and refraction 
of a plane wave light. Figure 5.4 breaks Figure 5.1 into more detail 
and shows the reflection and refraction of the components of a 
plane wave at a boundary between two dielectric media. 

The electric field vectors are shown for the incident and reflected 
waves. The plane wave is incident at the boundary with angle 6 . 
The wave is reflected at 93 and refracted at 6 r We know that 93 = 0 
and, according to Snell's law, refraction is defined by 

rij sin 6j = n2 sin 02 (5.5) 

Reflected and refracted amplitudes are most conveniently 
represented by matrices, but we will just give final results here. 

Figure 5.2 Linearly polarized light showing plane of polarization [1]. 
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Linear Circular Elliptical 

Figure 5.3 Circular and elliptical polarizations. 

Figure 5.4 Reflection and refraction at the boundary between two dielectric 
media [1]. 

In addition to electric field components, the plane wave also has 
magnetic field components (Hx and H ), similar to the electric field 
described above. Polarization in the x direction is called transverse 
electric (TE) polarization or orthogonal polarization since electric 
fields are perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Polarization in 
the y direction is called transverse magnetic (TM) polarization since 
the magnetic field is orthogonal to the plane of incidence. The TM 
mode, however, is perpendicular to the TE mode and thus parallel 
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to the plane of incidence. These two modes are important when 
discussing transmission through waveguides. Convention for 
these modes is "s" polarization = TE mode and "p" polarization = 
TM mode. The Fresnel equations for reflection and transmission 
coefficients, which define reflection and refraction, can then be 
expressed as: 

(n1 cos 0j - n2 cos 02 ) 
rx = — -^- - TE (5.6) 

(rijCOsGj + n 2 cos82) 

t x = l + rx (5.7) 

( n 2 c o s e i - n 1 c o s 9 2 ) _ T M ^ 

(n2 cos 9j + nt cos 92 ) 

t y = l - r y (5.9) 

The reflectance R is the square of the reflectance coefficient: 
^ ^ ( r e c o s e , - n 2 c o s 9 2 ) 2 ^ 

(na cos 91¿ + n2 cos 92 ) 

While the reflection coefficient of light polarized in the plane 
(p-polarization) is given by: 

( n 1 c o s e i - n 2 c o s 9 2 ) ^ ^ 

(nT cos B1 + n2 cos 92 ) 

Referring to Figure 5.1, in this case 0j = Qt and 0t. = 02 The average 
reflection coefficient is R = (Rg + Rp)/2. 

Of course, all this assumes no or very little optical absorption. 
However, if there is significant optical absorption we must ulti-
mately return to the equations discussed in Section 1.3: 

T s = l - R s - A (5.12) 

T P = 1 - R P - A (5.13) 

Figure 5.5 shows s and p reflection for the cases of ^ < n2 and n: > 
n2 against angle of incidence (AOI). For the first case, s polarization 
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Figure 5.5 s and p reflection for n] < n2 and nj > n2. 

reflectance continues to increase at all angles of incidence but p 
reflectance (r ) approaches 0 at Brewster's angle (6B = t a n ^ / n , ) 
and then increases rapidly with increased AOI. As demonstrated 
in the figure, total internal reflection is only possible when n: > n r , 
and occurs at the critical angle 

Qr = sin l u ̂  
V""1 J 

2 

n. 
(5.14) 

Figure 5.6 demonstrates total internal reflection in a block of 
PMMA. Here ^ = 1 and n2 = 1.5. If ^ < n2, some light would be 
transmitted out of the material and some reflected back into it 
according to the Fresnel equations. These concepts are critical for 
waveguide operation. 

For normal and near normal incidence the Fresnel equations 
simplify to [2]: 

r = r s = r D = 2 \ (5.15) 
(n1 + n 2 ) 

p 

t = t , = t D = 2 n i (5.16) 
(nI +n 2 ) 

p 

A word on absorptive media with respect to total internal reflec-
tion. There will be many cases in which the medium outside the 
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dielectric boundary is a metal or is highly optically absorbing. In 
this case an evanescent wave field, frequently called a plasmon, is 
set up outside the dielectric medium, as shown in Figure 5.7 [3]. 
The amplitude of this wave decays exponentially with distance 
from the boundary. Energy is transmitted perpendicularly to the 
boundary. Thus, energy can be transferred to a dielectric medium 
via total internal reflection. 

All surfaces scatter incident electromagnetic radiation at some 
level. Scattering causes attenuation of a light beam similar to 
absorption. The intensity of light due to scattering cross section 
o\ [4] is 
's 

I(z) = I0 exp(-G s Nz) where (5.17) 

Figure 5.6 Total internal reflection in a block of PMMA. 

Figure 5.7 Formation of an evanescent wave at a metal/dielectric interface and 
the amplitude decay. 
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N is the density of scattering centers and z is the propagation 
direction through the solid. Note that scattering only gets worse at 
shorter wavelengths 

°s~¿- (5.18) 

Thus when describing engineering of optical properties, it is 
important to specify which property is of interest and address all 
factors that affect this property. For example, maximizing trans-
mittance requires that reflectance, absorptance, and scattering be 
minimized. 

5.2 Single Layer Optical Coatings 

Surface optical treatments can: 

• Change a simple transparent ceramic window into a 
reflector, EMI shield, heat mirror, cold mirror, emissive 
display, laser shield, or switchable optical device 

• Change the color of a surface, optic, or window 
• Increase transmission of ceramic, semiconductor and 

semi-opaque substrates 
• Modify the optical band structure of a surface 
• Increase or decrease optical scattering of a surface 
• Enable read-write capability on a substrate 

The most widely used optical surface treatment is the metal mir-
ror with the multilayer thin film optical coating as second. However, 
even a humble single layer coating can significantly change the 
optical properties of a surface or substrate. A simple metal thin film 
can change the optical properties of any non-scattering surface to a 
mirror or high reflector. Consider first the metallic reflector, which 
is essentially a broad band mirror. Figure 5.8 shows the reflec-
tance of several metal coatings at 0° AOL The color of each mate-
rial depends on the wavelength range of high reflectance. Al and 
Ag have high reflectivity over the visible wavelength range and, 
essentially, have no color and appear "silvery". The reflectance of 
Au and Cu films only becomes high above 500 nm wavelength. We 
will address color in more detail later in this section. We see that Cu 
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Figure 5.8 Reflectance of Al, Ag, Au, Cu and Rh films at 0° AOI [5]. 

reflectance contains a bit more blue - green. Rh appears more gray 
due to absorption at lower visible wavelengths. 

Now consider a substrate or window with complex refractive 
index ns = ns + iKg and a thin film with thickness t and complex 
refractive index n,- nf + iKf. Analysis even of this simple geometry 
is complex and requires summation of reflection and transmission 
over multiple passes through the film, as shown in Figure 5.9 [6]. 
Ignoring absorption and polarization, the reflectance and transmit-
tance of a single layer on a substrate are given by the summations 

= {(n2, + n2)(n2 + n2 ) -4n 0 n f
2 n s + (n0

2 -n2)(n f
2 - n 2 ) c o s 2 5 f } 

{(n2 + n 2 ) ( n 2 + n 2 ) + 4n 0 n 2 n s + (n 2 - n 2 ) ( n 2 - n 2 ) c o s 2 ô f } 

(5.19) 

T = 8n0nf
2ns 

{(n2 +n 2 ) (n 2 + n 2 ) + 4n 0 n 2 n s + (n 2 - n 2 ) ( n 2 - n 2 ) c o s 2 ô f } 

(5.20) 

Here n0 is the real part of the refractive index of the inci-
dent medium (usually air), 8f is the phase change of the incident 
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Substrate 

Figure 5.9 Path of light through a thin film coating on a substrate [6]. 

beam = (2rc/X)nftcos9 passing through the thin film, and 9 = angle of 
incidence (AOI). One can imagine the complexity of these terms if 
complex refractive indices and multilayers are used (a good reason 
to use optical design software). Also note that these expressions are 
polarization dependent, as described above. 

A more compact expression for reflectance is given by [7] 

y0-
yf 

R 'sj (5.21) 

y0 + I t 
YsJ 

In this case, y0, yf and ys are optical admittances of air, film, and 
substrate, which are related by 

yf = ( y 0 y s ) 2 a n d n f = ( n 0 n s ) (5.22) 

With admittance is defined as y = (n - ik)(e0/|a.0)
1/2 [7]. 

As mentioned earlier, a single layer thin film is the simplest case 
of engineering the optical properties of a substrate. Figure 5.10 
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shows interference of transmitted and reflected waves at the inter-
face of a coating with quarter wave (nft = À/4) optical thickness. 
Such a film can reduce substrate reflectance (antireflection) or 
increase substrate reflectance (decrease transmittance) depending 
on the optical thickness (nft), as shown in Figure 5.11 for a thin glass 
film (n = 1.38) on Ti02 (n = 2.35) at normal incidence. The reflectance 
of the surface of an untreated optical window depends primarily 

Figure 5.10 Relationship between transmitted and reflected wave for a thin film 
with quarter wave optical thickness [8]. 
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Figure 5.11 Reflectance of a thin glass film (n = 1.38) on Ti02 (n = 2.35) at normal 
incidence at 550 nm compared to bare substrate (dashed line). 
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on its refractive index (assuming K « 1 for optical windows) and 
can vary from 0.03 (reflects 3%) for magnesium fluoride (MgF2) to 
0.36 (reflects 36%) for germanium (Ge). Since an optical window 
reflects light from both its surfaces, optimal performance will be 
achieved if an antireflection (AR) coating is applied to both faces. 
We will see that high reflectance is usually required only on one 
side. The condition for a thin film to eliminate surface reflectance at 
a single wavelength is 

n f=(n0ns)
2 (5.23) 

Assuming n0 = 1 for air, then nf = ns
1/2 for the perfect AR coating 

at a single wavelength. For example, n (500 nm) for Si02 is ~ 1.45, 
which is close to a perfect AR coating for Ta2C\ (n = 2.15). Thin 
film AR coatings are commonly applied to ophthalmic (eyeglass) 
lenses, camera lenses, solar cells, sensor window, lenses in opti-
cal instruments (telescopes for example), fiber optics components, 
and flat panel displays. AR coatings are also used on more exotic 
applications, including increasing the transmission of aircraft win-
dows, electro-optic (EO) sensors, missile guidance optical systems, 
LID AR systems, and night vision apparatus. 

5.3 Multilayer Thin Film Optical Coatings 

Single layer thin film optical coatings are limited in how they can 
modify the optical properties of surface. The optical performance 
of a thin film can be enhanced and modified over wide ranges by 
adding alternating, or periodic, layers of high, low, and intermedi-
ate refractive index materials, as shown in Figure 5.12. Reflectance, 
transmittance, and absorptance can be enhanced or reduced over a 
specific wavelength band using multilayer coatings to create notch 
filters, low and high pass filters, bandpass filters, broadband high 
reflector or antireflection coatings, high and low emittance coatings, 
dichroic coatings, and many more designs. 

The convention for describing the layer structure of a multilayer 
optical coating with n pairs of alternating layers is 

Substrate (layer 1 optical thickness, 
layer 2 optical thickness, ) 
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Figure 5.12 Schematic of multilayer optical coating. 

If H = quarter wave optical thickness (nHtH = X/4) of high index 
layer and L = quarter wave optical thickness (nLtL = X/A) of low 
index layer, an all-quarter wave ten-layer high/low index coating 
is represented as S(HL)5. Similarly, if a metal layer (M) is included, 
the design would be S(HMH) for metal layer sandwiched between 
two quarter wave thickness high index layers. If layer thickness is 
not a single quarter wave, the thickness will be given in fractions or 
multiples of the quarter wave thickness, i.e., a half wave thickness = 
HH and an eight wave thickness = H/2 . 

5.3.1 Broad Band Antireflection Coatings 

The problem with the single layer AR coating (see Figure 5.11) is 
that the above relation is good only at one wavelength. AR coatings, 
however, are required to operate over a narrow wavelength band to 
a very broad band of wavelengths from the ultraviolet (UV) to the 
long wavelength infrared (LWIR). They are even used to increase 
the transmission of semitransparent metal films in low-e coatings 
and induced transmission filters. They can have either discrete or 
graded layers with different refractive indices. 

The width of the low reflectance region can be broadened by 
adding appropriate layers. A two layer quarter wave design, S(HL) 
offers a significant improvement over the single layer in both mate-
rials available and operating range. For example, quarter wave lay-
ers of Ti02 (n ~ 2.4) and A1203 (n ~ 1.63) can be used to increase the 
transmission of a Ge window as shown in Figure 5.13. Note that 
this coating structure still has a region of higher reflectance, which 
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is due to the high refractive index of the substrate. Real improve-
ments in performance and increased operating wavelength band 
begin with three and more layers using combinations of low, inter-
mediate, and high index layers, or just high and low index layers. 
Multilayer AR coatings on low index optics can have more than 10 
layers. The bandwidth increases and reflectance generally decreases 
with increased number of layers, however, the improvements are 
less apparent as more layers are added. Figure 5.14 compares reflec-
tance of 3, 5, and 9-layer AR designs [8]. From the figure we see 
that there is no free lunch in the AR world. It should be stressed 
that while adding layers can compensate for the fact that there will 
not be an optical material that meets all requirements for "perfect" 
antireflectance, no layer design will take reflectance to zero (as for 
the single layer case). Additionally, more complex layer structures 
are more complicated and costly to deposit. 
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Figure 5.13 Transmittance of two-layer AR coating on Ge. 
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Figure 5.14 Reflectance of 3, 5 and 9 layer AR designs. 
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Another interesting case is the low emittance coating (heat 
mirror), which involves one or more semitransparent metal layers 
(typically Ag or Al) sandwiched between dielectric layers, which 
increases transmittance and lowers both reflectance and emittance 
of the metal layers. Typical designs are S(H'MH'), S(H'MH'MH'), 

, where M is the metal layer and H' is a non-quarter wave 
optical thickness. Many current designs employ as many as five 
Ag layers. Thickness of the metal is ~ 1-10 nm. Figure 5.15 shows 
the transmittance and reflectance of a 5-layer Ag induced transmis-
sion filter (ITF) tuned at 550 nm with Ti02 as the dielectric layer. 
Transmittance at visible wavelengths is ~ 90% while emittance 
is ~ and NIR - IR reflectance is > 90%. Thus this coating transmits 
visible light while reflecting heat. Below we address the inverse 
case of increasing emittance of a surface. 

5.3.2 High Reflectance Multilayer Coatings 

Let's now consider the opposite case: increasing reflectance of a sur-
face. High reflection coatings have numerous applications, includ-
ing telescope mirrors, laser mirrors, display optics, satellite optics, 
architectural glass, automobile mirrors and headlamps, defense 
optical systems, projectors, and much more. This family of coat-
ings includes metal reflectors, protected metal reflectors, dielectric-
enhanced metal reflectors, all dielectric multilayer reflectors, and 
rugate filters. Cousins to this group of coatings are dichroic coat-
ings, high pass and low pass filters, beam splitters, dense wave-
length division multiplexing (DWDM) filters, low-e coatings, and 
Fabry-Perot filters. Depending on the design and materials used, 
the high reflector can be broad band, covering a wide range of 
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Figure 5.15 Transmittance and reflectance of a 5-layer Ag induced transmission 
filter (ITF) tuned at 550 nm with Ti02 as the dielectric layer. 
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wavelengths, or selective, covering a specific wavelength band. 
An excellent summary of high reflector coatings can be found in 
Optical Coating Technology by Phil Baumeister [9]. 

There are six basic types of reflector coatings: 

• First surface mirror 
• Second surface mirror 
• Overcoated metal mirror 
• Enhanced metal high reflector 
• Multilayer all-dielectric reflector (high reflector, low 

and high pass filter, dichroic filter, beam splitter, 
DWDM filter, etc.) 

• Photonic band gap structure 

As described previously, high reflectance can obviously be 
accomplished by adding a reflective metal layer. However, metal 
layers cannot be used if high reflectance is required in specific 
wavelength bands or for a high or low pass filter. 

The majority of high reflectors are metal-based mirrors. A first 
surface mirror is a metal film deposited on an optically smooth 
(usually glass) substrate and has no protective overcoat. A second 
surface mirror is formed by depositing a metal film on the back of a 
transparent substrate, usually glass. Light is incident from the sub-
strate side, and the metal film is protected by the glass plate. The 
metal film is typically protected on the back by paint. The reflec-
tance of the metal layer can be degraded by as much as 4%-5% by 
Bragg reflections off the glass plate. The glass plate also absorbs a 
small amount of the incident light at visible wavelengths and much 
larger amounts at infrared wavelengths, degrading the reflectance. 
Instead of a metal or glass plate, the metal was protected from 
behind by electroless or electroplated Ni thin films [10]. The reflec-
tive metal was attacked through pinholes and by chemical degra-
dation of the protective film. 

The reflectance of a metal film can be improved over a limited 
spectral range by applying a multilayer H /L coating. Figure 5.16 
shows an enhanced Ag design being considered for the Giant 
Segmented Mirror Telescope and Figure 5.17 shows an Al layer with 
a Ta20./Si02 H /L enhancement overcoat [11]. The coating design is 
S/Ag/(LH)2, where H and L are quarter wave optical thicknesses of 
Ta„0. and SiO. at the tuned wavelength of 510 nm in this case The 
reflectance is greater than that of bare Al between 425 and 700 nm, 
after which, it falls below Al reflectance. If we add more HL pairs, 
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the high reflectance region (or stopband) will square up, as will be 
discussed in more detail for all dielectric high reflectors. The reflec-
tance of even poor-reflecting metals such as Cr can be significantly 
improved by enhancement designs [12]. Figure 5.18 compares the 
reflectance of a chromium film enhanced with 700 Â of SiO2/400 Â 
Ti02 dielectric layers with a silver second surface mirror and first 
surface chromium mirror. 

Consider the generic multilayer all-dielectric high reflector (HR) 
which has the basic design, H(LH)n, and consists of alternating H / L 
layers with quarter wavelength thickness at a tuned wavelength "k . 
The reflectance spectrum has the following salient features: 

• Only odd order reflectance peaks exist for purely quar-
ter wave thicknesses 

• Adding more HL pairs increases the reflectance and 
"squares" or sharpens the high reflectance region 

• The width of the high reflectance regions is deter-
mined by the ratio nH/nL 
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Figure 5.16 Design reflectance of giant segmented mirror telescope. 
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Figure 5.17 Reflectance of a dielectric enhanced Al coating tuned at 510 nm. 
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Figure 5.19 shows a reflectance spectrum of a quarter wave 
dielectric HR. All layers are a QWOT at the tuned wavelength. This 
design provides the optimum reflectance for the minimum number 
of layers. The first order peak is the high reflectance peak at the 
tuned wavelength Xo. The third order peak is located at \/3, the 
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Figure 5.18 Comparison of reflectance of enhanced Cr mirror with first surface 
Cr and second surface Ag [12]. 
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Figure 5.19 Reflectance spectrum of an H / L dielectric quarte rwave HR, 
showing higher order reflectance peaks. 
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fifth order peak is located at Xo/5, and so on at A,o/(n+l). Here n = 0 
and an even integer. Side bands are located in the high transmission 
regions between the high reflectance peaks. The amplitude of the 
interference pattern of the side bands can be minimized by alter-
ing the layer thicknesses or by employing a rugate design (address 
later). Note that the width of the stop bands get narrower at shorter 
wavelengths. Actually, the widths of the higher order stop bands 
are all the same if plotted against frequency ( X = c/f, where c is the 
speed of light and f is frequency), as shown in Figure 5.20. 

The reflectance at the tuned wavelength can be expressed as: 

R0 = 

2n 

1 - ru 

v n L / 

1 + 
V % 7 

ru 
2 7n^ 

n s J 

[6], (5.24) 

where n is the index of the substrate. 
s 

The half width Ag depends on the ratio nH/nL by the relation: 

Ag = s i n - 1 
n 

ru nT 

n H + n L ) _ 
(5.25) 

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 summarize these features. Figure 5.21 
shows how the reflectance increases with the increase in num-
ber of H / L pairs. It takes significantly fewer pairs to obtain high 
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Figure 5.20 Reflectance spectrum of a H / L dielectric quarter wave HR as a 
function of frequency (i.e. wave number = 1/wavelength). 
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Figure 5.21 Increase in reflectance with number of nH/nLpairs. 
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Figure 5.22 Reflectance for a QWOT HR with nH/nL= 1.65, compared to 
nH/nL=1.15. 

reflectance as nH/nL increases. For example, it take 5 HL pairs to 
achieve a reflectance of 0.99 for nH/nL (Ti02/Si02) = 1.65, while 18 
pairs are needed for nH/nL (Al203/Si02) = 1.15. Figure 5.22 shows 
the increase in bandwidth with increased n„/nT. Thus we need a 

ri L 

large nH/nL to obtain broadband reflectors, while this ratio must be 
decreased for narrowband or notch filters. High reflectance bands 
can be located adjacent to each other to extend the high reflectance 
region. This, however, may not always be possible if the fundamen-
tal high reflectance bands overlap higher order bands. 

The quarter wave dielectric stack is just the starting point for a 
number of functional multilayer dielectric coatings. Beam splitters, 
dichroics, highpass, and lowpass filters are all related to this basic 
design. The dichroic filter, shown in Figure 5.23, reflects a small 
band of wavelengths (or colors) and transmits all others. Modern 
fiber optics networks use a multitude of wavelengths that are closely 
spaced together. In order to pass a large number of wavelengths 
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in a single fiber, filters are used to segregate the wavelengths and 
each filter must have pass bands on order of angstroms. Figure 5.24 
shows the transmittance of a 146 layer Ta20-/Si02 wavelength divi-
sion wavelength multiplexing (WDWM) filter. The pass band of 
this filter is ~ 1 ran. 

Many optical elements must either pass wavelengths below or 
above a certain wavelength. Highpass and lowpass filters, shown 
in Figure 5.25, are designed to transmit above and below a specific 
wavelength. The highpass filter blocks all wavelengths between 
500 and 700 nm while transmitting wavelengths above 700 nm, 

Figure 5.23 Picture of dichroic filters. 
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Figure 5.24 Transmission of a 146 layer Ta 0 5 /S i0 2 WDWM filter. 
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while the lowpass filter blocks wavelengths above 700 nm for both 
s and p polarizations and passes lower wavelengths. Both filters are 
composed of Ti02/Si02 layers. 

In many cases, a very narrow band of wavelengths must be 
reflected, for example, a laser reflector, while preserving good trans-
mittance over all other wavelengths. The rugate filter optimizes the 
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Figure 5.26 Refractive index variation of a rugate filter [13]. 
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Figure 5.27 Transmittance spectrum of a rugate filter. 

transmittance between reflectance bands and can have stopbands 
of various orders. Unlike the coatings described previously that 
had discrete layer thicknesses and interfaces, the refractive index 
of the rugate filter varies sinusoidally or with combinations of sine 
functions. The resulting coating has very narrow reflecting regions 
and broad transmitting regions. Figure 5.26 shows the refractive 
index variation of a rugate filter, and Figure 5.27 shows the trans-
mittance spectrum of a rugate filter. 

5.4 Color and Chromaticity in Thin Films 

5.4.1 Color in Thin Films and Solid Surfaces 

A wide variety of thin film and engineered decorative materials are 
concerned with color. The appearance of architectural glass, and a 
wide variety of coated objects depends on the "color" or "lack of 
color" of the thin film coating. 

One of the primary applications of thin films is to change the 
color or reduce the color of a surface, window, optic, or object. A 
wide variety of thin film and engineered decorative materials are 
concerned with color. The appearance of architectural glass, and 
a wide variety of coated objects depends the "color" or "lack of 
color" of the thin film coating. Color is defined as the visual per-
ceptual property corresponding in humans to the categories called 
red, green, blue, and others. We all "see" the color of an object dif-
ferently. Color results from the visible light spectrum interacting in 
the eye with the spectral sensitivities of the light receptors located 
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in the retina. Color categories and physical specifications of color 
associated with objects, materials, light sources, etc., are based on 
optical properties such as visible light absorption, transmission, 
reflection, or emission spectra. Several attempts have been made 
to quantify color by identifying numerically their coordinates in a 
color space model [14-21]. 

Because perception of color results from the varying sensitiv-
ity of different types of cone cells in the retina to different parts of 
the spectrum, colors are defined and quantified by the degree to 
which they stimulate these cells (color blindness occurs when some 
receptors are less sensitive to certain colors). We rarely visualize 
a pure color and the color of most objects is a mixture of primary 
colors and hues. So how are colors and hues mixed? Can we model 
color and color perception? Chromatics is the science of color, and 
includes the perception of color by the human eye and brain, the 
origin of color in materials, color theory in art, and the physics of 
visible electromagnetic radiation. 

As mentioned above, a number of models have been pre-
sented to quantify color perception. Figure 5.28 summarizes color 
vision characteristics and associated models [22]. The figure dia-
grams color perception factors and how they are mapped into 

Figure 5.28 Diagram mapping color perception of human eye [18]. 
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the chromaticity model. The entire picture ends up in the bottom 
chromaticity diagram and includes: 

• Vision characteristics 
• Color perception 
• Color mixing 
• Color measurement 
• Spectral power distribution 
• Chromaticity model 

We start with tristimulus (three-color) values. Any color can be 
produced by the appropriate combination of primary colors: 

C = BB + GG + RR (bold = unit value) 

Here B, G and R are unit values for blue, green and red and B, G 
and R are relative intensities of these primary colors. In this case, 
white is characterized by " 1 " unit: 

W = lB + l G + l R ( i n appropriate intensity units) 

Properties of color that are indistinguishable to the human eye 
are hue, saturation, and brightness. While spectral colors can be 
one-to-one correlated with light wavelength, the perception of 
light with multiple wavelengths is complex. Many different com-
binations of light wavelengths can produce the same perception of 
color. The most widely used model used to describe color percep-
tion is the C.E.I Chromaticity diagram (Commission Internationale 
de l'Eclairage) [16, 17]. A diagram mapping the color perception 
of the human eye is shown in Figure 5.28 and a typical C.I.E chro-
maticity diagram is shown in Figure 5.29. Applying this diagram 
involves inserting chromaticity matching functions (Figure 5.30) 
[23, 24]. For example, white can also be achieved with many differ-
ent mixtures of light, e.g., with complementary colors. If you have 
two illuminating sources which appear to be equally white, they 
could be obtained by adding two distinctly different combinations 
of colors. This implies that if you used them to illuminate a colored 
object which selectively absorbs certain colors, that object might 
look very different when viewed with the two different "white" 
lights. For instance, an object will have a different color outdoors in 
direct sunlight than under fluorescent or incandescent illumination. 
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Figure 5.29 1931 C. I. E chromaticity diagram [16,17]. 

Figure 5.30 CÍE chromaticity matching functions [23, 24]. 

Before we go into these diagrams in any detail, it will be instruc-
tive to review the assumptions and basic concepts of this model 
(note that this is not the only model to address chromaticity). Color 
is expressed in "x" and "y" coordinates. The rainbow spectrum of 
pure spectral colors falls along the outside curve of the chromatic-
ity diagram. They can be described as fully saturated colors. This 
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includes all perceived hues. The "line of purples" across the bottom 
represents colors that cannot be produced by any single wave-
length of light. A point along the line of purples could be consid-
ered to represent a fully saturated color, but it requires more than 
one wavelength of light to produce it. 

Color matching functions are used to quantify the chromatic 
response of the observer. Referring to Figure 5.30, the three CIE 
color matching functions are labeled x(X), y(X) and z(k). These func-
tions can be correlated to the output of linear spectral detectors, 
which then match the output with the CIE tristimulus values X, Y, 
and Z [23,24,25]. These are not actual colors, but convenient math-
ematical constructs, and represent perceivable hue and various 
combinations of wavelengths that yield the same set of tristimulus 
values as described above: 

Color = C = XX + YY + ZZ. 

The tristimulus values for a color with a spectral power distribu-
tion 1(A) are given in terms of the standard observer by: 

X = il(X)x(X)dX (5.26) 

Y = ¡I(k)y(X)dk (5.27) 

Z = jI(X)z(X)dl (5.28) 

Integrating from 0 to °° (for humans, the visible spectrum is gen-
erally adequate). We can now define the CIE x, y, and z coordinates 
(see Figure 5.29) as 

X = (5.29) 
(X + Y + Z) 

Y = (5.30) 
(X + Y + Z) 

Z = = l - x - y . (5.31) 
(X + Y + Z) y 

Figure 5.31 shows more detail in the CIE diagram. Thus, each 
perceived color is defined by x and y values. 
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Cl E chromaticity o g 

Figure 5.31 Detail in CIE chromaticity diagram. 

CIE XYZ chromaticity diagrams have the following salient 
features: 

• All chromaticities visible to the average person are 
represented, and are shown in color. This region is 
known as the gamut of human vision and, as shown in 
Figures 5.29 and 5.31, is tongue, or horseshoe shaped. 
The edge of the gamut is called the spectral locus and 
corresponds to monochromatic light. The straight 
edge on the bottom is known as the line of purples, 
which have no counterpart in monochromatic light. 
Less saturated colors are located in the interior near 
the white center region. 

• All visible chromaticity values are > 0. 
• All colors that lie in a straight line between two points 

on the diagram can be obtained by mixing the two 
colors. All colors formed by mixing three points are 
located inside the triangle defined by these colors. 

• The distance between two colors does not generally 
correspond to the degree of difference between the 
colors. 

• Three real sources cannot completely cover the gamut 
of human vision, i.e., a single triangle cannot include 
the entire gamut. 

• Light with a flat power spectrum corresponds to 
(x,y) = 1/3,1/3. 
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Now, referring to Figure 5.31, and keeping the above factors 
in mind: 

• The combination of wavelengths needed to produce 
a given perceived color is not unique. Lines between 
pairs CD, FG, and JH all intersect at the same point 
and thus, can each produce the color T (assuming the 
correct proportions). 

• The outline encompasses all perceivable hues. 
• E is the achromatic point; AB or any pair that connects 

through E forms a complementary color pair. 
• If there are two illuminating sources that appear 

equally white, they can be obtinaed by adding two 
distinctly different color combinations. 

• Colors along the outline are fully saturated. 
• Colors along the line of purples are fully saturated but 

are not monochromatic. 

One variation of the CIE model is the CIE RGB (red-green-blue) 
model [26,27]. An RGB color space is any additive color space based 
on the RGB color model. A particular RGB color space is defined by 
the three chromaticities of the red, green, and blue additive prima-
ries, and can produce any chromaticity that is the triangle defined 
by those primary colors (see above). The complete specification of 
an RGB color space also requires a white point chromaticity and a 
gamma correction curve (see Figure 5.31). CIE RGB matching func-
tions (r(X), g(k), and b(X)) are shown in Figure 5.32, and Figure 5.33 
shows the gamut of RGB triangle. The area under each of the RGB 
color matching functions is normalized such that 

¡r(X)dk = ¡g(l)dX = ¡b(l)dl (fromO-oo) (5.32) 

Thus, each primary gets equal weight and the resulting RGB 
tristimulus values are obtained by integrating 

R = jr(X)l(k)dk (5.33) 

G = íg(X)l(l)dl (5.34) 

B = jb(X)I(X)dX (5.35) 
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Figure 5.32 CIE RGB color matching functions [28]. 

Figure 5.33 Gamut for the RGB triangle. 

We finish with a discussion of the Lab Color Space system 
(CIELAB), which is a color opponent space with dimension L for 
lightness and a and b for the color-opponent dimensions, based 
on nonlinearly compressed CIE XYZ color space coordinates 
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(see above). The coordinates of the Hunter 1948 L, a, b color space 
are L, a, and b [29]. However, the more widely used Lab is now 
used as a short cut abbreviation for the CIE 1976 (L*, a*, b*) color 
space (also called CIELAB, whose coordinates are actually L*, a*, 
and b*). Both spaces are offsprings of the CIE 1931 XYZ color space 
discussed above. Our focus will be on the CIELAB system. 

The three coordinates of CIELAB represent: 

• Lightness of the color (L* = 0 black and L* = 100 indi-
cates diffuse white; specular white may be higher). 
This is the vertical axis. 

• Position between red / magenta and green (a *, negative 
values indicate green while positive values indicate 
magenta) 

• Position between yellow and blue (b*r negative values 
indicate blue and positive values indicate yellow). 

The asterisk (*) after L, a, and b are part of the full name, since 
they represent L*, a* and b*, to distinguish them from Hunter's L, a 
and b [14,15]. 

This is a three-dimensional model. Comparing to x, y and z coor-
dinates where x and y form a plane, a* and b* form a chromaticity 
plane, similar to the CIE gamut. Brightness is fixed in each a*-b* 
plane. L is the z-axis and represents lightness. Figure 5.34 depicts 
these planes for 3 L values. One advantage of this model is that 
many of the "colors" within L*a*b* space fall outside the gamut 
of human vision (see above), and are therefore purely imaginary; 
these "colors" cannot be reproduced in the physical world but can 
be useful for computer graphics. CIELAB coordinates can be con-
verted to CIE space using specific transformations [29]. 

We have briefly addressed only three of the many chromaticity 
models, albeit the most commonly used ones 

5.4.2 Color in Thin Films: Reflectance 

The color of a thin film, whether in reflection or transmission, is 
critical in many applications, including low-e windows, antireflec-
tion coatings, hardware, plumbing fixtures, high reflector coatings, 
jewelry, automotive parts (including paints), and architectural 
glass. The "color" of a thin film results from its optical properties: 
transmittance, reflectance, and absorption. The optical properties 
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Figure 5.34 CIELAB color space. 

of the substrate are often integral to the color of the thin film. When 
we look through a window we see both transmitted and reflected 
light. However, reflected and absorbed light are most important for 
coatings on structural components (plumbing fixtures, hardware, 
jewelry, etc.). Color can also be a function of angle of incidence 
(AOI) of the viewer. 

Consider first the metallic reflector, which is essentially a broad 
band mirror. Recall that Figure 5.8 shows the reflectance of several 
metal coatings at 0° AOL The color of each material depends on the 
wavelength range of high reflectance. Al and Ag have high reflec-
tivity over the visible wavelength range and, essentially, have no 
color and appear "silvery". The reflectance of Au and Cu films only 
becomes high above 500 nm wavelength. Referring to the CIE 1931 
Chromaticity diagram shown in Figure 5.35, we expect Au and Cu 
to have a considerable amount of yellow - red color. Gold is dif-
ficult to produce from CIE chromaticity and RGB chromaticity dia-
grams, but has CIE coordinates (x,y) ~ (0.55,0.46) [30]. We see that 
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Figure 5.35 Color regions of CIE chromaticity diagram. 

Cu reflectance contains a bit more blue - green. Rh appears more 
gray due to absorption at lower visible wavelengths. 

Figures 5.8 and 5.35 are only part of the story. Reflectance has a 
strong dependence on angle of incidence of the viewer. It is pos-
sible to shift color by variation of AOI as will be described below. 
The Fresnel equations (Section 5.1 ) define the components of the 
reflected and transmitted waves. 

Figure 5.36 shows s and p reflectance of Al for various AOI and 
recall that Figure 5.5 shows reflectance for the cases ^ = 1 and n2 = 
2 and r^ = 2 and n2 = 1. The separation of reflectance of the two 
polarizations increases with increased AOI, yet note that the aver-
age reflectance is always the reflectance at 0° AOL P polarization 
reflectance is always less than s polarization reflectance. Since our 
eyes see the average reflectance, the reflectance, and therefore the 
color, of metals is virtually the same at all AOL Brewster's angle is 
defined as the AOI at which Rp = 0. Total internal reflection is pos-
sible when n2 < n r 

Color shift in multilayer optical coatings is much more interest-
ing. Figure 5.37 shows the change in reflectance of a high reflector 
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Figure 5.36 Reflectance of s and p polarizations for Al for AOI of 0°, 45° and 60°. 
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Figure 5.37 Shift in high reflectance peak of H(LH)20 (H = 1.63 (A1203) and L = 
1.48 (Si02)) design with increased AOL 

with design H(LH)20 @ 510 nm with AOL Here H = quarter wave 
optical thickness with n = 1.63 (A1203) and L = quarter wave optical 
thickness with n = 1.48 (Si02). The high reflectance peak shifts from 
600 nm @ 0° AOI to 500 nm @ 60° AOI, essentially from red to blue-
green. Figures 5.38a and 5.38b show the shift in CIE Chromaticity 
coordinates (x,y) for reflectance and transmittance (yellow X's in the 
diagrams). In reflectance the CIE coordinates shift from (0.58,0.41) 
@ 0° AOI to (0.16,0.28) @ 60°, from reddish orange to greenish blue. 
Transmitted chromaticity coordinates shift from (0.30,0.42) @ 0° to 
(0.42,0.42) @ 60°, or from blue green to yellow orange. 

Color shift in a Fabry-Perot (FP) filter is the basis for color shift 
coatings, paints, and inks. Figure 5.39 shows the basic concept 
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Figure 5.38a CIE chromaticity diagram for reflectance color shift of high reflector 
shown in Figure 5.37. 

CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram 

Figure 5.38b CIE chromaticity diagram for transmitted color shift of high 
reflector shown in Figure 5.37. 

of the color shift coating. There are two basic types of FP filters, 
metal/dielectric (MD) and all-dielectric. We are concerned here 
with the MD type. The FP filter is a narrowband filter with basic 
design MDM, where M is a semitransparent metal layer, usually Al 
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or Ag, and D is the dielectric cavity layer. While there are a number 
of more sophisticated designs, Figure 5.40 shows the reflectance of 
a Ag/Si0 2 /Ag structure and Figure 5.41 shows the chromaticity 
changes with AOI varying from 0° to 60° (these changes are small in 
comparison to what has actually been achieved). Figure 5.42 shows 
a picture of a car with color shift paint. 

Table 5.2 shows the wide variation in colors achievable with 
ChromaFlair® color shift pigments, and Figure 5.43 shows the path 
of these shifts [31]. Chromaticity here is expressed in La*b* units 
(see previous section). Layer design is Cr/MgF2/Al/MgF2/Cr. 
The pigment is composed of micron-size flakes. Color shifts range 

Color shift coatings 

Green Red 

Figure 5.39 Color shift concept. 
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Figure 5.40 Reflectance of Ag/Si0 2 /Ag FP filter. 
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Figure 5.41 Chromaticity change with AOI of FP filter shown in Figure 5.40. 

Figure 5.42 Car with color shift paint. 

from gold/silver, magenta/gold, cyan/purple, to silver/green. In 
addition to auto paints, the many applications for these pigments 
are football helmets, fabrics, golf clubs, pens, skis, calculators, and 
electric guitars. 
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Table 5.2 Color properties of ChromaFlair® interference pigments [31]. 

Color 
Combination 

Gold/Silver 

Red/Gold 

Magenta/ 
Gold 

Purple/ 
Orange 

Blue/Red 

Cyan/Purple 

Green/Purple 

Silver/Green 

Lightness 

177/219 

92/173 

85/159 

85/132 

93/103 

116/110 

118/122 

125/126 

a* 

26/-56 

87/71 

83/81 

70/90 

43/92 

-62/108 

-101/115 

36/-92 

b* 

147/76 

-3.2/163 

-35/148 

-95/77 

-117/-8 

-41/-62 

13/-50 

8.9/22 

Chroma 

149/94 

87/178 

90/169 

118/118 

124/92 

75/125 

102/126 

37/95 

Hue 

80/127 

358/67 

337/61 

306/41 

290/355 

214/330 

173/336 

14/166 
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Figure 5.43 La*b* colors and CIE diagram based on blending pigments shown in 
Table 5.2 [31]. 

The last example of reflected colors is t ransi t ion metal n i t r ides 
(TiN, HfN, Z rN, TaN) which are app l ied to a w i d e range of objects 
for decora ted a n d protect ive appl icat ions . These mater ia ls can 
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have a gold, brass, and silvery color. Applications include jew-
elry, hardware, cutting tools and medical implants. Figure 5.44 
shows the reflectance spectrum of a TiN thin film. Figure 5.45 
shows the CIE chromaticity diagram for this film compared to 
that of gold. 

While metals and transition metal nitrides have virtually the 
same color with change in viewing angle, a wide range of colors 
and color shifts can be obtained from multilayer optical coatings. 
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Figure 5.44 Reflectance spectrum of TiN thin film. 

Figure 5.45 CIE chromaticity diagram for a TiN thin film. 
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5.4.3 Color in Thin Films: Transmission 

Color is also extremely important in transparent coatings for two 
reasons: 

• There is always some degree of reflected light, even in 
a transparent window 

• It is desirable to have as neutral a transmitted color as 
possible 

The window or glazing must also not reflect colors at off normal 
incidence [32]. Additionally, some architectural applications require 
colored glass. There should be no color variation within the win-
dow or optical element. As mentioned in an earlier Ed Guide, color 
variation is particularly problematic in large area applications. In 
addition to color properties, thin films must perform in harsh envi-
ronments, heat, humidity and have a degree of wear resistance. 

Applications include: 

• Antireflection coatings for window glazings 
• Low-e coatings 
• Electrochromic coatings 
• Automobile windshields and windows 
• Solar control coatings 
• Computer displays 

We first examine color and color shift in antireflection (AR) coat-
ings. AR coatings are the most widely used type of transmissive 
architectural coating. AR coating designs range from single layer 
narrow band to multilayer broad band. The simplest AR coating is 
a single layer and is only tuned at one wavelength. The condition 
for antireflection is 

i 

n f = ( n s ) 2 (5.36) 

Here nf is the real part of the refractive index of the film and ns 

is the real part of the refractive index of the substrate. The AR coat-
ing must also have a quarter wave optical thickness at the tuned 
wavelength. Figure 5.46 shows the reflectance of this design with 
ns = 2.5 and nf = 1.58 tuned at 550 nm. We see from the CIE chro-
maticity diagrams for reflectance and transmittance that reflectance 
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Figure 5.46 Reflectance of a single layer AR coating tuned at 550 nm with ns = 2.5 
and n,= 1.58. 
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Figure 5.47 Reflectance spectrum of 9-layer AR coating at AOI of 0°, 30° and 75° 

color varies considerably from yellow-green to purple with a 
change in AOI from 0 to 75° while variation in transmittance color 
is insignificant. Thus, a coated window or optic will have signifi-
cant off-normal reflected color while transmitting reddish-yellow 
at virtually all viewing angles. 

While it is considerably more complicated and costly to deposit, 
the multilayer broadband AR offers significantly less off-normal 
color variation and wider AR performance. Designs can range from 
all-quarter wave to all-nonquarter wave layer optical thicknesses. 
Figure 5.47 shows the reflectance spectrum of a 9-layer Ta20./Si02 

AR coating tuned at 550 nm at angles of 0°, 30°, and 75°. Figure 5.48a 
shows the CIE chromaticity diagram for reflectance with change in 
AOI from 0°-30° and Figure 5.48b shows reflectance change for AOI 
varying from 0°-75°. Figures 5.49a and 5.49b show the associated 
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Figure 5.48a CIE chromaticity diagram for reflectance of 9-layer AR coating 
shown in Figure 5.47 for AOI from 0°-30°. 

Figure 5.48b CIE chromaticity diagram for reflectance of 9-layer AR coating 
shown in Figure 5.47 for AOI from 0°-75°. 

change in transmittance color. From Figure 5.50 we see that reflec-
tance increases a small amount with AOI change from 0°-30° but 
the change is significant with AOI change from 0°-75°. While not 
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Figure 5.49a CIE chromaticity diagram for transmittance of 9-layer AR coating 
shown in Figure 5.47 for AOI from 0°-30°. 

Figure 5.49b CIE chromaticity diagram for transmittance of 9-layer AR coating 
shown in Figure 5.47 for AOI from 0°-75°. 

obvious from the reflectance spectrum, reflected color varies from 
essentially white to whitish-yellow. Transmitted color does not 
vary over both AOI ranges. 
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We see here then that the goal for designing a broadband AR 
coating for windows is to minimize color and reflectance varia-
tion over a specific range of AOL While the change in color for 
the broadband AR is significant with AOI from 0°-30°, the actual 
change in visible reflectance is « 1%. Thus there would be no sig-
nificant color change at least for viewing angles up to 30°. 

The low-e window is now the most widely marketed and installed 
window treatment. The low-e coating is essentially an induced 
transmission filter, having one or more semitransparent Ag or Al 
layer sandwiched between transmissive dielectric layers, usually 
Ti02, Ta20_, Sn02, or even a TCO such as ZnO. Figures 5.50 and 5.51 
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Figure 5.50 Transmission spectra of low-e coating for AOI of 0°, 30°, and 45°. 
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Figure 5.51 Transmission spectra of solar control coating for AOI of 0°, 30°, 
and 45°. 
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show transmission spectra of a low-e and solar control coatings 
marketed by Pilkington at AOI of 0°, 30° and 45°. The low-e coating 
has Sn0 2 / ITO/Ag/ZnO/Ti0 2 layers and the solar control coating 
is a bit more complex with Sn0 2 / ITO/Ag/ITO/Ag/ZnO/TiO z lay-
ers. Figure 5.52 shows the change in color with AOI varying from 

Figure 5.52 Change in color with AOI varying from 0°-45° for the low-e coating. 
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0°-45° for the low-e coating. We see that reflected color changes 
from white to blue-green with increased AOI. Transmission color 
did not vary significantly with this change in AOL Again, because 
the reflectance does not increase significantly with increased AOI, 
this coating will keep essentially the same color with change in 
viewing angle. 

Once we have the design that minimizes color variation, it is 
important that coating thickness be as uniform as possible to pre-
vent color variation within the window or optic. Nothing is more 
troubling than seeing a "bulls eye" or color bands in the optic. 

5.5 Decorative and Architectural Coatings 

Decorative and architectural coatings were some of the first appli-
cations for vacuum metalizing and have evolved over the last five 
decades from essentially colored glass and glazings, chromium 
plating of automobile parts and hardware, and plating of jewelry 
with precious metals to sophisticated heat mirror, switchable win-
dows, color shift coatings, and computer displays [33]. Coatings 
can be transmissive, reflective, and absorptive. A detailed treat-
ment of optical properties of thin films and color can be found in 
the previous sections. Reflective coating applications include hard-
ware, plumbing fixtures, high reflector coatings, jewelry, automo-
tive parts (including paints). Decorative coatings should address 
the following requirements [34]: 

• Reflect the appropriate specified color 
• Scratch resistance 
• Corrosion resistance 
• Resistance against cleaning solvents 
• Thermal shock resistance 
• Excellent adhesion on the interlayer system. 

A wide variety of materials must be coated, including glass, brass, 
stainless steel, copper, aluminum, zinc, steel, and plastics. Table 5.3 
provides a list of some of the more widely used reflective decora-
tive hard coatings and their colors [35^10]. Table 5.4 lists materi-
als, substrates, and PVD processes used to coat glass, ceramics, and 
plastics [37]. Deposition processes for these materials are presented 
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primarily in Chapter 4 on tribological coatings. However, in addi-
tion to hardness and wear resistance, color can depend on process 
parameters. Another important aspect of these coatings is that they 
are generally produced on an industrial scale which requires scale 
up of the deposition process for large area substrates and often 
three- dimensional structures. 

Decorative coatings on plastics have become a particularly 
important and high volume industrial application for hard and 
wear resistant materials. In addition to process scale-up, adhe-
sion of inorganic metal thin films to plastics is typically poor and 
exacerbated by the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients 

Table 5.3 Decorative hard coatings and colors [35-40]. 

Material 

Gold 

CrN 
X 

TiN 
X 

TaN 
X 

NbN 
X 

ZrN 
X 

TiAIN 

TiCN 
x y 

TiZrN 
X 

TiC 
X 

CrC 

TiCN 
x y 

Z r C N 
x y 

CrxOy 

(Ti,Al)OxNy 

TiON 
x y 

Colors 

Gold 

Silver —¥ brown 

Gold —» brown- yellow —■> yellow 

Blue —¥ grey 

Gold —> green 

Violet -> Gold -> black 

Bronze/gray 

Gold 

Silver —» gray 

Silver 

Red gold -» violet 

Silver -> gold —> violet 

Copper —> dark green 

Brown -» dark blue 

Transparent —> black 
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Table 5.4 Summary of decorative coating materials, substrates coated 
and deposition processes [37]. 

Substrate 

Tiles 

Acrylonitrile 
buta-diene 
styrene (ABS) 

Polypropylene (PP) 

Polymethyl meth-
acrylate (PMMA) 

Polycarbonate (PC) 

Polyamide (PA) 

Glass 

Coating 

TiN 

TIN 

Ti 

CrN 

CrCrN (sand blasted 
sub-strate) 

CrCrN 

AgNi(20min) 

AgNi(40min) 

Cu(15min) 

Cu(30min) 

TiN-Ti 

Cr 

Cr 

Cr 

Cr 

Cr 

ZrN 

Zr oxide 

PVD Technique 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Cathodic arc 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Cathodic arc 

Cathodic arc 

Cathodic arc 

Cathodic arc 

Cathodic arc 

Cathodic arc 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Magnetron Sput-tering 

Cathodic arc 

Cathodic arc 

(TCE), and must be improved by using a number of techniques 
[41,42,43]: 

• Interstitial bonding or "glue" layer between thin film 
and substrate. Also known as a base coat. 
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• Layer with intermediate TCE placed between thin film 
and substrate. 

• Stress reduction in thin film. 
• Activation of the plastic surface by plasma or chemical 

treatment. 
• Degassing and elimination of water in the plastic. 
• Elimination of surface contaminants (grease, dust, 

adhesives, oxidation). 

Additionally, the deposition process must not heat the plastic part 
above its softening temperature, which generally rules out CVD 
and related processes. PVD processes, and magnetron sputtering 
in particular, are thus well suited for deposition of hard decorative 
coatings on plastics [42]. PVD processes, reviewed in Chapter 2, 
have the following advantages for decorative coatings [34]: 

• Wide range of substrate materials 
• Widest range of color 
• Scratch resistant with high hardness 
• Chromium -free coatings 
• Chemically and UV stable coatings 
• High adhesion without delamination 
• Environmentally friendly 
• Low substrate temperatures 

CVD and ALD processes, however, have the advantage of uni-
form deposition over three- dimensional structures, and plasma 
enhancement (PECVD) has permitted deposition at lower tempera-
tures [43]. PVD processes have also been successfully used to coat 
3-D parts [44]. Titanium (Ti), Cr, and Ni are often used as base coats 
to improved adhesion to all types of substrate materials. 

Except for color shift, security, and decorative applications the 
reflective decorative coating should not noticeably change color when 
viewed at different angles. Transition metal nitrides (see above) are 
good examples of reflective coatings with virtually no color change. 
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6 
Fabrication Processes for 
Electrical and Electro-Optical 
Thin Films 

Elementary electrical and electro-optical (EO) properties of solid 
surfaces were introduced in Chapter 1. We will delve into more 
detail on electrical and EO properties in Chapter 8. In this chap-
ter we address processing techniques that are used to engineer and 
modify the electrical and EO properties of solid surfaces. Thin films 
are used extensively, but not exclusively, to modify these proper-
ties. Deposition processes for thin films are addressed in Chapter 2. 
Processes discussed in this chapter are used to fabricate micro and 
nanostructures on surfaces to modify electrical, electromagnetic, 
and EO properties, and create microcircuitry and resonant struc-
tures. Methods used to modify the electrical and EO properties of 
a solid surface are: 

• Etching (wet chemical, plasma, reactive ion, sputter, 
ion milling) 

• Plasma treatment 
• Ion implantation 
• Thin film metallization 
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• Low and high k materials 
• Thin film insulators 
• Patterning and photolithography 

It should be noted that electrical properties can also be modified 
by application of low dimensional structures and will be addressed 
in Chapter 7. 

6.1 Plasma Processing: Introduction 

Plasmas are by far the most common phase of matter in the uni-
verse, both by mass and by volume [1]. For example, all the stars 
are composed of plasma, and even the space between the stars is 
filled with a plasma, albeit a very sparse one. Virtually all super-
nova remnants, auroras and nebulae are plasma. For our purpose, 
however, plasmas are used in a wide variety of vacuum and atmo-
spheric deposition and treatment processes. Plasmas can provide 
an energy selective reactivity to a surface without additional heat-
ing of the surface and essentially add another dimension to thin 
film deposition processes. Plasma processing is a plasma-based 
material processing technology that aims at modifying the chem-
ical and physical properties of a surface. While plasma can take 
many forms, we are interested in the role they play in deposition 
and vacuum processing technologies. Processing can be performed 
in vacuum and atmospheric systems. Examples include: 

• Plasma activation 
• Plasma modification 
• Plasma functionalization 
• Plasma polymerization 
• Plasma surface interactions 
• Plasma electrolytic oxidation 

Before we address specific plasma processing applications, it will 
be instructive to review plasma basics and how plasmas interact 
with surfaces. Plasmas are often called the fourth state of matter, 
as is broadly defined as a quasineutral gas that exhibits a collec-
tive behavior in the presence of applied electromagnetic fields [2]. 
Table 6.1 compares the properties of gases and plasmas. Plasmas 
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Table 6.1 Comparison of gas and plasma properties. 

Property 

Electrical 
conductivity 

Independently 
acting species 

Velocity 
distribution 

Interactions 

Gas 

Very low 

One, all the same 

Maxwellian 

Binary: two particle 
collisions 

Plasma 

Usually very high 

Two - three (electrons, 
ions, and neutrals) 

Often non-Maxwellian 

Collective: waves or 
organized motion 

are weakly ionized gases consisting of a collection of electrons, 
ions, and neutral atomic and molecular species [2]. Although it 
will not be discussed here, plasmas are often used to describe elec-
trical and optical properties of solids. Figure 6.1 summarizes the 
range of plasmas and shows the various applications with respect 
to number of charged particles and plasma "temperature" [3]. As 
we see, plasmas are naturally occurring and can also be man-made. 
Ion densities of man-made high pressure plasmas can be as low as 
lCPcrrr3 and as high as 1020cnr3. 

The basic plasma, or discharge, is created by a high DC or AC 
voltage applied between two metal electrodes located in a low 
pressure gas. The plasma consists of energetic ions with ionization 
potential V. and critical breakdown potential 

V„=-
APd 

{ln(Pd) + B} 
(6.1) 

also known as Paschen's Law. 
Here P is the pressure of the gas, d is the interelectrode spacing, 

and A and B are constants. 
Figure 6.2 plots VB against Pd for a variety of gases [4]. There 

are too few electron-ion collisions to sustain a discharge at low 
pressures. Conversely, there are too many electron-ion collisions at 
high pressures and electrons to not gain sufficient energy between 
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Figure 6.1 Range of naturally occurring and man-made plasmas [3]. 

Elastic collision Inelastic collision 

Figure 6.2 Models of elastic and inelastic collisions between moving and 
stationary particles [2]. 
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collisions to ionize gas atoms. The "sweet spot" appears to be in 
the range of several hundred eV to achieve a sustainable discharge. 
The steps needed for a sustainable discharge and useable plasma 
using a high impedance power supply can be summarized as: 

1. Small plasma current due to low number of charge 
carriers generated 

2. Rapid increase of current but constant voltage limited 
by power supply impedance 

3. Discharge becomes self-sustaining 
4. Voltage drops and current rises significantly (normal 

glow) 
5. Increased power supply voltage results in higher 

current and voltage 
6. At this point sputtering and ion etching can occur 

Plasma processing is concerned with utilizing the energy of the 
ions in the plasma to perform a variety of operations, which means 
understanding how plasmas interact with deposition processes 
and the nucleation of the thin film. Thus knowledge and control of 
plasma parameters for each specific deposition process and plasma 
process is essential. Ion sources are addressed in Section 2.1.2. The 
interior of a plasma consists of a partially ionized gas composed of 
densities of electrons (ne), ions (n.), and neutral species (n0) [2]. The 
plasma has the following salient features: 

• The velocity of electrons, while independent of other 
species, is significantly higher than that of ions. 

• As stated above, averaged over all particles, the 
plasma is electrically neutral (all charges balance) and 
we thus must have n = n. = nn. 

e i 0 

• While neutral gas atoms execute Brownian motion, an 
applied electromagnetic field can disrupt this motion 

• Significant Coulomb interactions can occur between 
the charged particles, which determines many proper-
ties of the plasma 

The degree of ionization is defined as 

K + n 0 ) (6.2) 
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A typical value for f. is ~ 10"4 in a glow discharge. Refer to 
Figure 6.1 again for the range of densities. 

Electron energies fall in the 1-10 eV range. The effective temperature 
of the plasma (see Figure 6.1) is given by 

T = — , (6.3) 
e k 

where k„ is the Boltzmann constant. 
D 

Thus the temperature of 2 eV electrons is 23,000 K! The neutral 
gas atoms have a much lower temperature ~ 293 K while ions have 
a temperature ~ 500 K. Various vibrational and translational modes 
of neutral gas atoms can become excited in the plasma. Te for N2 at 
2 mT is ~ 12,000 K. 

The trajectory of the electrons and ions depends on the type (s) of 
applied electromagnetic fields. The trajectory is linear for an applied 
electric field, helical for an applied magnetic field, helical for applied 
electric and magnetic fields, and cycloidal for crossed electric and 
magnetic fields. These types of trajectories create collisions between 
gas species, without which plasma reactions cannot be sustained. 
Both physical and chemical reactions can occur, depending on the 
nature of the gas species. Figure 6.2 shows models of elastic and 
elastic collisions [2]. Elementary physics tells us that the energy 
of colliding species is preserved in elastic collisions while it is not 
preserved in inelastic collisions. In an elastic collision, only kinetic 
energy is exchanged and momentum and translational kinetic 
energy are conserved. Regarding an inelastic collision, some of 
the kinetic energy of the incident particle is converted to potential 
energy changing the electronic structure of the particle (i.e., ioniza-
tion). While total energy is conserved, some kinetic energy is lost 
after the collision. Atomic and molecular excitation can only occur 
in an inelastic collision. 

In addition to energy considerations, the collision has to actu-
ally occur. The probability of collision is determined by the collision 
cross section: 

n a r = 
^mfp 

(6.4) 

where A,mf is the mean free path of the colliding gas atoms and n 
is the number of collisions. Figure 6.3 shows the ionization cross 
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Figure 6.3 Total ionization cross section for various gases as a function of energy [5]. 

section for various gases as a function of energy [5]. Consider the 
ionization of a noble gas atom as a result of a collision with an elec-
tron. From Figure 6.3, we see that maximum ionization will occur 
at an electron energy - 1 0 0 eV. The minimum energy required to 
eject an electron is between 15 and 20 eV, known as the threshold 
energy Eth. 

Collisions also lead to internal vibration and rotational excita-
tions of gas molecules, which have different cross sections than GC 

[6,7]. The total ionization cross section is the sum a number of indi-
vidual cross sections 

GT =Gc+av+ör+Oa+Gd + (6.5) 

where V = vibrational, r = rotational, a = attachment, and d = 
dissociation reactions. 
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In addition to transferring energy to the surface of a substrate by 
inert gas plasmas (includes sputtering, ion assist, etc.), chemical reac-
tions can take place in multicomponent plasmas, which can be used for 
etching and a variety of chemical vapor deposition processes. In addi-
tion to electron collisions, ion-neutral, metastable-ion-excited atom 
and excited atom-neutral collisions can also occur. Table 6.2 shows 
the types of chemical reactions that occur in plasmas [2]. Electron col-
lisions can totally change the chemical nature of the plasma; when 
an inert Ar gas atom loses an electron and becomes ionized, it now 
resembles Cl electronically and chemically, which changes with 
nature of the plasma. As a result of the very high electron temperature 
of the plasma, nonequilibrium and nonthermal processes can now 
take place. Plasma processes also include modified gas-solid hetero-
geneous reactions, which can modify surfaces and result in metastable 
and stable products. 

There are two general categories of plasma chemical reactions [8]: 

• Electron-atom (or molecule) 
• Molecule-molecule 

Consider the reaction rate for the bimolecular reaction A + B —» 
P (products) [8] 

dn p - k A B ( T ) n A n B / (6.6) 
dt 

where n denotes the concentration and kAB(T) is the rate constant, 
which is thermally activated: 

kA B(T) = k o e x p -
( E ^ 

kRT 
(6.7) 

Here k and E are the initial reaction rate and E is the activation 
0 

energy. Electron collision reactions have the general form 
e" + A —> P (products) and 

the reaction rate strongly depends on electron energy. These reac-
tions can be used for plasma etching (reactive plasma etching - REI) 
[9], addressed later in this chapter. 
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We close with a brief description of plasma bombardment 
effects and ion-surface interactions. Plasma bombardment is used 
in a wide variety of deposition, cleaning, and etching processes. 
The types of plasma interactions that affect thin film deposition 
processes are shown in Figure 6.4 [10]. The reactions can be char-
acterized as: 

Ions that bombard a surface. 
Incident ions can be reflected from, absorbed by, 
scattered from or attached (sticking) to a surface. 
Ion beam energy defines the type of reaction at the 
surface (see second bullet) 
Ion energies range from a few to several hundred eV; 
the lower range is used in surface treatment and etching 
during deposition while higher energies are used for 
ion implantation. 
Ion bombardment can either eject material from a 
surface (i.e, sputtering) or be used to modify the 
surface during thin film deposition 
Ion beams can be highly directional with a narrow 
band of energies. 
Ion bombardment of a surface can produce an assort-
ment of charged particles, neutrals, and photons with 
a wide range of energies and abundances from the 
surface. 

Energetic 
Enhanced particle 

surface mobility 
Adsorbed 
species l à ç 

Surface 
region 

Near-
surface 
region 

Recoil—►<> 
Implanted 

Displacement 

Implanted 

Enhanced 
chemical 
reactions Sputtered-

redeposited 
atoms 

Reflected 
Secondary ions/neutrals 
electrons * 

Energetic J / 

Pa3i c l e Photons/ Sputtered 
1 atoms (ions) 
3(Backscattered) 

-Surface 

3 ^notons/ s 

\?/7v 
Trapping 

Channeling 

Collision 
cascade 

"Altered" 
region 

Figure 6.4 Types of plasma-film and surface interactions [10]. 
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6.2 Etching Processes 

In Chapter 2 we described deposition processes for thin films and 
low dimensional structures. Etching processes are essentially the 
inverse of deposition processes and are designed to remove mate-
rial from a surface. Removal can be selective or nonselective. The 
goal of selective etching processes is to exactly transfer an image 
from a mask or projector to a thin film or substrate surface. Etching 
is used to define microelectronic devices, microciruitry, patterned 
thin films, metamaterials, frequency selective surfaces, MEMS 
devices, micro-resonant structures, and much more. Both plasma 
and chemical (wet) etch processes are used to define circuitry and 
structures in thin films and surfaces. Plasma etch processes can be 
categorized into five areas (see Figure 6.5) [2,11,12]: 

• Sputter etching 
• Chemical etching 
• Anisotropie etching (accelerated ion assisted etching) 
• Etching via an inhibitor ion-enhanced chemistry 
• Reactive ion etching 

Etch parameters are defined as [2]: 

• Etch rate 
• Etch rate uniformity 
• Etch profile (isotropic etching and undercutting) 
• Selectivity 
• Etch bias 

Etch rate is simply the rate of material removal during the etch 
process and equals thickness etched/etch time. High etch rates are 
generally desirable to allow higher production throughputs. Etch 
rate uniformity is a measure of the ability of the etch process to etch 
all parts of the surface at the same rate. Over and under etching 
can result from poor etch rate uniformity. It is important for an etch 
process to create a precise vertical edge profile, with no undercut-
ting or rounding off of the etched pattern. An isotropic etch process 
removes material uniformly in all directions while an anisotropic 
etch process removes material exclusively in one direction (hope-
fully parallel to the edges of walls). Virtually all etch processes 
undercut pattern walls to some degree. Selectivity refers to the 
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ed 
¡ng 

Figure 6.5 Five basic mechanisms of plasma etching [3,11]. 

ability of the process only to etch the material and not the photore-
sist, mask or substrate. Etch bias is a measure of the change in line 
width or critical dimensions resulting from the etch process. 

Sputter etching is probably the most purely physical etch pro-
cess described here. Ion milling and ion etching are processes by 
which atoms of a surface material are removed by sputtering. 
The effectiveness of the etch process depends on a number of fac-
tors; ion energy and chamber pressure are the most important. 
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The type of gas used is also important. For an etch to be effective, it 
must be selective and anisotropic. Due to the controllable direction of 
ions, sputter etching and most ion etching processes are generally 
anisotropic (compared to wet etching, which is usually isotropic). 
As will be addressed later in this chapter, the above etch processes 
can be used with masks and photoresists, or can be used to clean 
the surface of a substrate. 

Figure 6.6 compares wet (chemical) and plasma etching [13], and 
Figure 6.7 compares pattern transfer of isotropic and anisotropic 
etches. Here we see that severe undercutting results from an iso-
tropic etch and pattern walls are sloped. Virtually no undercutting 
results from an anisotropic etch with significantly more vertical 
pattern walls. 

The most important plasma etching process parameters are: 

• Gas composition 
• Reactor geometry 
• Gas flow rates 
• Power 
• Frequency 
• Temperature 

These parameters influence etch rate, selectivity, anisotropy, and 
loading [13]. Sputter etching is essentially the same process as sput-
tering, except that some form of masking is used. Consequently, we 
will only address highlights of the process. The main advantage of 
sputter etching is that it is highly anisotropic and essentially line 
of sight for the incident ions. Operating pressures are generally the 
lowest of all etch processes (~ 1 mTorr). Ions striking the surface are 
sensitive to the magnitude of atomic bonding energies and struc-
ture. They, however, are not sensitive to the composition of the 

Slow etching crystal plane 

Etch mask 

Anisotropic Isotropic 

Figure 6.6 Comparison of wet and plasma etch profiles. 
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Figure 6.7 Pattern transfer for chemical and plasma etch processes. 

surface, which is the main disadvantage, low selectivity. Another 
disadvantage is that the masking material (photoresist, metal mask, 
ceramic mask) is also etched, although in most processes the etch 
rate for the mask is much lower than that of the surface being 
etched. A good rule-of-thumb is that the mask should be at least 
50% thicker than the etch depth. 

Depth of etch then is determined by the power to the cathode 
element, duration of etch, inert gas used. The degree of anisotropy 
is defined as 

A , = ^ (6.8) 
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Where v, and v are the lateral and vertical etch rates. Note that A£ = 
I V f 

0 for isotropic etching with vx = vv. and Af = 1 for vx - 0. Sputter etch-
ing can locally heat the surface and has the slowest etch rate of all 
plasma etch processes. Also note that the intersection of the walls 
and bottom of the etched structure is generally not a clean right 
angle but concave in shape or an oblique angle. Another problem, if 
care is not taken, is re-deposition of the etched material in channels 
and on the substrate. 

In chemical etching (not to be confused with wet chemical etch-
ing) the gas phase species reacts chemically with surface atoms to 
produce a volatile product, which is pumped out. The sole respon-
sibility of the plasma is to carry the reactant species to the surface of 
the substrate. Plasma chemical etching is performed at higher cham-
ber pressures (~ lTorr) than sputter etching. As shown in Figure 6.6, 
etching is isotropic. However, etching is also highly selective. 
Primary etchant gases are F2, NF3 and CF4. The etching of Si provides 
an excellent example of chemical etching. Figure 6.8 summarizes the 

Gas in 

Chamber 
wall 

© Ion 
bombardment 

© Positive ion 

Figure 6.8 Microscopic process that occurs during plasma etching of a Si wafer [9]. 
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process that transpires during plasma etching of a Si wafer. The etch 
process can be summarized with the following steps [9]: 

• Generation of reactant etchant species in the plasma 
3 e~ + Cl -> Cl+ + 2e_ for example 

• Diffusion of reactant through dark space to substrate 
surface 

• Adsorption of reactant species on the substrate surface 
• Surface diffusion of active ions and radicals 
• Chemical etching reaction with film atoms producing 

adsorbed byproducts 
• Volatile compounds are formed and diffuse into the 

bulk gas, and are subsequently pumped out by the 
vacuum system 

These steps somewhat simplify the process. The etch rates for the 
same material but with different crystal structures, microstructures, 
and impurity levels can vary widely. For example, the etch rate for 
n-type Si with Cl atoms is ~ 20 times higher than for undoped Si. 
Table 6.3 lists etchants for a number of electronic materials [6]. Etch 
rates can be expressed by an Arrhenius-like expression, for example 
for <100> Si in F [15]. 

Re(Si< 100>) = 2.91 x lO- 1 2 T V 2 C v exp-0 .108eV/k B T (6.9) 

where Cv is the etchant concentration. The etch rate for Si02 is down 
by an order of magnitude: 

Re(SiO2) = 6 .14x l0 - 1 3 T 1 / 2 C v exp-0 .163eV/k B T (6.10) 

A simple parallel plate plasma etching configuration is shown 
in Figure 6.9 [16]. Plasma is confined between two closely spaced 
electrodes. Etchant gases are fed in through a gas ring. Etchant 
ions are attracted to the surface to be etched (wafer, thin film, etc.). 
Figure 6.10 shows the vertical and lateral etch rates for Si as a func-
tion of XeF2 flow rate [16]. Recall that the etchant species in plas-
mas also bombards the surface with a range of energies. The lateral 
etch rate, however, does not involve the energetic bombardment of 
plasma species, but only how effectively Si is etched chemically. 
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Table 6.3 Etchants for selected electronic materials using Cl and F 
atoms [14]. 

Material 
Etched 

Si 

III-V 

GaN 

Al 

TiS2, TaSi2, 
MoSi2, WSi2 

Ti, Ta, Mo, W, 
Nb 

Si02/Si3N4 

Source Gas 

Cl2 

cci4 

CF4 

SiCl4 

SF6 

Cl2 

cci4 

SiCl4 

Cl2, H2, Ar 

Cl2 

F2 

CF4 

F2 

CF4 

CF4 

Additive 

None 

o2 

o2 

o2 

None 

o2 

o2 

SiC14, CC14, 
BC13 

None 

o2 

None 

o2 

o2 

Mechanism 

Chemical 

Ion energetic 

Chemical 

Chemical/ 
crystallographic 

Ion Inhibitor 

Ion energetic 

Ion energetic 

Chemical 

The vertical etch rate depends on the synergetic effect of neutral 
bombardment and chemical reactions. The degree of anisotropy 
(see above) can generally be increased by increasing the energy of 
the ions. 

The etch rate and selectivity can further be modified by adding 
one or more gases. Hydrogen is often added to the etchant gas to 
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Figure 6.9 Parallel plate plasma etching system. 
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Figure 6.10 Vertical and lateral Si etch rate as a function of XeF2 flow rate [16]. 

increase selectivity. Figure 6.11 shows that the Si02 etch rate in CF4 

is approximately constant for H2 additions up to 40%, but the rate for 
polysilicon drops exponentially for the same increase in H2 [16]. Si02/ 
polySi selectivity is thus significantly enhanced, as shown by the bot-
tom curve. The inverse is also true for mixtures of Cl2 + SF6, as shown 
in Table 6.4 [16]. The etch rate for Si can be increased by as much as a 
factor of 80 faster than that of Si02 by addition of SFg. Oxygen can also 
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Figure 6.11 Etch rates for Si and Si02 and Si02/Si selectivity in mixtures of CF4 + 
H2 [16]. 

Table 6.4 Etch rates and selectivities for Si a n d SiO, [16]. 

Material (M) 

Si 

SiO, 

Al, Al-Si, 
Al-Cu 

Gas 

SF6+C12 

CF4 + H2 

BC13 + Cl2 

Etch Rate 
(A/min) 

1000-t500 

400-500 

500 

Selectivity 

M/Resist 

5 

5 

5 

M/Si 

-

40 

5 

M/Si02 

80 

-

25 

influence etch rate in some cases. Mixtures of O, + CF„ are also used 
2 4 

to etch Si02, as shown in Figure 6.12 [17]. Figure 6.13 shows the 
result of a highly anisotropic etch with an aspect ratio of 31:1 into 
Si02 [18]. Width of the trench is only 25 nm with a depth of 788 nm. 

The etch rate also depends on RF power to the plasma, pressure, 
gas flow rate, and temperature (see above Arrhenius relations) [9]. 
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Figure 6.12 Dependence of the etch rate of Si02 on CF 4 /0 2 mixture [5]. 

Figure 6.13 SEM of 25 nm wide trench etched into Si02 [9]. 

The power density affects the electron energy distribution, which 
in turn, determines generation rate of active species. Variations 
with pressure are independent of power. Figure 6.14 presents the 
dependence of etch rate of Si3N4, Si, and thermal Si02 with power. 
Etch rate generally increases monotonically with applied power. 
The dependence on pressure is less straightforward. Etch rate will 
generally increase with increased pressure, but due to eventual 
thermalization of the plasma ions, will then decrease due to lower 
energy collisions. Etch rate will also decrease at very low pressures 
due to reduced electron collisions. 
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Figure 6.14 Variation of etch rate of Si3N4, Si and thermal Si02 in mixture of 
0.92CF4 + 0.08O2 with power [18]. 

There are a number of plasma etch reactor configurations, as 
shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 [18]. The operating frequency must 
be chosen carefully: too low a frequency will result in pulsating 
DC operation and too high a frequency may result in poor power 
transfer to the plasma. We discussed important plasma parame-
ters in the previous section. Plasma decay time is critical in reactor 
operation [13]. 

qni7tr2L 

(^[In^ + lnrL]) 
(6.11) 
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Figure 6.15 Four types of plasma reactor designs [18]. 
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Figure 6.16 Pictures of industrial quartz barrel plasma systems (courtesy Anatech). 
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where r is the radius of the reactor, L is the spacing between elec-
trodes, j ; is the current density, and n. is ion density. This relation 
can be simplified to 

T P 

f V / 2 

kßTeV 
(6.12) 

For L = 5 cm and kBTe = 2 eV, x ~ 20 us, which gives an operating 
frequency of ~ 25 kHz. Operating frequencies can range as high as 
2.45 GHz for industrial systems. 

Referring to Figure 6.15, the most widely used reactor types are 
the anode-coupled and cathode-coupled barrel and single wafer 
reactors (6.15a and 6.15b). External electrodes are either capaci-
tively or inductively connected to the power supply. Good etch rate 
and temperature uniformity are difficult to achieve in this type of 
reactor. The RF planar and hexode reactors have improved perfor-
mance. The hexode type (c) has a RF-powered hexagonal tower on 
which substrates are mounted. In the RF planar configuration (d), 
gas is introduced radially over the electrodes. Wafers are placed on 
the smaller plat, which exposes them to a higher sheath potential 
and enhanced ion bombardment. Figure 6.16 shows a pictures of 
two- reactor and four-reactor quartz barrel etch systems (courtesy 
Ana tech). 

6.3 Wet Chemical Etching 

Wet chemical etching was adopted in the 1950s for transistor and 
IC manufacture, and involves removal of material by immersing it 
in liquid reagents that attack the surfaces not protected by the pho-
toresist or etch mask. All parameters relevant plasma etching are 
also involved with wet etching: etch rate, etch rate uniformity, etch 
profile, selectivity, and etch bias. In fact, most of these parameters 
are more difficult to control with wet etching. A wide variety of wet 
etch chemistries are available. For this process, selectivity becomes 
an important issue and is generally better than plasma processes. 
Feature size, however, is limited to 2 urn and larger [19]. 

In most wet etch processes, the material to be etched is not 
directly soluble in the etchant, but undergoes a (chemical) reaction 
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with chemicals present in the etch solution. Reaction products can 
then be soluble in solution or be gaseous. One main advantage 
of wet etching is lower costs than plasma etching and the versa-
tility of etching equipment. One of the disadvantages is that the 
photoresist or mask may lose adhesion to the underlying material 
when exposed to certain chemicals, such as hot acids. Table 6.5 lists 
etchants for several metals listed in the metallization section [20]. 

6.4 Metallization 

Thin film metallization is used in semiconductor and molecu-
lar electronic devices to provide electrical contacts to the devices, 
interconnects, and bonding surfaces. Figure 6.17 shows single layer 
metal interconnection between two devices [21], and Figure 6.18 
shows bond pads on a microelectronic chip. Insulation of the metal 
circuitry from the active areas of the device is accomplished using 
passivation layers. There are three major types of metallization 
schemes: 

• Subtractive 
• Fully-additive 
• Semi-additive 

Table 6.5 Common wet chemical etchants for metals [20]. 

Metal 

Au 

Pb 

Ti 

AuZn 

Ni 

Al 

Cu 

Ag 

Wet Etching Solution 

KI + I2 + H 2 0 

H202 + CH3COOH 
HNO3 + H 2 0 

H2S04 + HNO, + H 2 0 
HF 

KI + 12 + H20 

HNO3 + CH3COOH + H2S04 

HC1 

H3P04 + HNO3 + CH3COOH + H 2 0 

HNO3 

HC1, H2S04 
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Figure 6.17 Single layer metal interconnection between two devices [21]. 

Figure 6.18 Bond pads on a semiconductor device (courtesy National 
Semiconductor). 

Subtractive metallization involves the build-up of a blanket layer 
of metal on the substrate. This process uses a photoresist and metal 
etch to define traces. Fully-additive metallization involves the direct 
build-up or plating of metal traces on the substrate. Semi-additive 
metallization uses a blanket seed layer of metal. Traces are built-up 
using photoresist and plating. The seed layer is then removed. 

Interconnect thickness is typically 1500 to 15000 A. Metals most 
often used are Ag, Cu, Cr, Au, Al, W,and Ti. Table 6.6 lists bulk resis-
tivities of these metals [2]. Each metal has a distinct application. 
For example, Ag has the highest conductivity and lowest resistive 
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Table 6.6 Resistivities of Some Bulk Materials. 

Metal 

Silver 

Copper 

Gold 

Aluminum 

Tungsten 

Titanium 

Platinum 

Bulk Resistivity (20 °C, u£2-cm) 

1.55 

1.7 

2.4 

2.8 

5.5 

50 

10.5 

losses and is used for circuitry while Au is extremely corrosion and 
oxidation resistant. Ag, however, is easily corroded. Al bonds well 
to semiconductor wafers and etches easily to form circuitry. Wires 
are easily bonded to Au films. Cu is a well known conductor and 
is also used in C r / C u / A u solder bond pads (see Figure 6.18). Al 
is very adherent and bonds well to oxidized surfaces. Pt and W 
are excellent diffusion barriers. TiN is also an excellent diffusion 
barrier. The resistivity of Pt is easily calibrated against temperature 
and used in resistance temperature detectors (RTD). 

In order to combine the most desirable properties of each con-
stituent material, metallization systems can also consist of multi-
layers. An example of this is the C r / C u / A u solder pad described 
above. Here the wire bonds readily to the Au layer while Cr is the 
bond layer to the Si wafer. Cu diffuses into both upper and lower 
layers to increase the mechanical integrity of the bond. Titanium/ 
Au is also an effective contact system. Again, Ti acts as the adhe-
sion or glue layer. Note that these structures are also oxidation and 
corrosion resistant due to the Au layer. 

Problems that can occur with metallization are electromigration, 
corrosion, oxidation, debonding, and degradation of conductivity. 
Electromigration is among the many phenomena that can degrade the 
performance of thin films. Prior to the advent of integrated ciucuits, 
electromigration was an interesting effect, but of no commercial inter-
est. Electromigration, however, was found to significantly decrease the 
reliability of Al integrated circuit elements and any current carrying 
thin film, and could lead to eventual open and short circuits between 
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metal films and semiconductors. Electromigration is the mass trans-
port of atoms in a metal due to the momentum transfer between 
conducting electrons and diffusing metal atoms. While electromi-
gration has been known for over 100 years, its deleterious effects on 
integrated circuits have made it a major concern. Electromigration, 
however, only exists whenever current flows through a metal wire 
or thin film, but the conditions necessary for this phenomenon to be 
a problem simply did not exist before the advent of microelectron-
ics. Because of the high current densities and thin film involved, 
integrated circuits are most affected by electromigration. Because 
most of the heat generated by the current is conducted away into 
the chip, thin film conductors can withstand current densities at 
least two orders of magnitude greater than traditional bulk wires. 
This allows current densities of nearly 106 A/cm2 with minimal 
joule heating, and this creates current densities high enough to 
cause significant electromigration. 

With increasing miniaturization, the probability of failure due to 
electromigration increases in VLSI and ULSI circuits, because both 
power density and current density increase. Al was first used in 
microcircuitry, and immediately had significant electromigration 
problems. Figure 6.19 shows electromigration damage in an Al film 
[21]. Hillock growth (6.19a), whisker bridging (6.19b) and lateral 
mass growth areas (6.19c) are all manifestations of this phenome-
non. As we shall see, these defects are caused by mass buildup and 
depletion due to flow of current. Because of its higher conductivity, 
Cu is now the interconnect material of choice. It is also intrinsically 
less susceptible to electromigration than Al. However, electromigra-
tion continues to be an ever present challenge to device fabrication, 
and as a result, research for copper interconnects is ongoing (though 
a relatively new field.) 

Electromigration is influenced by several factors. Most important 
of these are: 

• Structure effects 
• Thermal effects 
• Stress in the film 

Anywhere there are different grain sizes and orientation distri-
butions, local mass flux divergences can exist in a film-interconnect 
structure. Divergence also occurs at interfaces between intercon-
nects, semiconductor contacts, and junctions between multilevel 
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(a) Hillocks (b) Bridging 

(c) Lateral mass growth 

Figure 6.19 Electromigration damage in Al films in the form of hillock growth (a), 
whisker formation (b), and lateral mass growth (c) [1]. 

metallizations (vias, etc.). As a result, electromigration damage can 
occur at any of these sites. Essentially, more mass (atoms) enters 
these sites than exits them and growth occurs. Voids develop when 
more atoms exit the site than enter. Mass balance is given by 

— + Div.J = 0 (6.13) 
at 

Here J is the atomic flux induced by electromigration and com-
bines concentration, thermal, stress, and density fluxes. Jc is shown 
above. 

Differences in temperature (temperature gradients) in the film 
can occur at regions of poor adhesion and interfacial regions. The 
flux due to nonuniform temperature distributions is 

= - C D Q ( P i v T ) ( 
T kT2 

Where Q is the heat of thermal diffusion. Again, the diffusion 
coefficient plays a major role. 
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Mechanical stress also contributes to electromigration in a sur-
prising way. Stress gradients can actually reduce the effects of 
electromigration. Mass tends to pile up at the anode side of the 
thin film strip and is depleted at the cathode side. The flux due to 
a stress gradient is 

= CPQ(PivH) ( 6 1 5 ) 
io k T 

where H is the average stress along the diagonal of the stress 
tensor (a + a + a ) /3 and is Q = atomic volume = 1/C. There 

v xx yy zz' 

is a critical length of the conductor at which these two mass trans-
port forces balance, which should reduce electromigration. The 
two forces balance when [2] 

L c = Q H c (6.16) 
Z*qpjc 

Electromigration can be completely halted when L < Lc, and thus 
we have a means to control this degradation mechanism (assuming 
these lengths are feasible). Additionally shorter interconnects can 
withstand higher current densities. The diffusion coefficient can 
thus be expressed as 

D = D0 exp 
JíQH-EJl (6-17) f ( Q H - E A ) | 

where EA is the effective activation energy for thermal diffusion. 
Here we see that D depends on stress and temperature. 

Based on extensive electromigration data, we can express 
the mean time to failure due to electromigration and current 
density j [2]: 

Í-E 
(MTTFr 1 = K e x p —£- |in (6.18) 

RT F 

For pure Al films, n ~ 2 and Ec, the activation energy for failure, 
ranges between 0.5 and 0.8 eV. The magnitude of activation energy 
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is generally associated with grain boundary diffusion, while lattice 
diffusion activation energies are -1 .4 eV. 

Electromigration is a particularly annoying problem for Ag films 
and circuitry. Ag is well known to be unstable at high temperatures, 
high humidity, and corrosive environments. Both temperature and 
humidity exacerbate electromigration and dendrite formation in 
this metal [22]. Electrolytic electromigration results when humidity 
is a factor. An example of dendrites and dendrite bridges is shown 
in Figures 6.20 and 6.21 [22]. The mechanism of electrolytic electro-
migration is water-dependent, and is enhanced when the insula-
tor separating the conductors (as on PC boards, flexible circuitry, 
chip carriers, or IC ceramics) has adsorsbed sufficient moisture to 
allow electrolytic (ionic) conduction when an electrical potential 
is applied. Electromigration in Ag is generally moderate, even at 
elevated temperature, but humidity significantly accelerates this 
process [23]. Both colloidal "staining" and dendritic bridging result 
(see Figures 6.20 and 6.21). Deposits of colloidal silver (or copper) 
often appear as brownish stained regions which originate at the pos-
itively polarized conductor but do not necessarily remain in contact 
with it (see Figure 6.22). They are thought to result from reduction 
of the migrating ions, either by light or by chemical reducing agents 
on the insulator surface [24, 25]. 

The primary conditions that promote humid electromigration 
problems are: 

• Moisture (i.e., high relative humidity) 
• Contamination on the insulator surface 
• Voltage difference between conductors 
• Narrow spacing widths 
• Elevated temperatures (at high relative humidity). 

All other things being equal, higher temperatures enhance elec-
tromigration, particularly at very high relative humidity values. 
Particularly for Ag [26, 27]. This correlation has been observed for 
a variety of insulating materials with different silver migration 
susceptibilities [23-27]. Typical conditions include 85/85 T/RH 
and thermal cycling of ambient conditions. 

Electrolytic electromigration in Ag can be curtailed by applying 
moisture barriers to the conductors and insulator surfaces [28]. 
The success of moisture barriers also depends on the operating 
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Figure 6.20 Dendrites and dendrite bridges in Ag [22]. 

Figure 6.21 Dendritic bridging across two Ag conductors on a printed circuit 
board [22]. 

Figure 6.22 Staining due to electromigration [23]. 

condition of the circuitry; voltage, temperature and humidity all 
must be considered. Another method for mitigating electromigra-
tion is by reducing the thermodynamic "activity" or instability of 
the system. Techniques that have been tried with varying degrees 
of success are overcoating Ag with less "active" metals (Au, Pd, Sn) 
that act essentially as diffusion barriers [28, 29]. Alloying has also 
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shown some success in suppressing electromigration. Alloys are 
significantly less prone to failure. For example, just a few percent 
Cu in Al will extend conductor lifetime by an order of magnitude. 

Thus we see that electromigration is a real problem in thin 
film circuitry that is subjected to ultrahigh current densities, 
high temperatures, and humidity. Methods used to mitigate this 
destructive effect are choosing metals with reduced susceptibility, 
alloying, applying diffusion barriers, and keeping circuitry as short 
as possible. 

6.5 Photolithography 

The metal, however, must cover only certain areas of the surface 
to be useful. This is accomplished by lithographic patterning and 
masking processes. Photolithography (or "optical lithography") is 
a process used in microfabrication to selectively remove parts of a 
thin film or the bulk of a substrate or add thin films. It uses light 
to transfer a geometric pattern from a photo mask to a light sensi-
tive photoresist applied to the substrate. Material may be added 
(lift off) or etched from the surface. A series of chemical treatments 
then transfers the exposure pattern into the material underneath 
the photoresist. In complex integrated circuits (ICs) a CMOS wafer 
will undergo up to 50 photolithographic steps. 

The basic steps in the photolithography process are: 

1. Substrate cleaning 
2. Substrate preparation 
3. Metallization or thin film deposition (for positive and 

negative photoresist) 
4. Photoresist application 
5. Prebake 
6. Photoresist exposure 
7. Exposure post bake 
8. Developing 
9. Development post bake 

10. Metallization or thin film deposition (for negative 
photoresist) 

11. Etching or thin film deposition (adding or subtract-
ing material) 

12. Photoresist removal 
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Figure 6.23 schematically defines the lithography process used 
to transfer patterns from a mask to a thin film on a wafer or to the 
wafer itself [19]. These patterns define metalized structures in ICs 
and other surfaces. Details of this process are presented elsewhere 
and literature is extensive. To this end we will present basic steps to 
develop a fundamental understanding of the patterning process. The 
process begins with substrate preparation and metallization of the 
substrate. A layer of photoresist is then applied by spin coating. Note 
that the substrate does not necessarily have to be a semiconductor 
wafer. Other applications, including micro-meshes, microfabrication, 
metamaterials, microlens arrays, and resonant optical structures 
(see Sections 7.3.3. and 8.4) also use photopatterning techniques. 

Figure 6.23 Schematic of the lithographic process [19]. 
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Additionally, the substrate does not have to be planar, and can be 
hemispherical (outer and inner faces), cylindrical, and even a flex-
ible material. An adhesion promoter such as hexamethyldisilizane 
(HMDS) is often used. 

Photoresist (also called resists) is generally applied by a spin 
process but is also sprayed onto larger substrates. Thickness typi-
cally ranges from 0.5 urn to 2 urn, but can be up to 100 urn thick. 
Photoresists are classified into two groups (see Figure 6.23): positive 
resists and negative resists: 

• A positive resist is a type of photoresist in which the por-
tion of the photoresist that is exposed to light becomes 
soluble to the photoresist developer. The portion of the 
photoresist that is unexposed remains insoluble to the 
photoresist developer. 

• A negative resist is a type of photoresist in which the 
portion of the photoresist that is exposed to light 
becomes insoluble to the photoresist developer. The 
unexposed portion of the photoresist is dissolved by 
the photoresist developer. 

After application, the resist, being a monomer, is cured by bak-
ing. A wide range of photoresists is used. Composition of resists is a 
closely guarded secret; however, positive resists generally are a vari-
ation of diazonaphthoquinone. Common resists include Hoechst AZ 
4620, Hoechst AZ 4562, Shipley 1400-17, Shipley 1400-27, Shipley 
1400-37, and Shipley Microposit Developer. Microelectronic resists, 
presumably, utilize specialized products depending upon process 
objectives and design constraints. The general mechanism of expo-
sure for these photoresists proceeds with the decomposition of 
diazoquinone, i.e., the evolution of nitrogen gas and the production 
of carbenes. 

After prebaking, the photoresist is exposed to a pattern of intense 
collimated light. In some cases, a laser is used. Optical lithogra-
phy typically uses ultraviolet (UV) light. Light may be transmitted 
through a mask or by projection of the pattern. Lithography systems 
have progressed from blue wavelengths (436 nm) to UV (365 nm) 
to deep-UV (248 nm) to today's mainstream high resolution wave-
length of 193 nm. In the meantime, projection tool numerical aper-
tures have risen from 0.16 for the first scanners to amazingly high 
0.93 NA systems today producing features well under 100 nm in 
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size. Even smaller features are obtained using electron and x-ray 
lithography. After exposure, the resist is baked to mitigate standing 
wave effects which can degrade the final pattern. 

Once exposed and baked, the photoresist must be developed to 
generate the pattern, in analogy with photographic developers. 
Aqueous base developers are generally used. In particular, tetra-
methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) is used in concentrations 
of 0.2-0.26 N. This is one of the most critical steps in the photore-
sist process. The characteristics of the resist-developer interactions 
determine to a large extent the shape of the photoresist profile and, 
more importantly, linewidth control. Figure 6.24 shows a picture of 
a developed resist pattern. 

The postbake is used to harden the final resist image so that it 
will withstand the harsh environments of implantation or etching. 
The process, performed at temperatures between 120 °C-150 °C, 
cross links the resist to form a polymer. Care must be taken not to 
overbake the resist or it will flow and degrade the pattern or be dif-
ficult or impossible to strip. In addition to cross-linking, the post-
bake can remove residual solvent, water, and gases and will usually 
improve adhesion of the resist to the substrate. 

Other methods can be used to harden a resist image. Exposure 
to high intensity deep-UV light also crosslinks the resin at the sur-
face of the resist forming a tough skin around the pattern. Deep-UV 
hardened photoresist can withstand temperatures in excess of 

Figure 6.24 Developed photoresist pattern. 
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200 °C without dimensional deformation. Plasma treatments and 
electron beam bombardment have also been shown to effectively 
cross link and harden photoresist. Commercial deep-UV hardening 
systems are now available and are widely used. 

Metallization, or other thin films, can then be etched in the areas 
not covered by the resist. Metallization can also be applied over a 
negative resist pattern and the photoresist then striped, or lifted off, 
to form the negative image of the mask or projected image. Etching 
can be accomplished using chemical etchants (acids or bases) or 
by ion and plasma bombardment in vacuum. Ions can also now be 
implanted. 

After etching or metallization, the remaining photoresist must be 
removed using wet stripping using organic or inorganic solutions 
or dry (plasma) stripping. A simple example of an organic stripper 
is acetone. Although commonly used in laboratory environments, 
acetone tends to leave residues on the wafer (scumming) and is 
thus unacceptable for semiconductor processing. Most commer-
cial organic strippers are phenol-based and are somewhat better at 
avoiding scum formation. However, the most common wet strip-
pers for positive photoresists are inorganic acid-based systems used 
at elevated temperatures. Resists, preferably, can be oxidized and 
made volatile in an oxygen plasma. Understandably, this process 
will not work for metallization that readily forms oxides (Al, Cu, Ag, 
Ti, etc.) and the resist must be removed by wet chemical processes. 

Optical techniques are effective in defining structures down to 
~ 1 urn. X-ray and electron beam lithography are used to overcome 
the diffraction limits of optical lithography, reporting structure as 
small as 20 nm. The underlying system designs are basically the same 
for these techniques (beam focusing, masking, photoresist exposure, 
and developing), although these systems use very different beam 
focusing equipment and photoresists. 

6.6 Deposition Processes for Piezoelectric and 
Ferroelectric Thin Films 

Piezoelectric and ferroelectric thin films have numerous applica-
tions, including high frequency transducers, movable diaphragms, 
strain measuring devices, MEMS devices, computer memory, and 
robotics (controlled displacement and movement). Many piezo-
electric (and semiconductor) materials are also photorefractive. 
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Ferroelectric materials exhibit an electric dipole moment even in the 
absence of an electric field. Deposition processes must achieve a spe-
cific microstructure, and to this end, we briefly review the piezoelec-
tric and ferroelectric materials. The center of positive charge does not 
coincide with the center of negative charge, thus forming an electric 
dipole. A crystal that develops an electric polarization in response 
to an applied stress is called a piezoelectric crystal. Conversely, a 
mechanical stress, and subsequent deformation, can be introduced 
into a piezoelectric crystal through application of an electric field. 
The piezoelectric equations are [20]: 

P = Zd + E% (6.19) 

e = Zs + Ed (6.20) 

Here P = polarization, Z = stress, d = piezoelectric strain constant, 
E = electric field, % = dielectric susceptibility, e = elastic strain, and 
s = elastic compliance. Strain is a tensor quantity and is given by [20] 

eij - ^di jkEk ~~*= ̂ d k u h k /g 2\) 

where i, j , k vary from 1-3 and 

Pt = SXdijkajk Pt = Z d Ä ( i , ( i v a r y from 1-6) (6.22) 

(i, u vary from 1-6). ak is the piezoelectric strain tensor. 
These effects are due to formation of polar crystals and, thus, 

the goal of deposition of piezoelectric and ferroelectric thin films is 
formation of polar crystals, or electric dipoles. To this end, colum-
nar, polycrystalline, and highly textured microstructures generally 
are found to display piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties. A 
majority of ferroelectric and piezoelectric thin films are deposited 
by some form of sputtering [30-33], chemical vapor deposition [34, 
35], although sol gel processing [36], pulsed laser deposition [37], 
and molecular beam epitaxy [38] are also used. Figure 6.25 shows 
the columnar structure of a 50 urn thick magnetron sputtered ZnO 
film used in a piezoelectric transducer [31]. Piezoelectric and ferro-
electric films display two general features: a high degree of crystallin-
ity, as shown in Figure 6.26 [20] and columnar structure as shown in 
Figure 6.27. Deposition conditions can be chosen based on the struc-
ture zone models presented in Chapter 2 to obtain highly columnar 
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Figure 6.25 Columnar structure of ZnO film used in piezoelectric transducer [32]. 

(a) 

Figure 6.26 XRD spectrum of AIN film [20]. 

and textured morphologies. The crystal structures of these materials 
often are conducive for forming columnar microstructure. Twenty of 
the 32 crystal classes exhibit piezoelectric properties. The c-axis ori-
entation of hexagonal crystal structure is often preferred, as shown 
in Figure 6.27 for AIN. In this case, the (002) orientation results in 
better piezoelectric properties. Examples of ferroelectric materi-
als are LiTa03 (lithium tantalite), LiNb03 (lithium niobate), BaTi03 
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Figure 6.27 Cross section of a highly c-axis AIN film [32]. 

(BT-barium titanate), PbTi03 (PT- lead titanate), PbZr0 95Ti0 0_O3 (PZT), 
PLZT (lead-lanthanum-zirconium titanate), KH2P04 (potassium 
di-hydrogen phosphate), and KD2P04. Examples of piezoelectric 
materials are AIN, Si02 (quartz), ZnO, SiC, and the aforemen-
tioned ferroelectric materials. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is 
an organic piezoelectric material. ZnS, PLZT, BaTi03, LiNb03 and 
PbTi03 additionally display photorefractive properties. 

As mentioned earlier, highly oriented crystalline and colum-
nar microstructures are required for good piezoelectric perfor-
mance. Highly oriented c-axis AIN and ZnO films show strong 
piezoelectric effects [31, 32]. Referring to the structure zone mod-
els (SZM) shown in Chapter 3 for sputtering, the columnar struc-
ture such as that shown in Figures 6.25 and 6.27, is attributed to 
zone T [32]. Morphology typical of this zone is achieved using 
deposition conditions to achieve: 

Zone T: (0.1 < TS/TM < 0.4 @ 0.15 Pa, TS/TM between 0.4-0.5 @ 
4 Pa) - fibrous grains, dense grain boundary arrays. 

Zone T is essentially just a transition region between zones 1 
and 2 characterized by relatively low - moderate substrate tem-
peratures, low - moderate chamber pressures and low deposition 
rates. We see for sputtering that inert gas pressure influences film 
structure through indirect mechanisms such as thermalization of 
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deposited atoms with increased pressure and increased component 
of atom flux due to gas scattering [38]. Reduction of gas pressure 
results in more energetic particle bombardment which densifies 
the film. 

It is, therefore, important that the SZM for each deposition process 
be consulted as a starting point for deposition of ferroelectric and 
piezoelectric films. Substrate morphology and crystal orientation are 
also important. 

6.7 Deposition Processes for Semiconductor 
Thin Films 

Semiconductor thin films are deposited by virtually every depo-
sition process described in Chapter 2. The primary goal for these 
processes is to achieve electrical and optical properties as close to 
bulk as possible by: 

• Minimizing structural and compositional defects 
• Minimizing impurities 
• Preserving stoichiometry 
• Introducing dopants 
• Minimizing diffusion between layers 
• Obtaining high thickness uniformities 
• High deposition rates 
• Reducing production costs 

However, one distinct advantage of thin film processes, 
because they are nonequilibrium in nature, is that they are able 
to synthesize compositions not possible with bulk processes. The 
following semiconductors are deposited in thin film and low 
dimensional forms: a-Si, a-Si:H, nanocrystalline Si, a-Ge, a-Ge:H, 
CdTe, CdS, GaAs, GaAs:Al, CuInSe2, CuInGaSe2, Cu(In,Ga)Se2, 
Cu(InGa)SSe, ZnS, ZnSe, SiC, a-SiC:H, a-GeC, a-GeC:H, HgCdTe, 
PbSnTe, InP, InAs, PbS, ZnTe, Al Ga In, P, Al Ga, As, AiïnAs, 

i i i i i x y 1-x-y ' x 1-x ' ' 

and p- and n-doped compositions of these materials. Materials 
such as GaSa, GaP, ZnS, and ZnSe also display photorefractive 
properties. Description of deposition of all these materials is not 
possible. Instead, deposition processes for a-Si:H, CIGS, GaAS, 
and CdTe thin films will be addressed as typical for thin film 
semiconductors. 
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6.7.1 Amorphous Silicon 

High quality a-Si:H films are deposited primarily by PVD pro-
cesses, silane decomposition, CVD processes (including PECVD), 
and ALD. Applications include gate electrodes for thin film transis-
tors (TFT), microphotonic IC, MEMS, sensors, detectors, micropho-
tinic waveguides, as well as multiple junctions photovoltaic solar 
cells, large area electronics and liquid crystal displays. This material 
works well in thin film solar cells as a result of its broad wavelength 
absorption range; a-Si:H absorbs sunlight very efficiently and only 
very thin films (<500 nm) are needed for PV applications. PVD 
processes, described in Chapter 2, include reactive RF diode sput-
tering, reactive DC and RF magnetron sputtering, ion beam sputter-
ing, and electron beam deposition. Hydrogen must be incorporated 
into a-Si to passivate dangling bonds to clean up the band gap and 
result in useful semiconductor properties. To this end, all sputter-
ing processes generally use mixtures of Ar + H2 as the sputtering 
gas [39, 40, 41]. Because it removes defects from the band gap, the 
optical properties of a-Si:H depend to a large degree on hydrogen 
content and bonding. Films with the best electrical properties have 
H bonded in the lattice as Si-H configuration, as opposed to the SiH2 

and SiH3 configurations, which is true for all deposition processes. 
Highest quality a-Si:H, used primarily in solar cells, is produced 

by PECVD and CVD processes [42-48]. Films are deposited in par-
allel plate and shower head reactors [48] onto 1 in - 12 in wafers as 
well as polymer webs. Precursor gases include mixtures of SiH4 + 
Ar and typical substrate temperatures are around 300 °C. Dopant 
gases included PH3 for n-type and B2H6 for p-type films. Typical 
electrical properties are: 

• Undoped dard conductivity 10~10-10~12 S/cm 
• Undoped illuminated conductivity 10"5 S/cm 
• Doped conductivity 10~3-10~2 S/cm 

As a result of precursor gases used, all films contain H. 
Plasma decomposition (or glow discharge decomposition) of 

SiH4 (silane) and Si2H6 (disilane) was the first technique used to 
deposit a-Si:H [49,50,51]. Gas mixtures are typically SiH4 + Ar and 
Si2H6 + Ar, with ~ 10% Ar. The plasma excites and decomposes gas 
and generates radicals and ions. The main plasma reactions can be 
characterized as [51]. 
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Electron-molecular: SiH4 + e —» SiHn + (4-n)H + e 
Neutral-neutral : H + SiH4 -> SiH3 + H2 

Ion-molecule: SiH + + SiH. -» SLH + + (4+n-m)H 
n 4 2 m x ' 

As with PECVD processes, doping is accomplished by adding 
PH3 for n-type and B2H6 for p-type films. The glow discharge depo-
sition system is typically a parallel plate capacitive reactor, shown in 
Figure 6.28, operating at an RF frequency of 13.56 MHz. Films can be 
deposited either on the cathode or anode. Substrate temperatures are 
in the neighborhood 200-300 °C with discharge pressure between 
0.15-0.4 Torr. Dopant concentration is determined by amount of PH3 

or B2H6 in the discharge gas. Higher amounts of H are incorporated 
at lower substrate temperatures, which increases the band gap [14]. 
Less H is incorporated at higher substrate temperatures and, as a 
result, the band gap is reduced. This is a general rule of thumb for all 
hydrogenated semiconductors (and most thin films deposited using 
hycrocarbons) [39,52]. Also note that fluorinated amorphous silicon 
(a-Si:F) is deposited by the above reactions using SiF4 [51]. 

Typically, amorphous silicon thin-film cells are built in a p-i-n 
structure. Typical panel structure includes front side glass, trans-
parent conductive oxide (TCO - see Chapter 7), thin film silicon, 
back contact, polyvinyl butyral (PVB), and back side glass. Backing 
material can also be flexible. Amorphous Si solar cells have efficien-
cies in the range 8-13%, compared to the average efficiency of 18% 
for single crystal cells. Advantages of a-Si:H cells are: 

• The technology is relatively simple and inexpensive 
• For a given layer thickness, a-Si:H absorbs 2.5 times 

more energy than c-Si cells 

Thermocouple 

Shutter 

Gas inlet 1 

Gas inlet 1 

Electrical 
feedthrough 

Heater 

Substrate 

RF electrode 

-Gas inlet 1 

Gas inlet 2 
Gas confinement cup 

Coiled filament 

t 
Gas inlet 3 

Figure 6.28 Parallel plate discharge reactor used to deposit a-Si:H. 
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• Much less material is required for a-Si:H cells, thus 
reducing costs and weight 

• Cells can be deposited on a wide range of substrates, 
including flexible plastic, curved and rolled types 

• Average efficiency is ~ 10%, less than c-Si cells but con-
tinually improving 

6.7.2 Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) Thin Films 

Cadmium telluride thin films have been used primarily in thin film 
solar cells as early as the 1960s [53-57]. This material is also used 
extensively in infrared optical applications. CdTe and doped CdTe 
are generally deposited by closed space sublimation. Figure 6.29 
shows the progression of PV cell efficiency with time [58]. Note 
that all thin film semiconductor materials discussed here are 
included in this chart. CdTe sublimes in vacuum at temperatures 
near 650 °C, well below its melting point of 1092 °C. CdTe sources 
are radiantly heated (infrared heat lamps) in graphite boats at 
chamber pressures ~ 10"5 Torr [59]. Substrate temperatures in the 
range 400-600 °C are required to crystallize the deposited mate-
rial [60]. Because the material sublimes, deposition rates are very 
high, - 0 . 1 um/min , and increase with increased temperature but 
appear to peak at 520 °C [61]. 

Figure 6.30 shows a picture of CdTe deposited at temperatures of 
ambient (no heating), 400 °C, 500 °C, and 550 °C [61]. Note that the 
texture and associated grain size increases with increased substrate 
temperature. 

Best CdTe solar cell efficiency has plateaued at 16.5% since 2001 
[58]. Since CdTe has the optimal band gap for single-junction devices, 
it may be expected that efficiencies close to exceeding 20% (such as 
already shown in CIS alloys) should be achievable in practical CdTe 
cells. Modules of 15% would then be possible [58]. 

6.7.3 Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and Aluminum 
Gallium Arsenide (AlGaAs) Thin Films 

GaAs and AlGaAs are generally deposited by some form of epitaxial 
process: molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), metal organic chemical 
vapor deposition (MOCVD) epitaxy [62,63]. However, hydrogenated 
GaAs (GaAs:H) and microcrystalline GaAs can also be deposited by 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6.30 SEM image of CdTe showing the increase in grain size with increase 
in substrate temperatures: a. no heating, b. 400 °C, c. 500 °C, d. 550 °C [61]. 

reactive sputtering [64, 65]. Primary applications for these materi-
als are thin film solar cells, multiquantum well structures (superlat-
tices), and quantum cascade lasers. Source gases for the MOCVD 
process are trimethylgallium (Ga(CH3)3) and arsine (AsH3) and 
GaAs is produced by the reaction [48] 

Ga(CH3)3 + AsH3 -> GaAs + 3 CH4 

Another CVD route uses arsenic trichloride: 

2 Ga + 2 AsCl3 -» 2 GaAs + 3 Cl2 

GaAs films are grown by MBE using Ga and As sources. AlGaAs 
is always deposited by MBE processes and uses an additional 
AlAs source [66]. For MBE processing, a heated substrate wafer is 
exposed to gas-phase atoms of gallium and arsenic that condense on 
the wafer on contact and grow the thin GaAs film. In both MOCVD 
and MBE techniques, single-crystal GaAs layers grow epitaxially, 
i.e., new atoms deposited on the substrate continue the same crys-
tal lattice structure as the substrate, with few disturbances in the 
atomic ordering. This controlled growth results in a high degree of 
crystallinity and in high solar cell efficiency. 
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Substrate temperature significantly affects surface morphology 
and can range from 500 to 850 °C. Films have smooth surfaces for 
substrate temperatures <600 °C. Figure 6.31 shows the layer structure 
of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction structure [66]. 

One of the greatest advantages of GaAs and its alloys as PV cell 
materials is the wide range of design options possible. A cell with 
a GaAs base can have several layers of slightly different composi-
tions that allow a cell designer to control the generation and collec-
tion of electrons and holes. (To accomplish the same thing, silicon 
cells have been limited to variations in the level of doping.) This 
degree of control allows cell designers to push efficiencies closer 
and closer to theoretical levels. For example, GaAs single junction 
solar cells have demonstrated efficiencies near 25% with a possible 
peak efficiency >40%. Figure 6.32 shows the layer structure of an 
advanced GaAs based multijunction thin film solar cell. Cell struc-
ture consists of top/middle/bottom cells connected by tunnel junc-
tions. The layer structure includes GalnP, AllnP, and GalnAs layers 
as n / p junctions. The thin dimensions of the various layers allow 
charge carriers to be created close to the electric field at the junction. 

Sputtering processes use GaAs and Si-doped GaAs targets in 
Ar or mixtures of Ar + H2. There are several similarities between 
sputtered and MBE deposited films, mainly increased smoothness 
with increased substrate temperature. Sputtered films, however, 
have many of the same issues as other sputtered semiconductors, 

Figure 6.31 Layer structure of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction structure [66]. 
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Ultrathin, inverted metamorphic multijunction 

Figure 6.32 Layer structure of advanced GaAs based multijunction thin film 
solar cell (NREL). 

Thin film CIGS PV cell 

Transparent ZnO:AI (0.3-0.4 urn) 
front contact ZnO (-0.1 Jim) 

CdS (-0.05 urn) 

Cu(ln,Ga)Se2 

(1.5-2.5 urn) 

Mo (0.3-0.4 urn) 
Glass substrate 

Figure 6.33 Layer diagram of CIGS solar cell. 

namely, amorphous structures, dangling bonds that must be pas-
sivated by H bonding, low charge carrier mobilities, and poorer 
photoconductivities. Deposition rates are significantly higher than 
MBE films. 

6.7.4 CIS and CIGS Thin Films 

CuInSe2 and CuI^Gaj xSe2 are two of the fastest growing thin film 
solar cell materials technologies. CIGS cells have demonstrated a 
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record 19.9% efficiency and are deposited onto metal, glass, flex-
ible metal and glass, flexible plastic and even glass tubes [67]. 
Figure 6.33 shows a layer diagram of a CIGS cell. The structure 
begins with a magnetron sputtered Mo layer followed by a 1.5-
2.5 urn thick CIGS layer. The CIGS layer is deposited by co-evap-
orating or co-sputtering Cu, In, Ga and annealing in a Se vapor 
or alternately co-evaporating all constituents. Substrate tempera-
ture is 350 °C-400 °C. Top layers are magnetron sputtered CdS/ 
ZnO/ZnO:Al(AZO). Sometimes an evaporated, sputtered, or 
electroplated CdS layer is placed between the CIGS and ZnO lay-
ers. The CIGS layer can also be deposited by electroplating. 
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7 
Functionally Engineered 
Materials 

Engineered materials go one step beyond thin films to add addi-
tional functionality to either a thin film or a solid surface. As with 
many thin film materials, it is possible to engineer properties into 
thin films and surfaces that are not possible with bulk materials. 
We will find that properties can also be engineered into thin films 
and low dimensional structures that cannot be found in bulk solids. 
Thin films can have a wider variety and range of microstructures, 
compositions, bonding and short range structure, crystalline phase 
compositions and defects (structural and compositional) which 
makes them more sensitive to variations in these factors. Their 
thickness or "thinness" and large ratio of surface area to volume 
also contributes to a wide variation in properties. Properties of thin 
films can be attributed to: 

• Energy band structure 
• Lattice structure: 

o Short range order or lack of short range order 
o Crystalline phase composition 

• Low dimensional structures 
• Size effects 
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• Wide variation in density 
• Void effects are more pronounced 
• Higher mechanical stresses. Effects of stress are more 

pronounced. 
• Surface and interface effects 
• Quasi-two dimensional structures 
• Quantum effects more likely 

Examples of engineered materials are: 

• Carbon nanotubes 
• Superlattices and nanolaminates 
• Photonic band gap 
• Functional composites 
• Sculpted thin films 
• Thin film solar cells 
• Dye sensitized solar cells 

For our purposes, materials engineering will encompass design, 
synthesis, and application of man-made structures on micro and 
nano scales. At this scale, essentially in the range of atomic diam-
eters to the wavelength of visible light, it is often necessary to use 
quantum mechanics to define and design physical properties and 
explain performance (as opposed to classical theory). Using many 
of the processes presented in the previous chapter, we can create: 

• Artificial energy band structures 
• Artificial lattices with extraordinary mechanical and 

physical properties 
• Optical properties not possible in bulk solids or even 

thin films 
• Nanocomposites and nanolaminates (see Section 4.2) 
• Metamaterials 
• Nanoplasmonic structures 

7.1 Energy Band Structure of Solids 

In order to fully understand how electrical and optical properties are 
engineered, it is necessary to review basic energy band structures. 
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Virtually every electrical and optical property of a solid can be 
linked to the energy band structure. Energy band structure, in its 
simplest form, consists of a valence band and conduction band 
that can be separated by a gap of forbidden energies, shown in 
Figure 7.1. Electrical conduction depends on whether or not there 
are electrons in the conduction band (or holes in the valence band). 
Figure 7.2 compares generic energy band structures of metals, 

Semiconductor band structure 

Electron 
energy 

Hole 
energy 

Figure 7.1 Generic energy band diagram. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Insulator Semiconductor Conductor 

Figure 7.2 Energy band structure of insulators, semiconductors, and metals [2]. 
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semiconductors, and insulators. In insulators, the electrons in the 
valence band are separated by a large gap from the conduction 
band, in conductors like metals the valence band overlaps the con-
duction band, and in semiconductors there is a small enough gap 
between the valence and conduction bands that thermal or other 
excitations can bridge the gap. With such a small gap, the presence 
of a small percentage of a dopant material can increase conductiv-
ity dramatically. 

An important parameter in the band theory is the Fermi level, 
shown in Figures 7.3a and 7.3b, which is the top of the available 
electron energy levels at low temperatures. The position of the 
Fermi level with the relation to the conduction band is a crucial fac-
tor in determining electrical properties. Figure 7.3a plots the Fermi-
Dirac energy distribution function at different temperatures [1]. At 
absolute zero (0 K), the distribution is a step function, which defines 
the Fermi energy EF This distribution "smears" out with increased 
temperature, indicating that electrons can have energies > EF for 
T > 0. Since the number of energy states is constant, the same num-
ber will have energies < EF Figure 7.3b shows the position of EF 

in the band gap. Electrons can thus be ejected into the conduction 
band by increasing their energy, using heat, electromagnetic (pho-
tons), or electrical energy (voltage). 

Based on their energy band structure, metals are unique as good 
conductors of electricity. This can be seen to be a result of their 
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Figure 7.3 (a) Fermi-Dirac distribution function at different temperatures [1]. 
(b) Location of the Fermi level [3, 4]. 
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valence electrons being essentially free. In the band theory, this 
is depicted as an overlap of the valence band and the conduction 
band so that at least a fraction of the valence electrons can move 
through the material. 

It should be noted that Figures 7.1-7.3 show extremely simplified 
pictures of energy bands. Energy band structure depends on direc-
tion taken in the solid, impurities and defects in the lattice. As dis-
cussed below, energy band structure depends on the location and 
periodic structure of atoms in the crystal lattice, which depends 
on the direction in the lattice. Jumping ahead to Figure 7.23, we 
see that placement of atoms (and their resulting potential energy) 
depends on lattice structure and direction in the lattice. Conduction 
is often not a simple direct path of the electron from valence band to 
conduction band. Sometimes the electron needs a little help from a 
phonon (quantized lattice vibration). Figure 7.4 illustrates the two 
types of electron transitions in the energy bands. A direct transition 
is defined as the direct transfer of the electron from valence to con-
duction bands when valence band maximum matches conduction 
band minimum. An indirect transition occurs when valence band 
maximum does not match conduction minimum, and a phonon is 
needed to move the electron into the conduction band. 

We can thus relate conductivity and other physical properties 
to energy band structure. This is complicated in thin films by the 
fact that defects, lack of long range order, compositional variations 

Direct and indirect photon absorption 

Direct band gap Indirect band gap 

Figure 7.4 Direct and indirect electron transitions. 
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can affect and degrade their band structure [5]. These factors can 
totally smear out band structure in thin films, not to mention size 
effects. Quantum theory also predicts magnetic properties, magne-
toresistance, thermal conductivity, thermoelectric effects, and opti-
cal phenomena. 

7.2 Low Dimensional Structures 

7.2.1 Quantum Wells 
Carbon nanotubes, superlattices, nanowires, quantum dots, and 
photonic band gap materials are all low dimensional structures 
based on the quantum well and the multiquantum well. All reflect 
what is known as "man-made energy bands" and are typically 
based on semiconductors and optical materials. In order to under-
stand low dimensional structures, it is important to understand the 
quantum well concept. The quantum well, shown in Figure 7.5, 
is constructed by sandwiching a thin (nm scale) semiconductor 
layer/film of one material between two layers/films of another 
semiconductor with a larger band gap. Figure 7.6 shows a quantum 
well formed by sandwiching a 1 nm thick GaAs (1.424 eV band-
gap) layer between two AlGaAs (1.771 eV bandgap) layers [2]. The 
depth of the well is the difference in band gaps and equals 0.347 eV, 
and the width of the well is 1 nm (= 10 A). 

The purpose of the quantum well (QW) is to confine the electron's 
wave function and only allow certain energy levels. The electron 
can move in two directions with respect to the QW: (1) in the plane 

v=vn 

V=0 

v=vn 

x=-al2 x=0.0 x=+a/2 

Figure 7.5 Potential energy profile of a quantum well [3]. 
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Conduction-band discontinuity 
Conduction-band edge 

AIGaAs 

Figure 7.6 GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well [6]. 

of the well or (2) perpendicular to the plane of the well. Motion in 
the plane is similar to that of a free particle. The more interesting 
case is motion perpendicular to the plane of the well. We will not 
get involved with the math but just provide a pictorial and phe-
nomenological tour through this concept. Figure 7.7 presents the 
concept of quantum confinement. In this example, we see that there 
are only two allowed confined energy states and that states with 
higher energy are not confined. Note that the wave functions of 
these states decay rapidly outside the well. 

The density of electronic states (or just density of states) g(E) is 
the number of allowed electron energy states per unit energy inter-
val around an energy E. Density of states is intimately connected to 
the energy band structure and essentially determines all transport 
properties. Engineering g(E) is accomplished by considering low 
dimensional structures and QWs. Figure 7.8 compares the density 
of state for bulk and 2D structures. g(E) for bulk varies as the square 
of the energy while the 2D g(E) has discrete steps at energies cor-
responding to quantized energy levels in the quantum well. 

The density of states becomes even more discrete as we reduce 
dimensions from 2D to ID and from ID to OD, as shown in Figures 7.9a 
and 7.9b. g(E) for the 2D case becomes highly peaked with energy 
compared to the steps for the 2D case. The quantum dot is the OD 
case and is capable of confining electrons in all three dimensions 
and thus is the OD case shown in Figure 7.9b. The density of states 
for the OD case is essentially a series of delta functions, highly local-
ized in energy. Thus we see that by confining the electron to smaller 
dimensions, we can achieve highly discrete energy states. 
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Figure 7.7 Shapes of wave functions for allowed energy levels of a quantum 
well [3]. 
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Figure 7.8 Comparison of density of states for 3D and 2D cases [3]. 
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Figure 7.9 Comparison of density of states for ID and OD cases [3]. 
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Figure 7.10 Multiquantum well layer structure. 

7.2.2 Superlattices 

Superlattices are multiquantum well structures, consisting of sev-
eral to thousands of alternating narrow and wide band gap mate-
rials (usually semiconductors). Figure 7.10 shows the relationship 
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between layer structure and quantum well structure. The band 
structure of superlattices can be engineered by 

• Varying the width of the quantum well 
• Varying materials with different band gaps (height of 

the well) 
• Varying the number of layers/quantum well 

Quantum well films consist of hundreds to thousands of nano-
scale layers (1-20 nm) with alternating band gaps, one with a small 
band gap and one with a larger band gap. The layer with the larger 
band gap is used to confine charge carriers in the small band gap 
layer. The electical properties of these films can be engineered by 
varying layer thickness and period, and can be separated from 
those related to phonon propagation (thermal conductivity). 

Minibands, such as those shown in Figure 7.11, can be formed in 
semiconductor devices using multiquantum wells such as quantum 
wires and superlattices. Figure 7.11 shows that as the number of 
energy bands confined in the quantum well increases, the number 
of minibands also increases. The miniband peaks in the absorption 
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Figure 7.11 Transmissivity of GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells vs incident electron 
energy showing miniband formation [6]. 
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coefficient of GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells (see Figure 7.11) cor-
respond to the mini-subband n and well width = 30 A. Each peak in 
the transmissivity of the quantum well corresponds to a confined 
energy subband [6]: 1,2 and 3. Here 

n = 1 :E 1 = 0.0273 eV 

n = 2: E2 = 0.109 eV 

n = 3: E3 = 0.236 eV 

Thus the optical properties, which depend on energy band struc-
ture, of the GaAs/AlGaAs structure can be engineered by building 
quantum wells. 

Superlattices can have significantly better mechanical and tribo-
logical properties than those of the individual layers. Laminating 
different materials to achieve a combination of their various prop-
erties is a common technique for designing and engineering the 
mechanical and tribological properties of materials. Furthermore, 
when the laminate layers become very thin, the properties of the 
materials in individual layers often improve, relative to their mac-
roscopic properties. Figure 7.12 shows how hardness increases 
with decreasing layer thickness for several bimetal systems [7, 8]. 
At layer thicknesses on the order of 10 nm, where the hardness 
approaches maximum, the mechanical properties of superlattices 
(also called nanolaminates) are strongly influenced by the nature of 
the mismatch of their crystal lattices at the interfaces as well as the 
very high ratio of interface volume to total material volume. 

7.2.3 Quantum Wires 

Quantum wires and carbon nanotubes (CNT), such as those shown 
in Figure 7.13, are one dimensional structures that possess unique 
optical, physical and mechanical properties that make them candi-
dates for advanced technological applications, such as microelec-
tronics, photovoltaics, thermoelectric and structural components. 
They are used in electrical and optical devices, structural com-
posites, thermal devices and high frequency applications. CNT 
are high aspect ratio hollow cylinders with diameters ranging 
from 1-10 nm, and lengths on the order of centimeters. They are 
one of the many solid state forms of carbon (others are diamond, 
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Figure 7.12 Results of hardness measurements showing the effect of layer 
thickness. The Cu-Cr, Cu-Nb, Cu-Ag, and Cu-Ni results are from [7, 8]. 

graphite, buckyballs). The three major types of CNT are single-
walled (SWNT), multi-walled (MWNT) and Fullerite. Figure 7.13 
shows the various types of single wall nanotubes (SWNT), includ-
ing zigzag, armchair, and chiral [9]. Nanotubes are discussed in 
more detail later in this chapter (see Figure 7.58). 

7.2.4 Quantum Dots 

The quantum dot (QD) is the 0D structure in which charge carriers 
are confined in all three dimensions. A picture of QDs is shown in 
Figure 7.14. An exciton is an electron hole pair created by an exter-
nal energetic source (such as photons), with the electron excited 
into the conduction band and the hole excited in the valence band 
of the semiconductor. As seen above, electrons in quantum wells 
have a range of discrete energies. Excitons have an average physi-
cal separation between the electron and hole, referred to as the exci-
ton Bohr radius (EBR), and this physical distance is different for 
each material. In bulk, the dimensions of the semiconductor crystal 
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Figure 7.13 Various types of SWNT, including zigzag, armchair and chiral [9]. 

Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 quantum dots 

Figure 7.14 Picture of quantum dots. 

are much larger than the EBR, allowing the exciton to extend to 
its natural limit. However, if the size of a semiconductor crystal 
becomes small enough that it approaches the size of the material's 
EBR, we have discrete energy levels formed in the quantum well, 
and the exciton is confined. 

Because the QD's electron energy levels are discrete rather than 
continuous, the addition or subtraction of just a few atoms to the QD 
has the effect of altering the boundaries of the band gap. Changing 
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the geometry of the surface of the quantum dot also changes the 
band gap energy, owing again to the small size of the dot, and 
the effects of quantum confinement. QDs can emit or absorb pho-
tons. The band gap in a quantum dot will always be larger than 
that of the bulk semiconductor and, therefore, emitted radiation 
will always be blue shifted (shorter wavelength). The minibands 
formed in the quantum well control the electrical and optical prop-
erties of the QD. Each peak in the miniband, such as those shown 
in Figure 7.11, corresponds to an energy transition between dis-
crete electron-hole (exciton) energy levels. The quantum dots will 
not absorb light that has a wavelength longer than that of the first 
exciton peak, also referred to as the absorption onset. Like all other 
optical and electronic properties, the wavelength of the first exciton 
peak (and all subsequent peaks) is a function of the composition 
and size of the QD. Smaller QDs result in a first exciton peak at 
shorter wavelengths. 

7.3 Energy Band Engineering 

Knowledge of the energy band structure and how to modify it is 
important because band structure determines the electrical, opti-
cal, electro-optical, and magnetic properties of a thin film. One of 
the most important results of quantum theory is the description of 
available energies for electrons in the materials, i.e., energy bands. 
The energy band structure depends primarily on the lattice structure 
and electron configuration of a solid and is derived from Bloch's 
theorem [3]. Once we know the important parameters that deter-
mine energy band structure, we can begin engineering it. Bloch's 
theorem states that the eigenfunction for a particle moving in a 
periodic potential, such as a solid crystal, can be expressed as the 
product of a plane wave envelope function and a periodic function 
(Bloch function). Bloch wave functions can be expressed as a combi-
nation of a plane wave modulated by a periodic potential function: 

\|f(k,r) = exp(ik.r)u(k,r) (7.1) 

Here all vectors are in bold, k is the wavenumber vector, r is the 
position, and w(k,r) is the space-dependent amplitude. The period-
icity of the lattice R requires that 
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u(k, r + R) = u(k, r) and thus (7.2) 

\j/(k, r + R) = exp(ik.R)u(k, r) and (7.3) 

k = 2 j tn /Nd 

where n is an integer between - N / 2 and N / 2 and d is the period 
of the square well. 

Figure 7.15 shows the behavior of the plane wave modulated by a 
periodic function. More generally, a Bloch-wave description applies 
to any wave-like phenomenon in a periodic medium. For example, 
a periodic dielectric in electromagnetism leads to photonic crystals, 
and a periodic acoustic medium leads also to photonic crystals. It 
is generally treated in the various forms of the dynamic theory of 
diffraction. 

Every band structure model involves solving for the energy 
eigenvalues of a periodic lattice and the resulting periodic poten-
tial. It provides a simple understanding for the wide variation in 

exp(/7cxj 

u{k,x) 

■■ exp(ikx)u(k,x) 

Figure 7.15 One- dimensional Block wavefunction: a plane wave (top) is 
modulated by a periodic potential (middle) to form the Bloch wavefunction 
(bottom) [3]. 
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conductivity from insulators to metals, at least for crystalline solids. 
Every model involves an approximation. The fundamental energy 
band models are: 

• Kronig-Penny model 
• Nearly free electron approximation 
• Tight binding approximation 

We will not get involved with derivation or calculation of energy 
bands, which have been presented extensively in other publica-
tions [12,13,14,15], but highlight approximations that are made for 
each model. Also note that the potential energy in a crystal lattice is 
extremely directional dependent. This should be apparent from the 
fact that the location of atoms depends on crystal structure, which 
is not uniform in every direction. This fact is very important for 
energy band structure. The Kronig-Penny (KP) model assumes a 
square wave potential, shown in Figure 7.16. Energy band struc-
tures are generally exhibited as plots of energy versus wavevec-
tor in the first Brillouin zone. Working through the math for this 
model results in allowed and forbidden energy regions. Figure 7.17 
shows energy band regions as a function of parameter Ç (or energy) 
according to the KP model. We see that only certain energy bands 
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Figure 7.16 Square wave potential used in KP model [3]. 
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Figure 7.17 Allowed and forbidden energy band according to the KP model [3]. 

are allowed. The relationship between energy and wavevector is 
parabolic for a classical free electron (E ~ k2). However, if the KP 
model is applied to this relationship, we end up with the electron 
energy structure shown in Figure 7.18 [13]. Compare this to the 
energy of a free electron (dotted curve). Band gaps are apparent at 
Brillouin zone boundaries. This type of structure results from the 
other two models. 

The nearly free electron approximation assumes that the peri-
odic potential introduces a small perturbation on the free electron 
state. The perturbation term is added to the potential energy in the 
Schrodinger equation (h2V2\j//2m + [E - U] \|/ = 0). Discontinuities 
in the energy spectrum result from reflections of electron waves 
at zone boundaries (-K/2 and K/2), as shown in Figure 7.19. The 
resulting band structure is quite similar to the KP model. 

The tight binding approximation employs atomic wavefunctions 
as the basis set for the construction of real electron wavefunctions. 
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BI. 
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Figure 7.18 Electron energy in a periodic lattice for a classic free electron [13]. 

Figure 7.19 Electron energy resulting from the nearly free electron 
approximation [3]. 

The model brings isolated atoms with discrete energy levels 
together and arranges them in a lattice. As a result, the potential 
of each atom overlaps nearest neighbors and thus electrons in one 
atom have a non zero probability of being found in another atom 
(or lattice site). The electron thus does not live at a certain atomic 
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energy indefinitely but travels from lattice site to lattice site, which 
is the formation of allowed energy bands. Electrons in this model 
are tightly bound to the atom to which they belong and have lim-
ited interaction with states and potentials on surrounding atoms in 
the lattice. As a result the wavefunction of the electron will be simi-
lar to the atomic orbital of the free atom. The energy of the electron 
will also be close to the energy of the electron in the free atom or ion 
because the interaction with potentials and states on neighboring 
atoms is limited. When the atom is placed in a crystal, this atomic 
wavefunction overlaps adjacent atomic sites, and so are not true 
eigenfunctions of the crystal Hamiltonian. The overlap is less when 
electrons are tightly bound. Any corrections to the atomic potential 
AU required to obtain the true Hamiltonian H of the system are 
assumed small. The Hamiltonian can thus be expressed as (we will 
go no further here due to the complexity of the mathematics): 

H(r) = EHat (r - Rn ) + AU(r) (summation over n) (7.4) 

The resulting wavefunction can be written as a linear combina-
tion of atomic orbitals (d> (r - R )): 

~m n 

\|/(r) = Z e x p - ik(r - Rn )((|)m (r - Rn ) (summation over n) 

(7.5) 

Where m is the mth atomic energy level and Rn is the location of 
the nth atomic site in the lattice. Essentially, a number of atomic 
energy levels are thus consolidated into discrete energy bands for 
the electron, as shown in Figure 7.20. 

With this information under our belt, how do we engineer band 
structure in a thin film or other type of structure? We see that 
band structure depends on lattice potential (resulting from lattice 
structure), composition, bond structure, and atomic energy level 
structure. Actual energy band theory is extremely complicated 
and involves sophisticated quantum mechanics [16]. It will first be 
instructive to review the types of energy band structures found in 
solids and then address how modifications in the aforementioned 
parameters affect band structure. The structure of thin films runs 
the gamut from crystalline to amorphous. Amorphous and disor-
dered solids can also be included, but with increased complexity. 
Referring to Figures 7.1 and 7.2 which show a generic diagram of 
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Figure 7.20 Consolidation of discrete atomic energy levels into allowed electron 
energy bands [3]. 

energy bands and provide a simple summary of the energy band 
structure of insulators, semiconductors, and metals, energy band 
structure, in its simplest form, consists of a valence band and con-
duction band that can be separated by a gap of forbidden energies 
(called the bandgap) [17]. Electrical conduction depends on whether 
or not there are electrons in the conduction band (or holes in the 
valence band). In insulators, the electrons in the valence band are 
separated by a large gap from the conduction band, in conductors 
like metals the valence band overlaps the conduction band, and in 
semiconductors there is a small enough gap between the valence 
and conduction bands that thermal or other excitations can bridge 
the gap. With such a small gap, the presence of a small percentage 
of a doping material can increase conductivity dramatically. 

As a simple example of how lattice structure affects energy band 
structure, we compare the energy bands of Si and Ge semiconduc-
tors. Both of these semiconductors have the diamond, or the face 
center cubic (fee) crystal structure. They differ, however, in their 
spacing between atoms in the lattice and electron configurations: Si 
spacing is 5.43 Á with 3s23p2 configuration, while Ge lattice spacing 
is 5.64 Ä with 3d104s24p2 configuration [18]. The energy band struc-
tures for Si and Ge are completely different, as shown in Figure 7.21. 
In general, energy bands with negative energy correspond to the 
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Figure 7.21 Energy band structures of Si and Ge [15]. 
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valance band and those with positive energy correspond to the con-
duction band. Additionally, Si has an indirect band gap while Ge 
has a direct gap. 

It should be noted that Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.21 show extremely 
simplified pictures of energy bands. Energy band structure depends 
on direction taken in the solid, impurities and defects in the lattice. 
Conduction is often not a simple direct path of the electron from 
valence band to conduction band. Sometimes the electron needs a 
little help from a phonon (quantized lattice vibration). Figure 7.4 
illustrates the two types of electron transitions in the energy bands. 
A direct transition is defined as the direct transfer of the electron from 
valence to conduction bands when valence band maximum matches 
conduction band minimum. An indirect transition occurs when valence 
band maximum does not match conduction minimum and a phonon is 
needed to move the electron into the conduction band. 

Engineering of energy bands is thus accomplished by modifica-
tion of the crystal lattice, introduction of compositional and struc-
tural defects, reducing the dimensions of the solid to the nanoscale, 
and building artificial crystal lattices. As with crystal symmetry, 
energy band structure also depends on the direction in the lattice, 
as demonstrated in Figure 7.22. Examples of these actions are: 

• Photonic crystals, compound semiconductors 
• Substitutional doping of semiconductors 
• Nanowires, quantum dots, and nanotubes 
• Superlattices and nanolaminates 

An example of how composition can alter band structure is GaAs 
and AlGaAs. Figure 7.23 compares crystal structures for these two 

GaAs AlGaAs 

Figure 7.22 Crystal structures of GaAs and AlGaAs. 
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Donor Acceptor 

Figure 7.23 Donor (n-type) and acceptor (p-type) doping of silicon. 

very similar materials. AlGaAs (actually AKSa^As) has nearly the 
same lattice constant as GaAs but a larger band gap: 1.42 eV (GaAs) 
and 2.16 eV (AlGaAs). Band gap structure depends on Al content 
(x) and is direct for x < 0.4. 

Substitutional doping is the easiest method used to modify the 
density of states and the band gap, and can significantly increase 
the electrical conductivity of the semiconductor film. The dominant 
charge carrier type (electron or hole) can be achieved by doping. 
The addition of a small amount of the right type of foreign atom in 
the crystal lattice can change electrical properties, producing n-type 
or p-type semiconductors (see Figure 7.23). Doping introduces 
donor states just below the conduction band or acceptor state just 
above the valence band, as shown in Figures 7.24 and 7.25 [19]. For 
example, in Si, impurity atoms with 5 valence electrons produce 
n-type semiconductors by contributing extra electrons (donors) 
and impurity atoms with valence 3 produce p-type semiconductors 
by producing holes, or electron deficiency (acceptors). Donor atoms 
for Si are Sb, P, and As while acceptor atoms are B, Al, and Ga. 

Band structures can also be engineered artificially to achieve 
electrical and optical properties not possible with conventional thin 
film or bulk materials, which is addressed in the following sections. 

7.3.1 Carbon Nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are low dimensional structures that pos-
sess unique optical, physical, and mechanical properties that make 
them candidates for advanced technological applications, such 
as microelectronics, photovoltaics, thermoelectric and structural 
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N-type semiconductor 

N (E) F (E) n and p 

Figure 7.24 Donor states and density of states for an n-type semiconductor [19]. 

P-type semiconductor 
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Figure 7.25 Acceptor states and density of state for a p-type semiconductor [19]. 

components. They are used in electrical and optical devices, struc-
tural composites, thermal devices, and high frequency applications. 
Properties of carbon nanotubes (CNT) that make them so useful are: 

• Metallic or semiconductor properties possible 
• Direct band gap that allows transitions between 

valence and conduction bands without the help of a 
phonon 

• Multiple bands can participate in conduction 
• Low defect density 
• Metallic interconnects possible 
• Very high thermal conductivity 
• High structural integrity; they are the world's stron-

gest fibers 

Additionally, nanotubes conduct heat as well as diamond at 
room temperature, are very sharp, and as a result can be used as 
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probe tips for scanning-probe microscopes, and field-emission elec-
tron sources for lamps and displays. 

CNTs are high aspect ratio hollow cylinders with diameters rang-
ing from 1-10 nm, and lengths on the order of centimeters. They are 
one of the many solid state forms of carbon (others are diamond, 
graphite, buckyballs). The three major types of CNT are single-
walled (SWNT), multi-walled (MWNT), and Fullerite. Figure 7.13 
in Section 7.1.3 shows the various types of single wall nanotubes 
(SWNT), including zigzag, armchair, and chiral [20]. 

The structure of a SWNT can be conceptualized by wrapping 
a one-atom-thick layer of graphite called graphene into a seam-
less cylinder. Figure 7.26 shows the atomic structure of a SWNT 
[21]. The nanotube can be envisioned as a strip of graphene rolled 
up in a closed cylinder. The way the graphene strip, shown in 
Figure 7.27, is wrapped is represented by a pair of indices (n, m) 
called the chiral vector. Basis vectors are al = a(V3,0) and a2 = 
3(^3/2,3/2), with the circumferential vector defined as C = na1 + 
ma2, corresponding to the edge of the graphene strip [20]. Integers 
n and m denote the number of unit vectors along two directions 
in the honeycomb crystal lattice of graphene. The types of SWNT 
are defined as: 

• m = 0 for zigzag 
• n = m for armchair 
• All others, chiral 

Figure 7.26 Atomic structure of a SWNT [21]. 
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Figure 7.27 Graphene strip [21]. 

The radius of the NT is 

In 

( jñ\ 
ccyjin2 + m2 + nm) (7.6) 

In 
v j 

SWNTs are very important because they exhibit important elec-
trical and optical properties that are not achieved by MWNT struc-
tures. The energy band structure and density of states of NT gives 
them unique optical properties not present in graphite. Optical 
and transport properties are derived using quantum mechanics 
and depend on the orientation of the NT. Figure 7.28 shows the 
density of states for a metallic and semiconducting SWNT [21]. 
Properties are metallic when n - m - 3p (p = 0 or positive integer) 
and semiconducting for all other combinations [22]. In this case, 
the band structure is described much like that of a polymer: by 
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The fundamental energy gap 
(HOMO - LUMO) depends on the diameter (2R) of the NT: 

Eg = 5.4a/2R (metallic SWNT) [22]. 

E is thus in the range 0.4-0.7 eV for metallic SWNT. This small 
energy gap reflects the conductive nature of the metallic nanotubes. 

The density of states for semiconducting SWNT is very different, 
as shown in Figure 7.28b, and is derived from the same relation, how-
ever, the resultant band structure is very different. Figure 7.29 shows 
the optical band gaps for light polarized parallel and perpendicular to 
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Figure 7.28 Density of states for (a) metallic and (b) semiconducting SWNT [22]. 

Figure 7.29 Optical band of SWNT with light polarized parallel and 
perpendicular to the axis of the tube [20]. 

the axis of the nanotube [20]. Band gaps range from 1.7 to 2.0 eV, and 
decrease with increased tube radius [22]. 

As with many low dimensional quantum structures (OLEDs for 
example), excitons play an important role in the optical and elec-
trical properties [20]. Excitons are bound electron-hole pairs. The 
Coulomb attraction between the electron and hole leads to new 
quantized energy levels that affect the physical properties. To dem-
onstrate this, Figure 7.30 shows the optical absorption spectra with 
and without excitons [23]. Exciton interactions create significant 
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Figure 7.30 Comparison of semiconductor SWNT absorption spectra with and 
without exciton interactions [23]. 

absorption peaks near 1.5 eV, 1.8 eV, and 2.7 eV, not present if they 
were ignored. Excitons play an important role even in metallic 
SWNT, as shown in Figure 7.31 [24]. 

Similar to the optical properties, electrical conduction of a SWNT is 
quantized, and a nanotube acts as a ballistic conductor. Nanotubes also 
have a constant resistivity, and a tolerance for very high current den-
sity. They are ready made for nanoscale electronic devices. Figure 7.32 
shows the energy band structure for semiconducting (a) and metallic 
(b) zigzag SWNTs [20]. The Fermi level is at zero energy. Note that the 
metallic SWNT has no band gap at ka = 0 and 2. Similar to the optical 
band gap, the electronic band gap decreases with increased radius, as 
shown in Figure 7.33 [20]. Resistivity is -104 Q.cm at 300 K [26]. High 
current densities ~107 A/cm2 have been achieved and even higher 
values ~1013 A/cm2 are considered possible [26,27]. 

One would expect the thermal properties of CNTs to be as 
unique as the optical and electrical properties. Thermal conductiv-
ity of SWNT is dependent on the temperature and the large phonon 
mean free paths in the lattices. Recall that thermal conductivity has 
contributions from charge carriers and lattice vibrations (phonons). 
It has been shown to depend on the length of the nanotube as well, 
and level off at 28 W/cmK at a length -10 nm [28, 29]. Figure 7.34 
shows the thermal conductivity as a function of temperature [28]. 
Note that the thermal conductivity is high -100 W/cm.K at 300 K. 

SWNTs are promising candidates for miniaturizing electronics 
beyond the micro electromechanical scale that is currently the basis 
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Figure 7.31 Comparison of metallic SWNT absorption spectra with and without 
exciton interactions [24]. 

Semiconducting Metallic 

Figure 7.32 Band structure of semiconducting and metallic zigzag SWNT [20]. 

of modern electronics. The most basic building block of these sys-
tems is the electric wire, and as we have seen, SWNTs can be excel-
lent conductors as well as semiconductors. One useful application 
of SWNTs is in the development of the first intramolecular field 
effect transistors (FETs). Other applications include thermoelectric 
and optoelectronic devices and structural components. 

7.3.2 Optoelectronic Properties of Carbon Nanotubes 

Before we address nanotube optoelectronic devices, it will be instruc-
tive to go into more detail on the optical properties of SWNTs. As 
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Figure 7.33 Electronic band gap of zigzag WSNTs [25]. 
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Figure 7.34 Thermal conductivity of SWNT [28]. 

400 500 

with bulk and thin film semiconductors, the optical properties of 
CNTs are governed by selection rules, which place us in the realm 
of quantum mechanics. Common to all low dimensional structures 
(superlattices, quantum dots, nanowires, etc.) new states are intro-
duced into the band gap and these states modify physical and optical 
properties. As shown in Figure 7.35, the nanotube can be illuminated 
with light polarized parallel or perpendicular to its axis [30]. 
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Along axis Perpendicular to axis 

Figure 7.35 Illumination of CNT with light polarized parallel or perpendicular to 
its axis [30]. 

Optical properties of SWNTs result from electronic transitions 
within one-dimensional density of states (recall that nanotubes are 
one-dimensional structures). Figure 7.36 shows the band to band 
transitions for light polarized parallel to the nanotube axis for 
metal and semiconductor nanotubes, and Figure 7.37 shows these 
transitions for light polarized perpendicular to the axis [30, 31]. 
One major difference between nanotubes and bulk materials is the 
presence of sharp singularities, known as Van Hove singularities, in 
the density of states. Referring to these figures, the following opti-
cal properties result from these singularities: 

• Optical transitions occur between the Vj-c, v2-c2, etc., 
states of semiconducting or metallic nanotubes and are 
traditionally labeled as Sn, S22, M n , etc. (S - semicon-
ductor, M - metal). If the conduction properties are not 
known, the states are labeled as En, E22, etc. Crossover 
transitions c^-v2, c2-vv etc., are dipole-forbidden and 
are extremely weak [31]. 

• Energies (En, E22, etc.) between Van Hove singularities 
depend on the nanotube structure, and as a result, the 
optoelectronic properties can be tuned by varying this 
structure [32]. 

• Optical transitions are sharp (-10 meV) and strong. As 
a result, it is relatively easy to selectively excite nano-
tubes having certain (n, m) indexes, as well as to detect 
optical signals from individual nanotubes. 
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Figure 7.36 Optical transitions between valence and conduction bands along the 
axisofSWNT[2]. 
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Figure 7.37 Optical transitions between valence and conduction bands 
perpendicular to the axis of SWNT [30, 31]. 

Figure 7.38 shows that the energy of these electronic transitions 
decreases with increasing tube diameter [33]. Note that this appears 
to be true for all transitions. The dependence on direction in the 
nanotube appears to be significant also. Each branch displays an 
oscillatory behavior, which reflects the dependence on the indices 
(n, m) of the direction in the nanotube (recall that nanotubes can be 
uniquely identified by these indices). For example, (10,0) and (8,3) 
tubes have almost the same diameter, but very different properties; 
the former is a metal, but the latter is semiconductor. 
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Figure 7.38 Relationship between tube diameter and optical transition energies [33]. 

The dependence on direction and optical transition is reflected 
in the absorption spectrum of a nanotube, as shown in Figure 7.39 
[34, 36]. Absorptions due to Sn, S22 and M n transitions are 
labeled. The it peak is due to carbon. The transitions are relatively 
sharp and can be used to identify nanotube types; however, many 
nanotubes have very similar En or En energies, and significant 
overlap can occur in absorption spectra. The sharpness of the peaks 
degrades with increasing energy. Also, lines tend to get washed out 
if a number of different nanotubes are present. 

The optical properties of bulk materials can generally be described 
using a single particle model. This is not the case for SWNTs, in which 
many-body effects dominate the optical properties [30]. Excitons 
rule in the world of nanotubes. Recall that an exciton is an excitation 
of an electron-hole pair bound by the Coulomb interaction. Excitons 
have quantized energy levels and the difference between these lev-
els and the free electron energy is referred to as the exciton binding 
energy. Figure 7.40 shows a metallic NT absorption spectrum with 
and without exciton contributions [37]. Absorption peaks are either 
enhanced, shifted, or new ones added. 

Excitons are also responsible for photoluminescence, which can be 
exited by absorption of light via the S22 transition, thus creating an 
exciton. With the help of a phonon, the electron and hole relax from 
c2 to Cj and from v2 to v: states (see Figure 7.41), respectively [38]. Then 
they recombine through a c} - v^ transition resulting in light emission 
(photoluminescence). Metallic NTs cannot create photoluminescence. 
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Figure 7.39 Optical absorption spectrum of SWNTs [34, 35, 36]. 
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Figure 7.40 Optical absorption spectra of a metallic CNT with and without 
exciton contribution [38]. 

A photoluminescence map from single-wall carbon nanotubes is 
shown in Figure 7.41 with (n, m) indexes identifying specific semi-
conducting nanotubes [39]. Thus photoluminescence is one tech-
nique to identify the type of nanotube. 

The photoluminescent properties of SWCNTs can be summa-
rized as: 

• Photoluminescence (PL) from SWCNT, as well as opti-
cal absorption and Raman scattering, is linearly polar-
ized along the tube axis. This allows monitoring of 
the SWCNTs orientation without direct microscopic 
observation. 

• PL is quick: relaxation typically occurs within 100 ps [38]. 
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Figure 7.41 Photoluminescence map from single-wall carbon nanotubes [39]. 

• PL efficiency is usually low (~0.0i%) [10], however, it 
can be enhanced by improving the structural quality 
of the nanotubes and clever nanotube isolation strate-
gies [40]. 

• The spectral range of PL is rather wide. Emission 
wavelength can vary between 0.8 and 2.1 urn depend-
ing on nanotube structure [25,26]. 

• As discussed above, interaction between nanotubes 
or between nanotube and another material (e.g., sub-
strate) quenches PL [41]. Detachment of the tubes from 
the substrate drastically increases PL. 

• The environment of the CNT can affect transition 
peaks. Again, the shift depends on the (n, m) indices 
(see above). 

• If electrical contacts are attached to a nanotube electron-
hole pairs (excitons) can be generated by injecting elec-
trons and holes from the contacts 42]. 

There are a number of modes by which a CNT can emit radia-
tion. These can be summarized as: 

• Radial breathing mode (RBM): radial expansion/ 
contraction of the NT and frequency depends on NT 
diameter, and in fact, can be used to determine NT 
diameter [43]. 
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• Bundling mode: collective vibrations in a bundle of 
RBM mode NTs [44]. 

• G (graphite) mode: planar vibrations of carbon atoms 
(~6 urn wavelength) 

• D mode: due to structural defects in carbon atoms and 
used to determine the structural integrity of CNTs 

• G' mode: second harmonic of D mode 

Finally, the photoconductivity of CNTs must be addressed 
before optoelectronic properties can be thoroughly described. 
Photoconductivity is essential for operation of solar cells and virtu-
ally all optoelectronic devices. Simply put, photoconductivity is the 
onset of electric current when a material is illuminated. However, 
there must be an electric field in order for electric current to flow. 
This is accomplished by simple p-n junctions and Schottky barriers 
in solar cells and optoelectronic devices. We have seen that CNTs 
can be used to make these devices. Figure 7.42 shows the process 
of photon absorption by a nanotube p-n junction [45]. Note the 
similarities to bulk semiconductor photoconduction. In process #1, 
an electron is excited from the valence to the conduction band by 
absorption of a photon with energy hco larger than the band gap. 
Processes 2 and 3 are indirect with the absorption of a photon with 
energy less than the band gap are assisted by a phonon. Because there 
are a number of sub-bands and optical transitions allowed in CNTs 
(see Figure 7.40), the photoresponse of a CNT p-n junction can have 
a number of peaks, as shown in Figure 7.43 [30]. Each peak corre-
sponds to a different CNT band transition. This transition is allowed 
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Figure 7.42 Photon absorption by a nanotube p-n junction [45]. 
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Figure 7.43 Photoresponse of a nanotube p-n junction [30]. 

if hco is greater than the band gap plus the potential step across the 
junction. The CNT p-n junction has wide photoresponse across a 
broad range of wavelengths, including UV - Visible - IR. Band J8 
shows a UV response while band J6 moves to IR wavelengths. 

Because the nanotube is illuminated from the side, its photore-
sponse also depends on length of the tube. As expected, photore-
sponse increases with increased tube length I [45]. For example, 
for hco = 0.612 eV, photoresponse increases from 0 nm2/photon at 
I = 0 to ~30 nmVphoton at I = 100 nm. However, if phonon assist 
is required, photoresponse saturates with length. The dependence 
with length is attributed to increased band-to-band transitions, and 
scales with length. 

As with bulk semiconductor p-n junctions, the current-voltage 
(I-V) characteristics of the nanotube p-n junction change under illu-
mination. Dark I-V response can be expressed as 

I dark 

eV/ 
L(e / k T - l ) (7.8) 

where Is is given by 

L = Lçe-eVs/kT (V = E - 2A) 
OS 

and A is the difference between the asymptotic conduction band 
edge in the n-region and the Fermi level [30]. 
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When the nanotube is illuminated, the device produces photo-
current in the opposite direction of the dark current, which shifts 
the I-V curve, as shown in Figure 7.44 [46]. Thus, total current 

1 — Mark Iph • (7.8) 

This brief introduction will lead us to CNT and NT optoelectronic 
devices, including solar cells, dye sensitized solar cells, bolometers, 
and electroluminescent devices. 

7.3.3 Nanotube-based Electronic Devices and 
Photovoltaic Cells 

Thin film solar cells, which include p-n and p-i-n junction semi-
conductor cells, thin film semiconductor cells, dye sensitized cells, 
Gratzel cells, and organic cells, are addressed in detail in the next 
chapter. We will also include titanium dioxide (Ti02) nanotubes 
since they are becoming very important in solar and energy applica-
tions. The anatase phase of Ti02 is the premier photocatalytic mate-
rial used in a wide range of applications, including Gratzel cells, 
self cleaning surfaces, hydrogen production, reduction of organics, 
oxygen production, and biomédical applications. Ti02 is a semicon-
ductor with a band gap -3.2 eV, and the anatase phase of this has 
just the right energy band gap to produce electron hole pairs using 
ultraviolet radiation. Figure 7.45 shows the various photocatalytic 
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Figure 7.44 I-V plot of dark and illuminated nanotube p-n junction [49]. 
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Figure 7.45 Photocatalytic processes occurring in TiOr 

processes taking place in TiOz. A UV photon excites an electron into 
the conduction band, forming an electron-hole pair. To review: 

• Electrons can be used to form the photocurrent of a 
solar cell 
o Ti02 + hv —> e + h 

• Holes can perform hydrolysis (photolysis) 
o 2H20 + hv ->(Ti02) Active oxygen (AO) + 2H+ + 2e~ 

• Holes can oxidize organics by 
o 2H20 + hv -> (Ti02)-hoie + OH-
o OH" + organic -> C0 2 + H 2 0 

We are specifically interested in the first bullet and will see how 
nanotubes can replace Ti02 thin films and nanoparticles [47] in 
these cells. A Ti02-based cell functions as follows (see Figure 7.46) 
[48, 49]: 

• A monolayer of dye is bonded to the Ti02. Ideally 
the dye should be black, i.e., absorb completely in the 
UVA, visible, and NIR. 

• Sunlight enters the cell through the top transparent 
conducting (TCO) contact, striking the dye on the sur-
face of the Ti02. More photons will be absorbed with 
increased porosity or surface area (keep this in mind 
for nanotubes). 
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• Photons striking the dye with enough energy to be 
absorbed will create an excited state in the dye, from 
which an electron can be injected directly into the 
conduction band of the TiOr We will see how modi-
fication of the band structure of nanotubes can tailor 
photon absorption. 

• The electron next moves by a chemical diffusion gra-
dient into the top TCO. The dye molecule has lost an 
electron and will decompose if another electron is not 
provided. 

• The dye strips an electron from the electrolyte, creat-
ing a redox reaction. This reaction occurs quickly com-
pared to the time that it takes for the injected electron 
to recombine with the oxidized dye molecule, prevent-
ing this recombination reaction that would effectively 
short-circuit the solar cell. 

• The electrolyte then recovers its missing electron by 
mechanically diffusing to the Pt counterelectrode at 
the bottom of the cell, where the cathode injects elec-
trons after flowing through the external circuit. 

Thus, the surface that holds the dye should be highly porous (or 
have high surface area) and be able to transport electrons and sepa-
rate electrons and holes efficiently. Ti02 nanotubes are well suited for 
use in dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC). Figures 7.47 and 7.48 show 
pictures of Ti02 nanotubes and Figure 7.49 shows a schematic of how 

Figure 7.46 Structure of Ti02 solar cell [48, 49]. 
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Figure 7.47 Picture of Ti02 nanotube array [50]. 

Figure 7.48 SEM picture of Ti02 nanotube array [51]. 

they are used in DSSCs [50, 51, 52]. Nanotubes are synthesized by 
anodizing sputtered Ti thin films by placing them in an acidic bath 
with a mild electric current. Titanium dioxide nanotube arrays grow 
to about 360 nm in length [51]. The tubes are then crystallized by 
heating them in oxygen. This process turns the opaque coating of tita-
nium into a transparent coating of nanotubes. The axes of the nano-
tubes are oriented perpendicular to the substrate, as shown in Figure 7.49. 
This nanotube array is then coated in a commercially available dye. 
Dye coated nanotubes make up the negative electrode and a positive 
electrode seals the cell which contains an iodized electrolyte. 
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Figure 7.49 Structure of Ti02 nanotube DSSC [52]. 

Ti02 nanotubes have a well defined and controllable pore size, 
wall thickness, and tube-length (see Figures 7.47 and 7.48). For a 
20 urn nanotube array, the effective surface area is ~3000 times 
greater than that of a planar unstructured surface. Like most one-
dimensional structures, this high-aspect ratio nanotube array archi-
tecture promotes efficient harvesting of photons by orthogonahzing 
the processes of light absorption and charge separation [53]. This 
tube geometry permits dye to be coated onto the walls or filled 
into pores of a semiconductor. Both configurations increase exciton 
production (see above for a discussion of excitons). Two types of 
nanotubes are being developed for DSSCs: opaque and transparent 
[54]. Opaque (metallic) nanotubes consist of the acid etched films 
mentioned above, and transparent NTs are anodized. Metallic NTs 
are generally 3CM10 urn long while transparent NTs are far behind 
at ~4 urn. The advantage of transparent NTs is that the cell can be 
illuminated from the front, which reduces absorption by the coun-
ter electrode. Metallic NTs must be illuminated from the back of the 
cell, which causes larger optical losses. 

Conversion efficiency generally increases with NT length 
(more surface area to absorb photons). Conversion efficiency for 
UV radiation is ~12%, but some think that 15% can be achieved 
eventually. The main factor that limits higher efficiencies is trans-
port of electrons across the NT network. Recombination at tube 
interfaces is a problem. While increasing NT length helps, inter-
face states lying below the conduction band edge must also be 
reduced [54]. 

Interestingly enough, CNTs are now being developed for use in 
DSSCs. They act as anchors for highly photoresponsive semicon-
ductors. With recent progress in CNT development and fabrication, 
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there is promise to use some CNT based nanocomposites and nano-
structures to direct the flow of photogenerated electrons and assist 
in charge injection and extraction. The CNT may be overcoated 
with Ti02 nanoparticles in some cases [54, 55]. A sol-gel method 
is used to overcoat multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) with 
Ti02 [54]. This was found to increase the efficiency of the DSSC 
by ~50% compared to conventional Ti02 DSSCs. CdS quantum 
dots are also attached to SWCNTs to enhance charge transport and 
injection [56]. Other semiconductors such as CdSe and CdTe as 
well as porphyrin and C60 fullerine also show promise [57, 58]. 
All these nanoparticles must somehow be attached to the SWCNT. 
Figure 7.50 shows the progression of attaching Ti02 nanoparticles 
to a CNT [55]. 

Nanotube-polymer composites are also being developed for use 
in DSCCs. These composites combine NTs with high conductivity 
along their axes in a highly conductive polymer matrix, which dis-
perses the CNTs into the photoactive layer and hopefully increases 
cell efficiency The role of CNTs is to increase electron transport. 
Each CNT-polymer interface essentially acts like a p-n junction. 
Along this network of CNTs and polymer, electrons and holes can 
travel toward their respective contacts through the electron accep-
tor and the polymer hole donor. Increased efficiency is attributed 
to the introduction of internal polymer/nanotube junctions within 
the polymer matrix. The high electric field at these junctions can 
split up excitons, while the SWNT can act as a pathway for the elec-
trons [59]. Poly(3-hexylthiophene)(P3HT) or poly(3-octylthiophene) 

Figure 7.50 CNT before and after attachment of Ti02 nanoparticles [9]. 
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(P30T) are often used as the polymer matrix [60]. The structure of 
theDSCCisthen[61]: 

• Glass/TCO 
• 40 nm thick sublayer of (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-

phene)) (PEDOT) and poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) to 
smooth the TCO surface 

• 20-70 nm thick Al or LiF4 applied to the photoactive 
CNT/ polymer composite 

Using CNTs in the photoactive layer of DSSCs is still in the initial 
research stages and there is still room for novel methods to better 
take advantage of the beneficial properties of CNTs. Conversion effi-
ciencies for composite DSSCs are still generally quite low, between 
1.3 and 1.5%. However, efficiency -4.9% has been reported for CNT 
composites made by sandwiching a SWCNT layer between the ITO 
and the PEDOT [62]. 

Another application of CNTs is to build three-dimensional (3D) 
arrays of CNTs on the surface of Si wafers. CNTs are arranged 
on the surface in arrays of miniature tower structures, shown in 
Figure 7.51 [63]. This architecture would capture more photons 
than conventional Si PV cells and increase conversion efficiency. 
Photons arriving over a wide range of angles are trapped by the 
nonreflective CNT array, much like a textured cell structure. 
PV arrays would eventually be smaller using this concept, and sen-
sitivity to the angle of the sun would be significantly reduced. The 
CNTs on the surface are -100 urn tall, and the square arrays are 
40 urn by 40 urn with a 10 urn separation. 

Figure 7.51 CNT tower structure on Si wafers [63]. 
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Another advantage of this configuration is that because sig-
nificantly more photons are absorbed, the other active layers 
in the cell can be made thinner, thus reducing the likelihood of 
electron hole recombination. Once the CNT towers have been 
grown, CdTe and CdS p and n layers are deposited on them by 
MBE. Semiconductor materials are not limited to just CdTe and 
CdS; other conventional photovoltaic materials can be used. 
Performance of this cell still must be optimized, but test results 
show promise as a next generation of solar cell with potentially 
high conversion efficiencies. 

Nanotubes certainly have the potential to improve the efficiency 
of a broad range of photovoltaic cells. The question remains on 
their ability for large area coverage and the cost of nanotube struc-
tures. They appear to be inexpensive to make, but integration into 
electro-optic devices may not be economical or straightforward. 
However, they appear to be a next important step in development 
of quantum devices. 

7.4 Artificially Structured and Sculpted Micro 
and NanoStructures 

We are all aware that microelectronics technology is ever decreas-
ing the size of microcircuit structures (transistors, etc.). Device sizes 
are approaching nanometer and atomic scales. Progress can be rep-
resented by the well-known Moore's law, which predicts the num-
ber of transistors on a chip as a function of time. Critical issues here 
with downsizing to these dimensions are: 

• Small size of the features 
• Limited number of electrons 
• Operation of small features 
• Interconnection of small features 
• Cost: possible expensive lithography 
• Self assembly 
• Simpler architecture 
• Defect tolerant architecture 

Confinement of electrons in dimensions approaching atomic 
and molecular dimensions requires consideration of quan-
tum behavior. Possible devices include single electron devices, 
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photonic crystals, metamaterials, quantum cellular automata, 
molecular electronics (OLED, etc.), quantum dot solar cells, and 
quantum computing. 

Artificially structured and sculpted micro and nanoStructures are 
synthesized by self assembly, nano-patterning (ion beam), plasma 
etching, and glancing angle of incidence (GLAD) processes. In this 
section we address photonic band gap (photonic crystal), sculpted 
thin films, and metamaterials. 

7.4.1 Photonic Band Gap (Photonic Crystals) 
Materials 

Photonic band gap (PBG) materials have potential applications in 
quantum well semiconducting lasers, light emitting diodes, light 
emitting polymers (OLEDs), waveguides, optical filters, high-Q 
resonators, frequency selective surfaces (patterned optical micro-
structures), antennas, and amplifiers. PBG materials, also known as 
photonic crystals, perform much the same way as an optical high 
reflector coating, but in three dimensions. Many of their proper-
ties correspond to those of an "optical semiconductor" in that pho-
tonic crystals have forbidden wavelength regions in which light 
will not propagate, similar to that of band gaps in optical mate-
rials and semiconductors [64, 65, 66]. The PBG photon transport 
theory also gets as involved as that of semiconductor energy bands 
[67]. Forbidden optical propagation bands are caused by Bragg 
reflections off periodic discontinuities in optical densities (optical 
impedance mismatch), much the same as reflections off Brillouin 
zone boundaries in k-space for a semiconductor. The Bragg reflec-
tions are caused by a periodic dielectric constant (again much like a 
H / L quarter wave optical stack) and magnetic permeability, shown 
schematically in 1-dimension in Figure 7.52. This can readily be 
compared to the "forbidden" wavelength regions of a simple quar-
terwave high reflector stack tuned in the NIR shown in Figure 7.53 
(which has been around for decades and could be considered a pre-
decessor to the photonic band gap material). One can even define 

| € ( x ) | 1 | 1 
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Figure 7.52 Periodic dielectric constant in a photonic crystal. 
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Figure 7.53 "Forbidden" bands in a simple quarterwave optical stack. 

a density of states for the various periodic geometries (cubic, FCC, 
etc.) and the size of the PBG as a function of the index of refraction 
of the host matrix [67]. It may also be possible to tune the band gap 
of these structures to some degree [68]. 

A photonic crystal usually consists of a two or three-dimensional 
periodic array of optical impedance inhomogeneities, such as rods, 
spheres, or other shapes in a high index host, much like a crystal 
lattice on the scale of optical wavelengths. A large refractive index 
contrast (nH/nL) is desirable. One of the simplest examples is an 
array of rods shown in Figure 7.54 [68]. Here the rods are etched 
in a silicon crystal and create air gaps with refractive index of 1 
(vs 3.6 of Si). The frequency response of photonic band gap materi-
als looks much like that of the energy band diagram of a semicon-
ductor. Figure 7.55a shows the frequency response diagram for the 
two-dimensional periodic array of cylinders with a hole spacing, 
or pitch, of about 0.2 urn and a diameter 0.2 urn in a silicon crystal. 
Figure 7.55b shows the energy band structure of Si for comparison. 
Also compare this to the transmission of a frequency selective sur-
face with a pitch of 3 urn, which has a resonant wavelength near 
5 urn in the infrared [3]. Figure 7.56 shows a three-dimensional 
array of air holes in a silicon matrix. Compare this to a periodic 
crystal structure. 

Photonic crystals are fabricated by photolithographic patterning 
and etching, electrochemical etching, and self-assembly. One type 
of three-dimensional structure is made by introducing Si02 spheres 
in electrodeposited silicon. Self-assembly is also used to construct 
these structures [67]. 
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Figure 7.54 Two-dimensional photonic crystal etched in silicon. 

Figure 7.55a Frequency response of a two-dimensional photonic crystal [67]. 
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Figure 7.55b Energy band diagram of a Si crystal. 

Figure 7.56 Three-dimensional photonic crystal. 

7.4.2 Sculpted Thin Film Structures: Glancing Angle 
Deposition 

A wide variety of geometric structures can be engineered by glanc-
ing angle deposition (GLAD) [69, 70, 71, 72]. These films can have 
unique photonic properties. Depending on the structure deposited, 
these films can polarize light [73], display optical birefringance, cre-
ate a photonic band gap [74], or be used as a template for LCDs. 
Chiral structures that polarize light can be made from A1203, Si02, 
MgF2, ZnO, ZnS, and other optical materials. The direction that the 
light is rotated depends on the chirality of the structure (left handed 
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or right handed). For example, Brett reports that MgF2, Si02, and 
A1203 structures have rotary powers of 0.16, 0.67, and 1.06 °/ urn 
respectively. Figures 7.57 and 7.58 show Si nanowires and the range 
of microstructure grown by GLAD. 

The optical properties of the chiral structures can be changed 
by impregnating them with liquids such as water, monomers, and 
nematic liquid crystals (LC) [73]. If index matching between the 
chiral structure material and liquid is not achieved, the dielectric 
constant of the film will be nonuniform and it may have nonlin-
ear or diffuse scattering optical properties. Impregnation by LCs 
causes such changes in the optical properties. 

The chiral and associated structures are deposited by e-beam 
evaporation, magnetron sputtering, and molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE). Geometry of the pillars depends on the angle of incidence, 
speed of rotation, and direction of rotation. It is also important 
to reduce the mobility of the deposited atoms/molecules on the 
substrate to enhance shadowing. Deposition rates for sputtering 
are quite low. For Si structures we see deposition rates as slow as 
0.5 urn in 4 hr. 

7.4.3 Artificially Structured Surfaces: Metamaterials 

The need for increased functionality of thin films and sur-
faces has led to the development of new families of artificially 

Si Nanowires 

Figure 7.57 Si Nanowires grown by GLAD. 
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Figure 7.58 Typical microstructures grown by GLAD [71]. 

structured materials, including metamaterials, low dimensional 
materials, nanotubes, frequency selective surfaces, photonic 
band gap structures, and nanocomposites. Metamaterials, are 
loosely defined are macroscopic composites having a manmade, 
three-dimensional, periodic cellular architecture designed to 
produce an optimized combination, not available in nature, of 
two or more responses to specific excitation [75]. Examples of 
metamaterials are: 

Negative refractive index materials 
Cloaking device 
Artificial magnetism 
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• Artificial dielectrics 
• Photonic crystals 
• Plasmonics 

Metamaterials can be tailored in shape and size, lattice constant, 
and interatomic spacing, and can be artificially tuned and defects 
can be designed and placed in desired locations. Much like low 
dimensional materials, metamaterials can have physical properties 
not possible with conventional materials, literally without violating 
any law of physics. 

We will focus on optical and electromagnetic metamaterials here. 
They can be designed to guide light and longer wavelength elec-
tromagnetic waves around an object, rather than reflect or refract 
the light. They can also be used in lenses that image below the dif-
fraction limit. Cloaking devices have been demonstrated in the 
microwave region that can literally guide waves around an object, 
making it invisible to radar, etc. The same is possible for light, but 
at a much smaller (and difficult) scale. Hence the object will not be 
detectable in the wavelength region of interest. 

Negative refractive index (NRI) and plasmonics are two of the 
most interesting examples of metamaterials [76-79]. Subdiffraction 
super lenses can be fabricated using plasmonic metamaterials. 
We will deal primarily in phenomenological descriptions of this 
technology; the mathematics behind this technology is formidable 
and I refer to you references 2-4 for details. Figure 7.59 conceptu-
ally shows how a cloaking device would work [79]. Figure 7.59a 
shows that the structure to be protected would normally reflect 
and absorb electromagnetic radiation (light, microwaves, radar, 
etc.), and surely be visible to an observer. Figure 7.59b shows the 
situation with a cloaking device. Light and electromagnetic waves 
are bent around the object and none are reflected or absorbed, 
thus making the object "invisible". What makes light and electro-
magnetic waves bend around an object? It takes a negative refrac-
tive index (NRI) material to bend light in the opposite direction of 
conventional materials. The result of a negative refractive index, 
discussed below, is that light bends outward in a more optically 
dense medium, thought to be impossible in conventional optical 
materials a decade ago [80]. 

Figure 7.60 demonstrates the concept of NRI. For a positive 
refractive index material, a ray of light incident upon a medium 
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Figure 7.59a Light and electromagnetic waves reflecting from and being 
absorbed by an object [69]. 

Figure 7.59b Light and electromagnetic waves being bent around an object by 
NRI materials [69]. 

Incident light ray 

Conventional 
material Refracted ray 

NRI 
Left-handed 
metamaterial 

Figure 7.60 Bending of light rays at normal and NRI interfaces. 
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will be refracted, or bent, to the right. The ray will be bent to the left 
in an NIR medium. The required condition for an NRI is [76] 

e > " + j x ' e " < 0 (7.9) 

where the permeability and permittivity of the material are both 
negative with 

H = H'+iH" and (7.10) 

e = £'+i£" (7.11) 

Note that even though both u and e are <0, ue > 0 and recall 
that n = (ue)1/2, and thus n is real, but mathematically can be <0 
(recall that there are positive and negative square roots). If both 
components are <0, it makes sense that n would be <0. Metals 
are an exception due to their high electron density. £ < 0 and 
u > 0 for metals, making n imaginary, and electromagnetic waves 
decay in the form of an evanescent wave instead of propagating, n 
< 0 is a considerable technical accomplishment (probably one of 
the best in the last decade) and requires sophisticated quantum 
and electromagnetic theory and microfabrication techniques. 

As an example of a metamaterial structure, Figure 7.61 shows 
SEM images of a micro fabricated NRI material [81]. The 3D 

Figure 7.61 SEM of NRI material [81]. 
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fishnet metamaterial is fabricated on a multilayer metal dielec-
tric stack by using focused ion-beam milling, which is capable 
of cutting nanometer-sized features with a high aspect ratio. 
The figure shows the 3D fishnet pattern, which was milled on 
21 alternating films of Ag and MgF2, resulting in ten functional 
layers. Figure 7.62 plots the refractive index as a function of 
wavelength, being negative for wavelengths >1500 nm [81]. NRI 
at visible wavelengths is still a formidable challenge; however, 
Ames Laboratory has created a metamaterial of index of -0.6 for 
red light (780 nm) [80]. 

Metamaterials with n < 0 possess some very interesting properties: 

• £'u" + u ' e " < 0 
• Wavefronts move in opposite direction as energy 

(Poynting vector). This means that unlike a normal 
right-handed material, the wavefronts are moving in 
the opposite direction to the flow of energy, as dia-
grammed in Figure 7.63. 

• Phase velocity moves in opposite direction as group 
velocity 

• Doppler shift is reversed 
• Cherekov radiation points the opposite direction 

Consider the wave packet shown in Figure 7.63. For propagation 
of the wave packet in a conventional optical medium, the phase 
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Figure 7.63 Directions of the velocity and phase velocity of a wave packet in a 
NIR material [2]. 

and group velocity are in the same direction, the direction of energy 
flow. For an NRI medium, the direction of the phase front of the 
wave packet shown in the figure is opposite that of the energy flow 
(Poynting vector). If the direction of energy flow is used as a refer-
ence direction of propagation, and since the n is <0, the wave vec-
tor k must be in the opposite direction. The rate of energy flow is 
described by the group velocity v of the wave pack, which carries 
all information, while the wave vector is related to the phase veloc-
ity (velocity at which wavefronts move): 

k = — = (must be < 0 s i n c e n < 0 ) 
v c 

p c 

thus, in a NRI material, the wavefront moves in the opposite 
direction as the wave packet, known as a "negative wave". 

This has several ramifications: 

• For plane waves propagating in optical metamateri-
als, the electric field (E), magnetic field (H), and wave 
vector (k) follow a left handed rule, thus giving rise to 
the name left-handed metamaterials. 
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• The effect of negative refraction is analogous to wave 
propagation in a left-handed transmission line. 

Note that NRI can also be achieved without this left handed 
behavior. 

Although there are a number of interesting applications to address, 
superlenses are one of most intriguing since they seem to disobey 
the laws of physical optics. A conventional lens cannot reconstruct 
images with size less than that of a wavelength of light, known as the 
diffraction limit, and this has been the fundamental limit of conven-
tional optics (much to the distress of large telescopes, microscopes, 
etc.). A super lens, however, is a lens that can image light below the 
diffraction limit. An electromagnetic wave has both a propagating 
(far field) component and an evanescent (near field) component. 
Not going into any detail, NRI materials can focus both propagating 
and evanescent waves while ordinary optical materials use only the 
propagating wave (the evanescent wave decays exponentially at the 
lens interface). Evanescent waves in a negative-refractive medium 
actually increase in amplitude as they move away from their origin. 
Figure 7.64 shows ray diagrams for ordinary and plasmonic super 
lenses [76]. Here we see the far field and near field features. 

Figure 7.64 Ray diagrams for ordinary and super lens imaging [76]. 
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Images much smaller than a wavelength can be reconstructed 
using the near field component, which allows for a new range of 
imaging applications. Optical images are limited by diffraction of 
the light wave (called diffraction limit). The first NRI super lens 
was demonstrated at microwave frequencies and provided resolu-
tion three times better than the diffraction limit [82]. Actually, the 
first super lens was constructed of a thin Ag film and used sur-
face plasmon coupling to enhance the evanescent wave [83]. The 
first optical NRI super lenses consisted of nanoscale grids cut into 
Ag layers, which resulted in a 3-dimensional composite structure 
similar to that shown in Figure 7.63 [81]. Ag nano wires were used to 
construct a 3D structure which exhibited NRI down to 660 nm [84]. 

7.4.4 Artificially Structured Materials: Metamaterial 
Designs 

Metamaterial structures require extremely precise sophisticated 
micro-nano-scale geometries. The building blocks of metamaterials 
are artificially designed and fabricated structural units. The indi-
vidual units function like atoms or molecules in a material and can 
be constructed into an artificial crystal lattice, much like layers in a 
superlattice. Unlike naturally occurring materials, the size, shape, 
geometry, and spacing can be tailored to achieve specific proper-
ties. Defects can even be engineered into the material. Dimensional 
scales required for metamaterials depend on the wavelength region 
of interest and are summarized in Figure 7.65 [85]. The feature size 
indicates the unit cell size. Individual units can be wires, split-ring 
resonators (SRR) with various shapes, Swiss rolls, fish nets, metal 
segments, and posts (or cylinders) [85,86,87]. Multilayer structures 
can be formed to simulate multilayer optical coatings, nanolami-
nates, and superlattices. 

All the above structures are designed to create a magnetic or elec-
tric response to achieve a negative electric permittivity, negative 
magnetic permeability, or both. Let's look at some design principles 
and designs (unfortunately this brief overview cannot address all 
structures) and their properties. Obviously the goal is to achieve the 
above properties in the wavelength range of interest. One general 
rule of thumb is to obtain under-damped and over-screened reso-
nances for corresponding electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields [86]. 
We will see this for some split resonator designs. While one struc-
ture is preferable, two unit structures are often combined to achieve 
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Figure 7.65 Dimensional scales for metamaterials [85]. 

8 < 0 and u < 0. Cross talk, however, can be a problem. It is even 
possible to tune response to a certain degree. 

Many design methods employ metallic (conductive) materi-
als and develop an equivalent circuit to balance electromotive 
forces, and generally involve complex mathematical analysis using 
Faraday's law and Stokes theorem [86]: 

jE.dl = -—JJds.B 
at 

where the first integral is over the current loop and the second is 
over the surface. The electromotive force = emf = -ô/dt(j)(t), where 
(|)(t) is the magnetic flux. 

One design methodology engineers structure uses metals and 
plasmons with negative permittivity. Models assume that the 
mass of negative charge (electrons) in the plasma is much less 
than the mass of positive charge (ions), and only the motion of the 
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electrons contributes to polarization of the material. Consequently, 
this model includes many metals, whose permittivity is negative 
at frequencies below the plasma frequency [77]. For metals, we are 
concerned mainly with optical frequencies. Figure 7.66 shows the 
real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of a plasma. The wave 
propagates at frequencies higher than oo and is evanescent at lower 
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Figure 7.66 Real and imaginary parts of dielectric permittivity of a metal [77]. 
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frequencies. The reader is referred to Kittel for a full treatment of the 
dependence of the dielectric response of metals [77]. Waves with 
co < co correspond to negative energy solutions and are evanes-
cent. Plasmon modes are bulk plasma oscillations and have the 
dispersion shown by the dashed line in Figure 7.66. Surface plas-
mons are confined to the metal/dielectric interface. Metals best 
suited for generation of plasmons are Al, Cs, Au, Li, Ni, Pd, K, 
and Ag. 

Wire meshes are used to generate low frequency plasmons. An 
array of thin metallic wires, such as that shown in Figure 7.67, 
with periodicity a will behave as a low frequency plasma and can 
be modeled with a negative dielectric permittivity [88, 89, 90]. 
Assuming a is greater than the radius of the wires (r), an electric 
field applied parallel to the wires, and a longitudinal plasmonic 
mode, the plasma frequency can be expressed as 

< = 
2KC2 

a2 In 
(7.12) 

Figure 7.67 Array of metallic wires with periodicity a [90]. 
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[85] and the permittivity is 

< 

C0 + - F CO 

v OT2° J 

(7.13) 

Here G is the conductivity of the metallic wire. 
An array of discontinuous wire segments, shown in Figure 7.67, 

behaves like an array of electric dipoles which act like two capaci-
tors in series per unit cell. The permittivity of this type of array 
can be large and negative. The capacitance across the wire segment 
is, therefore, negative due to this large negative permittivity. The 
expression for the permittivity is extremely complex but shows a 
negative resonance at near to mid infrared wavelengths. 

As discussed above, the magnetic permeability should also be <0. 
As we have seen, the electric response is achieved over a wide range 
of wavelengths and frequencies (UV - radio). This is not the case for 
magnetic resonances, which tend to occur at lower frequencies and 
die out at high frequencies. Resonance usually occurs in the micro-
wave region. Thus, the goal of metamaterials designers is to move 
this resonance to higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths). Negative 
permeability is a significantly harder technical challenge than nega-
tive permittivity. The challenge is to design and fabricate subwave-
length size structures whose resonance is driven by the magnetic 
component of an electromagnetic wave. Designs can be highly aniso-
tropic or isotropic, displaying magnetic activity for magnetic fields 
oriented in one specific direction or uniformly in all directions. 

We consider two examples, stacked metallic cylinders and split 
ring resonators, shown in Figure 7.68 [86]. The cylinders have 
radius r and lattice period a. Circumferential surface currents are 
induced by an oscillating magnetic field. These currents generate a 
magnetization that opposes the applied field. The effective perme-
ability can be expressed as 

1-KV 

^ - ( i 2 p 
a? (7.14) 

1 + 

v ^ o ^ 
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Figure 7.68 Array of stacked cylinders and design of split ring resonator [86]. 

where p is the resistance/unit length of the cylinder. 
The split ring resonator (SRR) is probably the most widely used 

design type. Along with Figure 7.69, Figure 7.70 shows examples 
of SRRs [85, 86, 87, 88]. SRRs introduce a capacitive response in 
addition to an inductive response, which significantly enhances the 
resonance. The split rings introduce capacitive gaps spaced sym-
metrically around a cylinder. The capacitance of this SRR can be 
tuned by adjusting the length/size of the arms and introducing a 
dielectric in the gaps between the arms. 

The SRR is essentially an LC circuit, and the electromagnetic 
field of the incident radiation drives the resonance of this circuit. 
The SRR thus has a "Q" like any LC circuit. Induced currents flow 
in the direction shown in Figure 7.64 with charges accumulating at 
the gaps. The resonant frequency coo is give by [86] 

f0„ (LC)2 = c 
2d„ 

{(l-f)e/c7cr 212 

(7.15) 

Here dc and Zcare capacitive gaps and f = nr2/a2. 
The effective permeability is 

H 
1 + fco2 

eff (co'-co2-irco) 
and can be < 0. 

(7.16) 
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Figure 7.69 Examples of split ring resonators [85] 
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Figure 7.70 Effective permeability of a SRR with r = 1.5 mm, dc = 0.2 mm and 
magnetic field along the axis [86]. 
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Note that u „ ~ 1 - f for w » co . 
r e f f o 

Figure 7.71 shows the real part of ueff [86] for an SRR tuned in the 
GHz region. We see that ueff < 0 for co > coo and depends critically on 
the resistivity of the resonator material. 

As another example, Figure 7.72 shows the response of an SRR 
tuned in the terahertz region [91]. Here we see that the design is 
more complex than that shown in Figure 7.71, consisting of four 
metallic L-shaped legs. The permeability response was negative 
beginning at 60 THz. 

The Swiss roll resonator, shown in Figure 7.73, was developed 
for low frequency applications [92]. This type of resonator consists 
of a coiled cylindrical structure with each roll separated by an insu-
lator. This structure has a very large self inductance. The inductive 
response is shown in Figure 7.74 [93]. The structure consists of thin 
Cu sheet separated by polyimide, with an overall diameter ~1 cm. 
Permeability is <0 at frequencies above 22 MHz. 

A word on scaling and size reduction of these structures to 
access higher frequencies and visible radiation. It seems obvious 
from Maxwell's equations that simply reducing the size of the 
structures will get us down to near infrared and visible wavelength 
ranges. Nature, however, has not made this straightforward; the 
materials parameters in these designs are dispersive at optical 
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Figure 7.71 SRR tuned at terahertz frequencies [91]. 
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Figure 7.72 Swiss roll resonator [86] 
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Figure 7.73 Refractive index of a multilayer fish net structure [95], 

frequencies.Mostmetals areno longerohmicandskindepths(defined 
8 = (2/uoCG))1/2) of electromagnetic radiation are large compared 
to structure size. Also, fabrication of arrays of nanoscale struc-
tures becomes more challenging. The Si/Ag/Si fishnet structure 
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s h o w n in Figure 7.63 comes very close to the desired response [94]. 
Refractive index is shown in Figure 7.74 [95]. Note that it is nega-
tive for wavelengths >1.4 urn. 
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8 
Multifunctional Surface 
Engineering Applications 

A number of surface engineering technologies can fit into two or more 
technologies or involve two or more deposition processes covered in 
previous chapters. For example, these technologies can combine optical 
coatings with wear resistance, conductive optical coatings (electrical + 
optical), electro-optical coatings, and photovoltaic thin films. These 
multifunctional hybrid surface engineering technologies include: 

• Thin film transparent conductive oxides 
• Thin film solar cells 
• Electrochromic and thermochromic films 
• Photorefractive thin films 
• Photocatalytic and electrochemical thin films 
• Gas and water permeation barriers 
• Thermal radiation emitters 
• Frequency selective surfaces and structures 

8.1 Thin Film Photovoltaics 

Solar or photovoltaic (PV) cells are applied to solid surfaces to gen-
erate electrical energy from electromagnetic energy (solar radiation, 
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infrared radiation). The first generation PV cells were based on 
crystalline semiconductors, such as Si, GaAs, Ge, and InP Thin film 
PV cells constitute the second generation. The entire field of thin 
film photovoltaic and solar cell technology is too broad to cover 
here in detail. Many of the technologies used to fabricate thin film 
cells are presented in Chapters 2,6, and 7. Deposition processes are 
discussed in Chapter 2. Thin film semiconductors and metalliza-
tion are discussed in Chapter 6, and TCO technology is reviewed in 
Section 8.2. Thin film solar cells are applied to solid surfaces such 
as glass, stainless steel, aluminum, titanium, and polyimide. The 
most important thin film materials now used or being developed 
for photovoltaic cells are (see Figure 8.1) a-Si:H, nanocrystalline 
Si, polycrystalline Si, CdTe, CdS, GaAs, AlGaAs, CuInSe2 (CIS), 
CuInGa^Se-j (CIGS), and organics. Referring to these materials, 
we will address only the basics of thin film solar cells. 

Basic solar cell structure for a-Si:H, CdTe and CIGS thin film 
cells is shown in Figure 8.1) and consists of a substrate, conduc-
tive bottom layer, p-layer, intrinsic layer, n-layer, and transparent 
conductive top contact. An antireflection coating is usually applied 
over the top to reduce surface reflections and inject as much light 
into the cell as possible. Note that not all cells will have this design, 

Glass (superstrate) 

TCO (Sn02:F) 

p-type a-Si window layer 

Intrinsic a-Si 
(absorber layer) 

n-type a-Si layer 

TCO (ZnO:AI) 

Back contact/reflector layer(s) 

(a) Amorphous Si 
device 

t 

TCO (ZnO:AI) 

High-resistance buffer layer 

n-type cdS window layer 

p-type CIGS 
(absorber layer) 

Back contact layer (Mo) 

Glass (substrate) 

(b) Copper indium gallium 
diselenide device 

I 

Glass (superstrate) 

TCO (Sn02:F) 

High-resistance buffer layer 

n-type cdS window layer 

p-type CdTe 
(absorber layer) 

Back contact layer(s) 

(c) CdTe 
device 

I 

Figure 8.1 Basic layer structure of a-Si:H, CdTe and CIGS thin film solar cells 
(courtesy National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)). 
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with some being simpler and some more complex. As shown in 
Figure 8.2, junctions of p-n or p-i-n layers form energy band struc-
tures that are used to separate electron and holes generated in the 
absorbing layer (usually the p-type layer). The p-n or p-i-n structure 
generates an internal (or built in) electric field at the layer interfaces 
(junctions) [2, 3]. Band structure of the semiconductor layers (see 
Chapter 7) is all important for cell operation. Optimum band gap 
for the absorber layer is ~ 1.5 eV. Photons with energy greater than 
the band gap energy, incident on the absorbing layer, can excite an 
electron from the valence band into the conduction band, as shown 
in Figure 8.2, forming an electron-hole pair. The hole is created in 
the valence band. As a result of illumination, addition of electrons 
into the valence band and holes into the conduction band creates a 
further imbalance in charge neutrality and if we provide an external 
current path, electrons will flow through the path to the p side to 
unite with holes that the electric field sent there, doing work along 

Figure 8.2 Energy band structure of a p-n and p-i-n junctions. 
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the way [3]. The electron flow provides the current, and the cell's 
electric field causes a voltage. With both current and voltage, we 
have power. Recall that power = voltage x current (P = IV). 

The efficiency of the PV cell is simply 

Eff = n = 5 ^ (8.1) 

8.1.1 Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells 
The structure of a thin film a-Si PV cell is shown in Figure 8.1. This 
technology was developed as a lower cost alternative to crystalline 
Si solar cells, and is a viable candidate for large scale production [4]. 
A major impediment to full scale production is low deposition 
rates (~3 Â/s). As stated in Chapter 6, the most widely used depo-
sition process for a-Si:H is PECVD using SiH4 as a precursor. The 
homojunction (same materials) cell structure is deposited onto 
a glass superstrate. The glass also protects the thin film structure 
from the environment and abrasion. The absorber layer for this cell 
is the 0.5 |0,m thick intrinsic a-Si:H layer. This layer is sandwiched 
between a top p-type layer and a bottom n-type layer. Transparent 
electrical contacts, fluorine doped tin oxide (Sn02:F) and aluminum 
doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al - AZO), allow solar radiation into the cell. 
The back contact can be a metal reflector. This cell structure is also 
deposited in roll-to-roll vacuum systems onto stainless steel and 
polyimide webs for roofing and building applications. Best reported 
PV cell efficiencies are near 12.5% with average efficiencies typically. 

8.1.2 CdTe Solar Cells 

The structure of the CdTe solar cell is shown in Figure 8.3. As stated 
in Chapter 6, CdTe used in solar cells is deposited by closed space 
sublimation, a process that has very high deposition rates, but often 
requires high substrate or post deposition heat treating tempera-
tures. The cell structure is deposited on a glass superstrate. As with 
all modern thin film PV cells, the top electrical contact is a TCO; in 
this case Sn02:F, although CdSn04is also used. The high resistance 
buffer layer consists of Zn2Sn04 and ZnxCd^S films. The absorber 
layer for this cell is p-type CdTe and the n-type layer is CdS, form-
ing a heterojunction (different materials). CdTe layers are doped 
with Cu, Cl, or F and typically have thicknesses near 1.6 Jim [5, 6], 
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Figure 8.3 CdTe module on PET. 

and CdS layers are 0.05 urn thick [6]. High efficiency cells have the 
CdTe layer doped with Cu from the back electrical contact or from 
chemical treatment [3, 7]. The bottom electrical contact is either Ti, 
Au or a Ni-Al alloy. A ZnTe buffer layer is placed between the CdTe 
and metal contact. Cells can be formed using glass as the top surface 
or as the bottom surface. In either case, the cell must be encapsu-
lated to prevent environmental degradation (see Section 8.5 on per-
meation barriers). 

Typical PV cell efficiencies range between 14%-18 % and depend 
to a large extent on substrate temperature [3]. Although most CdTe 
cells are produced on glass, web processes have been developed for 
large area applications [8]. Figure 8.3 shows a picture of a CdTe PV 
module on PET. 

8.1.3 CIGS Solar Cells 

A Mo back contact is deposited onto a glass substrate or a metal foil 
(usually stainless steel), as shown in Figure 8.4. The heterojunction 
is formed between the CIGS and ZnO, buffered by a thin window 
layer of CdS and a layer of intrinsic ZnO. The CIGS absorber layer 
is not doped but is p-type due to intrinsic defects. Transparent 
conductive aluminum doped ZnO (ZnO:Al - AZO) forms the top 
contact. The CIGS layer is between 1.5 mm and 2.5 urn thick, while 
the CdS layer is only 0.05 urn thick. Thickness of the Mo layer is 
~ 0.5 urn and intrinsic ZnO is ~ 0.0 um thick. 

CIGS PV cells have routine efficiencies between 15% and 20%. 
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Figure 8.4 Layer structure of CIGS solar cell. 

8.2 Transparent Conductive Oxide Thin Films 

Although transparent conductive oxides (TCO) have been intensely 
developed since the late 1970s, they have been around for a century. 
Cadmium oxide (CdO) was the first transparent conductive coat-
ing and was used in solar cells in the early 1900s. Tin oxide (Sn02) 
was deposited on glass by pyrolysis and CVD in the 1940s for elec-
troluminescent panels. Since then, applications and deposition pro-
cesses have mushroomed. Transparent thin films and materials are 
some of the most commonly used materials that we depend on for a 
wide range of applications. Of these, transparent conductive oxides 
(TCOs) head the list. Table 8.1 lists electrical properties of selected 
n-type transparent oxides. A number of ternary compounds have 
been developed over the last ten years, including Zn2Sn04, ZnSn03, 
Mgln204, (GaIn)203, Zn2In205, and In4Sn3012 [l].They are critical for 
energy efficiency applications such as low-e windows, solar cells, 
and electrochromic windows. Transparent conductive thin films 
are used as the transparent electrical contacts in flat panel displays, 
sensors, and optical limiters. They also have applications wherever 
a transparent conductive electrical contact is needed, such as in the 
artificial lung being developed by Battelle [2]. A new developing 
application is the charge carrier layer in a transparent transistor 
and solar cell. Clark Bright has written an excellent review of trans-
parent conductive oxides in SVCs 50th Anniversary book [1]. 
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Table 8.1 Resistivities of selected transparent conductive oxides. 

TCO 

ITO 

i*A 
Sn02 

ZnO 

ZnO:Al 

CdSnOz 

CdO:In 

»Lowest Reported Resistivity ((iQ.cm)* 

114 [11] 

100 [12] 

400 [12] 

20 [12] 

1300 [12] 

130 [13] 

60 [12] 

*Best available literature. 

If we confine ourselves to only thinking about metals, the ques-
tion is "how can a material be both transparent and conductive?" 
First consider semiconductors. These materials are transparent in 
NIR and IR wavelength ranges and can be reasonably conductive 
due to their band structure. Doping also improves the conductivity 
while the transmittance is not significantly degraded. Let's review 
the band structures of metals and semiconductors. Recall that elec-
trical (and heat) conduction in metals is due to free electrons in the 
conduction band, as shown in Figure 8.5 [1]. Because the occupied 
energy levels fall right below the Fermi Energy (EF), electrons can 
easily be excited into the empty or partially filled conduction band. 
From Drude theory, the electrical conductivity is simply related to 
the free electron density by 

ne2x(EF) 

m 
(8.2) 

where n is the electron density (in the conduction band), e is the 
charge on the electron, x is the relaxation time between electron-
electron collisions and other scattering events, and m is the mass of 
the electron. 

The situation changes considerably for semiconductors, which 
have a well defined gap between the valence and conduction 
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Figure 8.5 Metal energy band structure [1]. 

bands. Here the conductivity results from electrons and holes and 
is given by 

G = e2 

v m h* rne* , 
(8.3) 

where the hole and electron contributions have been separated 
out and mh* and me* are the effective mass of the hole and electron 
(~ (tfE/cPk)"1). 

Semiconductors are doped to improve their conductivity. Doping 
introduces states in the band gap just above the valence band or 
just below the conduction band, as shown in Figure 8.6 [2]. Defects 
also create states in the band that can increase or decrease the con-
ductivity. Doping and defect sites have the same effect on trans-
parent insulators, such as ZnO, ln203, CdO, and SnOr Both doping 
and oxygen vacancies are used to increase the conductivity of these 
materials. Figure 8.7 shows Sn doping sites in an indium oxide 
(ln203) lattice [14]. The Sn atom occupies an interstitial site and con-
tributes an electron (i.e., a donor), making the doped indium oxide 
into indium tin oxide (ITO). Figure 8.8 shows the assumed band 
structure of undoped and Sn doped indium oxide [14]. Note that 
the occupied states are just below the conduction band and also 
refer to Figure 8.6b for an n-type semiconductor. Oxygen vacancies 
are mainly responsible for electrons in the conduction band [15]. 
Figure 8.9 shows that ITO and other TCOs are highly degenerate 
n-type semiconductors. Degeneracy simply implies that there are a 
number of energy bands that overlap and the Fermi energy is close 
to the edge of the conduction band. 
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Figure 8.6 Density of states for p and n-type dopants in a semiconductor [2]. 
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Figure 8.7 Sn doping sites in an ln203 lattice [14]. 

Recall that for defect sites in solids can also scatter electrons, so a 
balance must be reached of increased conduction by electrons and 
scattering by defect sites. Because of this, there is a conductivity 
maximum or resistivity minimum for TCO when the contributions 
from doping and scattering are optimized (recall that the actual 
relaxation time can be expressed as 

1 1 1 1 1 
— = — + + + ; 

"lat T, imp 
T T 

def sscat 

here all except surface scattering are important). Resistivity is high 
for low doping concentrations and high again for high doping due 
to scattering from oxygen vacancies [14]. Figure 8.10 shows this 
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Figure 8.8 Assumed band structure of ln203 and ITO [14]. 
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Figure 8.9 Energy band structure of a degenerate semiconductor [14]. 

"resistivity well" [15] and Figure 8.11 shows this behavior for Sn 
doping in magnetron sputtered ITO. 

As one would expect, the optical properties of TCOs also depend on 
doping and oxygen vacancies. Low-e and EMI shielding windows take 
advantage of their high MR -IR reflectance and high visible transmit-
tance. Free electrons will absorb EMI radiation, which includes pho-
tons. Drude theory can also be used to model the optical properties of 
metals and transparent conducting materials. Recall from Chapter 1 
that the frequency-dependent conductivity can be expressed as 

G(CO) = 
ne2x(l + icot) 

m( l + ( o V ) 
[16]. (8.4) 
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Figure 8.11 Resistivity vs Sn content for magnetron sputtered ITO. 

The frequency dependent permittivity is then 

ia(co) 
e(co) = e0+-

co 
(8.5) 

and from this we obtain the plasma frequency co 2 = ne2/me . 
The plasma frequency is the natural frequency of oscillation, or 
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"tuned frequency" of the electron gas. Expressions for the reflec-
tivity of metals and transparent conducting materials are derived 
from these relations. The plasma wavelength (~ l/co ) for most 
n-type TCOs is in the NIR. The dielectric constant for a free elec-
tron gas can be expressed as 

2 2 - 2 2 

e = l L r ^ + - ^ r , (8-6) 
(l + cojx2) cod + cojx2)' 

and Figure 8.12 shows the behavior of the reflectance ( = (Ve- l)2/ 
(Ve + l)2) near the plasma frequency [16]. The TCO is highly reflec-
tive at frequencies below the plasma frequency and transmitting 
at higher frequencies. The free carriers also absorb electromagnetic 
radiation near the plasma frequency, which is called the Drude tail. 

Thus far I have only covered n-type TCOs, and presented a very 
simplified picture of the conduction mechanisms. P-type TCOs 
are now being developed and have very good transmission in the 
NIR and IR, but higher resistivitiesThe conduction mechanism for 
p-type TCOs is very different than n-type materials. Their conduc-
tivity is not due to electrons but to small polarons [17]. 
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Figure 8.12 Reflectivity as a function of frequency normalized to the plasma 
frequency co [16]. 
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8.2.1 Indium Tin Oxide 

Indium tin oxide (ITO) is the most widely used and developed 
transparent conductive oxide material. Applications for thin film 
ITO include transparent electrodes for a range of display, photo-
voltaic and sensor applications, EMI shielding, low-e windows, 
transparent heaters, and transparent electronics. The properties 
of ITO will first be reviewed and then we will examine several 
applications. As discussed last month, TCOs have a combination 
of good visible transmittance and electrical conduction, and ITO 
generally leads the way. High quality ITO has a resistivity in the 
range of 2 x 10 4 Q.cm, compared to 1.8 x 10 6 Q.cm for silver. 
We showed above that TCOs were highly degenerate semicon-
ductors and that the electrical properties depended on carrier 
density. 

Recall that ITO is actually Sn-doped indium oxide (In2Os). 
Referring to Figure 8.13 shows the general dependence of resis-
tivity (curve A) on Sn content. Here the thickness of the magne-
tron sputtered ITO film is ~ 140 nm. Curves B and C show how 
the visible transmittance and electron mobility also depend on Sn 
content. From this figure, it is evident that these three important 
properties are interrelated. There is an Sn content ~ 20 wt. % at 
which the resistivity, visible transmittance, and electron mobility 
are optimized. At Sn levels below this value, electrical properties 
are determined primarily by doping concentration, and by scat-
tering off oxygen vacancies for higher Sn levels. At this doping 
level, the internal transmittance (does not include substrate trans-
mittance) is 91% and the mobility is 40 cm2/Vs. We will see that 
transmittance is actually optimized by increasing \x. The dielectric 
constant can be expressed as 

, x la(co) meu(co) 
e(co) = e 0 + — ^ - = £ 0 + — ^ - ^ 

where co is the frequency 

CO CO 

( 1_ 

Since we know that a = ne|j., e(co) and resulting optical properties 
also depend on \x, according to the relations 

1 = T + R + A, (8.8) 
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Figure 8.13 Dependence of sheet resistance (A), visible transmittance (B), and 
electron mobility (C) on Sn content for magnetron sputtered ITO. 

R = ( n ° n i T o ) ' and (8.9) 
( n o + n i T o ) 

n I T O = ^ H (8.10) 

Figure 8.14 shows the spectral transmittance, reflectance, and 
absorption of a sputtered film, and Figure 8.15 shows the spec-
tral transmittance of a sputtered film on a plastic window. From 
Figure 8.14 we see that the plasma wavelength (~ l/co ) is in the 
NIR and, as expected, the reflectance increases at longer wave-
lengths (or lower frequencies). The transmittance of the film is high 
at visible wavelengths and the reflectance increases in the NIR - IR. 
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Figure 8.14 Spectral transmittance, reflectance, and absorption of a magnetron 
sputtered ITO film. 
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Figure 8.15 Spectral transmittance of a magnetron sputtered ITO film on plastic. 

The structure of the transmittance in the NIR in Figure 8.15 is due 
to the transmittance of the plastic window. 

The optical constants of ITO depend to a large degree on the 
deposition process, Sn content, and oxygen vacancies, and no 
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one set of n and k can represent all films. In general, the refrac-
tive index is in the range 1.8-1.9 for most films and the extinction 
coefficient for transmissive ITO is < 0.01 at visible wavelengths. 
Figure 8.16 shows the dependence of transmittance on resistivity, 
again showing the onset of metal-like behavior with decreased 
resistivity. These spectra demonstrate that conductive films with 
excellent visible transmittance can be deposited, but visible trans-
mittance generally decreases and NIR - IR reflectance increases 
with decreasing resistivity, as predicted by Drude. Finally, good 
ITO is completely clear. If too much Sn is added the films become 
tan and dark, and the films turn pale green and yellow as scattering 
from oxygen vacancies increases. 

As with all films that depend on electron conduction, defects and 
grain boundaries also affect the resistivity. The goal of many depo-
sition processes is to obtain films with the largest possible grain 
size, which also increases the Hall mobility. This is accomplished by 
heating the substrate during deposition [18]. If possible, films are 
often heat treated after deposition. Post deposition heat treatment 
is generally not an option for films on plastic substrates. 

One of the more interesting optical phenomena associated with 
ITO and TCOs in general is the Moss-Burstein shift, which is 
defined by the red shift in the optical absorption edge (optical band 
gap) with increased resistivity and decreased carrier density [19]. 
The Moss-Burstein shift occurs in heavily doped semiconductors, 
and is due to the filling of states at the bottom of the band minima 
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Figure 8.16 Dependence of the transmittance of magnetron sputtered ITO at 1000 
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as the doping level is increased. This filling of states in the valence 
band (see Figure 8.6) leads to electron transitions from the valence 
to conduction band occurring at higher energies (larger band gaps) 
which increases the onset of absorption by an amount approxi-
mately equal to the Fermi energy. 

High quality ITO films are deposited on glass, semiconduc-
tors, and plastics by planar magnetron sputtering [20], closed field 
magnetron sputtering [21], ion beam sputtering [22], reactive ther-
mal and electron beam evaporation [23], and CVD and PECVD 
processes [24]. The sputtering process for ITO films can be tricky, 
particularly if a metal InSn target is used. The density and optical 
constants of sputtered films are near the values of the correspond-
ing bulk materials, and deposition rates are high using a metal 
target (but not as high as evaporation processes). The trick with 
magnetron sputtering using an alloy target is to avoid poisoning 
the surface of the target. This is accomplished by mapping out the 
dependence of the target voltage on oxygen partial pressure and 
working just at the metal-oxide knee of the hysteresis curve. The 
two main techniques of process control involve keeping the target 
voltage constant and monitoring the change in transmittance of an 
optical monitor trace. The process can also be controlled by keep-
ing the target voltage constant by adjusting the oxygen flow. Both 
these processes depend on the composition of the target and must 
be very finely calibrated and monitored to achieve the desired com-
bination of transmittance and electrical resistance. 

The easiest and best way to control the magnetron sputtering 
process is to use a ceramic target with the desired composition 
and Sn doping. The target consists of a mixture of Sn02 and ln203 

powders. Since the target is conductive, DC magnetron sputtering 
can still be used with just a very small partial pressure of oxygen to 
compensate for small changes in stoichiometry due to preferential 
sputtering. Deposition rates for this method are lower than for the 
metal target case. RF sputtering can also be used to deposit from a 
nonconductive ceramic target. As always, not to reinvent the wheel, 
the recent literature should be checked before any deposition pro-
cesses are developed. Because ITO applications are so extensive, 
the specific application or coating properties have already been 
described in the literature. 

Because ITO films can be deposited at low substrate temperature 
by magnetron sputtering, it is very amenable to vacuum web coat-
ing of ITO onto flexible plastics and to plastics in general [24]. In-line 
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processes have also been developed to coat large glass sheets [25]. 
Figure 8.17 shows the placement of the magnetron cathodes in the 
in-line coater, but the geometry is much the same in a web coater. 
Additionally, ITO deposition can be combined with other web coat-
ing processes to construct an entire thin film structure, such as thin 
film solar cells [26]. 

ITO films are deposited by reactive thermal and electron beam 
evaporation by introducing oxygen into the vacuum chamber. 

In addition to low-e windows, one of the most important appli-
cations for ITO films is for transparent electrodes, used in electronic 
display applications. Figure 8.18 shows the layer structure of an 
organic light emitting device (OLED) with an ITO layer. The ITO 
layer is needed to transmit light out of the device. ITO is also used 
in thin film heterojunction solar cells [25]. Figure 8.19 shows the 
layer structure of a Si-ITO heterojunction cell. Other thin film cells 
consist of n-CdTe/ITO layers [26] and organic cells have the layer 
structure shown in Figure 8.20 [27]. Many of the organic layers were 
deposited using ink-jet technology. 

Figure 8.17 Placement of magnetron cathodes in an in-line ITO process [8]. 
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Light out 

Figure 8.18 Layer structure of an OLED showing placement of the ITO film. 
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Figure 8.19 ITO heterojunction solar cell [25]. 
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Figure 8.20 Organic solar cell containing ITO layer [27]. 

ITO is the most important and widely used thin film TCO. 
However, dwindling world indium supplies is a worry, and as a 
result, there is an effort to replace ITO due to the indium used in 
this material. 

8.2.2 ZnO and Related Materials 

While ITO is the most widely used transparent conductive oxide 
(TCO), zinc oxide (ZnO) and related compositions are very 
competitive, and preferred, for many applications. It is widely 
used as transparent electrical contacts for solar cells, laser diodes, 
and LEDs. As we have discussed earlier for TCOs, ZnO is an 
n-type semiconductor with a direct bandgap of 3.37 eV at room 
temperature. ZnO thin films are becoming more widely used in 
thin film piezoelectric devices and medical applications [28]. This 
high conductivity is believed to be due to oxygen vacancies or zinc 
interstitials, but the subject remains a bit controversial [29]. An 
alternative explanation has been proposed, based on theoretical 
calculations, that unintentional substitutional hydrogen impurities 
are the primary conduction mechanism [30]. 

The most common applications are in laser diodes and light 
emitting diodes, since they have exciton and biexciton energies 
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of 60 meV and 15 meV, respectively. It is expected that the exciton 
properties of ZnO will be improved further by epitaxy. 

ZnO films are usually doped with Al (ATO), Gd, excess Zn, or In 
to achieve high conductivity combined with transparency [31, 32]. 
This material is also often alloyed with other TCO materials. 
Table 8.2 lists ZnO and numerous related compositions. 

ZnO thin films are mainly deposited by magnetron sputtering 
[33] and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [33]. Planar and cylin-
drical magnetrons with metal and ceramic targets have been used 
[34]. The physical properties (electrical, optical, piezoelectric) of 
ZnO films prepared by dc reactive magnetron sputtering mainly 
depend on the sputtering parameters such as substrate tempera-
ture, oxygen partial pressure and sputtering pressure apart from 
the target-substrate distance, sputtering power, and deposition rate. 
Resistivity and optical transmittance were found also to depend on 
the crystallinity of the sputtering target [33]. Crystalline ZnO has a 
hexagonal structure. Films deposited using a c-axis oriented target 
have decidedly lower resistivity and higher visible transmittance 
than those deposited with a noncrystalline target. As with other 
TCOs reported, electrical and optical properties also depended 
on placement over the sputtering target. Figure 8.21 compares the 
dependence of the resistivity of these two types of films on sub-
strate position. 

Table 8.2 ZnO family of thin film compositions. 

Composition 

ZnO 

ZnO:Al (AZO) 

ZnO:Gd (GZO) 

Zn2SnOz 

ZnSn03 

Zn2In203 

ZnO:As 

Application 

Low-e windows, thin 
film solar cells 

Thin film solar cells 

Thin film solar cells 

Thin film transistors 

Thin film solar cells 

Thin film solar cells 

Typical Resistivity 
(10-4 Q.cm) 

1 

1-3 

<10 

<50 

<50 

3 
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Figure 8.21 Comparison of resistivity of ZnO films deposited using crystalline 
and noncrystalline sputtering targets [33]. 

8.2.3 P-type Transparent Conductors, The Quest for 
High Infrared Transmission 

Until the last decade, there was very little progress in the devel-
opment of p-type transparent conductors (PTCO). Until then, 
they had very poor conductivity and low transparency. If PTCOs 
could be a reality, transparent p-n devices could be developed 
with a wide range of applications. Additionally, PTCOs could have 
improved NIR and IR transparency, which would open up another 
new range of applications. Let's begin by reviewing p-type semi-
conductors. Figure 8.22 compares the energy band structure of 
p-type and n-type semiconductors [35]. The p-type semiconductor 
has an acceptor energy level just above the valence band, while the 
n-type semiconductor has a donor band just below the conduction 
band. The acceptor and donor levels in the band gap result from 
perturbation of the periodicity of the crystal lattice, and because 
donor and acceptor concentrations are so small, no energy band is 
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N-type P-type 

Figure 8.22 Comparison of the energy band structure of p-type and n-type 
semiconductors [3]. 

formed. The Fermi energy is skewed toward the valence band in 
p-type semiconductors. Holes are the majority charge carriers and 
responsible for conduction in p-type materials. The conductivity of 
a semiconductor can be expressed as: 

G = q(n|0,e + pLih), where q is the charge, n is the electron concentra-
tion, p is the hole concentration, (Xe is the electron mobility and |j,h is 
the hole mobility. Thus, p(i.h is greater than n|j.e in p-type materials. 

Recall that free carriers in n-type TCOs induce NIR absorption 
and high reflectance at IR wavelengths. Free holes do not behave 
like free electrons in the conduction band. The optical properties of 
p-type semiconductors can be very different than n-type materials 
due to the dependence of the plasma frequency co and free carrier 
absorption a on effective mass m* and relaxation time x. A few rela-
tions should be sufficient to demonstrate the optical behavior of 
PTCOs. The dependence of free carrier absorption on m* and x can 
be expressed as: 

a = Ne2/m*£oneccû2 [36], where N is the carrier density, n is the 
dielectric constant and co is the frequency. Also, 

^\ = - ^ - T , (8.11) 
c o p t c o 1 1 L 

where e t is the dielectric constant. 
opt 

The effective mass depends on the energy band structure of the 
semiconductor and is beyond the scope of this Chapter. The jury 
is still out on the exact conduction mechanisms for PTCOs; there 
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appears to be several. In addition to free hole conduction, it has 
been hypothesized that plasmons and small polarons [17] also 
determine the electrical and optical properties of PTCOs. 

Several types of PTCO's are being developed: 

• Delafossites: CuFe02 [37], CuA102, AgCo02 [38] 
• Spinels: NiCo204, [39] ZnIr204 [40] 
• N and Ga doped ZnO [41,42], Ga-doped Sn02 [43] 
• Cu20 structure [44]: CuA102, CuGa02, CuIn02, 

SrCu202, and LaCuOCh (Ch = chalcogen) 

Because free electrons are not involved in the conduction process, 
the electrical and optical properties of PTCOs are very different 
from their n-type cousins and conduction mechanism and optical 
properties of each of these groups is very different. Although con-
ductivity is not as high as n-type TCOs, their transparency range 
stretches far into the infrared, and it is now possible to build trans-
parent p-n, p-i-n devices and solar cells [46]. Typical resistivities are 
in the 10"2 Dem range. 

Films with the spinel structure are deposited by reactive mag-
netron sputtering, spray pyrolysis, and spin casting. For NiCo204 

spinel films. there appears to be a tradeoff between IR transmission 
and conductivity. The performance of reactively sputtered films 
was superior to that of the spin cast films. 

Transparent thin film p-n junctions usually involve n-ZnO or 
n-ZAO, and include p-AgCo02/n-ZnO [37], p-CuY02/n-ZnO:Al 
[45], p-Li015Ni085/n-ZnO [46], n-ZnO/p-SrCu202 [47] and p-Cu-
CoOx/i-Cu-CoC)x/i-ZnO/n-AZO [48, 49]. Diodes often use ITO as 
a back electrical contact. 

8.3 Electrochromic and Thermochromic Coatings 

A number of types of coatings and coating structures are used 
for solar control, including low-e coatings, solar selective coat-
ings, and switchable coatings. Electrochromic and thermochromic 
coatings are the most widely used thin film switchable coating 
designs, which means that transmission can be varied by applying 
an external "switch" such as a voltage or temperature. Liquid 
crystal and electrophoretic devices also employ thin films [50]. 
Electrochromic (EC) devices are the most complex of these systems, 
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and are used in applications ranging from rear view mirrors, sun 
roofs, sun glasses and windows in buildings [50,51, 52]. 

Figure 8.23 shows the layer design of a simple EC coating. The 
basic EC coating consists of a transparent top electrode (usually 
ITO), which also injects electrons into the EC layer beneath. By 
far the most studied and most promising EC material is W 0 3 , 
which can have either an amorphous or crystalline microstructure. 
W 0 3 has a high coloration efficiency and capacity [53, 54]. Other 
inorganic materials that are presently being developed for solar 
control applications are various forms of W0 3 , NiO, WMo03, 
Mo0 3 and IrOx [53]. Many of these are doped with a conduction 
ion such as Li+ or H+. The ion conductor is used to transport protons, 
which are supplied by the ion storage or counterelectrode layer, 
into the EC material. The most promising ion conductors are cer-
tain immobile solvent polymer systems, ionic glasses, and open-
channel metal oxide structures such as perovskites. Oxides of Ta 
and Nb also show promise. The bottom layer is another transpar-
ent conducting coating. It is possible to inject both electrons and 
protons into the EC material, thereby inducing a strong absorption 
band in a given region, e.g., the visible spectrum, that results in a 
color change. In an EC device, an externally applied electric field 
is used to control the injection process (voltage is applied across 
the two transparent electrodes). The coloration remains for some 
time even after the external field is removed. The system returns 

EC Window Structure 

Figure 8.23 Layer design of EC coating. 
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to the initial state upon reversing the polarity of the external field 
[54]. It is interesting to note that EC windows being developed by 
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), in addit ion 
to several independent facilities, now employ solar cells to 
facilitate switching [55, 56]. 

There are two major categories of EC materials: transition metal 
oxides (including intercalated compounds) and organic compounds 
(including polymers). Table 8.3 shows a few of the most common 
EC materials. Organic EC materials are based on the viologens, 
anthraquinones, diphthalocyanines, and tetrathiafulva-lenues. With 

Table 8.3 Electrochromic materials and their dominant ion 
conductor and ion storage materials. 

Electrochromic 
Layer 

a-LiXW03 

a W 0 3 

a-LiXW03 

a-HxW03 

a-HXW03 

Viologen 

a-W03 

c-W03 

a-W03 

a-LiXW03 

a-HXW03 

a-W03 

NiO 

a-W03 

Polyaniline 

Ion Conductor or 
Electrolyte 

LiC104+PC 

Ta205 

LÍC104+PC 

Polymer 

Si02/metal 

PM MA+organic 

TaA 

Li-B-SiO Glass 

Li-PEO 

PPG LiC104 M M A 

Ta.O. 
2 D 

Li-PEO 

a-PEO copolymer 

a-PEO copolymer 

HC1 

Ion Storage 

Redox Cple/NiO 

Ir^nyCyF 

Prussian Blue 

Polyaniline 

wo3 

none 

a-lr02 

IC/LiXV20. 

CeOX 

LiYV,0. 
2 o 

NiO 

NiO 

Nb,0.,WO,:Mo 
2 o' 3 

Polymer 

-

a, amorphous; c, crystalline; PC, polycarbonate; PMMA, poly (methyl 
methacrylate); PEO, poly (ethylene oxide); IC, ion conductor; PPG, poly 
(propylene glycol); MMA, methyl methacrylate. 
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organic compounds, coloration is achieved by an oxidation-reduction 
reaction, which may be coupled to a chemical reaction. The violo-
gens are the most studied of the organic ECs. Originally, organic 
ECs tended to suffer from problems with secondary reactions dur-
ing switching, but recently more stable organic systems have been 
developed [53]. However, their reliability in harsh environments is 
questionable. 

The EC effect occurs in inorganic compounds by dual injec-
tion (cathodic) or ejection (anodic) of ions (M) and electrons (er). 
A typical reaction for a cathodic coloring material is [57]: 

W0 3 (color less ) + yM+ + y er <-> M y W 0 3 (blue) (l) 

where M is H+, Li+, Na+, Ag+, etc. A typical anodic reaction is: 

I r (OH) x (colorless) <-> IrOx (black) + XH+ + xe" (2) 

Figure 8.24 shows the spectral data for the switching of a tung-
sten oxide film over the solar spectrum; the spectral response of the 
coating in the "bleached" and "switched" states. 

EC nickel oxide (NiO) is also being developed. NiO has been 
combined with manganese oxide, cobalt oxide, and niobium oxide in 
all alkaline devices [58]. The optical response of an electrochromic 
NiO/polymer /Nb 2 0 5 device is shown in Figure 8.25. 

The major advantages of EC coatings are that (1) they only require 
power during switching, (2) they have a long-term memory (12-8 h), 
(3) they require a small voltage (1-5 V) to switch, (4) they are specular 
in all states, (5) they have potential for large-area fabrication, (6) they 

t fr CO CO <N <D CM •<*■ 
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Wavelength, microns 

Figure 8.24 Spectral switching of W 0 3 EC device. 
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Figure 8.25 Spectral switching of NiO EC device [58]. 

are lightweight, and (7) EC devices have the advantage of user con-
trol [50]. Figure 8.23 shows the spectral response of the coating in the 
"colored" and "bleached" states. 

EC devices are well suited for both solar control and thermal 
control. A window can be controllably darkened during periods 
of bright sunlight and switched back to transparency during the 
evening or during cloudy periods. The EC device can be used 
to control transmission or reflection of a window or mirror, as 
shown in Figure 8.26 [56]. Similarly, the reflectance of a mirror 
can be decreased from that of the reflective layer (usually Al) 
by coloring the EC layer, thus reducing glare, and increased by 
bleaching the EC layer. 

The most well known thermochromic material is vanadium 
oxide (V02) [59,60]. This material has promising applications for 
thermal control of space structures, where surfaces are exposed 
to intense solar radiation and periods of darkness at very low 
temperatures. Stoichiometric V0 2 darkens at a temperature near 
68 °C due to a semiconductor to metal transition. Deposition of 
this material must be very precise or less active V-O phases will be 
formed [59]. The resistivity of V 0 2 decreases by three orders of 
magnitude, and the emittance can be increased u p to 90% at the 
transition temperature. Excellent examples of emittance variations 
are given in Takahashi's paper [60]. 

I 
E 
(A 
C 
It 
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Emissivity control with EC structure 

Reflectance mode ECD 

Transmittance mode ECD 

Figure 8.26 Transmittance and reflectance modes of an EC device. 

8.4 Thin Film Permeation Barriers 

Barrier materials have been used historically to protect items from 
environmental degradation such as sunlight, air (oxygen), mois-
ture, and dirt. For decades food packaging has been the primary 
application for these materials; however, recent applications that 
require significantly higher permeation barriers include: 

• Oxygen and water vapor barriers for organic and 
molecular electronics (organic light emitting devices 
(OLED)), organic electronics 

• Engineered plastic substrates 
• Flexible displays 
• Encapsulate thin film solar cells 
• Encapsulate thin film batteries 

Before we address thin film barrier materials it will be instructive 
to briefly review diffusion mechanisms and permeability. Diffusion 
is transport of mass in gases, liquids, and solids from regions of 
higher concentration to regions of lower concentration, typically by 
atoms or molecules. We will be interested here in diffusion of gas 
through a solid interface. Diffusion across a barrier is described by 
Henry's, Graham's and Fick's laws [16]. Graham's law states that: 

When gases are dissolved in liquids, the relative rate of diffusion of a 
given gas is proportional to its solubility in the liquid and inversely 
proportional to the square root of its molecular mass. 
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Henry's law states that: 

When a gas is in contact with the surface of a liquid, the amount of the 
gas which will go into solution is proportional to the partial pressure 
of that gas. 

Fick's law states that: 

The net diffusion rate of a gas across a fluid membrane is propor-
tional to the difference in partial pressure, proportional to the area 
of the membrane and inversely proportional to the thickness of the 
membrane. Combined with the diffusion rate determined from 
Graham's law, this law provides the means for calculating exchange 
rates of gases across membranes. 

The permeability P of a thin film or membrane is defined as 
diffusion coefficient x solubility = DS. Solubility is the amount of 
transferred particles (atoms or molecules) retained or dissolved in 
the film under equilibrium. Fick's first law, shown schematically in 
Figure 8.27, relates the diffusive flux to the concentration field, by 
postulating that the flux goes from regions of high concentration to 
regions of low concentration, with a magnitude that is proportional 
to the concentration gradient (spatial derivative). In one (spatial) 
dimension (x), this can be expressed as: 

Diffusive flux = J = - D — (8.12) 
dx 

where c = concentration, dc/dx is the concentration gradient, and 
D = diffusion coefficient. We see that very small values of D are 
required to minimize the diffusive flux. Diffusion coefficients for 
oxygen in various materials are listed in Table 8.4 [61]. Referring to 
the table we see that D for 0 2 into polymers is orders of magnitude 
higher that for diffusion of 0 2 into quartz and silica. 

If diffusion was the only mechanism by which 0 2 and water 
vapor could penetrate a thin film or membrane, there would be no 
need for permeation barriers. However, permeation can more read-
ily occur through voids, pin holes, grain boundaries, and structural 
defects, and will increase D by orders of magnitude [61, 62]. It is 
well known that thin films generally have many of the above defects 
and as result, have diffusion coefficients significantly higher than 
comparable bulk materials. It has been determined experimentally 
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t 

Fick's 1st law of diffusion 

Figure 8.27 Fick's first law of diffusion [2]. 

Table 8.4 Oxygen diffusion coefficients of various solids. 

Material 

Aluminum oxide (A1203) 

Silica (Si02) 

Quartz 

Polypropylene 

Polyester 

PET 

Diffusion Coefficient (cm2/s): DQ2 

~ IO"30 

IO"7 

io-23 

io-7 

10~" 

4 x 1 0 

that, above a certain thickness, permeation though a thin film will 
not decrease and will generally increase, as shown in Figure 8.28 
[62, 63, 64]. 

In order to account for this result and permeation mechanisms, 
a number of models have been developed to predict and describe 
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Figure 8.28 WVTR permeation through thin films [63]. 

permeation of gas and water vapor though a thin film, including 
pin hole model, lag time model [62], tortuous path model [62], and 
coverage model [62, 63, 64]. It is beyond the scope of this book to 
describe all models. However, the lag time model put forth by Graff, 
et al., combines many mechanisms of the aforementioned models 
by calculating an effective diffusion coefficient for multilayer AlO / 
polymer films on PET. Defect spacing in the A10x layer is 21. Referring 
to Figure 8.29, water permeation through PET is described by 

De f f(A10x) = DP1fD+DA10xfb (8.13) 

Here Dpiis the diffusion coefficient through the polymer layer, 
DA10x is the diffusion coefficient through bulk A10x, fD and fb are 
the fractional area of defects exposed to water. Based on measure-
ments made on actual barrier films, Deff (A10x) was calculated to be 
1.4 x 10"14, compared to ~ 10"30 for bulk A10x." 

Thus, the ideal permeation barrier would be defect free, pin hole 
free, and structurally perfect and have a diffusion coefficient of 
bulk. No such membrane or thin film material exists. Permeation, 
additionally, depends on substrate surface morphology and depo-
sition process. Even the best thin film will not be an effective per-
meation barrier when deposited on a rough surface. 

The following factors, which depend on deposition process and 
type of substrate, are required to minimize permeation of 0 2 and 
water (WV) through a thin film or membrane: 

• Minimize pin holes 
• Minimize porosity 
• Use materials with inherently low diffusion coefficients 
• Minimize structural defects (i.e., cracks, grain bound-

aries, voids, growth defects) 
• Substrate must be atomically smooth 
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Figure 8.29 Flow paths through polymer layer and defects in thin film layer. 
Defect spacing is 21. 

A large number of food products are stored in flexible plastic 
packaging. Flexible packaging such as PET or mylar, however, is 
susceptible to oxygen and water permeation. Permeation rates are 
generally expressed as cc/m2/day (gas) or gm/m 2 /day (water). 
Typical permeation rates for unprotected plastics are ~ 1 cc /m 2 / 
day [64,65]. Thin opaque metal coatings, primarily Al, are therefore 
applied to flexible food packaging to improve barrier performance 
and protect the contents from oxygen and water vapor. The disad-
vantage of this barrier coating is that it is not transparent, which is 
acceptable for many applications. The main advantages of using 
metal barrier coatings are low cost and low permeation values. 

Transparent thin film barrier coatings consist of one to tens of 
layers and are also used in food packaging. Additional applications 
that require transparent barriers and encapsulation are OLEDs, 
solar cells, thin film batteries, and flexible displays. Transparent 
single layer thin film materials generally used are SiOz, Si3N4, 
Ti02, and Ta205. Ideally, coatings should be amorphous (to reduce 
grain boundaries) and exceedingly smooth (defect free). Single 
layer thin films are deposited by magnetron sputtering, PECVD, 
ALD. Table 8.5 lists several types of thin film barrier coatings, the 
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substrate used, their thicknesses, 0 2 and WV transmission rates, 
deposition process, and composition [65, 66]. Note that improve-
ments in 0 2 and WV transmission rates as high as four orders of 
magnitude have been achieved with these simple treatments. 

Due to extreme reactivity with 0 2 and water, applications 
such as OLEDs, however, require 0 2 and WV transmission rates 
~ 10~6 cc(g)/m2/day, which cannot be achieved using single layer 
treatments. Barrier performance can be significantly improved by 
building multilayer structures consisting of dielectric and polymer 
layers [62, 67]. It is imperative that the substrate be as smooth as 
possible to achieve high levels of barrier performance. Plastic and 
flexible plastic web substrates are not smooth enough to ensure 
proper performance of thin film barrier coatings. In fact, features 
in their surface morphology are often larger than thickness of the 
thin film barrier. Physical vapor deposition (PVD) and CVD pro-
cesses grow thin films atom-by-atom and essentially reproduce the 
morphology of the substrate surface. No surface smoothing occurs. 
The vacuum polymer deposition (VPD), described in Section 2.4.1, 
process mitigates this problem by being able to smooth rough sur-
faces, and can mask defects up to 10 ¡¿m in size [81, 82]. Unlike any 
other vacuum deposition process, VPD films actually smooth the 
surface of the substrate. A VPD layer, in contrast, does not grow 
atom-by-atom upward from the substrate; a gas of monomer vapor 
condenses on the substrate as a full- thickness liquid film that 
covers the entire substrate surface and its features. The liquid film 
is then cross-linked into a solid layer by ultraviolet (UV) or elec-
tron beam (EB) radiation. The resulting surface is glassy with virtu-
ally no defects or pin holes. The VPD layer can be combined with 
conventional PVD, CVD, PECVD, etc. layers to form low defect, 
ultra-smooth thin film structures. 

VPD technology permits ultra-fast deposition of polymer films 
in the same vacuum environment as conventional physical vapor 
deposition (sputtered or evaporated) thin films. With this tech-
nology, polymer films can be deposited on moving substrates at 
speeds up to 1000 feet per minute and thicknesses ranging from a 
few angstroms to 1.3 mm with excellent adhesion to substrates and 
thickness uniformity of ± 2%. The VPD process has two forms, evap-
orative and non-evaporative. Each begins by degassing the work-
ing monomer, which is a reactive organic liquid. In the evaporative 
process, the monomer is metered through an ultrasonic atomizer 
into a hot tube where it flash evaporates and exits through a nozzle 
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as a monomer gas. The monomer gas then condenses on the sub-
strate as a liquid film that is subsequently cross linked to form a 
solid polymer by exposure to UV radiation or an electron beam. 
In the non-evaporative process, the degassed liquid monomer is 
extruded through a slotted die orifice onto the substrate. It is then 
cross-linked in the same fashion as in the evaporative process. Salts, 
graphite or oxide powders, and other nonvolatile materials can be 
deposited in a homogeneous mixture with the monomer. Such mix-
tures cannot be flash evaporated, but are required for electrolyte, 
anode, cathode, and capacitor film layers. The evaporative process 
can produce thicknesses up to approximately 10 microns at speeds 
as great as 1000 feet per minute. The non-evaporative process can 
deposit thicknesses from 10 urn to about 1.3 mm at substrate speeds 
approaching several hundred feet per minute. 

Another advantage of conventional VPD is that it has been found 
to be quite efficient at smoothing rough substrates. Surfaces with 
a roughness less than 10 A RMS are routinely obtained with UV 
cured PML/Oxide/PML barrier films deposited on both 150 Á 
RMS PET substrates and 5 urn RMS metal plates. 

Up to ten layer dielectric/polymer barrier coatings, known as 
ultrabarrier coatings, are deposited by the VPD method. The first 
layer is always a polymer smoothing layer, followed by dielectric/ 
polymer pairs. Figure 8.30 shows a SEM micrograph of a six-layer 
A1203/aery late barrier coating used to encapsulate OLEDs [82]. 
The A1203 layer is ~ 100 Á thick and the aery la te layer is ~ 5000 À 
thick. The reason why this coating is so effective is that it creates a 
tortuous path for the 0 2 or water molecule to follow. The perme-
ant molecule must first find the defect in the first A1203 layer, pass 
through the next acrylate layer and then again find the defect in 
the next A1203 layer, and so on. Oxygen and WV permeation rates 
for this structure are below the measurement capability of conven-
tional OTR and WVTR equipment. However, this structure has pro-
tected OLEDs for a minimum of 10,000 hr of operation. A ten-layer 
structure is deposited onto PET and other flexible plastics to form a 
product "flexible glass", marketed by Samsung. 

Advances in this technology may be realized by improving the 
quality of the inorganic dielectric layer and reducing the diffusiv-
ity and solubility of the polymer layers [62]. This may be accom-
plished by polymer selection (hydrophobic moieties or organic/ 
inorganic copolymers), physical modifications (such as ion bom-
bardment or crosslinking), or chemical modification (reactive etch 
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Figure 8.30 SEM micrograph of a six-layer Al203/acrylate barrier coating [82]. 

or plasma surface treatment). The range of improvement possible 
by polymer selection/ modification, however, may be small rela-
tive to improvements of the inorganic layer, since the effective D 
of the inorganic layer is at least four orders of magnitude lower 
than that of the polymer interlayers. Graff also suggests that per-
meation can be reduced by thinning the polymer interlayers, but 
this must be accomplished without compromising the smoothing 
properties of the polymer. 

8.5 Photocatalytic Thin Films and Low 
Dimensional Structures 

8.5.1 Hydrophylic Surfaces 
Thin film and low-dimensional structure technologies in conjunc-
tion with microtechnology are rapidly replacing many technologies 
and devices based on conventional bulk materials, particularly in 
medical and energy-related applications. Thin film photocatalytic 
and photo-active materials are now used in a number of applica-
tions not possible with bulk materials, including oxygen produc-
tion via photolytically driven electrochemistry (PDEC), energy 
storage, photovoltaic devices, dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC), self 
cleaning surfaces, drug delivery, and fuel cell electrodes [83-91,10]. 
DSSC is discussed in Section 7.2.2. 

Similar to solar cell operation, when a photon with energy of 
hv (usually ultraviolet) exceeds the energy of the band gap, an 
electron (e~) is excited from the valence band into the conduction 
band leaving a hole (h+) behind. In electrically conducting materials, 
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i.e., metals, the charge carriers immediately recombine. In semicon-
ductors a fraction of photoexcited electron-hole pairs diffuse to the 
surface of the catalytic particle (electron hole pairs are trapped at the 
surface) and can take part in chemical reactions with the adsorbed 
donor (D) or acceptor (A) molecules. Referring to Figure 8.31, the 
following reactions can take place: 

• Holes can oxidize donor molecules: D + h+ —> D+ 

• Conduction band electrons can reduce appropriate 
electron acceptor molecules: A + e~ —> A~ 

Thus, many metal oxides are strong oxidizers as a result of hole 
formation. Holes can react in a one electron oxidation step to pro-
duce high reactive OH radicals. Both holes and OH radicals are 
high reactive oxidants: 

H 2 0 + h + ^ O H + H+ 

Atmospheric 0 2 acts as an electron acceptor and forms a super 
oxide ion (02~) according to the reaction 

02 + e- -> 02-

Figure 8.31 Schematic of Photosystem II. 
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These highly reactive ions can readily oxidize organic material, 
which is the basis for self- cleaning surfaces. The first self-cleaning 
glass was based on a Ti02 thin films. The glass cleans itself in two 
stages. The photocatalytic reaction above breaks down the organic 
dirt on the glass using UV light and makes the glass hydrophilic 
(normally glass is hydrophobic). While in the "hydrophilic" state 
rain can wash away the dirt, leaving almost no streaks, because 
hydrophilic glass spreads the water evenly over its surface. 

8.5.2 Photolytically Driven Electrochemistry (PDEC) 

PDEC processes are being developed primarily to generate oxy-
gen using photons to "split" water. This and many of the above 
applications are inspired from Photosystem II which is an integral 
subprocess of photosynthesis [2, 92]. Photosystem II (or water-
plastoquinone oxidoreductase), shown in Figure 8.31, is the first 
protein complex in photo-activated reactions occurring in photo-
synthesis, and is located in the thylakoid membrane of plants, algae, 
and cyanobacteria [84]. Photons absorbed by this enzyme are used 
to eject electrons that are then transferred through a variety of coen-
zymes and cofactors and to reduce plastoquinone to plastoquinol. 
The energized electrons are replaced by oxidizing water to form H 
ions and molecular oxygen. By obtaining these electrons from water, 
Photosystem II provides the electrons necessary for photosynthesis 
to occur. This process has several steps: (1) photons (UVA + visible) 
are absorbed by chromophores (Dl and D2), (2) charge separation 
occurs with the ejection of an electron, leaving the hole behind, (3) 
a chemical change from redox reaction driven by electrons to H+ 

flow occurs due to energy capture to produce chemical products 
ATP and NADPH+, and (4) an 0 2 molecule is formed from water 
supplying the electrons. Referring to Figure 8.31, water is "slit" by 
the following reaction [84]: 

2 H 2 0 -» 4H+ + 0 2 + 4e-

Figure 8.32 depicts the various types of photocatalytic reactions 
and Figure 8.31 compares these reactions with basic photosyn-
thesis processes. Each uses photocatalytic activity differently to 
achieve a specific function, as depicted in Figure 8.33. Comparing 
this to photosynthesis, we see that oxygen is generated using 
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Figure 8.32 Types of photocatalytic reactions. 

Photosystem II [84], and the fundamental photosynthesis reactions 
can be summarized as: 

6 C 0 2 + 12H 2 0 - [hv + chlorophyll] -> C6H1 206 + 6 0 2 + 6 H 2 0 

Thus, all these phenomena rely on the creation of an electron-
hole pair (exciton) when the surface is illuminated with ultravio-
let radiation, usually in the 350 nm-400 nm spectral range and the 
absorption of a photon, as described in Section 7.2.2. The anatase 
phase of Ti02 has demonstrated the best photocatalytic properties 
to date. 

Ti02 films with the good reported photocatalytic performance 
are deposited by magnetron sputtering [89, 90], PECVD [83], laser 
ablation [92], ALD [93], and sol gel [10] processes. High surface 
areas and porosities are required in many applications to enhance 
photocatalysis. This can be accomplished by using nanocrystalline 
films and low dimensional structures such as nanoparticles, nano-
composites, nanotubes, or sculpted nanowire GLAD films in much 
the same way as being developed for dye sensitized solar cells 
(DSSC) [86-89, 94-98]. Ti02 nanoparticles are even being attached 
to carbon nanotubes to improve efficiency of DCCSs [93, 94, 99]. It 
is not out of the question to use quantum dots. Figure 8.34 shows 
the surface morphology and surface profile of a magnetron sput-
tered Ti02 film [9], demonstrating a relatively uniform array 
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Figure 8.33 Comparison of photocatalytic reaction with photosynthesis. 

of submicron (-0.25 -0.5 \im diameter) agglomerates constitut-
ing the photoactive thin film. 2D RMS roughness was 13-15 nm 
as shown in Figure 8.35. This figure shows a cross section surface 
profile from the image in Figure 8.34, showing a peak-to-valley 
height of 70 nm (red triangles) on a vertical scale of ±100 nm. These 
results demonstrate that reactive magnetron sputtering results in a 
stochastically uniform array of nanocrystallites on the surface. 

Other photocatalytic metal oxide candidates include W03, Fe203, 
Ce02, ZnCfe, and ZnS [20]. Additionally, Ti02 and many of these 
materials can be doped to modify the band gap and as a result, 
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Figure 8.34 Surface morphology of Ti02 film. 

nm Section analysis 

1 2.00 4.00 6.00 
um 

Figure 8.35 Cross section surface profile of film shown in Figure 8.34. 

make it possible to use longer wavelength photons. Nitrogen is 
now being used to dope TiOz and move the band gap to visible 
wavelengths [100, 101], which is another example of band gap 
engineering described in Chapter 7. 

8.6 Frequency Selective Surfaces 

A frequency selective surface (FSS) is any surface construction 
designed as a filter for electromagnetic plane waves. An FSS can 
be engineered and constructed to operate at optical wavelengths to 
mm-waves and consist of metallic geometric structures (called ele-
ments) that are typically fabricated using photolithographic pattern-
ing techniques discussed earlier in this chapter [102,103]. Similar to 
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their thin film cousins, they operate as pass bands or stop bands with 
an angular and frequency (wavelength) dependence. They are peri-
odic, similar to a crystal lattice, but in two dimensions and usually 
are narrow band. Figure 8.36 provides a survey of some of the 
shapes used. Elements form dielectric/metal inductive-capacitive 
(LC) circuits that have a frequency response that depends on shape, 
size, spacing, and loading. Simple mesh (wire-grid) or square pat-
terns are very effective FSSs. The theory behind FSS is extremely 
complex and the interested reader is referred to Ben Monk's book 
on the subject [102]. Much of FSS theory and construction is used in 
design and fabrication of metamaterials (Section 7.3.3). 

FSS elements must be aligned in a periodic array to achieve 
the required frequency performance. Each element acts like an 
LC circuit with a resonance at a specific frequency. Transmission 

Figure 8.36 Element shapes used in frequency selective surfaces. 
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and reflection FSS can be made using inverse images of element 
arrays. Figure 8.37 shows complementary FSS elements. Reflecting 
structures consist of arrays of isolated metallic elements sepa-
rated by dielectric or insulating regions. Transmitting structures 
consist of slots, holes, dipoles , etc. into continuous metal films or 
foils. Elements in the array are separated by conducting regions. 
Inductive FSSs have resonant transmission while capacitive FSSs 
have resonant reflection. 

Figure 8.38. shows a transmitting structure consisting of a hexag-
onal array of micron size holes etched in a silver thin film. Referring 
to the circular and rectangular meshes shown in Figure 8.39, circular 
FSS geometry is defined by hole diameter (d), hole spacing (g), and 
thickness t. Rectangular geometry is defined by line spacing g, line 
width 2a, and thickness t. The resonant wavelength of the FSS is on 
the same order as element size and spacing. The refractive index (n) 

Reflecting surfaces 

Transparent surfaces 

Figure 8.37 Complementary FSS structures [102]. 
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Figure 8.38 FSS with hexagonal array of micron size holes etched in a silver 
thin film. 

Figure 8.39 Circular and rectangular mesh parameters. 

of the substrate is also important. Figure 8.40. shows the relation-
ship between the product ng and resonant, or peak wavelength of 
the circular mesh for a variety of substrates. Figure 8.41 compares 
the measured optical transmission of a circular mesh tuned at 
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Figure 8.40 Relationship between ng and resonant wavelength of a circular 
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Figure 8.41 Optical transmission of a circular gold mesh with d = 1.9 |im and 
g = 3.0 um on a sapphire substrate. 
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~ 5 |J.m wavelength wi th the predicted transmission. The gold mesh 
w a s on a sapphire substrate wi th d = 1.9 \im and g = 3.0 p.m. 

This has been just a brief introduction to frequency selective sur-
faces. FSSs are used extensively in microwave to m m - w a v e shield-
ing applications and can be also used as optical filters. Design of 
FSS is extremely complex and usually performed on a computer. 
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9 
Looking into the Future: 
Bio-Inspired Materials and 
Surfaces 

While several of the engineered structures and their properties 
presented Chapters 7 and 8 are not yet fully developed and many 
exciting properties are yet to be discovered, surface engineer-
ing technology is also evolving toward bio-inspired materials. 
Bio-inspired processes include artificial photosynthesis, ferritin 
regulation, drug delivery, self-healing, self-cleaning, and biologi-
cal photovoltaics. Self-assembled nanostructures and biophotonic 
materials are also being actively developed. 

9.1 Functional Biomaterials 

One of the most active areas of development in this technology is 
functional organic and biomaterials. Biological and organic appli-
cations include: 

• Cancer research 
• Antimicrobial materials 
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• Self-cleaning 
• Self-healing 
• Sterilization (antimicrobial) 
• Oxygénation of blood 
• Materials from renewable resources (e.g., algae) 
• Bio-sensors 
• Drug delivery 
• Implants 
• Dialysis 
• Gas permeable membranes 

We introduced photocatalytic thin films in the previous two 
chapters, with emphasis on self-cleaning surfaces and oxygen 
generating surfaces. Two of the most important applications for 
photocatalytic materials are decomposition of organic matter and 
self-cleaning windows and surfaces, which makes them also use-
ful for sterilization and chemical remediation [1, 2]. Organic com-
pounds can be converted to C02, H 2 0, N03" or other oxides, halide 
ions, phosphates for environmental remediation [2]. Environmental 
decontamination by photocatalysis can have advantages over con-
ventional chemical oxidation methods because semiconductors are 
inexpensive, easily produced, nontoxic, and capable of extended 
use without substantial loss of photocatalytic activity. 

Remediation of biological contaminants can be accomplished 
using Ti02-based photocatalytic reactions. Photocatalytic destruc-
tion of warfare agents, nerve agent stimulant (organophosphorus 
compounds), and mustard gas stimulant (organosulfur com-
pounds), has been demonstrated [3-7]. Chemical compounds can 
be completely mineralized via multiple steps which include sev-
eral intermediate byproducts. Similar to the degradation of organ-
ics, C02, H 2 0 , and inorganic salts are the final products and no 
hazardous final byproducts are formed. However, accumulation 
of partially oxidized intermediate species on the catalyst surface 
can form a "scum" and retard photocatalytic oxidation of Ti02, 
thus poisoning the process (much like target poisoning in sputter 
deposition of oxides) if the photocatalytic removal rate is not high 
enough [8]. 

Additionally, photocatalytic nanocomposite systems composed 
of Ti02 shells with a carbon nanotube core (see Section 7.2.2) are 
being developed as antimicrobial treatments to destroy microor-
ganisms and toxins in the environment as well as chemical agents. 
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Photocatalytic Ti02 is attractive for controlling environmental 
pollutants because of the following characteristics: 

• T1O2 is an environmentally benign material 
• The same basic technology can be applied to both 

water and air media 
• The use of a catalyst eliminates the need for chemical 

oxidants 
• Microbes are completely mineralized 
• Either black lights (UV) or solar radiation can serve as 

the excitation source 
• The scientific basis of the technology has already been 

established 
• High destruction rates enable the system to be compact 

Interestingly enough, if photocatalysts can be readily applied 
to contaminated surfaces such as toilet seats, kitchen countertops, 
and sinks, only sunlight or black light would be needed to disinfect 
them, and as a result, they would be self cleaning. 

Photocatlaytic processes have been developed to remove organic 
materials from surfaces. Ti02 is the most commonly used photo-
catalytic material. We first review the photocatalytic processes that 
occur in water and their lifetimes [9]: 

• Ti02 -» (hv) h ^ + eCB~ (10-15 s) 
• OH*+ radical formation at the TiO, surface: hVR

+ + >TiIVOH 
Z VD 

^{>TiIVOH*}+(10-9s) 
• Electron trapping: eCB" + > TFOH<-> {>TimOH*}+ (10^10 s) -

shallow trap 
• Electron trapping: eCB~ + > TiIV <-> {>TiIH} - deep trap 
• Charge carrier recombination: eCB~ + >TiIVOH*}+ —> 

TiIVOH (lu"7 s) 
• Charge carrier recombination: hVB

+ + {>TiraOH*} -> 
TiIVOH (IO-9 s) 

• Interfacial charge transfer: {>TiIVOH*}+ + Red -> TiIVOH 
+ Red*+(10~7s) 

• Interfacial charge transfer: et~ + Ox —» TiIVOH + Ox*~ 
CIO"3 s) 

Referring to Figure 9.1, here VB and CB label the valence and 
conduction bands, h = hole and e = electron. Thus we see that there 
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Figure 9.1 Photocatalytic processes occurring with water [9]. 

are a number of "fast" and "slow" processes that can occur using 
water. 

The widespread use of antibiotics has made many virulent 
strains of microorganisms resistant to these conventional treat-
ments, and, as a result, Ti02-based photocatalysts are also being 
developed as alternative sterilization technologies [10]. Upon illu-
mination by near UV radiation (~ 365 nm), microbial cells are killed 
when contacting Ti02-Pt catalysts [11]. A practical photochemical 
device in which Ti02 powder was immobilized on an acetyl cel-
lulose membrane was constructed based on this technology [12]. 
Drinking water has also been disinfected using this technology 
by introducing Ti02 nanoparticles in direct contact with target 
microbes [13-16]. OH" radicals are the active agents here. Fungi, 
tumor cells, and even cancer cells have also been successfully 
deactivated by TiOz photocatalysis [10, 16]. Disinfectant processes 
of various methods are summarized in Table 9.1 [2]. TiCXfcarbon 
nanotubes systems are being developed to enhance the photocata-
lytic performance of technologies described above (and below). 

Table 9.1 Disinfectant processes involvin 

Method 

Photocatalysis 

UV(254 nm) 

Chlorine 

HEPA filter 

OH* 

X 

O2,H202 

X 

Cl 

X 

g TiO 

hv 

X 

X 

2[2]. 

Adsorption 

X 

Capture 

X 

X 
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A number of interesting bio-solar cell concepts are being devel-
oped, some surprising. The dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC), dis-
cussed in Section 7.2.2, employs any number of very different 
materials and phases to convert sunlight into electricity. During 
photosynthesis the photons in the solar spectrum are absorbed 
by various types of chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is a solar absorbing 
"dye" and has the absorption spectrum of chlorophyll as shown 
in Figure 9.2. Dyes synthesized for DSCCs attempt to simulate the 
solar absorptive properties of chlorophyll [17]. 

A surprising example of an artificial bio-solar cell is a cell con-
structed from spinach, shown in Figure 9.2 [18]. Note how this 
structure has many of the properties mentioned above. The device 
is essentially a spinach sandwich. A protein complex (Photosystem 
1 - PSI) derived from spinach chloroplasts is assembled on a pep-
tide membrane to form the electric circuit, much like the one shown 
in Figure 9.3. The cell is constructed from ground up spinach which 
is purified to isolate a protein complex used in the cell. Similar to 
Figure 9.4, the chromophores attach to the protein scaffolding. A 
thin Au film deposited on glass helps the spinach PS1 assemble in 
layers. A polymeric insulator is then deposited over the spinach to 
insulate between membranes (see above), and a top semitranspar-
ent electrical contact is applied over this assembly. It is estimated 
that this device is capable of achieving an efficiency of ~ 20%. 

Finally, work is proceeding on using bacteria to simulate the pho-
tosynthesis process [19]. The structure of an apparatus that absorbs 

Blue Green Orange Red 

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 
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Figure 9.2 Absorption spectrum of chlorophyll. 
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Figure 9.3 Spinach based artificial bio-solar cell [18]. 

Figure 9.4 Photosynthesis processes taking place in a thylakoid membrane. 

sunlight in cyanobacteria (blue-green algae shown in Figure 9.5), 
has been discovered. The structure has 96 chlorophylls being held 
at close distances by a protein complex. Each of the chlorophylls 
absorbs sunlight and delivers its energy to a central chlorophyll 
pair that utilizes it to electronically charge a cell membrane, creat-
ing a highly efficient biological solar cell, as discussed above. This 
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Figure 9.5 Chromophores attached to a protein complex [19]. 

system is very forgiving in that several of the chlorophylls can be 
taken off and performance will not be significantly degraded. 

To summarize, bio-solar cells are being developed that use elec-
trons generated in the photosynthesis process. These electrons gen-
erate an electric current across cell membranes that can be connected 
to a load to generate power, similar to a semiconductor solar cell. We 
have seen that natural and artificial photosynthesis can be used to 
generate electrons within cell membranes and create an electric cur-
rent and biological solar cell. Work is proceeding on many fronts to 
develop structures that absorb light over the entire solar spectrum 
to optimize the efficiency of the bio-solar cell, much like semicon-
ductor photovoltaics. There appears to be a limitless, and low cost, 
supply of materials for bio-photovoltaics, which is very promising 
for the economical use of photovoltaics. There are still many prob-
lems to overcome, stability being the most important. Although 
competitive bio- solar cells are at least 20 years in the future, this is 
one of the most promising areas of green energy development. 

9.2 Functional Biomaterials: Self Cleaning 
Biological Materials 

We will see that two very different cleaning phenomena are involved 
in self-cleaning biological materials compared to inorganic mate-
rials (see Section 8.5). An entirely new family of functionality is 
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encompassed by biologically inspired synthesis, hierarchical struc-
tures, and stimulus-responsive materials systems [20]. Much like 
inorganic self-cleaning materials, bioinspsired self-cleaning materi-
als are based on superhydrophobicity [21, 22]. The goal in many 
cases is to replicate the phenomena at work in the lotus leaf. The 
leafs surface morphology consists of micro and nanostructures that 
suspend water droplets [23,24,25]. This is in comparison to photo-
catalytic processes that reduce surface energy. 

As mentioned above, the lotus leaf effect is the basis for this 
bioinspired technology [26]. Figures 9.6-9.8 display this effect. 
Dirt particles are picked up by water droplets due to a complex 
micro- and nanoscopic architecture of the surface, which reduces 
surface tension. This effect is also found in many other plants (see 
Figure 9.8), e.g., tropaeolum, cane and columbine, and on wings 
of certain insects. 

Due to their high surface tension, water droplets tend to mini-
mize their surface area by achieving a spherical shape. On contact 
with a surface, adhesion forces result in wetting of the surface. 
Either complete or incomplete wetting will occur depending on the 
structure of the surface (see Figure 9.6) and the fluid tension of the 

Figure 9.6 Picture of cyanobacteria (blue green algae). 
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Figure 9.7 Water beading on a lotus leaf. 

droplet. Self-cleaning properties occur as a result of the hydrophobic 
water-repellent double structure of the surface [25], thus enabling 
the contact area and the adhesion force between surface and droplet 
to be significantly reduced resulting in a self-cleaning process. This 
effect results from two structures on the surface: a characteristic epi-
dermis (outermost layer called the cuticle) and covering waxes. The 
epidermis of the lotus plant possesses papillae (see Figure 9.7) with 
10 to 20 urn heights and 10 to 15 urn width on which epicuticular 
waxes are layered. These layered waxes are hydrophobic and form 
the second layer of the double structure [27,28]. 
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Figure 9.8 Microstructure of a lotus leaf. 

It will be instructive to briefly review how hydrophobicity is 
measured. The hydrophobicity of a surface is determined by the 
contact angle 6C, shown graphically in Figure 9.9. All surfaces have 
an energy with the surface. Contact of water with a surface results 
from thermodynamic equilibrium between three phases: 

• Liquid phase of the droplet (L) 
• Solid phase of the substrate (S) 
• Gas/vapor phase of the ambient (V) (which is a 

mixture of ambient atmosphere and an equilibrium 
concentration of the liquid vapor) 

The V phase could also be considered another (immiscible) liquid 
phase. At equilibrium, the chemical potential in the three phases 
must be equal. Interfacial energies form the basis of contact angle: 

• Solid-vapor interfacial energy (see surface energy) - y 
• Solid-liquid interfacial energy - ySL 

• Liquid-vapor energy (i.e., the surface tension) - y 

Assuming a perfectly smooth planar surface, the contact angle is 
then defined by Young's equation [29] 

° = T S V - T S L - Y C O S 0 C 
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Figure 9.9 Contact angle of a liquid on a solid surface. 

The higher the contact angle the higher the hydrophobicity of a sur-
face. Surfaces with a contact angle < 90° are referred to as hydro-
philic and those with an angle >90° as hydrophobic. Some plants 
show contact angles up to 160° and are called super-hydrophobic 
meaning that only 2-3% of a drop's surface is in contact. Plants with 
a double structured surface like the lotus can reach a contact angle 
of 170° whereas a droplet's actual contact area is only 0.6%. All 
this leads to a self-cleaning effect. Dirt particles with an extremely 
reduced contact area are picked up by water droplets and are thus 
easily cleaned off the surface. If a water droplet rolls across such a 
contaminated surface the adhesion between the dirt particle, irre-
spective its chemistry, and the droplet is higher than between the 
particle and the surface. 

Any deviation from the above criteria (caused by surface rough-
ness and impurities) will cause a decrease in 9C. Even in a perfectly 
smooth surface a drop will assume a wide spectrum of contact 
angles between the highest (advancing) contact angle, 6A, and the 
lowest (receding) contact angle, 0R. In fact, 8C can be calculated from 
9A and 6R using the relation [30] 

cos 6A = rcos9c (9.1) 

Here r is the roughness ratio. 
Thus, structuring the surface has a definite effect on contact angle. 

A rough surface has more surface area and essentially becomes 
an air-material composite, and hence surface energy is higher. 
However, not all fluid can penetrate all the "nooks and crannies" of 
the surface so some surface area is not active. Thus we have water 
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sitting on the surface and air. The contact angle for this case is given 
by [31] 

cos0c = fjCosGj -f2, where (9.2) 

6: is the contact angle of the surface with water, ix is the fraction 
area in contact with the surface, and f2 is the fractional area beneath 
the drop. The micro and nanostructure of the surface will have 
considerable effects on the contact angle: 9C will increase when the 
drop advances across a surface and will decrease when the drop 
recedes. Figure 9.10 summarizes the contribution of roughness to 
contact angle for various models [31, 32, 33], and Figure 9.11 pres-
ents various types of naturally occurring composite and engineered 
surface structures [20]. 

Referring to Figure 9.10, it is obvious that the contact angle of 
water and thus the hydrophobicity of a surface can be engineered 
based on designs found in nature. Consider the force needed to 
make a drop of water slide off a surface. The contact angle of the 
drop goes through a hysteresis from "advancing - 9adv" to "receding 
- 9 " a s discussed above. Hysteresis is not observed for a perfectly 
smooth surface, but increases with increased surface roughness. 
It makes sense then that the force needed for the drop to slide is 
directly proportional to the contact angle hysteresis [34]: 

(9.3) 
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Figure 9.10 Contact angle vs. surface roughness for various models [32]. 
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Figure 9.11 Naturally occurring composite and engineered surface structures [20]. 

This force can be minimized by reducing contact angle hyster-
esis. Surfaces with near zero hysteresis are termed "superhydro-
phobic" and this is the basis of self-cleaning surfaces. The cleaning 
process is defined as follows: 

• Debris and other particulates are encountered by 
nearly spherical drops of water as they roll around on 
the surface 

• As a result of roughness and few contact points (see 
Figures 9.7 and 9.10), debris is only loosely bound to 
the surface 

• Particles are attracted to the drop by surface tension 
• Because it is loosely bound to the surface, the drop 

(with particulates attached) slides off the surface, thus 
cleaning the surface 

Note that this process does not eliminate organic contaminants, 
as discussed for photocatalytic reactions described below. We see 
that micro and nanostructure, i.e., simulating structures found in 
nature, are the most important factors that govern self-cleaning 
and superhydrophobicity. The structures can be engineered by 
techniques discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. Self-assembly, colloidal 
assembly, and other wet methods also show promise [35, 36, 37]. 
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9.3 Functional Biomaterials: Self-Healing 
Biological Materials 

An entirely new family of functionality is encompassed by 
biologically inspired synthesis, hierarchical structures, and 
stimulus-responsive materials systems [38]. The previous section 
addressed self-cleaning biological systems used to generate super-
hydrophobic surfaces to reduce surface tension and oxidize organic 
materials on a surface. The goal in many cases is to replicate the 
phenomena at work in nature. In this section we address progress 
in self-healing systems. Self-healing materials are a class of smart 
materials that have the structurally incorporated ability to repair 
damage caused by mechanical usage over time. These materials 
have been of interest for several decades. The motivation comes 
from biological systems, which have the ability to heal after being 
wounded. Initiation of cracks and other types of damage on a 
microscopic level has been shown to change thermal, electrical, and 
acoustical properties, and eventually lead to whole scale failure of 
the material. In biological systems, chemical signals released at the 
site of the fracture initiate a systematic response that transports 
repair agents to the location of the injury and initiates healing, as 
shown in Figure 9.12 [38]. We don't have these types of processes in 

Figure 9.12 Schematic of biological wound healing [20]. 
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non-biological materials. The self- healing process is complex and 
comprised of three distinct steps [39]: 

1. Inflammatory phase 
2. Fibroblastic phase (wound closure) 
3. Scar maturation phase (matrix remodeling) 

The inflammatory phase occurs immediately following the injury 
and lasts approximately 6 days. Coagulation begins immediately. 
After ~ 24 hr the fibroblastic phase occurs at the termination of the 
inflammatory phase, and the wound starts to close. This phase can 
last as long as 4 weeks. Scar maturation begins at the fourth week 
and can last for years. Here extracellular matrix is synthesized and 
remodeled as tissue grains strength and function. The culmination 
of these biological processes results in replacement of normal skin 
structures with fibroblastic mediated scar tissue. 

To date, no engineered materials system can fully simulate the 
biological self-healing process. This problem has been addressed 
by the following strategies: 

• Reduce the likelihood of a crack forming through 
the development of tribologial materials (nanolami-
nates, etc.) 

• Healing cracks that have formed 
• Thermal and radiational healing of stress related bond 

breakage and cracking 

Important applications include healing of materials used in 
space. Industrially, cracks are usually mended by hand, which is 
difficult because they are often hard to detect. A material (poly-
mers, ceramics, etc.) that can intrinsically correct damage caused 
by normal usage could lower production costs of a number of dif-
ferent industrial processes through longer part lifetime, reduction 
of inefficiency over time caused by degradation, as well as prevent 
costs incurred by material failure [40]. 

Virtually every engineered self-healing process is polymer based 
[41]. The most widely used self-healing strategies are 

• Microcapsule polymer composites 
• Reversible polymers and chain breaking 
• Thermal healing 
• Healing by radiation-induced effects 
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The self-healing polymer composite (CSHC) consists of a poly-
mer that contains a catalyst and micron-size bubbles filled with 
monomer. A typical catalyst contains 2.5% Ru, and the micron-size 
spheres are filled with dicyclopentadiene (DCP) [42]. The DCP was 
encapsulated in poly-urea formaldehyde in an oil-water emulsion. 
Diameter of the spheres ranged from 10 to 10,000 urn. Self-healing 
is based on the monomer breaking out of the spheres as a result of 
fracture and stress and filling microcracks. When a crack reaches 
the microcapsule, shown in Figure 9.13, the capsule breaks and the 
monomer bleeds into the crack, where it can polymerize and mend 
the crack 

Self-healing structures require the following salient features: [41] 

• Microcapsules must survive polymer processing. 
• Localized stress needed to break open the monomer 

microcapsule should be as low as possible. 
• Catalysts dispersed in the polymer should not degrade 

the polymer. 
• The microcapsule system should not affect the perfor-

mance or lifetime of the polymer. 
• The self-healing process should occur rapidly, i.e., 

the DCP should diffuse rapidly into the cracks in the 
polymer. 

• The microcapsules should be firmly bound in the 
polymer matrix to facilitate rapid response to applied 
stress and minimize stress required to rupture them. 

Figure 9.13 Depiction of crack propagation through microcapsule-imbedded 
material. Monomer microcapsules are represented by pink circles and catalyst is 
shown by purple dots. 
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Several factors determine how the microcapsules rupture, 
including wall thickness and mechanical properties, and the usual 
polymer thermal properties: glass transition temperature (TG) and 
melting temperature (TM). Wall thickness usually ranges between 
160 nm and 220 nm. 

This technology is limited by [41]: 

1. Only mechanically-induced micron-size defects, such 
as microcracks, delamination, and chain slippage can 
be healed. 

2. There is no healing resulting from damage due to large 
localized stresses. 

3. There is a low temperature limit (TM) at which the 
microcapsules will not release monomer. 

4. The monomer inside the microcapsules is not stable 
in an oxidizing environment, such as low earth orbit. 

5. Catalyst residue may degrade and destabilize the 
polymer. 

6. The catalyst will decompose when heated and may 
degrade the polymer. 

7. Diffusion of monomer in the polymer matrix is tem-
perature dependent. 

8. Radiation (in space) may adversely affect the 
microcapsules 

9. Lifetimes that are not yet known. 

A word on how the polymeric microcapsules fracture. Cracks in 
polymers are caused by breaking of chemical bonds in the polymer. 
Organic polymers consist of long chains of molecules, which can be 
broken by an applied mechanical stress though cleavage of sigma 
bonds [43]. While newer polymers can break in other ways, tradi-
tional polymers typically break through homolytic or heterolytic 
bond cleavage. Figure 9.14 illustrates these types of bond breaking 
for PMMA. The factors that determine how a polymer will break 
include: type of stress, chemical properties, level and solvents used, 
and temperature [44]. 

After a bond is broken homolytically, two radicals are formed 
which can recombine to repair damage or can initiate other homo-
lytic breaks which can in turn lead to more damage. Regarding 
heterolytic bond breakage, cationic and anionic species are formed 
which can in turn recombine to repair damage, can be passivated 
by a solvent, or can react destructively with nearby polymers [41]. 
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Some polymeric systems are reversible, meaning that they can 
revert to the initial state, which can be a monomer, oligimer, or not 
cross linked. Since a polymer is stable under normal conditions, 
the reversible process usually requires an external stimulus. For a 
reversible self-healing polymer, if the material is damaged by heat-
ing, for example, it can be reverted back to its original constituents, 
and thus repaired or "healed" to its polymer form by applying the 
original condition used to polymerize it. 

In addition to the microcapsule approach, there are a number 
of polymer systems that self heal using the various phenomena 
described above: 

• Diels-Alder [45] 
• Retro Diels-Alder [45] 
• Thiol-based polymers 
• Autonomie polymer healing 

Diels-Alder (DA) polymers respond to a mechanical stress very 
differently than most common polymers [46]. DA response to stress 
is reversible; they undergo a reversible cycloaddition, in which 
stress breaks two sigma bonds in a retro Diels-Alder reaction [45]. 
The result is the addition of pi-bonded electrons as opposed to radi-
cals or charged chain sections [46]. A reversible DA and RDA reac-
tion using cross-linked furan-meleimides based polymers is shown 
in Figure 9.14 [47]. When heated, DA polymers (poly(ethylene 
terephthalate-co-2,6-anthracenedicarboxylate, for example) break 
down to their original monomeric units according to the RDA reac-
tion (shown in Figure 9.15) and the polymer reforms upon cooling 

Homolytic bond breaking 

Heterolytic bond breaking 

Figure 9.14 Homolytic and heterolytic bond breaking in PMMA [43]. 
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Figure 9.15 DA reaction for cross-linked furan-meleimides based polymer [47]. 

or through any other conditions that were initially used to make 
the polymer. During the last few decades, two types of reversible 
polymers have been studied [46]: 

• Polymers where the pendant groups, such as furan or 
maleimide groups, cross-link through successive DA 
coupling reactions 

• Polymers where the multifunctional monomers link to 
each other through successive DA coupling reactions 

Figure 9.16 depicts the reversible cross-linking in the highly 
cross-linked furan-maleimide based polymer network (compare 
to Figure 9.15) [48]. The DA reaction for multifunctional monomer 
occurs in the backbone of the polymer to construct or reconstruct 
the polymer and not as a linking process. During heating and 
cooling cycles (120 C — room temperature) a furan-maleimide 
based polymer (Tris-maleimide (3M) and tetra-furan (4F)) was 
de-polymerized via the RDA reaction into its starting materials and 
then restored (upon cooling). 

Thiol based polymers round out our discussion on reversible 
self-healing reactions. These polymers have disulfide bonds that can 
be reversibly cross-linked through oxidation and reduction. Under 
reducing conditions, disulfide (SS) bridges, shown in Figure 9.17, 
in the polymer break and a monomer results. But when oxidized, 
thiols (SH) of each monomer form the disulfide bond, cross-linking 
the starting materials to form the polymer [49]. 

We end this brief overview with "living polymers" [50]. A liv-
ing polymer is defined as a polymerization process without chain 
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Figure 9.16 Reversible cross linking in furan-maleimide based polymer 
network [48]. 

Figure 9.17 Reversible polymer cross-linking by disulfide bridges [49]. 
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breaking (transfer and termination) reactions [50, 51, 52]. The ends 
of the polymer chains remain active and can grow if more mono-
mer is added. The equilibrium state of this system consists of poly-
mers and monomers. This type of polymer has the following salient 
features: 

• Polymerization proceeds until all monomer has been 
consumed. If additional monomer is added, the poly-
mer continues to grow 

• The average molecular weight is a linear function of 
monomer converted (obvious) 

• The number of polymer chains remains constant; only 
their length changes 

• The molecular weight of the polymer can be controlled 
by the stoichiometry of the reaction 

• The distribution of molecular weights is relatively 
narrow 

• Block polymers (ABA, AB, ABC) can be synthesized 
by adding more monomer sequentially 

• Polymerization depends linearly on reaction time 

It should be noted that tight control of growth conditions is often 
required to synthesize this type of polymer. 

One method of synthesis, shown in Figure 9.18, is known as 
reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT). RAFT 
technology is capable of synthesizing polymers with predetermined 
molecular weight and narrow molecular weight distributions over 
a wide range of monomers with reactive terminal groups that can 
be controllably modified. Further polymerization is possible [53]. 
RAFT can be used for virtually all methods of free radical polym-
erization, including solution, emulsion, and suspension polymer-
izations. This technique introduces a chain transfer agent (CTA) 
into a conventional free radical polymerization reaction (must be 
devoid of oxygen, which terminates propagation). The CTA enables 
additional growth of polymer chains. A CTA is usually a di- or 
tri-thiocarbonylthio compound, which produces the dormant form 
of the radical chains. This type of polymerization is much more dif-
ficult to control that homolytic bond formation and breaking (see 
above). The CTA for RAFT polymerization affects polymer length, 
chemical composition, rate of the reaction, and the number of side 
reactions that may occur and thus must be judiciously chosen. 
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Figure 9.18 RAFT reactions for living polymers [53]. 

Ionizing and UV radiation can damage polymers by breaking 
chains and forming radicals. Living polymers are one method used 
for self-healing of radiation damaged polymers [39]. Generally 
radiation damage will consist of active and inactive polymer chains. 
The equilibrium condition for this system will consist of a constant 
number of active (also known as macroradicals) chains. Under the 
influence of ionizing radiation, new free radicals are produced, 
which means that if equilibrium is to be preserved, some chains 
must be deactivated. Deactivation occurs via recombination (com-
bination of free radicals), and thus the polymer is healed. 

An excellent review of other technologies is given by Moshe 
Levy [54]. 

To date, manmade self healing polymer technology does not 
even come close to that of biological systems. Polymers can be dam-
aged by heat, ionizing and UV radiation, and mechanical stress. 
One important application is healing polymers located in low earth 
orbit. Self-healing polymers have been developed over the last four 
decades using a variety of processes which heal broken chains, 
replace broken chains, and add to broken chains. One of the most 
promising self-healing techniques appears to be the microcapsule 
approach which introduces monomer in response to an external 
stimulus (usually a stress). Future self- healing systems could also 
incorporate fully autonomie circulatory networks capable of heal-
ing large damage volumes [39]. 
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9.4 Self-Assembled and Composite 
Nanostructures 

We are all aware that microelectronics technology is ever decreas-
ing the size of microcircuit structures (transistors, etc.)- Device sizes 
are approaching nanometer and atomic scales. Progress can be rep-
resented by the well-known Moore's law, shown in Figure 9.19, 
which predicts the number of transistors on a chip as a function of 
time. Critical issues here with downsizing to these dimensions are: 

• Small size of the features 
• Limited the number of electrons 
• Operation of small features 
• Interconnection of small features 
• Cost: possible expensive lithography 
• Self-assembly 
• Simpler architecture 
• Defect tolerant architecture 

Confinement of electrons in dimensions approaching atomic 
and molecular dimensions requires consideration of quantum 
behavior [55]. Possible devices include single electron devices, 
quantum cellular automata, molecular electronics (OLED, etc.), and 
quantum computing. 

Number of transistors 

Figure 9.19 Moore's law. 
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Self-assembled nanostructures, essentially quantum dots, are 
being developed for a number of applications, including micro-
electronics, thermoelectric power generation, memory storage, 
bio-sensors [56,57,58,59,60,61]. Examples of self-assembled nano-
structures are: 

• Ge nanostructures on Si 
• PbTeSe quantum dots 
• Au quantum dots on Si for memory storage 
• Au quantum dots on Si for bio-sensors 
• Si quantum dot luminescence [62] 
• InGaAs quantum dot/GaAs solar cells [62] 
• CaF2 nanostructures on Si [63] 
• Quantum platelets [64] 

Ge nanostructures are being formed on Si substrates to reduce 
feature dimensions and extend Moore's law to higher densities [58]. 
Self-assembly, not lithography, is used to form the low dimensional 
structures. Strains from a lattice mismatch between two materials 
are used to form nanostructures and quantum dots [55, 56, 57, 58, 
63, 64]. Referring to Figure 9.20, the SiGe lattice spacing is larger 
than the Si spacing and is compressed when SiGe is deposited over 
a Si layer [55]. This compression forms strains in the SiGe lattice, 
and with assistance from surface diffusion, Ge nanostructures and 
quantum dots are formed. See Figure 9.21. Typical layer thickness 
are 3 nm for SiGe and 3.5 nm for Si, deposited by PECVD. Shape of 
the nanostructure depends on how strain is obtained in the layered 

Strains introduced when lattices connect 

SiGe SiGe 

Si Si 

Figure 9.20 Compression of SiGe lattice when deposited over Si [58]. 
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Figure 9.21 Formation of Ge quantum dots [1]. 

Figure 9.22 AFM images of two types of Ge nanostructures on Si [58]. 

structure and is directly related to deposition conditions (gas flow, 
pressure, and temperature). Figure 9.22 shows AFM images of 
two configurations of Ge nanostructures on Si: quantum dots and 
"domes". The height of dome-shaped structures levels off at ~ 6 nm 
with diameter ~ 70 nm. 

To be useful for nanoelectronic applications, the size and spatial 
distributions have to be uniform. This is accomplished by control 
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of strain energy, reaction kinetics, and thermodynamic assembly. 
Island shape is determined by: 

• Volume energy 
• Surface energy 
• Interface energy 
• Edge and corner energies 

Adding HCl during deposition significantly affects island size; 
island size decreases and density increases with increased HCl 
partial pressure. Post deposition etching with HCl also sculpts the 
shape, resulting in shorter and narrower structures. 

As with most electronic grade semiconductors, the nanostruc-
tures can also be doped. Phosphorous is introduced using PH3 

and also can be used to control island size, shape, and uniformity. 
As with other self-assembly processes, islands can be aligned and 
ordered by patterning the Si substrate prior to deposition. Recall 
that this is also true for GLAD films [65]. The Ge islands become 
more aligned with addition of subsequent SiGe/Si layers. As shown 
in Figure 9.23. 

Ge island formation is also determined by the degree of stress 
anisotropy [66]. A lattice mismatch in "x" and "y" directions results 
in equi-axed islands. Anisotropie islands (wires) form when the lat-
tice mismatch is in different directions. Here growth is constrained 
in one direction, and hence the formation of wires instead of domes. 

Figure 9.23 Ordering of Ge islands with addition of SiGe/Si layers [58]. 
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Growth, however, is by no means perfect. Best efforts have 
resulted in several percent defects. Strategies to live with this level 
of defects include using them in a structurally simple architecture, 
such as a crossbar array or parallel straight wires. Additionally, 
defects could be mapped and architecture configured around them. 
Using self-assembled, self-ordered nanostructures may require a 
defect tolerant computer that can accept and design around a lim-
ited number of defects. 

We have seen in the last chapter that the band structure of low 
dimensional structures can be very different from that of bulk semi-
conductors. Figures 9.24, 9.25, and 9.26 show arrays of quantum 

Figure 9.24 Array of PbTeSe/PbTe quantum dots for thermoelectric power 
generating devices [56, 57]. 

Figure 9.25 Array of InGaAs quantum dots on GaAs for enhanced solar cell 
conversion [68]. 
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Figure 9.26 Array of Si quantum dots with enhanced photoluminescence. 

dots used to enhance electrical and thermoelectric properties of 
semiconductors [56, 67, 68]. PbTeSe/PbTe quantum dot thermo-
electric devices show promise of very high figures of merit [69]. 
SiGe/Si quantum dots (described above) are also being developed 
for thermoelectric power generation [69]. Intermediate band solar 
cells, shown in Figure 9.27, integrate quantum dots into their struc-
ture and have a theoretical efficiency near 63%. 

Si quantum dot arrays show enhanced photoluminescence as 
shown in Figure 9.28. Peak luminescence shifts to higher energies 
with decreased dot size. The bandgap of Si quantum dots depends 
on their size, as shown in Figure 9.28. Again we see a dependence 
on size of the dot. The bandgap begins to increase from that of crys-
talline Si (~ 1.2 eV) for particle sizes < 3 nm. The shift is dramatic, 
with an increase to ~ 2.5 eV for 0.5 nm particle sizes. 

9.5 Introduction to Biophotonics 

We all know that electromagnetic radiation interacts with biologi-
cal materials and systems. We have all experienced a sunburn. 
Photosynthesis keeps vegetation alive and provides much needed 
oxygen to sustain life. Biophotonics is the study of the interaction 
of light with surface of biological materials and systems. Photonics 
uses light much the same way electric circuits use charge carriers 
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Figure 9.27 Structure of intermediate band solar cell. 

(electrons and holes). This technology encompasses much of opti-
cal technology, including lasers, optical materials, control of light, 
sensors, waveguides, and nonlinear optical materials. Figure 9.29 
shows the general relationship between photonics and biotech-
nology [70]. We are exploring new ground here folks. Photonics 
is used for optical diagnostics, light activated and light guided 
therapy, early detection of diseases, bioimaging, biosensing, tissue 
engineering, and manipulation of cells. Common medical applica-
tions are wrinkle and hair removal by lasers, plastic surgery, cancer 
treatment, eye surgery, prostate surgery, and general surgery. The 
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Figure 9.28 Modification of Si/GaAs band gap using Si quantum dots [15]. 

Figure 9.29 Biophotonics is shown to be a fusion of photonics and biomédical 
sciences. 

artificial lung being developed by PDEC technology, for example, 
is a new and exciting biophotonic application [71]. 

Essentially biophotonics involves a basic understanding of how 
light interacts with bio-molecules, and integrates chemistry, phys-
ics, engineering, biological sciences, and clinicians. This interaction 
can be used to perform a function or to extract information about 
a biological system. Due to the complexity of this technology, only 
the basics will be presented here. 

Photosynthesis is a good place to start this discussion; essentially 
that's where it all began. This process occurs in plants, algae, and 
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many types of bacteria. This reaction uses light (photons) to pro-
duce oxygen (among other chemicals that sustain the plant). The 
process steps are shown in Figure 9.30. Light is absorbed by chromo-
phores (chlorophyll for example), which act much like an antenna 
to collect the photons. Figure 9.31 shows the absorption spectrum 
of chlorophyll a [72]. Note the strong absorption in the UV and red 
wavelengths. Other types of chlorophylls and carotenoids absorb at 
different wavelengths to cover the visible spectrum. The chromo-
phores act as a reaction center to transform light energy into chemi-
cal energy. Light is absorbed and causes a reaction that generates 
compounds such as ATP (adenosine triphosphate) that the plant 
turns into energy. The basic reactions are: 

PSI: 2 H 2 0 + 2NADP+ + %ADP + %P + %hv -» 0 2 + 
2NADPH + 2H+ + %ATP + ¿ H 2 0 

PSII: 12 NADPH + + 12H+ + 18 ATP + 6 C 0 2 + 12H 2 0 -> 
C H „ 0 . + 12 NADP + + 18ATP + 18P. 

6 12 6 i 

Here, NADP is nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide phosphate, 
ADP is adenosine diphosphate, P. is phosphorus, % is a concentra-
tion, and the star of the show is the photon hv. Note in the second 

Figure 9.30 Photosynthesis process steps. 
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Figure 9.31 PSI and PSII systems used to absorb photons. 

equation that carbon dioxide (C02) is converted to glucose (C6H1206). 
The (+) indicates a reduction (loss of an electron). Referring to Figure 
9.31, PSI and PSII are photon absorbing systems, essentially com-
posed of chlorophyll and carotenoids (absorption spectrum of chlo-
rophyll is shown in Figure 9.2). PSI converts photons to oxygen and 
energy, and PSII converts C0 2 to sugar and energy. The absorbed 
photon energy is transferred via an electron transfer chain to reac-
tion centers, P680 and P700, which indicates the absorption wave-
length maximum. Water is used to supply electrons to reduce the 
NADP and NAPDH, which reduce carbon dioxide and eventually 
produce sugars. To summarize this process: the leaves of the plant 
interact with the environment, harvest light energy, utilize carbon 
dioxide to form sugar, and convert water into oxygen. 

Biological systems are basically an assembly of cells, which are 
composed primarily of water, amino acids, carbohydrates (sugar), 
fatty acids, and ions. Macromolecules (proteins, peptides, polysac-
charides (complex sugars), DNA, RNA, and phospholipids) make 
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up the remainder of the cell mass. All these materials are organized 
in a semipermeable membrane of the cell wall. There are two types 
of cells; prokaryotic cells (bacteria for example) have little internal 
structure and eukaryotic cells have much more complex inerds, 
including a membrane bound nucleus. Figure 9.32 shows the hier-
archy of cells and their sizes. 

The chemical building blocks of life exist in cells, nucleic acids 
(RNA, DNA), proteins, saccharides, and lipids. DNA and RNA con-
sist of three building blocks: nitrogen containing ring compounds 
that are either purine or pyrimidine bases, sugar and phosphate. 
The four bases that constitute DNA have the familiar labels A (ade-
nine), G (guanine), T (thymine), and C (cytosine). T is replaced by 
U (uracil) for RNA. Proteins are formed during a polymerization 
process that links amino acids. Only 20 amino acids are used to 
form the vast array of proteins that are used in biological systems. 
We are all familiar with sugars (saccharides). They are the primary 

Small molecules: 
Amino acids 
Nucleic acids 
Water 
Lipids 
Ions 

Polymerization of nucleic acids to form DNA and RNA, and polymerization of 
amino acids to form protein 

i 
Virus 

• Size scale: 20-200 nm 
• Structure: single- or double-

stranded RNA or DNA 
• Function: infectious but 

not self-replicating 

1 
Prokaryotic cells: bacteria 

•Size scale: -1-10 |xm 
• Structure: single-cell organism consisting of 

single closed compartment that lacks a 
defined nucleus 

• Function: free-living and self-replicating 

Eukaryotic cells: animal/plant cells 

• Size scale: -10-100 (im 
• Structure: complex structure surrounded by a lipid 

membrane, contains an organized nuclear structure 
• Function: self-replicating and able to assemble to form tissues 

Figure 9.32 Hierarchy of cell structure. 
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source of energy for biological systems. Lipids form a group of 
compounds in living systems that are soluble in nonpolar solvents. 
Most lipids are derived from fatty acids and represent "fat" in the 
biological system. 

So, how do we integrate the chemistry and structure of cells and 
photonics? Tissues contain cells and are self-supporting media, 
which means that they can have optical properties in a macro or 
bulk scale. Therefore, light can interact with tissue to give us some 
information on the structure and the chemical makeup of the tis-
sue or be used to modify the structure and chemistry of the tissue. 
As shown in Figure 9.33, light can interact with tissues and cells 
by absorption, reflection, refraction, and scattering. Absorption is 
due to various intercellular as well as extracellular constituents of 
the tissue. Scattering effects are very pronounced in tissues. The 
turbidity or haziness of a tissue results from multiple scattering 
events from its heterogeneous structure, which consists of macro-
molecules, cell organelles, and, of course, water. Scattering from tis-
sue involves several mechanisms. 

Inelastic scattering from biological tissue is relatively weak. 
Raman scattering, however, is significant due to molecular vibra-
tions. Raman scattering can provide valuable information on the 
chemistry and structure of the cells and tissue and detect small 
changes in these properties. Changes in tissues as a result of dis-
eases and mechanical stress can be detected by Raman techniques 
[73, 74]. Carden and Morris [73, 74] measured spectra of minerals 
and proteins in prosthetic implants. They observed changes in the 

Figure 9.33 Optical interactions of light and tissue. 
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Raman spectra of the inorganic and organic compounds due to 
mechanical stress on the implants. These spectra revealed ruptures 
of collagen cross links due to shear stress exerted by the implant 
passing across the bone. More recent work [73] has used Raman 
spectroscopy to examine premature fusion of the skull bones at the 
sutures, which is a birth defect in the face and skull. 

We all know that tissue can absorb light. As with all materials, 
this absorption is wavelength dependent. Figure 9.34 shows the 
penetration of various types of laser radiation into tissue. It's inter-
esting to note that the penetration depth decreases with increased 
blood content in the tissue. 

Absorption of light also induces the following phenomena in 
tissues [70]: 

• Radiative 
a Tissue autofluorescence 
3 Fluorescence from various parts of the tissue 

• Nonradiative 
=• Photochemical (excited state reaction) 
° Photoablation (breaking of cellular structure) 
o Photodisruption (fragmentation and cutting of tissue) 
=> Thermal (light -> heat) 
=> Plasma-induced ablation (dielectric breakdown -> ablation) 

All the above processes can be used to probe the structure and 
composition of the tissue and cells, and also to perform operations 

Figure 9.34 Penetration depths of laser light into tissue. 
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on them. Several spectroscopic techniques (in vivo spectroscopy 
in particular) can take advantage of these optical processes to give 
us information on cellular and tissue structure, abnormal tissue 
structure, and biological functions. In vivo spectroscopic techniques 
include absorption, Raman scattering, back-scattering, and fluores-
cence. For example, Figure 9.35 shows Raman spectra for benign 
and malignant breast tissue [75]. The spectra for the benign tissue, 
benign tumor, and malignant tumor are significantly different. This 
method is also being pursued for brain tumors [76]. 

Bioimaging is an important biomédical tool for diagnosis and 
treatment of human diseases. While present imaging techniques 
(MRI, CAT scan, ultrasound, radioisotope, x-ray) examine gross 

Malignant breast tissue 
IT) LO 

Benign breast tissue 

Benign tumor ^ ^n 

700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900 

Raman shift (cm-1) 

Figure 9.35 Raman spectra from normal breast tissue, benign breast tumor, and 
malignant breast tumor. 
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or bulk features, biophotonic technology is developing methods to 
image cells and tissues for early detection, screening, and diagno-
sis of life threatening diseases. Optical imaging also overcomes the 
following limitations of other imaging techniques: 

• Harmful ionizing radiation 
• X-ray imaging on young patients 
• Harmful radioactivity 
• Inadequate resolution 

Optical imaging utilizes the spatial variation of the optical 
properties (transmittance, reflectance, scattering, absorption, fluo-
rescence) of a tissue sample (biopsy for example) to obtain informa-
tion on the sample. Lasers are commonly used as the light source. 
Imaging to the scale of 100 nm has been accomplished in in vitro, 
in vivo, and ex vivo specimens. Imaging methods include optical 
and electron microscopy, fluorescence microscopy, multiphoton 
microscopy (two-photon laser scanning microscopy), optical coher-
ence tomography, total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy, 
near field optical microscopy, spectral and time resolved imaging, 
fluorescence resonance energy transfer, fluorescence lifetime imag-
ing microscopy, and nonlinear optical imaging. 

The future of optical imaging lies in multifunctional imaging, 
high resolution imaging using two wavefronts, combining various 
types of microscopy, and further miniaturization of microscopes. 
Ultrasonic imaging techniques are also being developed (these are 
not optical, but use optical materials). 

9.6 Advanced Biophotonics Applications 

We complete this chapter with a brief review of microarray tech-
nology for genomics and proteomics, light activated therapy, 
tissue engineering with light, laser tweezers and scissors, and 
bionanophotonics. 

Microarrays are used for rapid analysis of large numbers of DNA, 
protein, cellular, and tissue samples. Optical methods are used for 
detection and readout of microarrays. Analytical processes involve 
immobilization of capturing biorecognition elements, scanning and 
readout of large amounts of micro-size samples. While the most 
widely developed microarray devices analyze DNA, proteins, cells 
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and tissues, the best developed are those that evaluate DNA. These 
are commonly called "a laboratory on a chip" and "biochips". 
Using these microarrays, thousands of DNA and RNA species can 
be analyzed simultaneously with impressive precision and sensi-
tivity to assess cellular phenotyping and genotyping. This technol-
ogy has significantly accelerated drug development and disease 
research. The microarray used a micropatterned array of biosen-
sors. Figure 9.36 shows the analysis scheme and Figure 9.37 shows 
some types of biological microarrays. Much of this scheme should 
look familiar as discussed in the previous section. New additions 
are patterning of microarrays and scanning the optical signal read-
outs. These arrays are useless without high rate scanning and high 
throughput; it would be just another large set of samples. 

The DNA microarray is a good example of this device. This device 
consists of an array that uses 5 urn to 150 urn sized spots supported 
on a glass substrate, and is used to identify DNA sequences of genes 
by fluorescence imaging. Fragments of single-stranded DNA rang-
ing from 20 to over 1000 bases are attached to these spots. These 
fragments are used to immobilize DNA fragments to be studied 
and identified. The array is scanned using a high speed fluores-
cence detector. 

Patterning of 
microarrays 

lmmobilization//n-s/fu 
fabrication of 

biorecognition elements 
at each microspot 

ignition of Biorecognition of 
fluorescently labeled 

specimen 

i ' 
Scanning/readout 

of microarrays 

1 
Data collection/processing 

Figure 9.36 Microarray analysis scheme. 
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Microarrays 

DNA microarrays 
DNA chips 
Gene chips 
Biochips 
Micro arrays of DNA or 
oligonucleotides 

Protein microarrays 
Protein chips 
Microarrays of proteins 

Cell microarrays 
Microarrays of cells 

Tissue microarrays 
Microarrays of tissue 
fragments 

Figure 9.37 Examples of biological microarrays. 

The microarray device consists of the microarray slide spot-
ter and the scanner [70]. The spotter is shown in Figure 9.38. The 
important steps in assembling this device are the printing of the 
microarray and sample preparation. The steps involved in print-
ing are: 

• Coat the glass slide with polylysine 
• Robotically print probe materials (c-DNA or oligo-

nucleotides) onto the glass plate (much like an ink jet 
printer) 

• Blocking of remaining exposed amines of polylysine 
with succinic anhydride 

• Denaturing of double stranded DNA to form single 
stranded DNA, if necessary 

The diameter of the DNA spots ranges from 50 |im to 150 (im, 
which can provide as many as 10,000 spots on a device. The spots 
are "printed" onto the glass slide by a number of techniques, includ-
ing noncontact (micro-droplets ejected from a dispenser-similar to 
ink jet printing) and contact printing, with direct contact between 
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Figure 9.38 Steps in photodynamic therapy (PDT). 

the print head and the slide. Samples are prepared by the following 
steps [70]: 

• Isolate RNA and produce multiple copies of the 
required DNA fragments 

• Convert m-RNA to c-DNA by reverse transcription 
• Attach labels to the c-DNA with red fluorescent dye 

and the control material with green dyes 
• Hybridize with the microarray probes 
• Wash away the unhybridized material 
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• Optically scan the microarray with a laser scanner or 
confocal microscope 

• Analyze the data 

The fluorescence intensities of the DNA and reference are ratioed 
by computer and the level of gene expression is obtained. Current 
technology can scan a maximum of 31,000 elements. 

This has been just one example of how microarray technology 
is used. Protein or tissue microarrays are beyond the scope of this 
section, but we will touch on how this technology is used to molecu-
larly profile tumors and identify the molecular signatures of cancer 
and other diseases. It provides a method of rapidly screening large 
amounts of data to track the progression of cancer, in particular 
breast cancer, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, leukemia, colon ade-
nocarcinoma, and ovarian cancer. DNA array technology provides 
a rapid method to genotype which facilitates diagnosis and treat-
ment of disease. Each of these diseases has a signature gene that 
can be expressed and compared to genes of normal tissue. Once 
the diseased gene is identified, a treatment that targets this specific 
type of cancer can be initiated. 

Light-activated, or photodynamic therapy, uses light for therapy as 
a medical procedure of treatment of disease. This type of therapy is 
a promising treatment for cancers and diseases that utilize activation 
of external chemical agents (photosensitizers) by light. The photosen-
stizer is administered intravenously or topically to the affected site 
and this site is then irradiated with the specific wavelength of light 
that is absorbed by the photosensitizer. The drug absorbs the light, 
producing activated oxygen species that destroys the tumor. Figure 
9.38 summarizes this type of therapy. Key steps in this process are: 

• Introduction of the photosensitizer drug (PTD drug) 
• Selective prolonged retention time of the PTD drug in 

the targeted tissue/tumor 
• Delivery of the light (usually supplied by a laser) to 

the affected region 
• Light absorption by the photosensitizer, producing 

highly reactive oxygen that destroys the cancer 
• Removal of the drug to stop the reaction 

The success of photodynamic therapy relies on the ability of the 
PDT drug to have a greater affinity to cancer cells than to normal 
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tissue. Both types of tissue absorb the drug, only the abnormal 
tissue retains it longer. The cancerous tissue is irradiated after it 
desorbs from the normal tissue. The mechanism is called singlet 
oxygen quencher. There are a number of photosensitizers used in 
PDT, but they all must have the following basic properties: 

• Must be able to target specific cancer cells 
• Hydrophobicity for good penetration into the cancer 

cells 
• The photosensitizer should absorb strongly in a nar-

row wavelength band but in a transparency region for 
normal tissue 

• The photosensitizer should not activate in the dark 
• The photosensitizer should not aggregate 
• There must be a method to rapidly excrete the photo-

sensitizer from the body 

Photosensitizers include porphyrin derivatives, chlorines and 
bacteriochlorins, benzoporphyrin derivatives, 5-aminolaevulinic 
acid (ALA), texaphyrins, phthalocycanines, and cationic and den-
tritic photosensitizers. 

Applications for PDT include cancer therapy for non-small-cell 
lung cancer, endobronchial lung tumors, cancer of the esophagus, 
other lung tumors, skin cancers, breast cancer, brain cancer, colorec-
tal tumors and gynecologic malignancies [70]. This therapy also 
has applications to cardiovascular diseases, chronic skin disease, 
rheumatoid arthritis, macular degeneration, wound healing, endo-
metriosis, and precancerous conditions. Figure 9.39 shows fluores-
cence images of a tumor before and after PDT treatment [77]. Note 
that the tumor is virtually eliminated. 

The primary types of tissue engineering, shown in Figure 9,40, 
are tissue welding, tissue contouring and reconstruction, and tissue 
regeneration. Dermatology and ophthalmology primarily employ 
tissue reconstruction and contouring. Dermatology applications 
include treatment of vascular malformations, removal of tissue 
lesions and tattoos, wrinkle removal and tissue sculpting, and hair 
removal. Ophthalmologic applications of lasers are used exten-
sively in refractory surgery (photorefractive keratectomy), to repair 
blockages and leaky blood vessels in the retina, in situ keratomi-
leusis, and cataract surgery. Tissue welding applications include 
direct welding, laser soldering, and dye-enhanced laser soldering. 
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Before PDT 

Figure 9.39 Fluorescence images of a tumor before and after PDT treatment [77]. 

Laser based tissue engineering 

I 
Tissue contouring and 
restructuring: 
Use of lasers to ablate, 
shape or change 
pigmentation of a tissue 

Tissue welding: 
Laser induced welding 
and soldering to fuse 
tissues, repair a tear, or 
inhibit vascular growth 

I 
Tissue generation: 
Laser activation or 
incision to stimulate 
new tissue generation 

Figure 9.40 Summary of applications of tissue engineering. 

Laser treatment has been shown to accelerate tissue regeneration 
and repair after injuries. 

Lasers play a very important role in this biophotonic applica-
tion. Lasers are now being used in angioplasty to remove plaque 
and open up blockages in blood vessels. Laser ablation is also being 
applied to soft tissue extraction and extraction of hard and soft tis-
sues in dentistry. 

Figure 9.41 summarizes dermatological applications of lasers, 
and Figure 9.42 shows ophthalmic applications of lasers. The basic 
principle involved is that certain wavelengths of light are absorbed 
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preferentially (targets) by damaged tissue, compared to surround-
ing undamaged tissue. The tissue heats up by a process called pho-
tothermolysis and is destroyed. Figure 9.43 shows the removal of a 
tattoo by laser technology. Laser light causes very rapid heating of 
the tattoo pigment granules, which kills the cells that contain them. 
The pigment escapes from the fractured cells. 

Lasers are now routinely used to correct vision problems by pho-
torefractive keratectomy and laser in situ keratomileusis. In both 
these techniques a pulsed laser beam flattens the cornea by selec-
tively removing tissue from the center rather than from the middle. 
This changes the focal length of the cornea farther back toward the 
desired spot on the retina and corrects the vision for distance. 

Low levels of light have been shown to help heal wounds and 
repair tissue after injury. In fact, my chiropractor routinely uses a 
laser to speed healing of damaged tissue and reduce inflammation. 
He has an interesting portfolio of actual cases of wounds and skin 
disease being healed by laser therapy. The skeptics are always there, 
but this appears to be a viable process to aid healing. The tissue 
regeneration process can be summarized with the following steps: 

• Healing begins with blood formation 
• Blood clot formation leads to formation of scar tissue, 

which retards healing of normal tissue 
• There is very little blood clot formation with laser 

ablation 
• The absence of blood clots accelerates the regeneration 

of native tissue 

Before After 

Figure 9.43 Removal of a tattoo by laser therapy. 
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Thus, laser treatment produces virtually no scar tissue that inhib-
its normal healing. There is strong evidence that recovery after laser 
surgery is much faster than after conventional (scalpels, etc) sur-
gery. Figure 9.43 shows muscle regeneration of muscle tissue after 
laser surgery compared to scalpel incision. Note the formation of 
normal, non-fibrous tissue with the laser incision. 

New applications in this technology are emerging at a rapid pace, 
and the use of light to enhance and simulate biological mechanisms 
and functions is improving medical technology and patient care. 
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Engineered band structure, 405ff 
Engineered materials, 6 
Engineered surface 

structures, 521 
Environmental stability of thin 

films, 48 
Etch parameters, 347 
Evanescent wave, 291 

Ferroelectric films 
Materials, 374-375 

Fermi level, 390 
Fick's first law of diffusion, 485,487 
Filtered cathodic arc deposition 

(FCAD or FCA) 
Macroparticle issues, 86 
Drawbacks, 88, 90 
Thin film materials, 89 

Fluorides, 129-130 
Free energy, 161 
Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) 

Complementary FSS 
structures, 500 

Element shapes, 499 
Mesh parameters, 501 
Optical transmission, 502 

Functional biomaterials 
Applications, 510 
Cyanobacteria, 516 
Lotus leaf effect, 517-518 
Self cleaning biological 

materials, 515ff 
Self healing biological 

materials, 522 
Wound healing, 522 

Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) 
Microstructures, 437 

Grain and texture evolution in thin 
films, 158 

Grain boundary, 159 
General observations, 160 
Stress in grain boundaries, 163 
Grain boundary energy, 164 

Gràtzel cell, 426 
Germanium quantum dots, 

532-534 

Henry's law, 486 
Hierarchy of cell structure, 541 
High power pulsed magnetron 

sputtering (HPPMS), 73 
Power supplies, 74 
Improved tribological 

properties, 77 

Indirect electron transitions, 391 
Indium tin oxide (ITO) 

Electron mobility, 470 
Magnetron sputtering, 473-474 
Sheet resistance, 470, 472 
Spectral transmittance, 471 

Ion assisted deposition, 50 
Factors that affect film growth, 52 
Property modification, 53 
Ion sources, 53,55 

Ion beam sputtering (IBS), 81ff 
Ion plating, 54, 57 
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Kronig-Penny model, 402 

Lab color space system, 314 
Lotus leaf effect, 517-518 
Low dimensional structures 

Density of states: 3D, 2D, 394 
Density of states: ID, 0D, 395 
Minibands, 396 
Quantum well, 392 
Quantum dots, 398 

Metallization, 360 
Elecromigration, 362 
Subtractive, 361 

Metamaterials 
Cloaking device, 439 
Dimensional scales, 445 
Metallic wire array, 447 
Negative refractive index 

materials, 437-444 
Split ring resonators, 450-452 
Stacked cylinder array, 449 
Super lens, 443 

Microhardness of PVD and CVD 
films, 189 

Microstructure / surface 
properties, 143 

Minibands, 396 
Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) 

films, 245 
As solid lubricants, 245 
Nanocomposite films, 246 

Moore's law, 431, 531 
Multilayer optical coatings 

Antireflection coating, 
297-299 

High pass filter, 306 
High reflectance coatings 

Dielectric enhanced, 301 
Quarter wave dielectric, 

301-305 
Low pass filter, 306 
Structure, 297 
Types, 284 

Multilayer structures 
Deposition, 120-121 

Nanocomposite 
Structure, 261 
Materials, 257-260 

Nanocomposite films 
MoS2 based films, 246 
Cr-Ni-N, 264 
Hardness, 266 
Industrial applications, 270-271 
ncMeN films, 265 
TiCxN /SiCN superhard films, 

" 26Í7-268 
Zr-Cu-N, 264 

Nanolaminate, 262 
Cu/Al nanolaminate, 269, 272 
Structure, 270 

Nanoindentation, 23 
Nanostructured coatings, 263 
Nanotubes-polymer composites, 429 
Nearly free electron 

approximation, 403 
Negative photoresist, 370 

Optical properties of solid 
surfaces, 25 

Absorptance, 27 
Modification, 283 
Polarization, 287-291 
Reflectance, 26, 286 

Color, 28 
Refraction, 286 
Transmittance, 26 

Optical properties of thin films, 
293-296 

Optical interactions of light a 
tissue, 542-545 

Optoelectronic properties of solid 
surfaces, 29 

Optoelectronic transitions of 
electrons, 32 

Plasma frequency, 33 
Organic solar cell, 476 
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Parallel plate plasma etch 
system, 354 

Photocatalytic processes in 
water, 512 

Photocatalytic thin films 
Hydrophilic surfaces, 493 
Materials, 497 
Photocatalytic processes in 

Ti02, 425 
Photocatalytic reaction, 494,495, 

497,511 
Photosynthesis, 497 
Ti02 solar cell, 426 

Photoligthography 
Photoresist stripping, 372 
Positive photoresist, 370 
Negative photoresist, 370 
Steps, 368-370 

Photolytically driven 
electrochemistry (PDEC), 
495-496 

Photonic band gap materials 
Forbidden bands, 432-433 

Physical vapor deposition, 
40-42 

Photodynamic therapy, 547-550 
Photosystem I (PSI), 513 
Photosystem II (PSII), 494-496 
Photosynthesis, 497 

In thylakoid membrane, 514 
Process steps, 539 

Piezoelectric films 
A1N, 374-375 
Piezoelectric equations, 373 

p-i-n- junction, 459 
Planar magnetron sputtering, 60 

Optical thin film materials, 64 
Plasma enhanced chemical 

deposition (PECVD) 
Reactors, 103-107 

Plasma etching, 348-350 
Etch profile, 349 
Etch rates, 355 
Etchants, 353 

Microscopic processes, 351 
Pattern transfer, 350 
Process steps, 352 
Reactors, 358 

Plasma-film interactions, 346 
Plasma properties, 339 
Plasma processing, 338-346 
p-n junction, 459 
p-type transparent conductors 

Energy band structure, 479 
Materials, 480 

Polarization of light, 287-291 
Positive photoresist, 370 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 

Benefits, 114,118 
Chamber configuration, 115 
Nucleation and growth, 117 

Pulsed magnetron 
sputtering, 79ff 

Quantum dots, 398 
Germaniu, 532-534 
InGaAs solar cell, 535 
PbTeSe/PbTe, 535 

Quantum well 
Energy profile, 392-393 
Allowed wave functions, 394 

RAFT reaction, 529-530 
Ranges of plasmas, 340 
Reactive sputtering, 62-63 
Resonant mesh,501-503 

Self assembled nanostructures 
Critical issues, 531 
Ge quantum dots, 532-534 

Self cleaning biological 
materials, 515ff 

Lotus leaf effect, 517-518 
Self healing biological 

materials, 522 
Self healing process, 523 
Self healing structures, 524-530 
Wound healing, 522 
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Semiconductor thin films 
Aluminum gallium arsenide 

(AlGaAs), 379,408 
Amorphous silicon, 378 
Cadmium telluride (CdTe), 

379-383 
Copper indium diselenide, CIS 

(CuInSe2), 383 
Copper indium gallium 

diselenide- CIGS 
(CuInGa, Se,), 383 
v x 1-x 2 ' 

Gallium arsenide (GaAs), 
379-383 

Process goals, 376 
Silica films: see Silicon 

dioxide films 
Silicon carbide (SIC) 

films, 233 
Hardness, 240 -241 

Silicon carbon nitride (Si-C-N) 
films, 238 

Hardness, 238-239 
Silicon dioxide (SiOz) films, 252 

Microhardness, 255 
Silicon nitride (Si3N4) films, 252 

Hardness, 253 
CVD deposited films, 254 

Silicon oxinitride (SiCvN ) 
films, 253 

SE applications, 2, 5 
SE benefits. 3 
Solar cell: also see Thin film 

solar cell 
Intermediate band, 537 

Solid surfaces 
Tribological properties, 7 
Tribological coatings, 8 
Wear, 8 

Wear mechanisms, 9 
Adhesive friction, 10 
Abrasive wear, 11 
Plowing, 11 
Fragmentation, 12 
Erosive wear, 13 

Fetting wear, 13 
Lubricity, 14 

Hardness, 15 
Hardness tests, 16 
Mohs hardness, 17 
Brinell hardness, 17 
Rockwell hardness, 19 
Vickers hardness, 19-20 
Knoop hardness, 19-22 

Structure of thin films 
Microstructures, 156 

Types, 156 
Short range and intermediate 

range order, 157 
Amorphous thin films, 

156-158 
Columnar structure, 163 
Pathological structures, 

168-170 
GLAD structures, 171 

Structure zone model 
Movchan and Demchishin, 173 
Evaporated films, 174 
Sputtered films, 175-177 
Ion plating, 177 
Monte Carlo simulation, 179 
Updates, 180-185 

Superlattice, 262 
Super lens, 443 
Surface engineering defined, 1 

Tangent rule, 166 
Thermal barrier coating, 255 
Thermal evaporation, 42 
Thermochromic coating, 484 
Tight binding approximation, 403 
Tissue engineering, 551-555 
Thin film optical materials 

Spectral ranges, 284-285 
Thin film permeation barrier 

Applications, 485 
Oxygen and water vapor barrier 

coatings, 490 
Permeation factors, 488 
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Polymer multilayer coatings, 489 
Vacuum polymer deposition 

technology, 491 
Thin film solar cell 

Amorphous silicon, 458, 460 
CdTe, 458, 460 
CIGS, 458, 461 
Intermediate band, 537 
Organic solar cell, 476 

Thin film nucleation and growth 
Surface kinetic processes, 144 
Pressure, 146 
Thermodynamics, 147 
Frank-van der Merwe (FM) 

growth mode, 150-152 
Volmer-Weber (VW) growth 

mode, 152-153 
Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth 

mode, 154-155 
Titanium diboride (TiB2) films, 

188-190 
Titanium boron carbide (TiBC) 

films, 188 
Titanium carbide (TiC) films, 188, 

190-194 
TiN films, 188,213-215 

Cutting tools, 214 
Decorative coatings, 214 
Hardness, 215 
Replacement for chromium, 

213-214 
Resistivity, 215 

TiC films, 216-219 
TiCN films, 188,194 
TiAIN films, 188,195-197 
TiBCN films, 188 
Tristimulus chroma ticity model, 309 
Transparent conductive oxide 

Dielectric constant, 468 
Electrical properties, 463-467 

Indium tin oxide (ITO), 469 
Optical properties, 467-468 
Zinc oxide (ZnO) and related 

materials, 476 
Tungsten carbide (WC) films 

Deposition processes, 242 
Wear rate, 243 
WC-Co films, 244 

Unbalanced magnetron sputtering, 
65,133 

Closed field magnetron, 65 
Thin film materials, 67 
Advantages, 68 

Vacuum polymer deposition (VPD) 
Chamber configuration, 125 
Advantages, 125 
Applications, 126-128 

Vacuum polymer deposition 
technology, 491 

Layer structure, 489,492-493 

WC-Co films, 244 
Nanostructured films, 244-245 

Wet chemical etching, 349-351 
Common wet etchants for 

metals, 360 
Pattern transfer, 350 

Yttria stabilized zirconia films, 256 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) and related 
materials, 476 

ZnO family of thin films, 477 
Zirconia films: see Zirconium 

dioxide films 
Zirconium dioxide (Zr02) films 

Cubic Zr02 (cubic zirconia) 
films, 255 
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Forthcoming and published related titles from 
Scrivener Publishing 

Atomic Layer Deposition: Operation and Practical Applications 
By Tommi Kääriäinen, David Cameron, Marja-Leena Kääriäinen, 
Lappeenranta University of Technology, and Arthur Sherman 
Forthcoming spring 2012 
The first part of the book will detail the fundamentals of ALD 
including films, materials and oxides. The second part will be 
devoted to applications and will cover Roll-to-Roll and Continuous 
ALD, diffusion barriers, coatings, low temperature processing, 
rigid and flexible substrates, etc. 

Introduction to Plasmas for Materials Processing 
By Scott Walton and Richard Fernsler, Plasma Physics Division, 
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 
Forthcoming fall 2012 
The aim of this work is to instruct engineers and product devel-
opers that use plasma-based processing equipment and provide 
them with a skill set that empowers them to take a more proactive 
approach by fully understanding the plasma-surface interface. 

Handbook of Biomédical Coatings and Deposition Technologies 
Edited by Arpana Bhave, Boston Scientific Corporation and David A. 
Glocker, Isoflux Incorporated 
Forthcoming fall 2012 
The Handbook will serve as the key resource for those wanting 
to learn how to develop and/or produce functional coatings for 
biomédical applications. It will be unique by focusing specifically 
on those coating technologies important in the medical industry. 

Introduction to Surface Engineering and Functionally Engineered Materials 
by Peter M. Martin 

Copyright © 2011 Scrivener Publishing LLC. 



Atmospheric Pressure Plasma for Surface Modification 
By Rory A. Wolf, Enercon Industries 
Forthcoming spring 2012 
The book's purpose is to impart an understanding of the practical 
application of atmospheric plasma for the advancements of a wide 
range of current and emerging technologies. Specifically, the reader 
will learn the mechanisms which control and operate atmospheric 
plasma technologies and how these technologies can be lever-
aged to develop in-line continuous processing of a wide variety of 
substrates. 

Roll-to-Roll-Vacuum Deposition of Barrier Coatings 
By Charles A. Bishop, C.A. Bishop Consulting, Ltd 
Published 2010 ISBN 978-0470-60956-9 
This is a practical guide to provide the reader with the basic infor-
mation to help them understand what is necessary in order to pro-
duce a good barrier coated web or to improve the quality of any 
existing barrier product. 




